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Â³ä àâòîðà

Öÿ êíèãà — îäíà ç ïåðøèõ â Óêðà¿í³, ïðèñâÿ÷åíèõ àíãë³éñüê³é ìîâ³ íàóêè. Ï³äðó÷íèê
ïðèçíà÷åíî ïåðåäóñ³ì äëÿ àñï³ðàíò³â òà çäîáóâà÷³â, êîòð³ ïðîõîäÿòü ìîâíó ï³äãîòîâêó ç
àíãë³éñüêî¿ íà ð³âí³ Ñ1 (çã³äíî ð³âíÿì Çàãàëüíîºâðîïåéñüêèõ ðåêîìåíäàö³é ç ìîâíî¿ îñâ³òè).
Îñâ³òíüî-íàóêîâà ïðîãðàìà àñï³ðàíòóðè (àä'þíêòóðè) âèùîãî íàâ÷àëüíîãî çàêëàäó (íàóêîâî¿
óñòàíîâè) ïåðåäáà÷àº, â³äïîâ³äíî äî Íàö³îíàëüíî¿ ðàìêè êâàë³ô³êàö³é, çäîáóòòÿ àñï³ðàíòîì
(àä'þíêòîì) ìîâíèõ êîìïåòåíòíîñòåé, äîñòàòí³õ äëÿ ïðåäñòàâëåííÿ òà îáãîâîðåííÿ ðåçóëü-
òàò³â ñâîº¿ íàóêîâî¿ ðîáîòè ³íîçåìíîþ ìîâîþ â óñí³é òà ïèñüìîâ³é ôîðì³, à òàêîæ äëÿ ïîâ-
íîãî ðîçóì³ííÿ ³íøîìîâíèõ íàóêîâèõ òåêñò³â ç â³äïîâ³äíî¿ ñïåö³àëüíîñò³ (îáñÿã òàêî¿ íàâ-
÷àëüíî¿ ñêëàäîâî¿ — ø³ñòü-â³ñ³ì êðåäèò³â ªÊÒÑ). 

Îð³ºíòèðîì ð³âíÿ âîëîä³ííÿ àíãë³éñüêî¿ ìîâè º ñòàíäàðòèçîâàí³ ì³æíàðîäí³ òåñòè. Äàíà
êíèãà ïîêëèêàíà äîïîìîãòè ñêëàñòè ö³ ³ñïèòè íà çàçíà÷åíîìó ð³âí³. Îñîáëèâó óâàãó ïðèä³ëå-
íî ðîçï³çíàâàííþ ³ìïë³öèòíèõ çíà÷åíü òà ï³äòåêñòó, à òàêîæ ëîã³÷íèì êîíåêòîðàì òà ³íøèì
çàñîáàì çâ'ÿçíîñò³ òåêñòó, ð³çíîìàí³òíèì ãðàìàòè÷íèì ñòðóêòóðàì, ³ä³îìàòè÷íèì çâîðîòàì
òîùî ÿê âàæëèâèì åëåìåíòàì àíãëîìîâíîãî íàóêîâîãî äèñêóðñó.

Óò³ì, äàíå âèäàííÿ ìîæå çàö³êàâèòè é øèðøó àóäèòîð³þ — ñòóäåíò³â òà âèêëàäà÷³â âè-
ùèõ íàâ÷àëüíèõ çàêëàä³â óñ³õ ñïåö³àëüíîñòåé, òèõ, õòî ãîòóºòüñÿ äî ñêëàäàííÿ ÇÍÎ, óñ³õ, õòî
ïîãëèáëåíî âèâ÷àº àíãë³éñüêó ìîâó — çàâäÿêè ï³çíàâàëüíîìó õàðàêòåðó òà ñèñòåìíîìó âèê-
ëàäó ìàòåð³àëó, øèðîêîìó çàëó÷åííþ (³íôî)ãðàô³êè, âèêîðèñòàííþ øèðîêîãî ñïåêòðó ñó-
÷àñíèõ, äîñòàòíüî ñêëàäíèõ òà îá'ºìíèõ òåêñò³â çàãàëüíîíàóêîâîãî õàðàêòåðó,  ïðèñâÿ÷åíèõ
àêòóàëüíèì òåíäåíö³ÿì ðîçâèòêó íàóêè. 

Óñ³ ðîçä³ëè ï³äðó÷íèêà ì³ñòÿòü âåëèêó ê³ëüê³ñòü íåîëîã³çì³â, ÿê³ ÷àñòî-ãóñòî âèêîðèñòîâó-
þòüñÿ â àíãëîìîâíîìó íàóêîâîìó îá³ãó, àëå ùå íå çàðåºñòðîâàí³ ó ñëîâíèêàõ. Ó ðîçä³ëàõ 1-
8 íàâåäåíî òåêñòè äëÿ ÷èòàííÿ ç ïðèì³òêàìè ³ âïðàâàìè íà ðîçóì³ííÿ ïðî÷èòàíîãî òà
ðîçï³çíàâàííÿ ³ìïë³êàö³é, îïàíóâàííÿ ëåêñèêè, îðèã³íàëüíî âèêëàäåíèé ãðàìàòè÷íèé ìà-
òåð³àë (³ç çàçíà÷åííÿì â³äì³ííîñòåé àìåðèêàíñüêîãî òà áðèòàíñüêîãî âàð³àíò³â àíãë³éñüêî¿
ìîâè), ìàòåð³àëè äëÿ âèïðàöþâàííÿ íàâè÷îê óñíîãî ñïîíòàííîãî ìîâëåííÿ òà íàóêîâîãî
ïèñüìà, àíîòóâàííÿ, ïåðåêëàäó ç óðàõóâàííÿì ë³íãâîêóëüòóðíî¿ ñïåöèô³êè àíãë³éñüêî¿ ìîâè,
à òàêîæ ïðàâèëüíî¿ âèìîâè (ðîçä³ë 1). Ó äåâ'ÿòîìó ðîçä³ë³ ì³ñòÿòüñÿ ð³çíîìàí³òí³ êîðèñí³
äîâ³äêîâ³ ìàòåð³àëè ç ãðàìàòèêè (ñèñòåìàòèçîâàí³ ïåðåâàæíî ó çðó÷í³é ôîðì³ òàáëèöü), íà-
ïèñàííÿ íàóêîâèõ ñòàòåé, ëèñò³â, ðåäàãóâàííÿ àíãëîìîâíèõ òåêñò³â, åòèêåòó ïîâñÿêäåííîãî
é íàóêîâîãî ñï³ëêóâàííÿ àíãë³éñüêîþ ìîâîþ, ó òîìó ÷èñë³, åëåêòðîííîìó, òîùî. Ñèñòåìà
âïðàâ ³ òåñò³â äîçâîëÿº åôåêòèâíî çàñâî¿òè ìàòåð³àë ÿê íà çàíÿòòÿõ, òàê ³ ñàìîñò³éíî. 

Ï³äðó÷íèê áóëî àïðîáîâàíî àâòîðîì ³ ñï³âðîá³òíèêàìè Öåíòðó íàóêîâèõ äîñë³äæåíü òà
âèêëàäàííÿ ³íîçåìíèõ ìîâ ÍÀÍÓ òà ðÿäó çàêëàä³â îñâ³òè Óêðà¿íè.

Õàé ùàñòèòü!
A book is a gift you can open again and again. Garrison Keillor 

*Ïðè ðîáîò³ ç ï³äðó÷íèêîì ïðîïîíóºìî çîñåðåäèòè óâàãó ïåðåäóñ³ì íà òàêîìó ìàòåð³àë³:

� Unit 1 Text 1(pp. 8-9). Note (ð.10). Exercises 1, 2, 5, 6, 7. Academic Word List (p. 16). 
Words on p. 18. Some ways of quoting (pp.19-20). Pronunciation tips (pp.22-27).
� Unit 2 Pp. 32-36. Exercises 3, 4. Writing Scientific Abstracts (pp. 38-41). Tips for dealing with

multiple choice questions (pp. 43-44, it's the key to reading comprehension). Exercises 10, 11, 12.
� Unit 3 Exercise 3; pp. 52-62. Exercises 6, 7; pp.67-70. Exercises  9, 10, 11. 
Text on Visuals (pp. 75-79); pp.80-81. Exercise 18.
� Unit 4 Exercise 2; pp. 89-92. Exercise 5; pp. 95-98, Exercise 7, pp. 100-102. Exercises 10, 11.
� Unit 5 Pp. 112-116 (to be combined with the material from Unit 9 on Passive Voice — see

pp. 238-239). Note on p. 117 (see also Unit 9, pp. 235-236). Exercises 6, 7. Tip on p. 120. Note on
pp. 122-123. Exercise 10. Text on Classifying (p. 127)+Note (pp. 127-128). Exercises 14, 15.

� Unit 6 P. 137. Note on p. 141. Exercises 4, 5; pp. 148-151. Note on p. 152. 
Exercises 8, 10; pp. 156-158. Exercises 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. Noteworthy (p. 164).
� Unit 7 Text and Exercises 1,2,3 on pp. 166-167; pp. 168-172. Exercises 5, 6, 7, 8. Texts on

pp. 178-179.  Exercises 12, 13, 14, 15, 16; 
� Unit 8 Exercises 5, 9; pp. 197-198. Exercises 10, 11; p. 199. Exercises 12, 13, 14. Exercises

16, 18 (sentences 1-6, 11-13, 19, 24, 25, 31, 34, 37; see also Unit 9, SMS Lingo). Chronology of a
test (p. 208). Exercises 19, 20.

� Unit 9 Here you will find useful visual grammar material, and tips for communicating
internationally («About Yourself», «Useful Expressions for Discussion»; «Presentations Tips»,
«Conference Vocabulary,», «On Writing Letters», «Revising and Editing», «Useful Phrases for
Writing Research Papers», «Writing for International Audiences» etc.)
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8 Unit 1

TEXT

Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

Students of science major in various fields of science. They take part in R&D at their
institutions. The faculty and staff at the universities and institutes will assist the students as
they fulfill their academic and professional goals.
Research advisors — well-known scientists will help their students with research.
Graduate students spend most of

their time in independent study and
original research. For example,
graduate studies in the USA can be
divided into two phases:

Phase I leads to Master’s degree and
consists of lecture-type coursework.
This degree is usually required in fields
such as engineering, library science etc.
The MBA, or Master of Business
Administration usually takes two years. 

These degrees are considered
stepping stones toward a PhD.
Normally few, if any laboratory courses
are offered. A thesis, calling for
significant research and/or design
effort may be required.

Phase II leads to doctoral degree —
PhD (doctorate). Students who are
enrolled in a doctoral program are
known as PhD candidates. They will
spend some time in class, but the most
important work is spent in first-hand
research. It may take three years or
more to earn a PhD Degree. This
degree normally requires four to six
years of study beyond the Bachelor’s
degree, culminating in lengthy, in-

depth, original research of a specific
topic, which may be both theoretical
and applied, or purely theoretical.

Usually, doctoral studies focus very
heavily on developing advanced
scientific skills. 

A PhD dissertation is considered a
unique, original contribution to human
knowledge. This paper must contain
views, research or designs that have not
been previously published.

The best and the most suitable
methods, techniques, approaches and
procedures should be used.

Several research publications on
issues relevant to the investigation
should be prepared. Most universities
awarding the PhD Degree also require
doctoral candidates to have a reading
knowledge of two foreign languages, to

to major (in) — to study as the chief subject(s) when doing
a university degree óêð. ñïåö³àë³çóâàòèñÿ

field of science — a branch of knowledge or area of activity.

Synonyms: sphere, area, branch, domain, realm, province
óêð. ãàëóçü, ñôåðà

R&D — research and development óêð. íàóêîâî-äîñë³äíà
ðîáîòà

faculty and staff — all of teachers and other professional
workers of a university or college óêð. ïðîôåñîðñüêî-âèêëà-
äàöüêèé ñêëàä

goal — one’s aim or purpose — óêð. ìåòà

Compare: objective — an aim that must be worked towards
over a long period óêð. ñòðàòåã³÷íà ìåòà

research advisor — óêð. íàóêîâèé êåð³âíèê

well-known — óêð. â³äîìèé Synonyms: famous,
prominent, eminent, renowned, celebrated

research — serious and detailed study of a subject. óêð.

äîñë³äæåííÿ Synonyms: study, investigation, studies,
investigations

scientist — a person who works in science óêð. íàóêîâåöü,

â÷åíèé Compare: scholar — a person with great knowledge
of, and skill in studying the subject

degree — a title given by a university to a student who has
completed a course of study óêð. ñòóï³íü Bachelor’s Degree
(baccalaureate) — ñòóï³íü áàêàëàâðà (áàêàëàâðàò); Master’s
Degree — ñòóï³íü ìàã³ñòðà; PhD — ñòóï³íü äîêòîðà ô³ëî-
ñîô³¿; PhD candidate/student; doctoral student — àñï³ðàíò;
postdoc — äîêòîðàíò

to require — to demand by right with the expectation that it

will be obeyed óêð. âèìàãàòè; requirement — óêð. âèìîãà

required — óêð. îáîâ’ÿçêîâèé Synonyms: — mandatory,
obligatory; required reading — îáîâ’ÿçêîâà ë³òåðàòóðà.

to earn — to get, to gain, to obtain — óêð. îòðèìàòè

in-depth — a thorough and giving careful attention to detail 
óêð. ãëèáîêèé, äåòàëüíèé, äîêëàäíèé 

to focus (on) — to direct one’s attention to something 
óêð. çîñåðåäæóâàòè óâàãó

skill(s) — special ability to do something well, esp. as gained
by learning and practice óêð. íàâè÷êè
issue — a subject to be talked about, argued about, óêð.
ïèòàííÿ, ïðîáëåìà 
relevant — directly connected with the subject Synonyms:

pertaining to (pertinent), dealing with, regarding,
concerning, relating to, touching upon, bearing relation
to óêð. ðåëåâàíòíèé, òîé, ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ
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pass a qualifying
examination that officially
admits candidates to the PhD
program, and to pass an oral
examination on the same
topic as the dissertation. 

If the dissertation meets all
the requirements it will be
accepted and approved by a
special board of academics
after oral defense.

Most scientists spend
many years studying and
working in laboratories.
Scientists can work
individually or in a team. In
many cases, scientists are
devoted to their work and
may find little time to do
other things. Usually
scientists are involved in

studying various aspects of
their fields, and work on one or two major projects at one time.

A good example of a dedicated scientist and researcher is U.S. investigator Benjamin Carson.
Speaking to young people around the country, Carson always concludes with the same message:
«Think big!» He explains the meaning of each letter:

— is for talent. Recognize your  God-given
talent.
— is for hope. Anticipate good things and
watch for them.
— stands for insight. Learn from people who
have been where you want to go.
— is for nice. Be nice to people — all
people.
— represents knowledge. Knowledge is the
key to your dreams, hopes and aspirations.

— is for books. We develop our minds by
reading.
— equals in-depth learning, where acquired
knowledge becomes part of you.
— stands for God. Never drop God out of
your life.

«If you can learn to think big, nothing on earth
will keep you from being successful in whatever
you choose to do», says Carson. And eminent
American astronomer Vera Rubin gives the
following piece of advice to young scientists:
«Don’t give up. Remember that science is ever so
vast; learn one thing very well. Doing so gives
you great confidence, allows you to share

knowledge with colleagues. It helps if you know
what you really want to do. Work hard. Learn to
give good talks. Be imaginative. If you are
interested in science you must have a
fundamental curiosity».

to meet the requirements — óêð. â³äïîâ³äàòè âèìîãàì

board — an official body or group that has responsibility for a particular
organization or activity óêð. ðàäà
in many cases — often óêð. ó áàãàòüîõ âèïàäêàõ, ÷àñòî-ãóñòî

devoted — showing great fondness, caring a great deal. Compare:

dedicated — very interested in or working very hard for an idea,

purpose; committed óêð. â³ääàíèé

to be involved in to take part, to be engaged in, to participate 
óêð. áóòè çàëó÷åíèì, áðàòè ó÷àñòü
aspect — a particular side of many-sided idea, plan etc. óêð. àñïåêò, á³ê

Synonym: facet óêð. ãðàíü

technique — method of doing something that needs skill 
óêð. ìåòîäèêà, ìåòîä;
tried-and-true technique — ïåðåâ³ðåíà ÷àñîì ìåòîäèêà
procedure — a set of actions necessary for doing something 
óêð. ìåòîäèêà
approach, way — a method of doing something or dealing with the
problem óêð. ï³äõ³ä, ìåòîä
method — a planned way of doing something óêð. ìåòîä

methodology — the set of methods used for the study of a particular
subject óêð. ìåòîäîëîã³ÿ

T

H

I

N

K

B

I

G 

to anticipate — to expect, to guess or imagine
in advance óêð. î÷³êóâàòè, ïåðåäáà÷àòè, 
ïåðåä÷óâàòè

insight — the power of using one’s mind to see
or understand the true nature of a situation 
óêð. ïðîíèêëèâ³ñòü

aspiration — a strong desire to do something or
have something, esp. something great or
important. Synonym: longing óêð. ïðàãíåííÿ,
ïîðèâàííÿ

acquired knowledge — óêð. íàáóò³ çíàííÿ

*to give up = to give in óêð. çäàâàòèñÿ

vast — very large and wide, great in amount 
óêð. øèðîêèé, âåëè÷åçíèé

to allow — to permit, to enable óêð. äîçâîëÿòè

to share — to have, use, pay or take part in
(something) with others or among the group 
óêð. ðîçä³ëÿòè, ä³ëèòèñÿ

curiosity — the desire to know or learn 
óêð. äîïèòëèâ³ñòü

curious — eager to know or learn. Synonym:

inquisitive óêð. äîïèòëèâèé
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1. What is the subject under discussion? 

2. What are the primary responsibilities of graduate students? 

3. What is specific about each phase of graduate studies? 

4. Why is it important to «think big»? 

5. Why is Vera Rubin’s message important especially for young scientists?

Give English equivalents for:

ñïåö³àë³çóâàòèñÿ ó ãàëóç³ íàóêè; íàóêîâèé êåð³âíèê; ñòðàòåã³÷í³ ö³ë³; äîñÿãàòè ìåòè; â³äîìèé
íàóêîâåöü (ó÷åíèé); ñàìîñò³éíå äîñë³äæåííÿ; ðåòåëüíå âèâ÷åííÿ; òåîðåòè÷í³ òà ïðèêëàäí³ 
àñïåêòè; íàâè÷êè íàóêîâî¿ ðîáîòè; Â÷åíà Ðàäà, óí³êàëüíèé âíåñîê; ïèòàííÿ, ùî ñòîñóþòüñÿ
äîñë³äæåííÿ; îðèãiíàëüíà ìåòîäèêà; áðàòè ó÷àñòü ó íàóêîâî-äîñë³äí³é ðîáîò³; îäíî÷àñíî 
ïðàöþâàòè íàä ê³ëüêîìà ïðîåêòàìè; áóòè â³ääàíèì íàóö³; íå çäàâàòèñÿ; ä³ëèòèñÿ çíàííÿìè ç
êîëåãàìè, áóòè íàäçâè÷àéíî äîïèòëèâèì; ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ öüîãî ïàðàìåòðà, â³äïîâ³äíî äî ö³º¿
òåîð³¿; ó òàêîìó ðàêóðñ³; àñï³ðàíò; äîêòîðàíò.

NOTE.

to deal with / to touch upon   ñòîñóâàòèñÿ, òîðêàòèñÿ
to be concerned with

to be about 

to have to do (with)

to be associated with

The issue has little to do with science — Öå ïèòàííÿ íå ñòîñóºòüñÿ íàóêè.
*all things scientific — óñå, äîòè÷íå äî íàóêè

when it comes to... ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ...
as far as ... is/are concerned... ñòîñîâíî...

*as for...

as to…

speaking of…

with respect to… 

concerning…

regarding…/in regard to…/with regard to…

When it comes to me ... — Ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ ìåíå (ùîäî ìåíå)...
As far as science is concerned, ... — Ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ íàóêè, ...
It is about the new method. Öå ñòîñóºòüñÿ íîâîãî ìåòîäà.

to concentrate/

to center attention/efforts/activities on/around çîñåðåäæóâàòèñÿ (íà)

according to… / in accordance with… / under … â³äïîâ³äíî äî... .
taken in that light, …/ on this evidence, … ó òàêîìó ðàêóðñ³,… .

Exercise 1.
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Identify characteristics of a scientist by matching the two columns. The first

one is done for you: 1-F.

I.

1. intelligent 

2. objective 

3. creative 

4. open-minded 

5. curious 

6. talented 

7. dedicated 

8. persistent

9. analytic(al)

10. decisive

11. goal-oriented

12. ambitious

13. well-versed

II.

1. decision-maker 

2. communicator 

3. designer 

4. inventor

5. problem-solver

6. aspirant (to/for)

Give Ukrainian equivalents for:

a positive approach to failure; open-mindedness, cooperation with others; tolerance for other
opinions, explanations, or points of view; avoidance of broad generalizations when evidence is
limited; demand for verification; longing to know and to understand; respect for logic;
consideration for consequences; a book about organic food(s); a monograph on
telecommunications.

Exercise 2.

A searching for new discoveries

B being able to make important choices or/and judgements

C creating new models or designs

D making opinions and information known and understood by others,

sharing and exchanging opinions.

E a person who hopes for and tries to get a position of importance or honor

F being able to find answers to difficulties 

Exercise 3.

A receptive of arguments and ideas

B remaining at a task for a long amount of time to complete a task

or project

C making observations and decisions based upon evidence, not

personal opinion or hearsay

D very interested in working very hard, devoting a lot of time to

complete a task or project

E producing new and original ideas and things, inventive

F having a high degree of mental capacity

G having or showing special abilities for a particular type of work

H eager to know or learn

I wishing to reach or obtain one's aim or purpose

K having a strong desire for success

L knowing a lot about something

M showing determination and firmness, resolute

N skilled in using methods of careful examination, especially in order

to separate things into their parts
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Prepare an oral presentation about characteristics of true scientists based on

Text 1 and Exercises 1-3. Tell your colleagues about yourself.

Translate Ukrainian sentences into English. Then match the two columns.

1. ß íå ôàõiâåöü ó ö³é ãàëóç³.

2. ßêà ìåòà Âàøèõ äîñë³äæåíü?

3. Âîíà ñïåö³àë³çóºòüñÿ ó ãàëóç³ 

ïðèêëàäíîãî ìîâîçíàâñòâà.

4. ßêîþ ãàëóççþ íàóêè âè ö³êàâèòåñü?

5. Öå ïèòàííÿ ñòîñóºòüñÿ âàøîãî äîñë³äæåííÿ.

6. ßêîþ íàóêîþ âè çàéìàºòåñÿ?

7. Éîãî äèñåðòàö³ÿ â³äïîâ³äàº óñ³ì íåîáõ³äíèì 

âèìîãàì.

8. Âîíè áåðóòü ó÷àñòü ó íàóêîâî-äîñë³äí³é 

ðîáîò³.

9. Ì³é íàóêîâèé êåðâíèê — â³äîìèé â÷åíèé.

10. Âîíè ä³éøëè ö³êàâèõ âèñíîâê³â.

11. (À) ÿêîþ º Âàøà äóìêà? (À) ÿê Âè 

ãàäàºòå/ââàæàºòå? Ùî Âè äóìàºòå (ïðî öå/ç 
öüîãî ïðèâîäó)?

12. ×îìó âîíè ïîñòàâèëè ï³ä ñóìí³â öþ

òåîð³þ?

13. Íå ðîá³òü ïîñï³øíèõ âèñíîâê³â.

14. Ó íàóêîâèõ äîñë³äæåííÿõ åíòóç³àçì

ñïðàâä³ âàæëèâèé.

15. Âîíè ïðèéíÿëè ð³øåííÿ ï³ñëÿ áàãàòüîõ
ðîçäóì³â.

16. Â³í ïîñòàâèâ âàæëèâå (çà)ïèòàííÿ.

17. ×è çíàºòå Âè (ïðî) öþ òåîð³þ/ïðîáëåìó?
(×è îá³çíàí³ Âè ç ö³ºþ òåîð³ºþ/ïðîáëåìîþ?)

Exercise 4.

Exercise 5.

A What field of science are you interested

in?

B This issue deals with your investigation.

C His dissertation meets all the necessary

requirements.

D What science are you doing?

E That’s outside my field.

F She majors in applied linguistics.

G What is the objective of your research?

H My research advisor is a well-known

scientist.

I They’ve come to/reached/drawn

interesting conclusions.

J They are involved in R&D.

K When it comes to research, enthusiasm  

does matter.

L Are you familiar with this theory/ 

problem?

M After much thought, they've arrived at 

a decision.

N (And) what do you think?

O He posed an important question.

P Why (how come) they question the 

theory?

Q Be careful not to jump to conclusions.
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Place steps of scientific research in correct order.

— Deciding how to solve a problem

— Choosing a topic

— Selecting an approach

— Identifying a problem

— Choosing the best solution of those available

— Expressing all ideas clearly

— Presenting materials and information correctly and clearly

— Developing a plan and time line

— Evaluating good and bad points

— Carrying out the plan on schedule

— Sharing the results with other people

— Generating ideas and methods

— Arriving at conclusions

Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.

1. We had a very ___ meeting last week.
2. The two lasers combine ___ a powerful cutting tool.
3. The country’s main ___ is oil.
4. New ___ methods have led to increased ___ .
5. This country is one of the world’s leading oil ___ .
6. The wine bottle was marked «___ of France».

7. The economists ___ an increase in the rate of inflation.
8. You’re so ___ !
9. It is hard ___ when it will happen.
10. His ___ turned out to be correct.

11. I’m fond of reading ___ fiction.
12. He is a famous ___ .
13. I don’t need any ___ proof.

14. This rule does not ___ in your particular case.
15. A new discovery has a number of industrial ___ .
16. Her research is both theoretical and ___ .

Exercise 6.

Exercise 7.

product (próduce) producer(s)
production productive
to produce productivity

to predict prediction predictable

science scientific scientist

(to) apply applied application(s)
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17. To carry out this plan would ___ increasing our staff by 20 %.
18. This monograph is ___ reading for  our course.
19. Candidates who fail to meet  these ___ will not be admitted to the university.

20. There was an intense ___ about their plans.
21. I’m ___ about what happened.

22. You can’t ___ how surprised I was.
23. She has a vivid ___ .
24. Be ___ !

25. This was an important stage in country’s .
26. I’d like ___ my idea.

Render the following text into Ukrainian.

In 1948 a 32-year-old electrical engineer and mathematician published in the Bell System

Technical Journal a seminal paper with the promising title A Mathematical Theory of

Communication. The landmark treatise raised considerable interest and made the author
immediately known to everybody in the field of communications. His name: Claude Elwood
Shannon. It was this outstanding contribution that created the necessary conditions for a theory
of information. Without Claude Shannon there might well be no long distance phone calls,
compact discs, digital television, satellite communications, cell phones,  and e-mail.

Claude Elwood Shannon (1916-2001) was born in Michigan, USA. It is reported that Thomas A.
Edison was the admired hero of his childhood. Mathematics and science were his preferred
subjects in school, and in 1932 he began to study mathematics and electrical engineering at the
University of Michigan. In 1936 he accepted a position as a research assistant at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). In 1940 Shannon graduated from the MIT with a
M.S. degree in electrical engineering and a PhD in mathematics.  For the next 15 years he was
with the Bell Laboratories together with other first-rate mathematicians and scientists, including
the signal theorists Nyquist and Bode, and the inventors of the transistor, Bardeen, Brattain, and
Shockley. During that period Shannon has worked hard on a theory of information, which
culminated in the publication of his landmark paper, «A Mathematical Theory of
Communication». The scientist who has been noticed so far only by his colleagues for his
sophisticated and original ideas tried to show for the first time in this article that information can
be measured independently of any semantic aspect and that every data source may be uniquely
described with respect to its information content. But first of all, he assured that an error-free data
transmission must be possible if the information rate is smaller than the so-called channel
capacity. The work provided critically important insights into the nature of communications.
Claude Shannon laid the cornerstone for the field of digital communications. In 1956 Shannon
was invited to be a professor at MIT.  He continued his affiliation with the Bell Laboratories until
1972, and retired from MIT six years later, in 1978. 

In 1985, when he and his wife decided spontaneously to visit the International Symposium on
Information Theory in Brighton, England, many people noticed the shy gentleman wandering in
and out of the different sessions. As the word spread that it was Shannon himself, the reaction of
the conference participants was as if Newton has shown up at a physics conference. 

(to) require requirement(s) required

curious curiosity

(to) imagine imagination imaginative

(to) develop development

Exercise 8.
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Many stories have been written about his varied interests and even eccentricities. In the mid-
1960s he had been invited by the Popov Society to the USSR. His wife accompanied him.
Although there had been no prior mention of money, close to the end of their visit, he was
surprised to learn that a prize of some 3000 Rubles was awarded to him. Unfortunately, he had
only a few days to spend it, as it was not possible to take money out of the country at the time.
So, with some difficulty, he managed to cancel his full schedule for the next few days to go
shopping. Finding nothing to buy that interested him sufficiently, he was about to abandon his
quest when he came upon some high-quality East German musical instruments. So he came home
with a bassoon, an oboe, and probably other instruments. He remarked that he would never have
bought a bassoon or an oboe unless he had to.

Many comparisons to heroes are made when describing Claude Shannon. A number of Shannon
Websites claim that he is to our time what Sir Isaac Newton was to his. Some say that he is to
communications what Louis Armstrong is to jazz. Everyone mentions Albert Einstein. His awards
include the Alfred Nobel Prize, the IEEE Medal of Honor, and the National Medal of Science
presented by the President of the United States.

Read the following text. Discuss the point with your colleagues.

Stefanie Olsen, staff writer, CNET News.com, published an electronic article called «Academia's
quest for the ultimate search tool» in August, 2005. She has learned that the University of California at
Berkeley is creating an interdisciplinary center for advanced search technologies and is in talks with
search giants including Google to join the project. The project is one of many efforts at U.S. universities
designed to address the explosive growth of Internet search and the complex issues that have arisen in
the field. She points out that U.C. Berkeley,  the school where Google CEO Eric Schmidt got his
computer science doctoral degree, is bringing together faculty members from various departments to
cross-pollinate work on search technology. The principal areas of focus are: privacy, fraud, and
multimedia search. The success of the $5 billion-a-year search-advertising business is fueling Internet
research and development in many ways. Interestingly, Google and Yahoo were practically hatched in
the same dorm room at Stanford University by several graduate students roughly six years apart.
Stanford, Carnegie Mellon University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and many
other universities are working to solve problems presented by the  digitized library of tomorrow. Sifting
through and organizing billions of digital documents will require new search technology. MIT, for
example, has teamed with the World Wide Web Consortium to create next-generation search
technology. Under that umbrella, an MIT graduate student has developed a tool called Piggybank:
software lets people surf the Web, tag visited sites with keywords and build an annotated collection
that can then be published to a site called the bank. Therefore, it turns into a «Semantic Web browser».

By employing various search tools (google.com, yahoo.com, altavista.com,

surfwax.com etc.) find the information on:

� IEEE SPECTRUM 

� MIT OpenCourseWare

� ResearchBuzz

� The Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard University

� The Nuts and Bolts of College Writing

� Science News Online

� IEEE the Institute «How Today's Techies Work»

� «One thing I'd like to clarify...» . Observations of Academic Speaking (by Anna Mauranen)

� The origins of a computer «bug» (clues: US Navy's Harvard Mark II computer; 9 September
1947; Admiral Grace Hopper; Thomas Alva Edison, Pall Mall Gazette, 1889; an electrical
handbook of 1896: telegraphers' joke term for noisy lines)

� Other Than That

Exercise 10.

Exercise 9.



ESSENTIAL ACADEMIC VOCABULARY

Study the following high frequency academic word list. Listen to the words and phrases and

pronounce them after your instructor. Whisper the words as you write them into your notepad.

Memorize the words. Put down the words as your instructor dictates them to you. Read them

aloud. Compose short sentences using the words. Expand the sentences you've composed.

Pronounce the following words correctly. If necessary, consult the dictionary or other source(s).

says; said; there is; there are; or other; later on; again; Albert Einstein; Arthur Rubinstein; Alfred Nobel;
Gustav Eiffel; Greenwich; Fahrenheit; Descartes; Cartesian; Coulomb; Harry Nyquist; rough; trough; tech-savvy; Ivy League
Universities: Brown University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Dartmouth College, Harvard University, Princeton
University, (the) University of Pennsylvania, Yale University; Novell; IEEE; ASCII; A.S.A.P.; TBA; TBD; Pittsburg; Edinburgh;
Toys ß Us; rugged; Nova Scotia; Ottawa; Montreal; Tucson; Niagara Falls; Illinois; Utah; Iowa; Arkansas; Missouri; Rosslyn;
psychological; paradigm; subtle; moral; morale; human; humane; colleague; technique; unique; procedure; soldier;
although; determine; examine; alterations; audio; authentic; decade; consequences; circumstances; question; in lieu of;
browser; diaphragm; hurray; folk; murmur; Mark Jacobson; Roman Jacobson; elite; mnemonic; memorabilia; to ascertain;
palm; poignant; thumb; climb; sapphire; silicon; silicone; systemic; studio; typo; typos; Michael Crichton; Estee Lauder;
Neiman Marcus; McDonald's; Ronald Langacker; Dimitri Bevc; hierarchy; Ramada Inn; Hotel Marriott; Eldorado; aoud/oud
wood; flawless; vehicle; plateau; genre; luxury; luxurious; anxious; anxiety; society; Xerox; niche; cliche; Leicester square;
Worcester; Gloucester; debris; Pall Mall; shopping mall; dearth; bosom friend; debt; doubt; albeit; amenities; suit; suite; tough;
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author, co-author àâòîð, ñï³âàâòîð
colleague  êîëåãà
methods/techniques/procedures/approaches
ìåòîäè
allow, permit, enable äîçâîëÿòè
unique óí³êàëüíèé
question  (çà)ïèòàííÿ
theory òåîð³ÿ
hypothesis ã³ïîòåçà
assess, evaluate, estimate îö³íþâàòè
area, field, domain, sphere, realm, subject area 
ãàëóçü, ñôåðà, öàðèíà
context êîíòåêñò
data  äàí³ 
paradigm ïàðàäèãìà
strategy  ñòðàòåã³ÿ
alternative àëüòåðíàòèâà, àëüòåðíàòèâíèé
design êîíñòðóêö³ÿ
function ôóíêö³ÿ
identify ³äåíòèô³êóâàòè, âèçíà÷àòè
interpret ³íòåðïðåòóâàòè
involve çàëó÷àòè; âêëþ÷àòè; îõîïëþâàòè
include  âêëþ÷àòè 
issue ïèòàííÿ 
occur  òðàïëÿòèñÿ 
percent â³äñîòîê, â³äñîòêè
period ïåð³îä
process ïðîöåñ
require, requirement âèìàãàòè, âèìîãà
research/study (studies)/investigation(s)
äîñë³äæåííÿ
respond, react â³äïîâ³äàòè, ðåàãóâàòè
vary âàð³þâàòè
aspect, facet  àñïåêò, ãðàíü
affect âïëèâàòè íà
final îñòàòî÷íèé
examine/study/analyse/analyze/explore
âèâ÷àòè, äîñë³äæóâàòè
determine âèçíà÷àòè
decade äåñÿòèð³÷÷ÿ
detailed; in full detail   
äîêëàäíèé; ó íàéìåíøèõ ïîäðîáèöÿõ

comment êîìåíòàð
important âàæëèâèé
positive ïîçèòèâíèé
negative íåãàòèâíèé
previous ïîïåðåäí³é
relevant ðåëåâàíòíèé, â³äïîâ³äíèé,
òîé, ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ
authentic àâòåíòè÷íèé
circumstances îáñòàâèíè
component ñêëàäîâà
item ïðåäìåò
constant ïîñò³éíèé, íåçì³ííèé
contribute ðîáèòè âíåñîê
region ðåã³îí
emphasis íàãîëîñ
criteria êðèòåð³¿
illustrate ³ëþñòðóâàòè
imply ìàòè íà óâàç³
pseudo-scientific ïñåâäîíàóêîâèé
rely (on) / depend on ïîêëàäàòèñÿ íà
sequence ïîñë³äîâí³ñòü
survey, overview îãëÿä
though, although, albeit õî÷à
apply çàñòîñîâóâàòè
however/but  îäíàê, àëå
therefore/thus/hence òîìó
impact âïëèâ
consequences íàñë³äêè
thesis / dissertation 
êâàë³ô³êàö³éíà íàóêîâà ïðàöÿ
(conference) proceedings
ìàòåð³àëè êîíôåðåíö³¿
poster presentation 
ñòåíäîâà äîïîâ³äü
journal 
magazine (application-oriented)
transactions (on) (research oriented)
íàóêîâèé æóðíàë
abstracting journal ðåôåðàòèâíèé æóðíàë
refereed journal (ïðîâ³äíå) ôàõîâå âèäàííÿ
book/monograph  êíèãà/ìîíîãðàô³ÿ

Exercise 11.



borough; Sean; template; boatswain; brooch; chimera; extraordinary; not applicable; salmon; tomato; wander; wonder; awesome;
forehead; fasten; calm; radio; eyebrows; aisle; ubiquitous; omnipresent; omniscient; mutual; verbatim; sword; though; thought;
Adobe; epitome; Ireland; Iceland; island; isle; isles; handsome; whistle; comb; systemic; insatiable; unequivocal; citrus; Cyprus;
Chanel; personage; panache; turquoise; cyan; fragrance; scent; acre; ballet; teacher; sign; signature; commerce; Europe; Czech;
gem; sour; paw; Shaw, advertisement; component; Sri Lanka; scimitar; wallet; false; crowd; browse; charisma; align; adorable;
treasure; measure; pleasure; steak; pharmaceutical; prohibition; prohibit; aura; drawer; flower; jeopardy; Indonesia; Malaysia;
Croatia; malt; Malta; Munich; Washington, D.C./D.C.; Nova Scotia; otiose; breath; breathe; foreign; insignia; assignment; stout;
function; shoeshine; succint; rogue; Tobias; meager/meagre; moral; morale; svelte; nowadays; neighbour/neighbor; taught; bought;
realign; indigenous; autochthonous; awe; courage; courageous; hero; sillage; icicle; walrus; ambitious; heirloom; naive/na¿ve; absurd;
castle; glamour/glamor; echo; Steven; Stephen; Neil; Niels; oust; sorcery; provocative; guard; heir; swan; award; reward; nice; Nice;
install; route; en route; router; soul; sole; iPhone; iPad; ton; tone; lycra; nylon; fur; fir; receipt; recipe; tycoon; raccoon; door; floor;
flood; ode; site; sight; hypothesis; hypothesize; warning; caution; demure; demur; murmur; Easter; aye; eye; eyes; ice; VIP/V.I.P.;
trifecta; pewter; lurk; urgent; emerging; patient; intelligence quotient; blonde; blond; utensil; guide; bouquet; suede; banquet;
gourmet; luncheon; Cyrillic script; nourish; wrist; bye-bye; nephew; magi; awkward; visual; page; sow; sew; sewing machine;
cupboard; Leo; leopard; soliloquy; melange; guinea pig; naked eye; learned secretary; beloved; minutia; quay; meme; suave; thesaurus;
hygiene; gene; genetics; legal; entrepreneur; vase; zebra; canoe; column; natural; nature; muscle; lace; necklace; lineage; ninth;
after eight; Graham; orange juice; pizza; haute couture; cuisine, after all; yacht; segue; honey; honest; owl; all over the world;
feisty; Venus; Venice; Xavier; faux pas; persuade; persuasion; hearth; sigh; surface; ginger; gesture; David; wolf; conduit; sleight.

THE SCIENTIFIC AND POPULAR SENSES

íàóêîâèé äèñêóðñ òà çàãàëüíîíàðîäíà ìîâà
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device / gadget / gimmick

in lieu of = instead of = rather than

since / because

might (conveys approximately 5% probability)

so to speak

a book on

why

a lot of / many / much 

a large amount / a great number

myriad / plethora

(a) plenty (of) 

mainly / in the main / for the most part /

predominantly

the remainder / the rest 

rather good       

scattered or sporadic amounts of something  

upon / after

at times / occasionally  

recently/ lately/ of late

(up) until (quite) recently

for some time / over a period of … 

over the years 

approximately/around/about

circa [+time marker]

several/a number of

a little/a few

(a) sort of / (a) kind of 

and so on /etcetera (etc)

or something of that sort (kind)

(,) and the like

whatsit / thingy / thingummy / gimmick /

widget / gizmo

instead of

because

might (conveys doubt: «I don't think so»)

so to say

a book about

how come 

lots / a lot of / many / much

masses of / heaps of / bags of/

loads of / oodles of / umpteen

plenty of

mainly / mostly

leftover

pretty good

dribs and drabs   

after

every now and then

not (so) long ago

for some time

for many years

round /around / about

a couple of/ several

a bunch of

a touch of/ a scrap of

a little/a few

a (little) bit / a tad

(a) sort of / (a) kind of / kinda 

and all (that sort of thing)/ or stuff (like

that)/ or what have you/

you name it / and whatnot



CULTURE FLAVORED WORDS

MIND some culture flavored elements encountered in the language of science. Remember

that the meaning of various linguistic devices will always be context-specific.

� aggressive åôåêòèâíèé, ä³éîâèé

� challenging — ñêëàäíèé, àëå ö³êàâèé, ïåðñïåêòèâíèé (used RATHER THAN difficult)
challenge — cêëàäíà çàäà÷à/ïðîáëåìà, ÿêó ö³êàâî âèð³øèòè/ðîçâ'ÿçàòè; âèêëèê;

âèïðîáóâàííÿ

to challenge — êèäàòè âèêëèê; ñòàâèòè ï³ä ñóìí³â; íå ïîãîäæóâàòèñÿ

ALSO: conundrum ñêëàäíå çàâäàííÿ, ùî éîãî òðåáà âèð³øèòè

� do NOT say «I have a problem (with)…»   
SAY instead «I have a concern (about)…» OR «I have a question (about)…»

� do NOT say «cheap», SAY instead «cost-effective»

� interesting (important but somewhat unexpected or strange) äåùî ö³êàâèé

� very interesting and its equivalents: more interesting; the most interesting; of great
interest; interesting and provocative; interesting and intriguing (äóæå/ñïðàâä³) ö³êàâèé;
Interestingly, … Ö³êàâî, ùî... (óæèòå íà ïî÷àòêó ðå÷åííÿ ÿê çàñ³á ïðèâåðòàííÿ óâàãè ÷èòà÷à)

*Better still, … =  A more interesting idea…

� to argue çàçíà÷àòè, óâàæàòè; ìàòè ï³äñòàâè ââàæàòè

� arguably/it seems î÷åâèäíî; ³ìîâ³ðíî; âî÷åâèäü

� timely; acute; high priority; top priority; current; present-day; hot; burning; urgent

àêòóàëüíèé; íà ÷àñ³; íàãàëüíèé

� timeliness / scientific relevance àêòóàëüí³ñòü (äîñë³äæåííÿ)

� research novelty / (the) novelty of the research íîâèçíà äîñë³äæåííÿ

� new/ brand new/ the latest/ the newest/ the recent/ (most) novel/ innovative/ frontier/

cutting edge/*state of the art: ñó÷àñíèé; íîâèé; íîâ³òí³é; íîâàòîðñüêèé. 

The phrase *state of the art implies the newest or best techniques in some product or activity.

� certain* —  some but not all äåÿêèé, äåÿê³

� certain** — particular; specific; of a particular but not clearly described type ïåâíèé, ïåâí³ 

� plausible — seeming to be true or reasonable; more or less OK, but may be not true,
reasonable or feasible (ïðèéíÿòíèé) çà ïåâíèõ óìîâ

� compromised íåâäàëèé

� moot — controversial, debatable; deprived of practical importance, abstract or purely -
academic; concerned with a hypothetical situation òàêèé, ïðî ÿêèé âàæêî ñêàçàòè íàïåâíå / íà-

ïåâíî íå ìîæíà ñòâåðäæóâàòè / ìîæíà ëèøå òåîðåòèçóâàòè ç ïðèâîäó… .

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. Aggressive design goals include, but are not limited to low cost, small form factor, and high-
speed data transfer.

2. We do not have problems, we have challenges.
3. This is a challenging task. 
5. The conundrums of the craft of teaching occupy many prospective teachers. 
6. The challenges of producing such promising devices are numerous. 
8. This resulted in thinly educated faculty, academically weak students, and unchallenging

curricula.  
9. None of these things damage the collection, however, they simply give the collection an

interesting, and somewhat hard to characterize feel.
10. This paper challenges some widespread views.
11. But it is interesting that he  pays almost no attention to it.
12. The above discussion suggests some interesting avenues of further research.
13. One of the more interesting techniques for enhancing information system security is

described below. 
14. Of great interest, therefore, is whether providing students with relevant activities would

facilitate the learning of a specific grammatical form that is difficult for them to learn.
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facilitate the learning of a specific grammatical form that is difficult for them to learn.
15. Interestingly, many students mentioned that they learned at least as much from observing

fellow students perform as they did by performing themselves.
16. Client/server is a hot topic — but a term that is overused, confusing, and poorly defined.
17. Innovative approaches to the integration of such systems are keys to achieving these goals.
18. The system's most novel aspect is its introduction of the concept of fusion.
19. A novel technology has been developed to design high-performance components.
20. To accomplish this feat, a novel  element has been developed.
21. Nanotech is the new frontier in biomedicine. 
22. I argue against the opposite position. 
23. It is also argued that such services are highly wasteful of resources.
24. Arguably, such concepts are beyond the scope of linguistic competence. 
25. This limits the usability of some applications in certain situations.
26. It is used in certain applications such as audio.
27. For example, your house is in a certain location, has a specific size, was built in a certain

style in a certain year out of particular materials, and is a certain color. It currently belongs to
you, has a certain market value, and so on. 

28. A rather more plausible scenario is that an alternative method of communication could
emerge, which would eliminate the need for a global language.

29. Core values of our conventional system may be compromised.
30. And it doesn't matter what the original purpose was. That's moot.
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Charles Kingsley

In the words of Charles
Kingsley,
In Charles Kingsley's words,
To borrow Charles Kingsley
words,
As Charles Kingsley put it, 

argues, 
According to Charles
Kingsley,

Charles Kingsley

says, / writes, / states,
shows, / demonstrates, / points  out,
argues, 
claims, / maintains, / asserts, 
explains,
reports,
emphasizes, / highlights, / stresses,
hypothesizes, 
suggests, / proposes,
suggests, / implies,

notes / points out
observes                     
states /writes /shows
reports 
found                                 that

has spoken of the fact 

"We act as though
comfort and luxury
were
the chief
requirements of
life, when all that we
need
to make us happy is
something to be
enthusiastic about."

«We act as though comfort and luxury were the
chief requirements of life, when all that we need
to make us happy is something to be
enthusiastic about»,

Charles Kingsley.says / states / notes
argues
observes
explains
found



Employ various ways of quoting. Be creative!

Somerset Maugham: «It’s a funny thing about life; if you refuse to accept anything but the best,

you very often get  it.»

Steven Wright: «You can’t have everything. Where would you put it?»

Thomas Edison: «Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and

looks like work.»

Henry David Thoreau: «Do not hire a man who does your work for money, but him who does it

for love of it.»

Mykola Gogol: «It is no use to blame the looking glass if your face is awry.»

Match the columns, whenever applicable.

A.
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The scientist defines what he calls
describes

the Babel Effect.
(the) so-called Babel Effect.

It is classified as 
a floral-aldehyde,

per
according to

Jan Moran.

Frohmann (1994) applies the kind of discourse analysis practiced by Michel Foucault to the
field of Library and Information Science. 

Exercise 13.

Exercise 14.

R&D
S&T

serious  

hands-on

leading/top/
most successful

important
valid
improved
promising
reinforced
strengthened
correct
accurate/precise/ exact
sophisticated
good 
cost-effective
efficient
effective
reliable
modern/updated/
up-to-date
upgrade(d)
strong 
robust
competitive
stunning
noteworthy

invalid
wrong
incorrect
false
erroneous
misleading
confusing/confounding
unreliable
bad 
no good
simplistic/oversimplified
completely wrong approach
utterly hopeless
formidable 
bogus
clueless
farfetched
bizarre 
malfunctioning
underperforming
vulnerable
troublesome

out-of-date/ outdated
obsolete 

frustrating
pricey / costly 
controversial
compromised
so-so
mediocre
lackluster

question(s)    
resource(s)    
need
tools
expertise
efforts 
idea(s)    
concept(s)
data
findings
results
outcome
evidence
facts

title/topic
subject

plus(es)/merits/
benefits/advantages

mistake/error
confusion
discrepancy
misunderstanding
disadvantage
drawback
downside
minus/demerit/pitfall/
loophole/fallacy/ 
limitation

conflict / argument /
disagreement

point of view/
view(point)

method(s)
technique(s)
procedure(s)
approach(es) 

scientist(s)    
researcher(s)    
investigator(s)    
scholar(s)    
coworker(s)    
colleague(s)    
peer(s)    
coauthor(s)    
editor(s)    
reviewer(s)    

PhD candidate/
doctoral student
research advisor
learned secretary

thesis
dissertation
paper
text
writing(s)
book(s)
monograph(s)
treatise(s)
article(s)
case study



B.
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newsworthy
elegant
highly efficient
technologically savvy
aggressive
promising 
reputable
comprehensive
in-depth 
straightforward
clear(cut)
lucid  

easy-to-comprehend 

far-reaching
the best possible 
by far the best
proactive

first-of-its-kind 
cutting-edge
up-to-date
state-of-the-art
new/ novel
innovative/ frontier
seminal
landmark

indispensable

timely 

allied 
related 

established

emerging / nascent

current

relevant / pertinent /
germane (to)

unique
one-in-a-million
one of a kind
extraordinary

routine
ordinary
usual

stalemate

hypothesis
theory
assumption/supposition
interpretation

area(s)
subject area(s)
field(s) /discipline(s)/
domain(s)/realm

affiliation

research
study
investigation(s)
inquiry
insight into

basis 
paradigm
framework/context/situation
background
foreground
underpinning(s)
rationale

components/parts

academic(s)/
higher school educator(s)

abstract
summary
resume
synopsis
survey/overview
review(s) 
report
textbook
manual/user's guide
grant proposal
conference proceedings
journal
abstracting journal
refereed journal
(annotated) bibliography
glossary
footnotes
map(s)/atlas(es)
gazetteer
table of contents
chapter(s)

standing committee
steering/organizing 
committee 

poster presentation

mailing list(s)

session/sitting
roundtable (discussion)
rump session

to deal with/touch upon/address
to use/employ 
to work out/ develop 
to offer/suggest/put forward
to apply
to define
to enumerate / to list 
to examine
to add
to determine
to emphasize
to compare/contrast
to discuss
to introduce
to summarize
to observe
to reveal
to confirm
to verify
to refute
to assess/evaluate/estimate
to demonstrate/show
to specify
to indicate
to place/put/lay emphasis on
to run/do/perform/
conduct 

to solve
to tackle
to frame/formulate

parameter(s)

technique(s)

approach(es)

outline/layout

section /sector / component /
subsection

proportion / ratio / relationship  

issue(s) /problem(s) / 
matters /questions

result(s)

template

(rough) draft
fact(s)
concept(s)
principle(s)
theory (theories)
experiment(s)
a crucial question /
the key point /
one of the most important issues

the problem

a hypothesis

in full detail

(only) tentatively



BASIC INTONATION PATTERNS

NOTE. Please take care of the appropriate intonation, pitch, stress, pausing  and phrasing —
an important part of  the English language rhythm.

Yes/No Questions, as well as Negative Questions require final rising tone (pitch).

Are you ready?
Do you like driving?
Does she like telling jokes?
Did you find it, Rose?
Did you work all day?
Is he shopping? Cf. He is shopping? 
Is she out?       Cf. She is out?

Couldn't you speak slower, please?
Wouldn't you feel safer this way?

Could you lend me 20 euros?  (normal statement)
Could you lend me 20 euros?  (not ten or fifty)
Could you lend me 20 euros? (not anybody else)
Could you lend me 20 euros? (I don't want you to give it to me)
Could you lend me 20 euros? (I've asked other people)
Could you lend me 20 euros? (Do you have that much — is it possible for you?)

Do you like cole slaw? (a specific kind of cabbage salad)
Do you like cold salad? (the way the salad is served)

Are you «busy Michael»? (I heard it was  you nickname)
Are you busy, Michael? (Do have free time?)

Questions with Wh-words (What? Where? When? Who? Why?/How come? How?) as well as

answers to them require a  final falling tone (final falling pitch).

Where have you been? 
Who did it? Why did she do it? Where did they do it? Why?

What time is it? It's 5 p.m.
How come we haven't considered this opportunity? 
Do you know what his native language is?

Why don't we get together again? Sounds good. It's a superb idea!
When did you see him? Yesterday. 

NOTE. Mind the difference: 

What do you think?  ßê âè ãàäàºòå? ßêà Âàøà äóìêà? Ùî âè äóìàºòå (ïðî öå /ç öüîãî
ïðèâîäó)? 

What do you think of my book?

What do you think of this infomercial?

How do you think? ßê (ÿêèì ÷èíîì, ó ÿêèé ñïîñ³á) âè äóìàºòå?
How do you think? How do you formulate your thoughts and ideas? What form do they take

inside your head? Random, scattered words? Images? Movies? Conversation? Music? What?

Cf.:

How do you think the general public view science?

How do you feel about it?
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Alternative Questions (questions with OR) require a rising tone before OR, falling tone after OR.

Would you like a monograph or a dictionary?
Would you like  a book or  a journal or an atlas?

Statements usually require falling intonation. 

High pitch generally indicates new or contrasting information, discourse cues, the views of
another speaker or other authors. Low pitch usually conveys something given, predictable, or
merely marks function words. It also indicates finality, the end of a thought. Plateau could signal
continuation, topic development, interdependency between current and subsequent statements by
the author, and may also mark current topic closing, with asking for permission to go on further.

I can do it. (affirmation)      
I can't do it. (negation)
I know it's true.
She is  shopping. 
He is out. 
Some people have intriguing pastimes.
It's a computer that I want for my birthday.

Sentences starting with IF require a rising intonation in the first part, and falling intonation

in the end.

If you need this book, give me a call.

In enumerating (making a list) use the rising tone on all the items except the last one.

The New Yorker Store sells «The Complete New Yorker» on DVD and hard drive, signed books
by New Yorker contributors, desk diaries, and other New Yorker merchandise.

Please mind the pauses (///).

Olga said Michael is upstairs. (Olga is talking about Michael)
«Olga», /// said Michael, /// «is upstairs». ( Michael is talking about Olga).

Finally, /// we decided to do it ourselves,/// no matter how long that would take.

«Although I do  firmly believe ///  that the brain is a machine, /// whether this machine is a
computer /// is another question» (Rodney Brooks).

Arguably, ///  the phrase «part of», /// as opposed to «a part of», ///  is more dramatic, ///
literary, /// and is more common in writing. /// It also has a more professional tone. At the same
time, ///  there may be some distributional differences. For example, /// an educated native
speaker might use the first sentence ///  but not the second: ///

1. It's a part of life /// I've never been interested in.
2. It's part of life /// I've never been  interested in.
«Part of»/// might also be preferable /// when you're referring to a section /// or a segment.
Expressing positive and negative emotions (disbelief, sarcasm etc) and commands requires a

final falling tone.

What a challenging task!  
What a nice day!
I had a great time.
Oh, no.

Fill it out.
Put it down.
Follow the instructions.

Aw, c'mon, Dad!  (Oh, come on / Stop teasing me!)
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Expressing surprise requires a rising tone. A possible comment to it (with differing

information or just a tag question) requires a falling tone.

— I like jogging. 
— Really?

— I go there every other week.
— You do?

— I am fond of  Internet surfing. 
— You are?

— I went to the theater yesterday. 
— You did?

— What an impressive presentation! 
— Impressive? You think it's impressive?

— I have been to Paris. 
— Have you? I thought you've been to Monte Carlo.

— I am off to the library. 
— The library?  Today? I thought you might go to the department meeting instead.

— They weren't  there, were they?
— No, they weren't.

— You weren't late, were you? 
— No, I wasn't. 

PRONUNCIATION TIPS 

VOWELS

NOTE 1. American English: r after a vowel - (r)

mother      care     sure    park       where    under the weather   cashier   near
here    atmosphere      store  floor     supermarket    door   alternative    depart
early    four more  important  hours    temperature readings    expertise    zircon

NOTE 2. American English: ju: →→  u: few // [u:w OR ju:] knew dew due to
newspaper introduce new New York   

[ju, j   OR ju:] you

i it    is   if   this    device  criticism  probably  fifty-fifty  issue  even    degree   election

experiment    exam  examine   determine  exactly     serendipity   painted veils   picture dictionary

learned secretary  naked eye    long-awaited     I have decided to resolve the issue.

i: sequence    nominee  attendee  degree   unique      elite   colleague    expertise   breathe    pizza

[i OR i:]  detail

Mind the contrast: sheep — ship     heel — hill     cheeks — chicks     leave — live
i period  criterion    cafeteria  stereotype  Is there a cafeteria near here?  //  [i:i(h)] vehicle 

i — open your mouth wider →→ e friend    any  experiment   stereotype   everybody   shelf

decade   Venice   breath   says   technique   unless   ten cents   best scent   expertise   hotel      Nobel

Mind the contrast: win — when       wrist — rest      bill — bell      fill — fell       till — tell

e →→  e i opaque    fragrance   veil    decade    elite     nation    gauge/gage   bathe    beige

Mind the contrast: pepper — paper     tell — tale    test — taste

e→→ææ open your mouth wide absolutely    manager   exactly    natural    national    plan  

paragon    paradigm     access    examine    rationale    automatic     salmon    swank   ant   and
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NOTE 3. American English: ask    answer   past   fast    last    enhance    sample

Mind the contrast: pen — pan     men — man    said — sad

ææ →→ ΛΛ tongue up and back mother

Mind the contrast: cap — cup     bag — bug     rag — rug

ææ →→ e i

Mind the contrast: natural — nature      national — nation

(«shwa») an onion      bananas   a question  some chocØlate   a cup of coffee    percent

complexion   perception  presentation    proposal   per diem     politician      musician    fashion

graduation  nation    national   and

Linking (do NOT pronounce «d»): wait  and see   and so on    and so forth   pros and cons

e (r) air    airy  hair   vary     various      fair  country fair     fairy tale

a:(r) father    mark    park        parliament     palm     bizarre      Martha's Vineyard

ΛΛ →→ o tongue down and back: get ready to pronounce ΛΛ, but ACTUALLY say o

knob         nod       It's not a problem, colleague.

Mind the contrast: hat — hot     nut — not       cut — caught

ΛΛ →→  o i  toy    boy   enjoy    noisy   annoying noise 

Mind the contrast: ball — boil        all — oil           hall — oyster

ΛΛ →→  au(w) how   now  house   town  hour  south    Calm down!   

Mind the contrast: pound — pond       found — fond    south — southern

a: / ΛΛ  →→ /ç: (r) star — stir         far — fur           hard — heard          shut — shirt
early   world    journal  occur    thirty   thirtieth    circumstances   perfect    superb    survey

interpret    determine   commerce

a i I   might    try  design    item      fly       high      like    clockwise    paradigm    otherwise

primary   criteria     aisle   rhyme     verify    finally   invite   Michael   library

:uw [OR (:)uw] OK.   Oh, no.  Hello!    window    vogue       coat    yoke   snow

although     focus   component   folk   studio    memo     innuendo  Yosemite National Park

Mind the contrast: hall — hole       bought — boat        ball — bowl

o →→  :

Mind the contrast: obvious — awe        trough — thought

:/o →→  u short, relaxed sound put   good   look

Mind the contrast: talk — took      ball — bull     fall — full

u →→ u:w tongue up and back route       blue      shoes      smooth             

Mind the contrast: full — fool      pull — pool

au (r) our     hour      flour    flower

ai (r) fire     higher    acquire

Tongue Twisters:
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c

c

c

truly rural
very scary 
no lemon, no melon
never odd or even
wet and windy Wednesday
a short sword 
We arrived safely.
You know New York.
She said he should sit.
She sees cheese.

Onions anyone?
a cup of proper coffee 
Mommy makes money.
Little Mike rides his bike.
Eddie edited it.
If you notice this notice, you will notice
that this notice is not worth noticing.
Awful or awesome? Nice or naughty? 
World Wide Web
Let's gather together!



CONSONANTS

p   t (tongue — behind front teeth)      k   f    h   s     �� voiceless 

b  d  (tongue — behind front teeth)     g   v    z     �� voiced

Linking (pronounce initial linking  sound only): R&_D          Let_Ted meet_Ben.   
Mind the contrast:  

hill   hello   husband   hope   happen    happy         vanity fair      verifiable evidence     emphasis

s (voiceless; touch side teeth with the sides of your tongue; tongue forward)

psychology psyche    
psychological pseudo-politician

Linking (pronounce initial linking sound only): Let's_stay at the hot?l.   It's his_sweet.  

z (voiced) languages questions gestures Rosslyn         xylophone    rhythm

Mind the contrast:  

What's this? What's that? Is it authentic? Is this authentic? Is that authentic?
This is the author with the co-authors. 
This is the Xerox. This is the new hypothesis. Is this the method? Is this the zenith?
Thank you. Thanks a lot. Thanks a million!
Upscale Bethesda.     Birth certificate.    A thorough analysis.    I think it's the thirtieth.   
I thought a thought.    Suzuki method.
Is today your father's birthday?     It's the thirteenth of September.        Ken is back to Quebec.

s →→      zz (sh)  push your lips forward a little; make it soft, voiceless

push     issue   tissue   cashier    show  sure    insurance     Chicago     

Linking (pronounce initial linking sound only): Spanish_shawl      Danish_ship

Mind the contrast: sea — she   sell — shell  
sushi   parachute   She sells seashells at the seashore.  Nice suit.  It's her suite.

zz (t+ch →→ (t)ch))  soft, voiceless    (similar to Ukrainian «ø»)   

zz -   (sh →→ zh)    soft, voiced (similar to Ukrainian  «æ»)   

beige   treasure  measure    Asia   pleasure   occasion   television   garage    genre   gauge/gage

tzz (sh →→ (t)ch))     soft, voiceless (similar to Ukrainian "÷")    picture   watch

ts     pizza

Mind the contrast: what — watch     cash — catch     pita — pizza
[s + (t)ch]     posture     gesture     gestures     question      questions  

d  (tsh →→ (tsh)dzh))   soft, voiced  (similar to Ukrainian «(÷)äæ)» joke  John   agency

magenta    large    region   passenger   bridge   cutting-edge  procedure  change      original     

This job is just about done.
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pie — buy
pear — bear
pack — bag 
coat — goat
back — bag
big — deal 

boat — vote
best — vest
feel — veal 
fine — vine
few — view
fly — try 
leaf — leave

and — ant 
write — ride
tie — dry 
pulled — pushed
closed — watched
opened —  walked
filled — brushed 

sip — zip
price — prize 
face — faith 
size — scythe

worth — worthy 
breath — breathe 
bath — bathe 
bathe — beige

free — three
first — thirst
sink — think
mouse — mouth 

day — they
dare — there 
tree — three
tent — tenth

north — northern 
south — southern

3

3



Mind the contrast: cheap — jeep         gimmick — gadget — widget
Pronounce BOTH sounds: orange juice    large gem    beige  jersey   teach geometry   rich George

uw →→ w     lips round and hard wonderful  Hawaii  question    anyway   twenty  between

twilight  Washington  squirrels ennui  Swedish sweater   interview   consequences     quietly

persuade     worldwide web  Wendy went     Victor voted   quocker-wodger      Thanks anyway.

Wish you were here.  

Will you win, William?  Why worry?    Why waste time?   Why wait in vain?    Which wristwatches

are Swiss wristwatches?  

Mind the contrast: vest — west  veil — whale windy — village  twelve   overview  very well
wide variety  Victor went   Wendy voted 

[vwa: ' la:] Voila!

m    n

Mind the contrast: mine — nine              me — knee             mice — nice     

�� morning      something       finger     singer     strong

ran — rang     thin — thing    sink — sing         rink — ring

l («light» l — similar to Ukrainian Poltava region «ë»)  L («dark» l)    littLe

ten — teLL              pin — piLL               bone — bowL
Mind the contrast: lunch   lemonade   marvelous   olives  VS. faLL    MichaeL   puLL  fauLt

aLways  saLe

r very     restaurant   country   interesting   library    cricket   critic      quite right        truly

rural   February third     strange but true    extremely clear   a pleasant present   angry  gesture

Greek grapes!    Write right!

Mind the contrast: no — low     nine — line    snow — slow   fly — fry    glass — grass
long — wrong   night — light — might — right 

RHYTHM PATTERNS
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ju you    huge    Houston   

[juwst ]  used to

je yes   yet   use  yesterday   yellow     

j opinion         j : York

e e c

o     .     o
Do it right.
Have a sit.
When's your class?

.     o     .     .
Incredible.
He's different.
Examine it.

.     o     .     o
I need a break.
She answered the call. 
We ordered the book.

o     .     .     o
Shop at the mall.
How did you know?
Where shall we go?
Where have you been?

.     o     .
I'd love to.
They need it.
She couldn't.

.     o     .      .    o
She knew that I would.
We hated to leave.
I'm sure that he will.



Noteworthy Noteworthy 

Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life.

Confucius

First learn the meaning of what you say, and then speak.

Epictetus

Say not, «I have found the truth,» but rather, «I have found a truth.»

Kahlil Gibran 

Use soft words and hard arguments.

English Proverb 

Good science is never outdated.

H. Shwan

The endless cycle of ideas and action
Endless invention, endless experiment
Brings knowledge of motion,
But not of stillness.
Knowledge of speech, but not of silence.
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?

T.S. Eliot, Choruses from «The Rock» 
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TEXT

Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

The word «science» originates from the
Latin word «scientia», meaning
«knowledge». Thinking about science,
Goethe once said, «To one man it is the
highest thing, a heavenly goddess; to
another it is a productive and proficient
cow who supplies them with butter.» The
results of science and the motives for
doing it are diverse.

Curiosity is the most powerful
motivation for research professionals —
and for many amateurs, too. Science
clarifies, explains and occasionally

predicts. Understanding a piece of
universe can bring satisfaction and
excitement to anyone. Science serves the
missions of improving health, national
security, energy, the environment and
communications, it creates new products,
meets the demands of emerging markets
and satisfies social needs. But even strong
faith in science may crack in straitened
circumstances.

When it comes to future justification for
curiosity-driven and mission-oriented
research, we encounter three related

undertakings.
First, we have to rethink the case from

inside the scientific community.

Government, businesses and universities
must demonstrate that investments in
science are the only way of fulfilling long-
range goals. Research executives will
have to document the ample returns from
past investments and then outline future
paths. Setting priorities will not be easy,
and stern management to ensure
excellence will be essential.

Second, we should broaden the
dialogue. Society must be engaged in
continuing exchange about national goals
and research priorities. The press, industry,
nonprofit organizations must participate.

Finally, we must expand the
accessibility of knowledge.

The entire professional community must
pay more attention to building a
scientifically literate society. Support for
science, and for the benefits of technology,
increases with educational level. To be
successful, we need more science, not less.

result — something that happens because of an action or

event. Synonym: outcome; óêð. ðåçóëüòàò, íàñë³äîê

diverse — different (from each other), showing variety
óêð. ð³çíîìàí³òíèé
motivation — need or purpose. Synonyms: incentive,
stimulus, motive óêð. ñòèìóë, ìîòèâàö³ÿ

occasionally — óêð. ÷àñ â³ä ÷àñó, ³íêîëè

to satisfy — to give enough for óêð. çàäîâîëüíÿòè

to improvå — to make better óêð. ïîë³ïøóâàòè

to emerge — to come or appear from inside or from
being hidden óêð. ç’ÿâëÿòèñÿ
faith — firm belief, trust, complete confidence óêð. â³ðà

straitened circumstances — difficult because lacking
money. Synonym: money is short óêð. ô³íàíñîâà ñêðóòà
to encounter — to meet or have to deal with (esp.

something difficult) Synonym: to be faced with
óêð. ñòèêàòèñÿ ç, íàòðàïëÿòè íà
related — connected in some way óêð. ñóì³æíèé,
ïîâ’ÿçàíèé
undertaking — a job, a piece of work or anything
needing effort óêð. íåëåãêà ñïðàâà
community — a group of people living together and/or
united by shared aims and interests óêð. ñï³ëüíîòà
long-range — covering a long distance or time óêð.
äîâãîñòðîêîâèé, äîâãîòåðì³íîâèé
ample — enough or more than enough óêð. äîñòàòí³é

stern — firm, strict, severe óêð. ñóâîðèé

essential (to, for) — completely necessary for the

existence, success of something. Synonyms: most
important, notable, fundamental. Also: indispensable
— too important or too useful to do without óêð. íàãàëüíî
íåîáõ³äíèé, ³ñòîòíèé, ñóòòºâèé, äóæå âàæëèâèé
to expand — to increase in size, number, volume, degree;
to grow larger, to broaden óêð. çá³ëüøóâàòè, ðîçøèðÿòè
accessible — easy to reach, enter or obtain. Synonym:

obtainable óêð. äîñòóïíèé

accessibility — äîñòóïí³ñòü

access — äîñòóï

benefit — anything that brings help, advantage or profit
óêð. ïåðåâàãà, êîðèñòü

ïåðåâàãè íåäîë³êè

disadvantage(s)

advantage(s) demerit(s)
merit(s) minus(es)
plus(es) weakness(es)
benefit(s) shortcoming(s)

limitation(s)
pitfall(s)
drawback(s)
loophole(s)

upside(s)   downside(s)

NOTE.
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1. What are the motives for doing science? What is the most powerful motivation?

2. What are the missions of science?

3. Are there any problems concerning scientific development? 

What are some possible ways of solving them?

4. What can be done to build a scientifically literate society?

5. What major conclusions does the author arrive at?

6. Why did the author mention «the goddess» and «the cow»?

7. What was the author’s purpose for writing this passage (to inform, to describe, to persuade,

to explain, to entertain or something else)? What is the author’s opinion on the subject?

Give English equivalents to:

ñèëüíèé ñòèìóë; ïðîôåñ³îíàëè òà àìàòîðè; ð³çíîìàí³òí³ ìîòèâè; ïîë³ïøóâàòè; ñëóãóâàòè
ìåò³; ÷àñ â³ä ÷àñó, ô³íàíñîâà ñêðóòà; äîâê³ëëÿ; çàäîâîëüíÿòè ïîòðåáè; äîâãîñòðîêîâ³ ö³ë³;
íàóêîâà ñï³ëüíîòà; íåêîìåðö³éí³ îðãàí³çàö³¿; ðîçøèðÿòè äîñòóïí³ñòü çíàíü; ïðèä³ëÿòè á³ëüøå
óâàãè; ïåðåâàãè íàóêè òà òåõí³êè; íàö³îíàëüíà áåçïåêà; âñòàíîâëþâàòè ïð³îðèòåòè.

Discuss the following point. Use an example provided below as possible

response to the issue raised.

Problem: Around the world science is both indispensable and vulnerable. Indispensable
because the world has goals that can be reached only with deeper understanding. Vulnerable
because money is short and patience with research is running short, too.

Sample answer: Why support science? For hundreds of
years one justification has been that research fulfills a
passionate human quest for knowledge. But these days
curiosity is not enough. Most people support science and think
research leads to practical benefits: economic growth, better
health, labor saving devices. The challenge is to integrate the
drive for knowledge with the delivery of useful outputs.

Exercise 1.

Exercise 2.

vulnerable — weak, not well
protected, sensitive, easily harmed
óêð. óðàçëèâèé
quest — a long search, an attempt
to find something
óêð. ïîøóê

ñôåðà äîñë³äæåíü 

research area / research sphere 
What is your research area?

íàïðÿì äîñë³äæåíü

a / the /this / a new / a central / a significant /
another/ a second/ a third …                line of research / inquiry

strand / stream / area of research 
ALSO: 

(a/the/this) strand of (the) literature

EXAMPLES:

This line of research focuses on the analysis of…
A different strand of research assumes that…
A second strand of research emerged within …
Another strand of research has drawn on a broader definition of…
Of special relevance to this question is the research on … done in the past five to ten years,

which formed a new strand of research.
These problems have long been an area of research. 
This has been an area of research during the past few decades.
This paper could be considered a first step in a stream of research on a field of study not yet

well explored.
Bringing these ideas together provides an innovative, dynamic perspective on a third strand

of literature from (research area) that examines…
These findings contribute to a growing strand of literature that offers deeper insights into the…
There is only a small strand of literature examining…
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EXPRESSING QUANTITY

I. LARGE QUANTITY

With count nouns With both With non-count nouns

MANY (more, the most) MUCH (more, the most)

There are many books Much time is needed
in our library. to solve this problem.
Ó íàø³é á³áë³îòåö³ Äëÿ ðîçâ’ÿçàííÿ ö³º¿ çàäà÷³
áàãàòî êíèã. ïîòð³áíî áàãàòî ÷àñó.

A LOT OF

A GREAT NUMBER (OF) books A LARGE AMOUNT (OF)

LARGE a lot of   time

a great number êíèã
of students áàãàòî áàãàòî    ÷àñó water (âåëèêà 
(âåëèêà ê³ëüê³ñòü) a large ê³ëüê³ñòü âîäè)
ñòóäåíò³â amount of

*not a few information
*quite a few knowledge
*(a) host (of) evidence

There are   not a few significance
quite a few

universities in the U.S.
Ó ÑØÀ áàãàòî óí³âåðñèòåò³â. 
They have a host of friends. 
Ó íèõ áàãàòî äðóç³â. 

OTHER EXPRESSIONS DENOTING LARGE QUANTITY:

a great deal of a great deal of money — áàãàòî ãðîøåé

a great variety of a great variety of reasons (áàãàòî ïðè÷èí)

a wide range of a wide range of different opinions (áàãàòî ð³çíèõ äóìîê)

abundant = plentiful The country has abundant supplies of oil and gas. 
Ó ö³é êðà¿í³ âåëèêèé çàïàñ íàôòè òà ãàçó.

myriad(s) a myriad stars — âåëèêà ê³ëüê³ñòü ç³ðîê, ì³ð³àäè ç³ðîê

plethora a plethora of suggestions — íàäì³ð ïðîïîçèö³é

II. SMALL QUANTITY

With count nouns With non-count nouns

FEW (fewer, the fewest) LITTLE (less, the least)

They asked few questions. We paid little attention to the proposal.
Âîíè ïîñòàâèëè ìàëî çàïèòàíü. Ìè ìàéæå íå çâåðíóëè óâàãè íà ïðîïîçèö³þ. 
*a few — òðîõè, íåâåëèêà ê³ëüê³ñòü *a little — òðîõè, íåâåëèêà ê³ëüê³ñòü
I may be a few minutes late. I have a little money
ß ìîæó òðîõè çàï³çíèòèñÿ. Ó ìåíå º òðîõè ãðîøåé.

minute, tiny, infinitesimal — êðèõ³òíèé
a bit (of) / a dollop (of) / a grain (of) — íåâåëèêà (íåçíà÷íà) ê³ëüê³ñòü, äåùèöÿ; òðîõè. I'm a bit tired.

ß òðîõè âòîìèâñÿ. There is a grain / a dollop of truth in what you say. Ó âàøèõ ñëîâàõ º äåùèöÿ ïðàâäè.
scarce — ìàëî, îáìàëü. This winter snow was scarce. Öüîãî ðîêó âçèìêó áóëî îáìàëü ñí³ãó.

Use some in affirmative sentences — I have some time. Ó ìåíå º òðîõè ÷àñó.
Use any in negative and interrogative sentences — I don’t have any information. 
Ó ìåíå íåìàº í³ÿêî¿ (áîäàé íàéìåíøî¿) ³íôîðìàö³¿.
Are there any letters for me? ×è º äëÿ ìåíå (ÿê³ñü) ëèñòè?
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sufficient
enough äîñòàòíÿ êiëüê³ñòü
ample
(a) plenty of

We have plenty of time — Ó íàñ äîñèòü ÷àñó.
We have enough seats for everyone — Ó íàñ äîñèòü ì³ñöü äëÿ óñ³õ.
sufficient information — äîñòàòíÿ ³íôîðìàö³ÿ
ample money — äîñèòü ãðîøåé

äåê³ëüêà a bunch of students  ãðóïà ñòóäåíò³â 
flowers áóêåò êâ³ò³â

He wrote several  articles. 
a number of
Â³í íàïèñàâ äåê³ëüêà (íèçêó) ñòàòåé.

BUT:
The number of students in our group is 12.
Ó íàø³é ãðóï³ — 12 îñ³á.

Approximators:

not exceeding / no more than / up to — íå á³ëüø(å) (í³æ/ÿê), äî
approximately 
nearly 
about / around / some 2 hours — ïðèáëèçíî (ìàéæå) 2 ãîäèíè.
almost 
roughly
close to

relatively 
rather good — äîâîë³ äîáðèé  Àáî: X is good enough.
fairly

Succession:

The first, the second ... the last — ïåðøèé, äðóãèé ... îñòàíí³é

*the former — ïåðøèé çà ïåðåë³êîì
*the latter — îñòàíí³é çà ïåðåë³êîì  ç äåê³ëüêîõ çãàäàíèõ âèùå.

Of the two possibilities the former seems more interesting (than the latter).
Ç äâîõ ìîæëèâîñòåé ïåðøà âèäàºòüñÿ á³ëüø ö³êàâîþ (í³æ äðóãà).
(Also: former — êîëèøí³é,  the former president — êîëèøí³é ïðåçèäåíò)

*every other — ÷åðåç îäíîãî; êîæåí äðóãèé; ðàç íà äâà
every other year — êîæí³ äâà ðîêè (ðàç íà äâà ðîêè)
*in succession, in a row — ïîñï³ëü, ï³äðÿä
*the last but one
*next to the last  ïåðåäîñòàíí³é
*the last but not least — îñòàíí³é çà ïåðåë³êîì, àëå íå çà çíà÷åííÿì (âàæëèâ³ñòþ)
*between — (ïîì³æ) äâîìà
*among— ñåðåä òðüîõ òà á³ëüøå

NOTE

the last îñòàíí³é the latest íàéíîâiøèé, íàéñâ³æ³øèé
(ïðî íîâèíè, ³íôîðìàö³þ, òîùî)

Have you read the last book by Have you read the latest article
academician Vernadsky? by our professor?
Âè ÷èòàëè îñòàííþ êíèãó Âè ÷èòàëè íîâó ñòàòòþ íàøîãî ïðîôåñîðà?
àêàäåì³êà Âåðíàäñüêîãî? The author provides the reader with
The last chapter presents conclusions. the latest information.
Â îñòàíí³é ãëàâ³ íàâîäÿòüñÿ âèñíîâêè. Àâòîð íàäàº íàéíîâ³øó ³íôîðìàö³þ.

a bunch of 
several 
a number (of) 
a couple (of)
some

the number (of) — ê³ëüê³ñòü
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the most most

íàéá³ëüø á³ëüø³ñòü

This is the most interesting article Most scientists usually work on one 
I have ever read.  or two projects at one time.
Öå íàéá³ëüø ö³êàâà ñòàòòÿ Á³ëüø³ñòü â÷åíèõ çâè÷àéíî ïðàöþº íàä
ñåðåä òèõ, ùî ÿ êîëè-íåáóäü ÷èòàâ. îäíèì àáî äâîìà ïðîåêòàìè îäíî÷àñíî.

MIND: *for the most part / mainly / in the main / basically /generally — â îñíîâíîìó, 
çäåá³ëüøîãî
*to make the most of — âèêîðèñòîâóâàòè íàéêðàùèì ÷èíîì
Make the most of your studies!

*another, a second, one more — ùå îäèí 
*other — ùå îäèí, ³íøèé (ç äåê³ëüêîõ) 
*the other — îñòàíí³é, ùî çàëèøèâñÿ 
*in (full) detail — äîêëàäíî, äåòàëüíî, ðåòåëüíî, â óñ³õ äåòàëÿõ (ó íàéìåíøèõ

ïîäðîáèöÿõ)

leftover, remainder ðåøòà,
vestige(s) çàëèøêè

OTHER EXPRESSIONS:

1,2,3... percent � hundreds of millions 
80... hundred �

100... million � BUT:
300... 

billion � dollars 10 dollar � bill(s)       

* billion — ì³ëüÿðä — 10 9

two times / twice — äâ³÷³ 
three times / thrice — òðè÷³

* -fold There has been a twofold increase in company’s business. 
Ïðèáóòîê êîìïàí³¿ çá³ëüøèâñÿ âäâ³÷³.

twice as little  âäâ³÷i ìåíøèé 
as much á³ëüøèé

NOTE

Mind such phrases as: «as much as», «as small as», «as early as» 
as early as 1970 — (ùå) ó 1970 ðîö³

a dozen = 12 

a score = 20 

a quarter = 1/4 

a half = 1/2

MIND:

Singular Plural   Singular Plural      Singular Plural  

quiz quizzes half halves ox oxen

penny pennies BUT:

pence roof roofs

Singular Plural   Singular Plural      

deer deer fish fish     

sheep sheep BUT: fishes (êîëè ³äåòüñÿ ïðî ð³çí³ âèäè ðèá)
fruit fruit

fruits (êîëè ³äåòüñÿ ïðî ð³çí³ âèäè/ñîðòè ôðóêò³â)
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IS or ARE?

experience experiences
research staff
time (5 minutes, 10 years/decade) police
money (40 dollars) goods
distance (50 miles)

the number (of)  a number (of)  
more than one person several
1+2, 12+80 (...) 
news 
data

evidence
Transactions / Annals 

(ó íàçâàõ íàóêîâèõ æóðíàë³â)
ethics (a branch of philosophy)
statistics (as a science dealing with and 
explaining a collection of numbers 
representing facts or measurements)
electronics (science)  

Chinese (as a language) the Chinese (as people)
Chinese is a difficult language. The Chinese are famous for their cuisine.

There is (was) 1 professor and 2 (...) students. There are (were) 2 students and 1 (...) professor(s).

WITH COLLECTIVE NOUNS:

committee 
faculty IS having their meeting (as a group)
class 
team 
audience ARE going back to their homes (separately)

public
personnel

BORROWED PLURAL FORMS:

phenomenon — phenomena Also possible:

ôåíîìåí (ÿâèùå) ôåíîìåíè (ÿâèùà) symposia
symposium symposiums

curriculum — curricula criterion criteria 
íàâ÷àëüíà ïðîãðàìà — íàâ÷àëüí³ ïðîãðàìè criterions

analysis — analyses 
àíàë³ç — àíàë³çè formula formulae

formula — formulae 
ôîðìóëà — ôîðìóëè formulas

nucleus — nuclei  radius — radii BUT: corpus — corpora/corpuses
ÿäðî — ÿäðà ðàä³óñ — ðàä³óñè

index — indices / indexes appendix — appendices / appendixes
³íäåêñ — ³íäåêñè (äîäàòîê — äîäàòêè)
(ïîêàæ÷èê — ïîêàæ÷èêè) 

IS AREthanks
data

ethics

statistics

(as a collection of
numbers representing
facts or
measurements)

electronics (electronic
devices and systems)  

Also

there+to be

on
a

um

is es

a ae

us i

ix/ex
ices
exes

*bureau — bureaux áþðî, îô³ñ, çàêëàä — áþðî, îô³ñè, çàêëàäè
*dogma — dogmata / dogmas äîãìà, äîêòðèíà, â÷åííÿ — äîãìè, äîêòðèíè, â÷åííÿ
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singular plural

man men
woman women
child children
tooth teeth
goose geese
mouse mice
ox oxen
person, human being people, human beings, humans
half halves
passer-by passers-by
experience experience(s)
alumnus (male), alumna (female) alumnae/alumni / graduates

a piece of information information
a piece of news a piece of research news feedback
a piece of advice advice
a piece of furniture furniture
a piece of paper paper 
a piece of luggage luggage
a piece of luck luck

Pluralize the following words:

radius, crisis, antenna, appendix, criterion, stimulus, encyclopedia, prognosis,  sanatorium, axis,
aircraft, medium, matrix, nebula, phasis, optimum, syllabus, supernova, synthesis, spectrum, thesis,
equipment, maximum, hypothesis, equilibrium, millennium, oasis, curriculum, phenomenon,
analysis, alumna, alumnus, bureau, half, human being, person, atrium, experience, spa, issue,
research, «how and why», «do and don’t», literatus, tenet, child; roof, ñorpus; quiz; fruit; fish; ox.

Translate the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. There are infinitely many bases to choose from.

2. You may first wish to try a few examples to illustrate that formula.

3. There are many interesting results concerning matrices.

4. Unfortunately, formulas like the ones above do not come easily.

5. There did not remain any questions.

6. This is the least acceptable variant — it’s not cost-effective enough.

7. The latter procedure is much more complicated than the former one.

8. There are a lot of differences among languages.

9. We do not have enough information at present to offer sound answers to these questions.

10. They have sufficient information (from which) to draw a conclusion.

11. The reaction accelerated fivefold.

knowledge

research

aircraft

spacecraft

know-how

equipment

personnel

Exercise 3.

Exercise 4.

According to Oxford English Dictionary, the word «phenomenon» is of Greek origin. It was originally
used in English as the plural, «phenomena». It denotes a thing that appears, or is perceived or observed.
It can also denote something very notable or extraordinary, a thing, or a person remarkable for some
unusual quality, a prodigy.
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12. These features are also important in a wide variety of applications.

13. The session foregrounds some of the ongoing issues.

14. Routine administrative responsibilities and myriad other chores comprise too much of a
science workforce job.

15. If you need more books, there are plenty more over here.

16. We have discussed the preliminary proposals in (full) detail.

17. Electronics aboard the new aircraft are very sophisticated.

18. Many amateurs enhance the Internet. Arguably, they do a lot of research.

19. There is a huge range of clean technology available and ready.

20. Do you have room in your car?

21. No news is good news.

22. We'd like two coffees, two teas… No, make that one coffee, three teas, please.

Render the following passage into Ukrainian. Pay special attention to

quantity words.

All About the Opryland Hotel

Hotels aren't usually tourist attractions, but this one is an exception to the rule. Opened in
1977, Tennessee's Gaylord Opryland  Resort & Convention Center is one of the largest hotel
facilities in the world. With over 2,500 guest rooms and 200 suites, the place is huge, but what
makes it worth a visit are the three massive atria. Together, these atria are covered by more than
8 acres of glass to form vast greenhouses full of tropical plants. There are rushing streams, roaring
waterfalls, bridges, ponds, and fountains. There are also plenty of places to stop for a drink or a
meal. In the evenings, live music and a laser light show can be seen in the Cascades Atrium.

The largest of the three atriums here is the Delta, which covers acres of indoor gardens and
has a quarter-mile-long landscaped indoor river, a waterfall, a fountain, and an island modeled
after the French Quarter in New Orleans. As  you might expect of a mega property, the Opryland
Hotel features a considerable number of amenities There are numerous shops and restaurants,
which give the hotel the air of an elaborate shopping mall,  lounges, room service, and even
wedding services. You can take boat rides on the river and, at night, catch live music in a
nightclub on the island. 

Read the text and try to appreciate its humor. Discuss the point with your

colleagues.

Marion Eppley, the developer of the standard cell that bears his name, was credited with the
following anecdote:

A young high school student returned one afternoon to the small retail store his father operated
in conjunction with a partner.

«Dad,» asked the student, «what are ethics? My teacher said that tomorrow we are going to
discuss them.»

«Well,» said the father, «I’ll illustrate. Imagine that a man comes into the store to buy some
stuff. I give him the merchandise, and he gives me the money. Then, after I gave  him his change,
he turns to leave and I discover that the $20 bill he gave me seems thicker than usual. On closer
examination I find that there are two $20 bills stuck together.

Here, my son, is the whole question of ethics. Do I or don’t I tell my partner?»
I’m sure you see Eppley’s point.

Discuss the following ethical issues with your colleagues.

A.  Some words and phrases in a code of ethics are subject to varying interpretations, and any
ethical principle may conflict with other ethical principles in specific situations. The entire IEEE

Exercise 5.

Exercise 6.

Exercise 7.
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(The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) expects our members to behave
professionally and ethically at all times. In fact, I suspect that it is generally taken for granted
that people are aware of and understand which behaviors are ethical and which are not. But then,
we have a membership made up of people from many different countries around the world, often
with radically different cultures and ways of operating. How could we all have the same set of
ethical standards? Can we all be expected to understand and subscribe to the same ethics? In
order to ensure that everyone has the same understanding, IEEE does have a code of ethics. And
we expect that all our members and volunteers also subscribe as a condition of membership. At
the same time, what we see as ethical behavior can differ slightly from person to person, in the
sense of the sensitivity of single individuals to the issue at stake. What a group considers ethical
also changes over time. 

B. Too many talented young women don't consider an engineering career because they grew
up hearing that women engineers are unattractive and unappealing eggheads with few non-
technical interests — in other words, «nerdy». The project «Nerd Girls» as a humorous play-on-
words, because today's undergraduate women enrolled in engineering programs are anything but
nerdy. According to Tufts Professor of Electrical Engineering Karen Panetta (who organized the
Nerd Girls, a coalition of nine female students dedicated to challenging the stereotype of female
engineers) the mission of the Nerd Girls is to demonstrate that women can be both attractive and
intelligent. Karen Panetta knew that it was tough for women to be taken seriously in her
profession if they wore jewelry, nail polish and bright-coloured clothing. An associate professor
of electrical engineering, she nevertheless favors pink suits, high heels and long hair. She had
been told she doesn't look like a scholar and would never get grant money. Yet she proudly notes
she has won five grant awards from NASA and earned a National Science Foundation career
award. 

WRITING SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACTS

TWO MAJOR TYPES OF ABSTRACTS:

INFORMATIVE ABSTRACTS

DESCRIPTIVE

*Brief, usually one- or two- sentence
paragraph explaining what the original

document contains, e.g.: 

This report provides conclusions and

recommendations on …

INFORMATIVE

*Summarizes key information from every
major section from the body of the paper. 

*The informative abstract is
NOT an introduction!

«FULL» VERSION «MEDIUM» VERSION «MINIMAL» 

VERSION

BEGIN WITH:

The present paper/ This paper/ This study 

deals with / is about / addresses … .

Statement of 

objective(s)/purpose(s)/aim(s)/goal(s) 

of the study

(usually INDIRECT)

To …(determine…)….we… (compared...)… .

To achieve (this, ) … .

X(s) seek(s) to … (anticipate/

demonstrate/analyze…).

Direct statement of

objective(s)

Our objective/purpose/aim

was to… .

(study/test/determine…)

Considered/Investigated

here is/are… .

Materials

Objectives

and 

materials

combined

Methods

Results
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Rationale or justification for the study

� X is discussed in light of… 

� The present paper addresses … from the

perspective of… .

Materials

Methods (techniques/approaches/ways)

� X analysis showed... .

� State-of-the-art / modern methodology was

employed including (but not limited to)… .

Results

� It is argued that… . 

� X is considered to be … . 

� The study of … reveals (that)… .

� X(s) is/are elucidated and discussed.

� The results of the study demonstrate clear

signs of … . 

� X(s) seem to / appear to/ turn out to/ 

prove to/ happen to … .

� Emphasized here are … . 

� X(s) is/are also examined/ explored/

studied/approached/ investigated/ discovered/

analysed/determined/

described/ considered/presented/evaluated

discussed/shown/developed/performed/verified.

Overall conclusion

� X indicated/ suggested… .

(did not indicate/suggest…)

� X(s)  may( be)/might (be)/ would seem to/ 

is/are likely to... .

� It can/could be concluded that… .

The paper suggests theoretical and practical

perspectives and directions for future research.

Overall conclusion

Methods

Results

MIND:

*An abstract should convey as much new information as possible.

*Writing an abstract, highlight the objective and conclusions that are in  the

paper's introduction and discussion sections.

*Include key statistical details, if any.

*Mind that abstracts will always be somewhat field-specific, so study

English abstracts related to your particular area carefully!

*When writing abstracts, one should state the problem and its importance,

as well as the solution to the problem, and what follows from it. 



SAMPLE ABSTRACTS (written by native speakers of English)

IEEE Communications Magazine, February 2003

Optical packet switching promises to bring the flexibility and efficiency of the Internet to
transparent optical networking with bit rates extending beyond that currently available with
electronic router technologies. New optical signal processing techniques have been demonstrated

that enable routing at bit rates from 10 Gb/s to beyond 40 Gb/s. In this article we review these
signal processing techniques and how all-optical wavelength converter technology can be used
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MIND:

specifics — details  äåòàë³, ïîäðîáèö³

specificity — ñïåöèô³êà, îñîáëèâîñò³

typical of — âëàñòèâèé, ïðèòàìàííèé

Try NOT to use the words «peculiar» or «peculiarities» in scientific abstracts!

MIND present-day research articles structure:

(bA)(f)//AIMRD//Ñ(a)rb/(rw)(A)(Ab)

brief abstract — foreword(preface) — abstract — introduction — materials &

method(s) — results — discussion — conclusions —

acknowledgement(s)/(thanks) — references— biographies — related works —

appendix/appendices(appendixes)— annotated bibliography

Photo: Tanner van Derra (unsplash.com)



to implement packet switching functions. Specific approaches that utilize ultra-fast all-optical
nonlinear fiber wavelength converters and monolithically integrated optical wavelength
converters are discussed and research results presented.
______________________________________________________________

Language Culture & Curriculum. Volume, 14 No 2, 2001. Special Issue: French Education in
Canada 

In this paper, we examine the language practices in three immigrant families of South Asian
ancestry who reside in Canada and have chosen French Immersion education for their children.
Basing our discussion on interview data, we present a profile of the inter- and intra-generational
language interactions that distinguish each family. Also, we describe their reasons for maintaining
their family language and their interest in French Immersion. The findings reveal that parents
adopt language maintenance strategies that vary from one family to another and they attribute
value to French and English as official languages of the country and important languages
internationally. Drawing on sociocultural theories of language learning, we argue that these
parents support language maintenance and opt for French Immersion education as part of a family
project aimed at developing child multilingualism. Multilingualism is viewed as a means of
securing advantages for their offspring nationally and internationally.
______________________________________________________________

Conference workshop abstract

Bridging the Gap: Academic and Industrial Research in Dialog Technologies

In the past decade, we have seen a rapid increase of dialog systems in various industrial
applications, including telephone-based services, in-car interaction systems, internet-based
customer support, talking characters in computer games, and mobile devices. Industry-driven
standards, such as VoiceXML, are also becoming popular. While there has been an increased
amount of effort in dialog technology research in the academic world, progress from such
academic research has not benefited the real world applications to a satisfactory extent. The
purpose of this one day workshop is to provide a forum to bring industrial and academic
researchers together to share their experiences and visions in the dialog technology development,
and to identify topics that are of interest to both camps.

Render the following abstracts into Ukrainian.

1. The book offers the know-how you need to understand and work with concepts.
2. How can the benefits of active networking be exploited in an environment where a large

number of customers must share a common network infrastructure? 
3. Can a satellite system compete with the capacity provided by terrestrial cable networks? If

the answer is positive, and it will be shown in this article that it is, a second question arises: What
new developments are required to migrate from the state-of-the-art satellite technology to such
advanced concepts? 

4. There still exist a number of barriers to the widespread deployment of Internet telephony,
such as the lack of control architectures and associated protocols for managing calls, a security
mechanism for user authentication, and proper charging schemes. The most prominent one,
however, is how to ensure the QoS* needed for voice conversation. 

5. The author challenges the emerging industry trend of adopting Internet-style distributed
network control. 

6. The author identifies some of the key problems one encounters when thinking about multi-
access system.

7. The author explores possible transitional steps to add programmability into the Internet.
8. The class hierarchy model described in this article enables users to compose their own

custom, flexible frameworks from either predefined or custom protocol components tailored to an
application's needs.
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*QoS — quality of service



9. Addressing the fast-growing need to integrate effective security features into wireless
communication systems? This cutting-edge book offers you a broad overview of wireless security.

10. Get hands-on expertise with this complete, one-stop resource packed with straight-from-
the-lab techniques, procedures and applications.

11. The five parts of the book set out current practice and ways of thinking about language policy
and planning, look at methodology and the key areas of education and literacy, provide case studies
of key language planning and policy issues, and examine issues toward a theory of the discipline.
The book challenges academics and practitioners to identify best practices, takes a global view and
provides insights into the trends in practice that will shape the field in the coming years.

12. Why do engineers «report» while philosophers «argue» and biologists «describe»? In
«Disciplinary Discourses: Social Interactions in Academic Writing», Ken Hyland examines the
relationships between the cultures of academic communities and their unique discourses. Hyland also
presents a useful framework for understanding the interactions between writers and their readers.

Compare a brief abstract and a full version of conference workshop

description. Pay special attention to information compression devices, and

text structure.

Computational Approaches to Figurative Language

Figurative language, such as metaphor, metonymy, idioms, among others, is in abundance in
natural discourse. The recognition of figurative language use and the computation of figurative
language meaning constitute one of the hardest problems for a variety of natural language
processing tasks, such as machine translation, text summarization, and question answering. As
natural language processing moves to an unprecedented new stage, it has become more urgent
than ever to tackle the bottleneck presented by figurative language. This workshop will provide
a venue for researchers in this area to inform each other and the natural language processing
community at large of the state of the art of current systems and to reach a better understanding
of the new issues and challenges that need to be tackled.

Computational Approaches to Figurative Language

Figurative language, such as metaphor, metonymy, idioms, personification, simile among
others, is in abundance in natural discourse. It is an effective apparatus to heighten effect and
convey various meanings, such as humor, irony, sarcasm, affection, etc. Figurative language can
be found not only in fiction, but also in everyday speech, newspaper articles, research papers, and
even technical reports. The recognition of figurative language use and the computation of
figurative language meaning constitute one of the hardest problems for a variety of natural
language processing tasks, such as machine translation, text summarization, information retrieval,
and question answering. Resolution of this problem involves both a solid understanding of the
distinction between literal and non-literal language and the development of effective
computational models that can make the appropriate semantic interpretation automatically.

As natural language processing moves to an unprecedented new stage, it has become more
urgent than ever to tackle the bottleneck presented by figurative language. There has been an
increasing amount of work in this area in the past few years (e.g. theoretical semantic/pragmatic
analyses of non-compositional phenomena, research on psychological/neuro-linguistic modeling
of figurative language comprehension and production, research on the structure of the lexicon,
knowledge representation and figurative language comprehension, domain-specific figurative
language detection, computational corpus studies of figurative language), but much more work
needs to be done (e.g. large-scale automatic figurative language detection, automatic extraction
of idioms and non-compositional phrases from large corpora, automatic semantic interpretation of
figurative language, automatic figurative language generation, machine translation of non-literal
phenomena, etc.). 

The goal of this workshop is to provide a venue for researchers in this area to inform each other
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and the natural language processing community at large of the state of the art of current systems
and to reach a better understanding of the new issues and challenges that need to be tackled.

The workshop is intended to be highly interdisciplinary. We encourage the participation of
people whose research deals with figurative language from different perspectives, including (but
not limited to) applied linguistics, psychology, corpus linguistics, human-computer interaction,
natural language processing, etc.

Topics covered by the workshop include, but are not limited to:

(1) Computational models of figurative language processing, including
— extracting idioms and non-compositional phrases from large corpora
— classifying metaphoric/non-metaphoric and humorous/non-humorous language use
— computing non-literal meaning
— multilingual or cross-lingual processing of figurative language
— computational modeling of human figurative language  comprehension and production

(2) Psychological models of figurative language processing, including
— figurative language comprehension
— figurative language production
— figurative language acquisition

(3) Corpus-driven studies of figurative language, including
— corpus-based studies of figurative aspects of any language
— corpus-based studies of specific linguistic cues for figurative language
— effects of domain and genre on studies of figurative language
— annotation of non-literal phenomena in corpora

(4) Theoretical discussions on literal and non-literal language,  including discussions on
— the distinction between literal and non-literal language
— the distinction between different types of figurative language
— cross-linguistic differences of figurative language

(5) Lexical and ontological resources for figurative language  processing, including
— representation of non-literal meaning in lexicons 
— development of new lexical resources for figurative language processing

(6) Evaluation of figurative language processing in large-scale NLP systems, such as machine
translation, Computer-assisted Language Learning (CALL), question answering, dialogue systems, etc. 

The emphasis of the workshop is on computational approaches  to figurative language. We
particularly are interested in  submissions that deal with figurative language in the context  of
Machine Translation, Word Sense Disambiguation, Information  Extraction, Document Retrieval,
Dialogue Systems, Intelligent Tutoring systems, etc.

TIPS FOR DEALING WITH READING COMPREHENSION TASKS

Good readers preview the text first, i.e. look over the whole passage for a moment. This helps
(to) make them good and fast readers.

Anticipation and prediction are two basic reading skills that are used to guess or predict how
the passage will develop. We anticipate before we read a passage, and we predict after the
passage begins. Our anticipation is therefore related to our own personal background knowledge
of the subject. After a passage begins we find «clues» that help us predict what is going to come
next. These clues may be in the meaning or in the grammatical structure of a sentence or its
vocabulary.

Some writers may announce what they
hope to tell you, or why they are writing. 

Writers may have something important
to say in the end. Some writers repeat the
main idea once more, some draw a
conclusion or summarize.

Skim and scan the text. When you’re
skimming, go through a passage quickly
in order to get a general idea of what it
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whole — the complete amount, entire óêð. óâåñü, öiëèé

to predict — to see or describe in advance as a result of

knowledge, experience. Synonyms: to foretell, to forecast,
to foresee, to make prognosis 
óêð. ïðîãíîçóâàòè
clue — something, such as an object or a piece of
information that helps to find an answer to the question:
«I’ll never guess the answer — give me another clue!» 
óêð. ï³äêàç, êëþ÷, ³íôîðìàö³ÿ



is about. When you’re scanning, look for some specific piece of information (a figure, a date, a
name) that you need.

Individual words do not tell us much. They must be combined with other words, and readers
should see words in meaningful combinations. Read in message units — try to group the words
into phrases that have natural relationship to each other.

The paragraph is the basic unit of meaning. If you can understand the main point of each
paragraph, you can comprehend the author’s message.

The topic sentence, the sentence containing the main idea, is often the first sentence of a
paragraph. It is followed by other sentences which support, develop or explain the main idea.
Sometimes a topic sentence comes at the end of a paragraph (then the supporting details come
first). Sometimes following the dominant noun through its repetitions and transformations into
synonyms will eventually lead you to the main idea. 

Just as readers read for different reasons, writers write for
different reasons. What purposes may an author have for
writing? 

1. Inform — give facts or information about a subject. 
2. Define — provide definitions on a subject. 
3. Describe — give an account of a subject in words. 
4. Persuade — influence a person’s opinion or behavior

about something. 
5. Explain — make plain or understandable, give the

reason(s) for or cause(s) of. 
6. Illustrate, compare, contrast and so on.
7. Entertain — interest or please. 
Sometimes distinctions among these types are blurred, but

the purpose should always relate to the main idea. If the main
idea is not stated somewhere within a paragraph, it must be inferred, or figured out from
important details of the paragraph. A good reader is able to infer the things that the author
implies. 

If the author says, «Who needs it?» he or she actually implies that nobody needs it. If the
author writes, «Our research primarily (but not solely)
involves proactive and situated data collection for
system design»,  the implication is the following: we
confine our research only to several points, though
potentially there could be other ramifications.

Understanding how the facts all fit together to deliver
a message, is, after all, the reason for reading. Good
readers organize facts as they read, they discover the writer’s plan by looking for a clue or signal
word early in the text which might reveal the author’s structure. Sometimes the author gives you
obvious signals. If s/he says «There are three reasons...» a good reader looks for a listing of three
items. 

1. What is the subject of the passage? 

2. What is meant by anticipation and prediction? 

3. What is the difference between skimming and scanning? 

4. What is the main idea of a paragraph? 

5. What should you look for when you’re trying to determine the main idea of a paragraph 
which is implied?

Read the passage and answer the questions about it. Dealing with multiple choice

questions, choose just one correct answer out of several options given. Incorrect

options are either too vague, or only partly true, or irrelevant to the question.

When colonists from Europe first arrived in America, they had to decide what to preserve of
their cultural heritage, and what to discard. They also had to decide upon a means to preserve
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eventually — at last, finally,
ultimately, in the end óêð. çðåøòîþ

to blur — to make less clear or
noticeable óêð. çëèâàòèñÿ, ñòàâàòè
íå÷³òêèì
to imply — to express, show or
mean indirectly óêð. ìàòè íà óâàç³,
ðîçóì³òè ï³ä

the following: óêð. òàêèé/òàêå/òàêà:

to reveal — to show, to make known óêð.
âèÿâëÿòè
obvious — easy to see and understand,
clear óêð. î÷åâèäíèé

Exercise 10.



and build upon their legacy. Their answer was the town school. Within 30 years of the founding
of the first settlement in Massachusetts (1620), all towns were required to hire a schoolmaster to
teach reading, writing and arithmetic, as well as religion; larger towns were required to establish
grammar schools to prepare children for the university. In 1787 the Continental Congress required
every new township in the Northwest Territory to preserve land for public schools.

At the university level, Harvard (Massachusetts) was founded in 1636, and William and Mary
(Virginia) in 1693. By 1776, on the eve of its revolution, America had 14 colleges in the new
country and another score were founded by 1800. By that time schooling meant not only
preserving parts of the classical education, but also teaching skills necessary to build a new North
American Nation. 

1. Which of the following is the best title for this passage?

a. European colonists in America 
b. American educational system 
c. Grammar schools and universities 
d. The first steps of American education

2. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage as a subject?

a. religion 
b. reading 
c. astronomy 
d. arithmetic

3. How many colleges were founded by 1800?

a. 14 
b. 34 
c. 20 
d. 30

4. In line 2 the word «heritage» could be best replaced by which of the following?

a. pride 
b. example 
c. criterion 
d. legacy

5. The author implies that

a. public schools were the first to appear 
b. there were quite a few universities 
c. William and Mary established town schools 
d. there was a tendency towards linking theory to practice

Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.

1. Your work shows considerable .

2. I would like to my German.

3. Your English is getting better, but there is still room for .

4. He had the of a first-class education.

5. The fall in prices will be to our business.
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(to) improve improvement

(to) benefit beneficial



6. He is most likely .

7. The system uses advanced computer and satellite .

8. We witness the rapid pace of change.

9. A specialist in technology is called .

10. We use the latest .

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

Multilingual Matters is delighted to announce the launch of the International Journal of
Multilingualism (IJM). It provides a forum wherein academics, researchers and practitioners may
read and publish high-quality, original and state-of-the-art papers describing theoretical and
empirical aspects that can contribute to advance our understanding of multilingualism. The aim
of the journal is to foster, present and spread research focused on psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic
and educational aspects of multilingual acquisition and multilingualism. This interdisciplinary
journal seeks to go beyond bilingualism and second language acquisition by developing the
understanding of the specific characteristics of acquiring, processing and using more than two
languages. Topics of interest to IJM include, but are not limited to the following: early
trilingualism, multilingual competence, foreign language learning within bilingual education,
multilingual literacy, multilingual identity. IJM is a peer-reviewed journal published twice a year. 

1. The passage is part of
a. an abstract
b. a peer review
c. an article
d. an announcement

2. According to the passage, IJM is
a. an interdisciplinary conference proceedings
b. monographic research publication
c. advanced-level textbook
d. an interdisciplinary periodical 

3. According to the passage, the editors encourage
a. independent research
b. the submission of advertising
c. the submission of papers in three languages
d. the submission of high quality papers

4. It can be inferred from the passage that the editors encourage the submission of papers on
a. psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics
b.early trilingualism, multilingual competence, foreign language learning within bilingual 

education, multilingual literacy, multilingual identity and other relevant topics
c. educational aspects of multilingual acquisition and multilingualism
d. early trilingualism, multilingual competence, foreign language learning within bilingual 

education, multilingual literacy, multilingual identity

5. It can be concluded that IJM deals with
a. purely theoretical investigations
b. applied research writings
c. both theoretical and applied research
d. neither theoretical nor applied studies
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6. The underlined word launch could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. start   
b. stop   
c. reorganization   
d. continuation

7. The underlined word  forum could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. comparison   
b. development   
c. opportunity   
d. meeting

8. The underlined word academics could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. college or university educators  
b. docents   
c. academicians   
d. high school teachers

9. The underlined word researchers could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. assistants   
b. investigators   
c. advisors   
d. attendees

10. The underlined word original could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. outdated   
b. similar   
c. fundamental   
d. new

11. The underlined word state-of-the-art could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. modern   
b. authentic   
c. relevant   
d. the earliest

12. The underlined word aspects could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. facets   
b. places   
c. styles   
d. conclusions

13. The underlined word aim could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. intention   
b. implication   
c. introduction   
d. investigation

14. The underlined word spread could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. figure out   
b. limit   
c. disseminate   
d. collect

15. The underlined word seeks could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. pays attention   
b. takes steps   
c. makes a contribution   
d. makes an attempt 
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Give a short presentation on the topic.

SOME ACADEMIC EVENTS (USA)
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ADVISING SESSIONS 

INTERVIEWS 

OFFICE HOURS 

TUTORIALS

TOURS

Interactions between students and academic advisors. 

Interviews for research purposes. 

Held by faculty or graduate student instructors in
connection with a specific class or project.

One-on-one discussions between a student and an instructor
or peer tutor.

Library, computer center, language laboratory, university
museum guided tours conducted by docents (åêñêóðñîâîäè).

NoteworthyNoteworthy
We say: the amount of feedback, the content of feedback information

BUT hundreds of feedback notices/comments (from)

"Every piece of content on our platform is continually rated and we receive hundreds of feedback

notices every week that ensure content is up to date". (TechCrunch)

"To qualify, a seller must have a minimum of 50 feedback comments from previous eBay sales,

at least one transaction in the previous 30 days and a positive rating from at least 98 percent of

his customers." 

(The New York Times — Tech)

We can say either
MANY scientists/journalists ARE… 

or
MANY  A scientist/journalist IS…

Many scientists are aware of it.

Many a scientist is aware of this fact.

We CAN pluralize «experience»:

How does art reflect the lives and experiences of different people, places and times?

How do our experiences and lives reflect art?

BUT we CANNOT pluralize the word «research»:

My research deals with astrophysics.

We've done a lot of research recently.

You can say: 
a piece of research = a study

some research = several studies

a program/programme of research

MIND:
He researches/studies this problem.

Careers for researchers in this field are wide-ranging and can include

administration research focused roles, teaching and lecturing.

NOTE:
Each of seven galleries is already open.  

Five of the new stores are already open.

NoteworthyNoteworthy
The name «quark» was coined by Irish poet and novelist James Joyce in the 1930s, and adopted

by quantum physicist Murray Gell-Mann in 1964. Gell-Mann took it from the novel «Finnegan’s
Wake» in which a flock of seaswans sings this song to one of the characters:

«Three quarks for Muster Mark!
Sure he hasn’t got much of a bark
And sure any he has it’s all beside the mark».
Although «quark» had no relevance to physics, it was probably as good a name as any for a

mysterious building block of matter.
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TEXT

Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

In industrial countries, there is a close
correlation between the rate of increase in
the number of graduate engineers and the
level of industrial productivity. 

The speed at which new  knowledge  is
transferred to industry is a key factor in
preserving economy’s competitive

position vis-a-vis tough rivals. 
The modern world is facing several

disturbing trends in human resources. In
quantitative terms,  we will have to cope
with the consequences of an aging
population, a decline in the working
people. In more qualitative terms, there is a
mismatch between the supply of young
graduates and the needs of industry
resulting in skills shortage. For that matter,
continuing vocational training and
retraining in a constantly changing
industrial and   technological context need
radical improvement. It has been shown
that intellectual capital depreciates by 7%
every year if it is not maintained. 

To improve the situation, some
recommendations have been made. Most of
these are what one would expect — attract
more young  people into science, more
science in schools, better contact between
industry and education, investment   in
continuing education to make labor
mobility respond to regional needs,  and to
avoid a brain drain. 

The United States, Japan and Germany
each employ between roughly fifty and
seventy-five scientists and engineers for
every 10000 workers in the labor force. In
developing countries the number is
between five and ten. By emphasizing
education at all levels and by selectively
entering globally competitive markets,
countries prosper. That prosperity then enables higher investments in R&D required for economic
development. The very dynamics of R&D institutions is changing. Universities create hybrid
academic-industrial centers, often with partial goverment funding, to accelerate the transfer of
scientific results to commercial applications.

1. What is a key factor in preserving economy’s competitiveness?

2. What is meant by disturbing trends in human resources?

3. Why is it necessary to maintain intellectual capital?

4. What is a brain drain? 

5. What are the new forms of linkages between science and industry?

between & among: when you are talking about only
two things use between. óêð. ñåðåä (äâîõ) If you are
talking of three or more things use among. óêð. ñåðåä
(òðüîõ òà á³ëüøå)
to transfer — to move from one place to another óêð.

ïåðåíîñèòè, ïåðåì³ùàòè

competitive — based on competition 
óêð. êîíêóðåíòîñïðîìîæíèé
competitor — Synonym: rival óêð. êîíêóðåíò, 
ñóïåðíèê
tough — difficult to do or deal with, not easy, needing
effort óêð. ñêëàäíèé
trend — a general tendency or direction in the way a
situation is changing or developing óêð. òåíäåíö³ÿ
to cope with — to deal successfully with a difficult
situation óêð. ñïðàâëÿòèñÿ, ïåðåáîðþâàòè
consequences — results, outcome óêð. íàñë³äêè, 
ðåçóëüòàòè
mismatch — óêð. íåâ³äïîâ³äí³ñòü

to result in — to have as a result; to cause; 
óêð. ñïðè÷èíÿòè, ïðèâîäèòè (äî), ïðèçâîäèòè (äî)
vocational training — óêð. ïðîôåñ³éíî-òåõí³÷íà 
ï³äãîòîâêà
retraining — Synonym: in-service óêð. ïåðåï³äãîòîâêà

Also: staff development — ï³äâèùåííÿ êâàë³ô³êàö³¿

radical — having wide and important effects. 

Synonym: drastic óêð. ðàäèêàëüíèé

to maintain — to continue to have (do) as before, to
keep up, to take care (of), to support óêð. ï³äòðèìóâàòè
to respond — to do something in answer, to react
óêð. â³äïîâ³äàòè, ðåàãóâàòè
brain drain — a movement of large number of highly
skilled or professional people from the country where
they were trained to other countries where they can earn
more money óêð. â³äïëèâ ñïåö³àë³ñò³â/ôàõ³âö³â

to prosper — to become successful and rich.

Synonyms: to thrive, to flourish óêð. ïðîöâ³òàòè

to enable — to permit, to allow óêð. äîçâîëÿòè

the very dynamics — óêð. âëàñíå äèíàì³êà (ñàìà äè-

íàì³êà) Compare: the very fact — ñàì ôàêò
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Give English equivalents to:

ñèëüíèé ñóïåðíèê, òðèâîæíà òåíäåíö³ÿ, ñïðàâëÿòèñÿ ç íàñë³äêàìè, ïðîôåñ³éíî-òåõí³÷íà
îñâ³òà, ïåðåï³äãîòîâêà, ðàäèêàëüíå ïîë³ïøåííÿ, çàëó÷àòè ìîëîäü äî íàóêè, ïîäîâæåíà îñâ³òà,
ðåàãóâàòè íà ïîòðåáè, óíèêàòè â³äïëèâó ñïåö³àë³ñò³â, ïðîöâ³òàòè, ïðèñêîðþâàòè ïðîöåñ.

Give Ukrainian equivalents of: 

industrial countries; modern world; disturbing trend; to cope with the consequences; the very
dynamics; brain drain; skills shortage; mismatch; competitive.

Translate Ukrainian sentences into English. Then match the two columns.

1. Ó íèõ º áàãàòî çàðóá³æíèõ A. Investments in science generate high

êîíêóðåíò³â. rates of social return. 

2. Âîíè íàãîëîøóþòü íà âàæëèâîñò³ B. What are the output indicators of R&D?

îñâ³òè íà âñ³õ ð³âíÿõ. 

3. Ïðîôåñ³éíà îñâ³òà äîïîìîæå âàì C. They emphasize education at all levels.

ïðèñòîñóâàòèñÿ äî íîâèõ óìîâ. 

4. Âíåñêè (³íâåñòèö³¿) ó íàóêó äàþòü D. Vocational education will help you to 

âåëèêó ñîö³àëüíó â³ääà÷ó. adjust to new industrial context.

5. ßê³ ïîêàçíèêè ðåçóëüòàòèâíîñò³ E. They have a lot of foreign competitors.

íàóêîâî-äîñë³äíî¿ ðîáîòè?

Discuss the following point with your colleagues.

Scientists think globally and act competitively. International competition is the norm.  But
scientists also have a tradition of global cooperation, just as corporations now  seek  global
alliances  and  share the costs of research and development to reach new markets.  By blending
competition and collaboration, the  international  scientific system works. As many Asian nations
have shown,  the patient building of national base of technology  and  education flourishes  when
linked to global networks of research.

Exercise 1.

Exercise 2.

Exercise 3.

Exercise 4.
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ANGLO-AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL STYLE

What adds «native-speaker flavor» to an English scientific text? One possible answer to this
question may be found in the realm of cultural variation in discourse. It was J. Galtung who first
described four basic «intellectual styles» — «Saxonic», «Gallic», «Teutonic», and «Nipponic» i.e.
ways of presenting thoughts in writing. Overall, it is all about information decoding specificity.

First, it should be borne in mind that the structure of the English sentence can basically be
described thus:

Subject — Verb — Object

who does (did) what

Tesla invented radio

The basic structure of an English COMPLEX sentence is:

main clause

what

that

why

how

where

when

who

whose

when

which

that

where

because/since

if

unless

before/prior to

after/upon

though/although

while

subordinate clause
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A main clause has a subject and a verb that stand independently: 

He is reading the book.

A subordinate clause also has a subject and a predicate but is dependent on the main clause
and cannot stand independently: 

He is reading the book that I gave him.
main clause subordinate 

clause

Mind that a complex sentence may consist of two independent clauses: 

She likes physics, and he likes mathematics.

Second, when it comes to the English language, please consider the following major issues:

LINEARITY AND CLARIFICATION, POLITENESS and COMPRESSION.

LINGUISTIC DEVICES OF LINEARITY AND CLARIFICATION

EMPLOY:

� linear, non-digressive structuring of the text to help the reader decode information.

USE:

first(ly); first of all; first and foremost / in the first place ïåðåäóñ³ì; íàñàìïåðåä 

we introduce/by way of introduction ìè ïî÷èíàºìî ç

*first things first ñïî÷àòêó ïðî ãîëîâíå 

second(ly) ïî-äðóãå

next/then/after that  äàë³; ï³ñëÿ öüîãî

finall(y) / I conclude by… íàïðèê³íö³ (çàçíà÷èìî)

(I/we) begin by/ set the stage by/ we first present/ the essay begins by

ìè ïî÷èíàºìî ç

the beginning / onset ïî÷àòîê the next step/thing íàñòóïíèé êðîê/ìîìåíò/åòàï 

we also present ìè òàêîæ ðîçãëÿäàºìî the final step/thing îñòàíí³é êðîê/ìîìåíò/åòàï 

we then describe / deal with / touch upon / consider/ highlight

äàë³ ìè ðîçãëÿäàºìî/ âèñâ³òëþºìî

the next few sections íàñòóïí³ ðîçä³ëè

throughout this essay â óñ³é ðîáîò³

(as) we shall/will see later (ÿê) ìè ïîáà÷èìî äàë³

I discuss below íèæ÷å ðîçãëÿíóòî

the rest (the remainder) of the article is organized as follows 

îñòàííþ ÷àñòèíó ïðàö³ ñòðóêòóðîâàíî òàê

the last but not least îñòàíí³é çà ïåðåë³êîì, à(àëå) íå çà ñòóïåíåì âàæëèâîñò³; 

³ íå â îñòàííþ ÷åðãó

not to be left out íå ñë³ä çàáóâàòè ³ ïðî

the former îñòàíí³é ³ç âèùåçãàäàíèõ

the latter ïåðøèé ç âèùåçãàäàíèõ

thus we have surveyed / overviewed òàêèì ÷èíîì, ìè çðîáèòè îãëÿä

as already mentioned ÿê ùîéíî çàçíà÷àëîñÿ

*aforementioned / abovementioned / mentioned above / mentioned before 

ùîéíî/âèùå çàçíà÷åíèé/çãàäàíèé

as emphasized above ÿê íàãîëîøóºòüñÿ âèùå 

as previously noted ÿê áóëî çàçíà÷åíî âèùå

this topic has been revisited recently íåùîäàâíî äî ö³º¿ òåìè ïîâåðíóëèñÿ / 

çâåðíóëèñÿ çíîâó

*the following(:) òàêå(:)

*in the following way / *like this /

*as follows(:) òàêèì ÷èíîì / ó òàêèé ñïîñ³á / òàê
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We begin and end the chapter with the most fundamental question of all. 
First and foremost, any postmethod pedagogy has to be a pedagogy of particularity. 
Additionally, we present the latest statistics that are available online.
A final word is needed here. 
True scientific method goes like this: 

1. form a hypothesis
2. make predictions for that hypothesis
3. test the predictions
4. reject or revise the hypothesis based on the research findings.

The remainder of this essay is structured as follows.

� explicit statement of purpose:

USE: 

intention/ intent/  purpose/ aim/ objective/ goal/ mission ìåòà, ö³ëü

to/ in order to/ in order that/ for (the purpose of)/ 

with the aim of / for... to… / for the sake (reason) of / in an effort to / 

in behalf of/ with the view of ç ìåòîþ, çàäëÿ, çàðàäè

*to this end ç ö³ºþ ìåòîþ, çàäëÿ öüîãî

*lest (ùîá íå, àáè íå);

*with deliberate intent / *on purpose íàâìèñíî

The intention of the author is to show some newly developed methods.
To get the best results, follow the directions carefully.
I explain it for you to understand.
It may be desirable in an effort to achieve higher accuracy.
Write down this exception to the rule lest you forget it.
They expressed it either with deliberate intent or spontaneously.  

� extensive paraphrasing and exemplifying:

USE: 

rather / or rather / but rather / or maybe / or better ñêîð³øå, ðàäí³øå 

to be more exact / more specifically /

more precisely/ more properly òî÷í³øå; á³ëüø òî÷íî

in other words /to put (putting) it another way /other label for... is... ³íàêøå êàæó÷è

simply stated/ simply said / simply put/ put simply / in simple terms / to clarify / 

for (the sake of) clarity ïðîñò³øå êàæó÷è 

let us say ñêàæ³ìî

specifically / in particular / particularly / especially / notably îñîáëèâî, à íàäòî

that is to say / I mean òîáòî 

namely / i.e. / that is à ñàìå 

also known as (aka, a.k.a) òàêîæ â³äîìèé ÿê

by X I mean… ï³ä Õ ÿ ðîçóì³þ…

X (could be) called/termed Õ íàçèâàºòüñÿ 

analogy; analogies àíàëîã³ÿ; àíàëîã³¿

(by) analogy / by extension çà àíàëîã³ºþ

to illustrate/for example/say/e.g. /(taking X) as an example/by way of exemplification/ 

a case in point / say, / for instance, íàïðèêëàä  

such as òàêèé ÿê; òàê³ ÿê; íàïðèêëàä

correspondingly / respectively / accordingly â³äïîâ³äíî 

*thus(:) / in this manner(:) òàê; òàêèì ÷èíîì; ó òàêèé ñïîñ³á

which means ùî îçíà÷àº

We don't prove the theorem here, but rather, we illustrate it with two examples.
Putting it another way, this is as far as we can go.
A change in the function of a word is generally known as conversion. Other labels for this very

common process are «category change» and «functional shift».
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In other words, contrary to our expectations, similarity in scores did not reflect similarity in
scale descriptors.

The controller uses some of the Compact Flash memory to enhance the performance of the
host (say, a camera or music player).

These discussions also help eliminate a lot of language confusion. For instance, the program
has a checklist of elements we consider key to the mastery of each particular skill.

A case in point occurred yesterday. 
Meteors are bits of material falling through Earth's atmosphere at altitudes of 50-100km. These

chunks as they are hurtling through space are termed meteoroids. Large pieces that do not
vaporize completely and reach the surface of the Earth are called meteorites.  

Two analogies will illustrate that AI can be both more and less than human intelligence. An
electronic book provides the same information as the real book. However, one cannot lie in bed
and read an electronic book, at least not yet. A second example is the concept of virtual shopping
mall. This doesn't give you the thrill of trying on real clothes before you buy them; however, it
does let you walk around a virtual mall in Paris or Hong Kong, which could be expensive in
person.

� explicit statement of reason, cause, and effect: 

because / since / as / (to be) due to /  *in that / for / for the reason that / 

for these reasons / which is why / that is why òîìó ùî; ïîçàÿê; àäæå; áî; ç ïðè÷èíè; 

÷åðåç (òå, ùî)

thanks to / owing to / because of / out of / on account of çàâäÿêè; çàâäÿ÷óþ÷è 

to cause / to be responsible for / to lead to / to end in / to bring about / 

to stem from / to give rise to 

ñïðè÷èíÿòè / ñïðè÷èíÿòèñÿ äî

to determine / to dictate / to (pre)condition / to stipulate çóìîâëþâàòè

(to) result (in) / (to have) as a result / to necessitate ïðèâîäèòè àáî ïðèçâîäèòè (äî) 

the reason for ïðè÷èíà

*thus/ hence / therefore / so / as a consequence / consequently îòæå; òîæ; òîìó 

effect(s) / result(s) / consequence(s) / implication(s) / outcome / corollary / upshot  

ðåçóëüòàò(è) 

aftermath íàñë³äêè

*(from this) it follows / so çâ³äñè âèïëèâàº

to influence âïëèâàòè

They obtained accurate results thanks to up-to-date sophisticated equipment.
Ineffective management led to poor performance.
There are many reasons for questioning this theory.
The reason is that no adjustment is required.
The result: a format for the distribution and interchange of digital content.
As a result, the level of robustness was, to say the least, difficult.
The experiment resulted in no success.
Alternative energy could bring about economic benefits.
Another requirement arose out of the need to maintain picture quality.
This observation leads us to the following definition.
This invention has brought about many changes in our lives.
Good credit history translates into lower interest rates for consumers.
There is constant lack of information, so we cannot arrive at any conclusions so far.

� concise summing up:

USE: 

in sum, / to sum up, / to summarize, / summing (it all) up, / in summary, /     

in toto (,) in conclusion /in closing ï³äñóìîâóþ÷è; ó ï³äñóìêó

a soundbite summary êîðîòêèé (ñòèñëèé) ï³äñóìîê      

in short, / in brief (,) / briefly (,) / quintessentially, / for the sake of clarity and brevity(,) /

(to put it) in a nutshell, / to put it briefly (,) êîðîòøå êàæó÷è

*the bottom line is... / *the moral of this essay is... / *what it boils down to is (this)/ 

translate (in/into) ïåðåòâîðþâàòè(ñÿ) (íà)
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in summation (,) / to round off (,) óñå çâîäèòüñÿ äî

*the net result îñòàòî÷íèé ðåçóëüòàò; ô³íàëüíèé ï³äñóìîê

*as the author succinctly puts it ÿê ñòèñëî çàçíà÷àº àâòîð

chiefly / mainly / mostly / for the most part ãîëîâíèì ÷èíîì; ïåðåâàæíî; çäåá³ëüøîãî

as a whole / on the whole / (all) in al / generally / in general / 

in the general case / as a general rule / altogether (,) /

broadly/ (generally) speaking / broadly worded / broadly considered / fundamentally/ 

in essence/ essentially/ from  a (more) holistic viewpoint  / by and large*

ó ö³ëîìó; çàãàëîì; â îñíîâíîìó

basic / essential / rudimentary îñíîâíèé, áàçîâèé

simplified / schematic ñïðîùåíèé

The moral of this essay is perhaps summarized by the following quotation from R.Schell: «Do
not trust security to technology unless that technology is demonstrably trustworthy, and the
absence of demonstrated compromise is absolutely not a demonstration of security».

People have, in short, become more mobile.
In toto, the ad points to these myths and tries to go beyond them. 
To put it in a nutshell, a message sent by email is divided into packets, and the packets are

sent to the destinations.  
«The question that I pose today is: The future of technology and education. Where are we

heading? I have used the verb «to head» on purpose. A soundbite summary of my task is
«technology is shared minds made visible» (M.Riel).

For the sake of clarity and brevity, complex signal representation is used here. 
The main results can be summarized briefly.
From a more holistic viewpoint, it can be argued that it is quite limited in scope.
In essence, the scanner is a digital camera.
The overall trend was similar in every case.
By and large, the new agreement prohibits the unrestricted export of such algorithms.
This is a rudimentary assessment of the direct effect of atmospheric aerosols on agriculture. 
A simplified schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 7.

LINGUISTIC DEVICES OF POLITENESS

First of all, mind various hedging devices.

� REDUCE overall categoricity of discourse, reduce assurance of the truth of the author's

statements: 

It looks like 

Perhaps it's true in all cases   :: It's true in almost all cases

Probably

ìàáóòü, ³ìîâ³ðíî                                          ìàéæå â óñ³õ âèïàäêàõ    

*It seems / *By the look of things î÷åâèäíî

to seek /to (make an) attempt / to try íàìàãàòèñÿ, ðîáèòè ñïðîáó

It seems that the Internet will drive the installation of telephone. 
By the look of things, it was decided to reconfigure the physics course offered to students.
I think it is possible.
Management of the link can be achieved by terminal interfaces; it is also possible to manage

the link via cells.
For some business transactions, replying within 48 hours may be too long while for others it

could be too short.
The advances discussed in this review are quite preliminary.
We seek to understand this phenomenon.



� EXPRESS reservation: 

reservation / caveat çàñòåðåæåííÿ 

where possible òàì, äå öå ìîæëèâî

somewhat äåùî 

partly / in part ÷àñòêîâî 

just ëèøå, ëèøåíü

at times / occasionally ³íîä³; ³íêîëè

in some cases ó äåÿêèõ âèïàäêàõ

in principle â ïðèíöèï³

to a certain degree (extent) ïåâíîþ ì³ðîþ 

maybe (maybe X days/years etc.)

(X days/years etc.) or so / something on the order of ìàáóòü, (ïðèáëèçíî; ïîðÿäêó)

*to be on the safe side / *just in case ïðî âñÿê âèïàäîê

*to be fair / honestly / *bluntly put ÷åñíî êàæó÷è

*in a way / in a sense ïåâíèì ÷èíîì; ó ïåâíîìó ðîçóì³íí³

*a sort of / a kind of (ùîñü) íà çðàçîê

*if at all / *if any ÿêùî âçàãàë³

*in round terms and round figures / in round numbers ïðèáëèçíî

*technically (speaking) ó ñóòî òåõí³÷íîìó ðîçóì³íí³  

*a rule of thumb åìï³ðè÷íå ïðàâèëî

*a (cursory) glance (at) / *a glimpse (of) / *to skim the surface ïîá³æíèé ïîãëÿä 

*to shed some light êèäàòè (ïðîëèâàòè) ñâ³òëî

subtle / loose / blurry / ambiguous / ambivalent / not clear / fuzzy 

íåâèçíà÷åíèé; ðîçìèòèé; àìá³âàëåíòíèé; íå÷³òêèé

loosely ó íàäòî øèðîêîìó ñåíñ³, áåç ÷³òêîãî ðîçóì³ííÿ 

to blur çëèâàòèñÿ, ñòàâàòè íå÷³òêèì

*so far äîòåïåð 

*So far, so good. Ïîêè ùî âñå ãàðàçä. 

The caveat here is that attached files can be very large.
To be on the safe side, we are to take into consideration everything.
The term accent, when used technically, is restricted to the description of aspects of

pronunciation which identify where an individual speaker is from, regionally or socially.
In principle, every module may serve simultaneously as a library to higher level clients and as

a client of lower level libraries. 
Errors can be detected only at link time, if at all.
In a sense, communication channels physically constrain the flow and shape of human language

just as a river bed directs the river's current.
It's a sort of flexible structure.
Our linguistic ability rests primarily, but not exclusively on our linguistic knowledge.
The distinction between multimedia and multimodal interfaces is subtle and can be confusing.

These and other technical terms are often used loosely, without a precise understanding of what
they connote.

Modular systems are written in languages that blur the distinction between libraries and
application programs.

AT&T plans became somewhat ambiguous. 
They're somewhat different issues. 
He spent two decades or so studying the phenomenon.
In round terms and round figures, workstations sales will add a million units more. 
Even a cursory glance at the Directory would show that US colleges and universities offer

myriad programs under the umbrella term ESL .
In crude, layman terms, success is the abstract notion of «having gotten it». 
A couple of years ago I watched four linguists chatting over lunch at a state university. Or

perhaps they were working; the line is not always clear.
The chapter has just skimmed the surface of this important topic.
Even so, genre remains a fuzzy concept, a somewhat loose term of art.
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� USE «diplomatic» language: 

*something in-between / Golden Mean çîëîòà ñåðåäèíà

(both) yes and no / *it depends ³ òàê, ³ í³ 

not very íå äóæå

not always íå çàâæäè 

not necessarily íå îáîâ'ÿçêîâî

somehow ïåâíèì ÷èíîì 

fifty-fifty ï' ÿòäåñÿò íà ï'ÿòäåñÿò

great harm as well as great good / good and bad /

in part...in part... / a mix (of) / *mixed blessing / *for better or worse

(âîäíî÷àñ)  ÿê ïîçèòèâí³, òàê ³ íåãàòèâí³ ìîìåíòè

just part ëèøå ÷àñòèíà

challenging ñêëàäíèé, àëå ö³êàâèé

*to a greater or lesser extent /*more or less á³ëüøîþ àáî ìåíøîþ ì³ðîþ; á³ëüø-ìåíø

while / whilst ó òîé ÷àñ ÿê

but / however / albeit îäíàê, (à) ïðîòå

to hedge âóàëþâàòè 

a balance áàëàíñ; âèâàæåí³ñòü

compromised íåâäàëèé 

*far from äàëåêèé â³ä 

*«middle-of-the-road» estimate îáåðåæíà îö³íêà 

*double-edged sword ïàëèöÿ íà äâà ê³íö³ 

*to have the cake and eat it ³ âîâêè ñèò³, ³ êîçè ö³ë³; í³õòî íå çàçíàâ øêîäè 

*the other side of the coin/ *flip side çâîðîòíèé/³íøèé/ äðóãèé á³ê ìåäàë³

*on the other hand, / from another standpoint, / then again, / but then again, 

ç ³íøîãî áîêó, 

*(all) pros and cons (óñ³) çà ³ ïðîòè

*to put it mildly /* to say the least ì'ÿêî êàæó÷è

Public policy may or may not be a problem.
It depends. It's not necessarily good.
We have attempted to obtain a balance among various viewpoints.
We've been talking about extremes of behavior in standards. There is something in-between.
A «middle-of-the-road» estimate would be 1.200-1.500 million. 
This can be a mixed blessing, though.
Service offerings, are, however, far from being ubiquitous.
Both questions have been addressed by somewhat ad hoc mechanisms.
Paleontologists find the situation frustrating, to put it mildly.
The trend has both positive and negative implications.
Any powerful technology can be used to do great harm as well as great good.
Java's ability to download, integrate, and execute code from a remote computer is a double-

edged sword.
For better or worse, renewable energy sources retained their allure.
This is difficult, but not impossible.
There are ways of avoiding such conflict, which enables people «to have the cake and eat it».
This may be in part involuntary and in part deliberate — a mix which most likely pertains to

electronic environments as well, though not necessarily in the same proportions.
However, is this just part of the solution, albeit a very important part.
It is everywhere, and it is nowhere.
There is a half-full view of the world and a half-empty view of the world. We subscribe to both.
We've been talking about extremes of behavior in standards. There is something in-between.
The good old days were not very good. However, our expectations were a lot lower. In any

case, I am saying that the good present days are not always that much better.
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� EMPLOY relevant authorial voice: from highly personal to impersonal one:

My article argued that the language teaching should adopt such methods. 

� CONVEY modesty: 

at least / at least in principle ïðèíàéìí³; áîäàé

as far as we know / can tell / for all we know íàñê³ëüêè íàì â³äîìî

as far as anyone can foresee íàñê³ëüêè ìîæíà ïåðåäáà÷èòè

insofar as it is possible to find out íàñê³ëüêè ìîæíà äîâ³äàòèñÿ

to (the best of) the author's knowledge / as best as (the author) can tell

íàñê³ëüêè â³äîìî àâòîðîâ³

to the greatest extent possible ìàêñèìàëüíî ìîæëèâèé 

my best hopes are ñïîä³âàºìîñÿ, ùî

to decline to say íå íàäàâàòè â³äïîâ³ä³ 

somehow ïåâíèì ÷èíîì

To the best of the authors' knowledge, they have not been used commercially in such systems. 
To the greatest extent possible we have tried to collect a coherent set of essays. 
I was somehow prophetic. 
Novell is, as best as I can tell, a leader in this industry.
This is the first time, to the author's knowledge, that these integral equations have been used

to estimate such  parameters.
As far as I can tell, this is a genuine insight.
I have tried to outline the basic principles of the social-geographical approach.

� minimize social distance between the author and the addressee, ask indirectly for

addressee's permission («we» as «you and I»; «let me»); employ non-sexist language 

(he or she; s/he etc.):

The problem is so broad that maybe we should start by defining it.
Today, like hundreds of thousands of other people, I use my personal computer to join online

communities.
Let's consider the latter problem.

I argue We argue Arguably 

I think We think It is (sometimes) argued 

I believe We believe It can/could be  argued

One can/could argue

It is believed  (that)

Ââàæàºìî Ìè ââàæàºìî Óâàæàþòü, (ùî) 

The data argues 

Research shows

ßê ñâ³ä÷àòü äàí³ (íàóêîâ³ ðîçâ³äêè)

Let us/ Let's... Äàâàéòå

Let me ... Äîçâîëüòå (ìåí³)

You could (may)... Âè ìîæåòå

Please note.../Note (that).../ 

Consider.../ Mind…/

*Bear in mind … Çàóâàæòå ...               

Ponder for a moment... /Think of... 

Ïîäóìàéòå ïðî

Turn to … Çâåðí³òüñÿ äî…
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Ñonsider, for example, the manufacturing challenges. 
Please note the phrasing here.
Now, break the device into two devices.
Perhaps we should consider the possibility that we do not yet have a complete understanding.
Let me try to summarize some of the things we have discussed.
Somehow each participant in the debate finds data to support his or her view. 

� IMPLY alternative approaches, as well as  modulations of categorical VS. 

non-categorical statements:

yes, but (on the other hand...) / of course, ... but/however òàê, àëå...

on the other hand, / from another standpoint, / then again, / but then again, 

ç ³íøîãî áîêó, 

in part / partly / partially ÷àñòêîâî

but / however / though / although / even though / albeit / yet àëå; îäíàê; ïðîòå

while / whilst / whereas ó òîé ÷àñ ÿê

in spite of / despite / regardless (of) / notwithstanding (the fact that) / no matter / 

with all íå çâàæàþ÷è íà òå(,) ùî; ïîïðè; äàðìà ùî

for all (that) ³ âñå æ          

even so / all the same íàâ³òü ÿêùî (³) òàê, ïîïðè (óñå); íåçâàæàþ÷è íà

whatever ùî á í³

whoever õòî á í³

whether ÷è

at the same time âîäíî÷àñ

clear signs (óñ³) îçíàêè

almost certainly / a strong hint / X may seem ìàéæå íàïåâíî

it does seem that… / it certainly seems likely / X(s) does (do) strongly suggest

ñïðàâä³ âèäàºòüñÿ

NOTE.

IMPLICATIONS AND INFERENCES

Sometimes the information is not explicitly stated, so it must be inferred, or figured out.
A good reader is able to infer the things that the author implies, e.g.:

preliminary conclusion (IMPLICATION: the one that introduces more important

conclusions, the one that may be just tentative);

a possible conclusion (IMPLICATION: other conclusions may be drawn as well) 

one/a conclusion (IMPLICATION: one of many other possible conclusions)

A final conclusion is needed here. (IMPLICATION: there is no final conclusion so far).

A deeper problem is the superficiality of the author's treatment of scientific ideas. 

(IMPLICATION (retrospective): several other problems are mentioned above, and they are

also deep).

It's not that they are unaware of this fact. (IMPLICATION: in reality, they are aware of

this fact).

The liquid boils at this temperature. (IMPLICATION: in all cases)

The liquid has boiled at this temperature. (IMPLICATION: in many cases)

The liquid boiled at this temperature. (IMPLICATION: in that case)

The Green method (ÿêùî ³äåòüñÿ ïðî óñòàëåíèé ìåòîä)

__ Green method (ÿêùî ³äåòüñÿ ïðî ìåòîä, ÿêèé ùå íå º óñòàëåíèì)

The temperature drop (óñòàëåíèé òåðì³í: «ïàä³ííÿ òåìïåðàòóðè»)

A temperature drop…  («ó äàíîìó âèïàäêó, ïàä³ííÿ òåìïåðàòóðè ...»)
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Yes, but on the other hand we also have to consider the people who do not like privacy. 
This is probably partly due to discrepancies between the models.
The problem of implementing such a program would, of course, be huge. But such a goal is

worthy of effort by companies and concerned individuals.

Attitudes to this problem are changing, albeit slowly.
With all its limitations, the procedure is still applicable.
It's a victory, for all that.
It's a good product, whatever you may say.
It certainly seems likely that students may be required to interact with such interfaces. 
«I sat in Lou Perazzoli's office one afternoon while he described to me the ins and outs (almost

literally) of a component of the virtual memory system. When he finished, I summarized what he
said from my point of view and then asked, «Is that right?». He responded earnestly, «Yes, that's
exactly what we sort of do». (H.Custer, Inside Windows NT, 1993, preface).

Actually

Argue

MIND also punctuation marks:

And, others were predicting,  the grand total  would almost certainly reach 13  million — at
least! 

The only solution was to abandon that frequency and hop the channel to a (hopefully) cleaner
portion of the spectrum.

� EXPRESS references to previous research (use the so-called «historical present»: «X

writes» instead of «X wrote») as well as thanks (ïîäÿêà), acknowledgements (ïîñèëàííÿ),

dedications (ïðèñâÿòè):

Greenbergian universals; Bakhtinian perspective; Piaget/Piagetian theories; Krashenian
Monitor hypothesis, Markovian models, Markov-modulated Poisson process, the Feynman
Lectures on Physics  etc. 

According to an article by G.Pelosi (IEEE MTT Newsletter, Fall 1995), the Italian physicist
Nello Carrara was the first one to use the term microwaves (microonde in Italian) in a 1932 paper
of the first issue of Alta Frequenza.

In this important little book, Donald E. Stokes argues that the convention is seriously flawed.
The authors wish to thank Dr. R.N.Simons, NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH, and

Dr. R.F. Drayton, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Chicago, for their helpful
discussions.

The timing offset actually causes early
transmission.

(âëàñíå, çàçâè÷àé)

IMPLICATION:
There may or may not be other causes of

early transmission, but definite early
transmission is provided by the timing offset.

She argues that grammar is not monolithic. 

(óâàæàòè; ãàäàòè) / ìàòè (óñ³) ï³äñòàâè
ââàæàòè)

IMPLICATION:
to insist, be sure (of)+to indicate, to point

out

NON-CATEGORICAL

, 

(    )

CATEGORICAL

— 

!



Special thanks. Many people helped us put this report together, but the IEEE members listed
here were particularly generous with their time and knowledge. Any fault found with these pages
rests with the editors. 

The wizards responsible for growing Netscape Web site include Robert Andrews, Rod Beckwith,
Bala Guthy, Wei-ming Lin, Sven Sjoberg, Robert Waugh, and Jeff Whitehead. 

We also appreciate the input from the folks who took the time to read the drafts of our paper,
who helped bring it up to date.

This book is dedicated to the members of the Windows NT team (H.Custer)

� MAKE appropriate corrections (âèïðàâëåííÿ),  and, if necessary, express  an apology

(contrition) (âèáà÷åííÿ):

[Reader] This was a very good article but it needs a correction. VIS corp never actually owned
Amiga but fought for it. Escom AG bought it right out from under it at the auction. 

The author replies: The sources I saw said VIScorp did hold title after Escom, but they could
be wrong.

Corrections. On p.22 of the October issue, in the fifth line, the city named should be Savannah,
Ga. 

Erratum. With apologies to the author and our readers, this figure was inadvertently left out of
R.H. Abrams, B. Levush, A.A. Mondelli, and R.K. Parker's «Vacuum electronics for the 21st
century» which appeared in the September 2001 issue of IEEE Microwave magazine (vol. 2, pp.
61-72). The figure is missing from the sidebar entitled, «Efficiency of Vacuum-Elecronic
Amplifiers» on page 70. Reprints of the article will include this figure.

— The Editors 

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. They base their data on the concept that information is really a kind of a bubble, and that
related bubbles can be nested one inside another.

2. 3-D interfaces allow more flexibility in displaying information, permitting the images that
represent information to look more natural. 

3. We conclude by analyzing Web software approaches.
4. There are two reasons for discussing the problem. 
5. In other words, the slow regime depends on the setting being linear. 
6. He remains one of the most productive cross-fertilizers in engineering research, successfully

importing techniques used in one field to obtain unexpected results in another.
7. She is widely known as skillful and charismatic diplomat who excels in the art of creative

compromise.
8. Austin adds the notion of perlocutionary force, that is, the result or effect that is produced

by the utterance in that given context.
9. Simply put, metaphors respond mainly not to what might be said, but to what is said.
10. What it boils down to is this: if the system response was above the expected or desired

value, then the domain is slightly narrowed. That is, the left edge of the domain is moved slightly
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MIND: In Anglo-American scientific tradition it is sometimes possible to refer to as yet
UNPUBLISHED research. Sources of that ilk may be labeled thus: «in press»; «in print»,
«forthcoming», «manuscript submitted for publication», «unpublished manuscript», or even
«personal communication». However, often unpublished results and personal communications
should not be in the reference list, but may be mentioned in the text. Citation of a reference as
«in press» implies that the item has been accepted for publication.

Exercise 5.



to the right and the right edge is moved slightly to the left. Similarly, if the system response was
below expectation, the domains involved are slightly widened.

11. For the sake of clarity and brevity, we cannot give a detailed description here.
12. As the author succinctly puts it, is not something we begin with; it is something we arrive

at.
13. The main results can be summarized briefly.
14. Let us clear up a thing or two about the word «hacker».  
15. Turn to Homer, Dante, Milton, Blake and you'll find this theme.
16. The paper is not fully referenced, and the overall layout is very poor with lack of clear

headings, so that it is not immediately apparent what study you are reading about.
17. They are far more unlikely to devote time and resources to a pilot implementation than are,

say, universities or vendors.
18. In particular, this  automates common network programming tasks, such as object location,

implementation startup (aka server and object activation) .
19. Simplifying, replace the rope by two rods.
20. As just noted, the two factors are intimately related.
21. Haptic (tactile) interfaces allow the user to explore virtual objects as if he or she were

touching it in the physical world. 
22. This essay certainly does not define all concepts and terminology relevant to computer

security; nor does it address concepts and terminology for communication security and related
communication networking technology. It does address concepts and terms that we consider to
be the most critical to gain a fundamental understanding of computer security technology — that
is, the theory of this technology and something of its implementation.

23. More specifically, I propose to take a closer look at the two key words in the term second
language acquisition: language and acquisition.

24. To begin with, investigations seem to appear at times when societies need them.
25. The recent results are more convincing than those obtained in the past.
26. The novel procedure is less complicated than the one conventionally used in such cases.
27. A career in languages translates into success.
28. The downside of using it is the resulting errors.
29. These facts necessitate the design of communication algorithm.
30. From then on, to enable this, they need to declare license.
31. Put simply: what the mind can perceive and believe, it can achieve.
32. To some degree perceptions here reflect the affiliations of the respondents. 
33. Studies in paleophysiology shed some light on the effects of possible changes of O2 in the

past.
34. According to Stephen Krashen, there are two independent systems of second language

performance: «the acquired system» and «the learned system». The acquired system or acquisition
is the product of a subconscious process very similar to the process children undergo when they
acquire their first language. It requires meaningful interaction in the target language — natural
communication — in which speakers are concentrated not on the form of their utterances, but on
the communicative act. The Monitor  hypothesis explains the relationship between acquisition
and learning and defines the influence of the latter on the former. According to Krashen, the role
of the monitor is — or should be — minor, being used only to correct deviations from normal
speech, and to give speech a more «polished» appearance.

35. To use the analogy made by Kean (1981), if someone were to glue the pages of your
dictionary together, you would not be able to look up the meaning of passacaglia, but the
information would still be there.

36. «Using an Apple is like keeping kosher: the believers would not live any other way, but
they cannot eat with members of other religions. Using Unix is like preparing your own meals
from recipes in the «Joy of Cooking»: the effort involved initially exceeds the palatability of
results, but experience eventually brings satisfaction. Using Microsoft windows is like eating at
McDonald's: you can find one anywhere, and the food will keep you going, but it would be sad
there were no other restaurant in town» (H. Boas).
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Find the one synonym to the underlined word:

1. In spite of the delay, we arrived on time.

a. because
b. despite
c. due to
d. because of

2. The debate has nonetheless enlarged our knowledge of the issue.

a. alternatively
b. nevertheless
c. notwithstanding
d. also

3. This problem together with mentioned above is of prime importance.

a. rather than
b. moreover
c. besides
d. alongside

4. In brief, we had to start it from scratch.

a. finally
b. in summary
c. in a word
d. in conclusion

5. These two methods are almost the same.

a. not always
b. very much
c. sometimes
d. never

6. The experiment has valuable implications.

a. reasons
b. indications
c. prospects
d. consequences

7. The experiment resulted in no success.

a. followed
b. realized
c. caused
d. accounted for

Fill in the blanks.

1. The article contained some … .

a. inaccurate   
b. inaccuracies    
c. if inaccurate         
d. inaccuracy

Exercise 6.

Exercise 7.



2.  … the CAD program has all of the mathematics embedded in it, the engineer using the
program is really only using someone else's technology to solve a problem.

a. Since           
b. However          
c. Despite           
d. So that

3. Perhaps we can clear up this confusion with the … hypothetical example.

a. followed         
b. following          
c. to be followed         
d. follows

4. In round …, lasers or LEDs would use hundreds of times less power than a small LCD screen
typical of a notebook.

a. numbers           
b. number  
c. and numbers         
d. and number

5. First, we should … rationale for this method.

a. outlines   
b. outlining   
c. to outline  
d. outline

6. … it can be used to provide energy, hydrogen is not readily available.

a. Also   
b. Though   
c. Since   
d. Due to the fact that

7. A short extract … below.

a. is shown   
b. shows   
c. showed   
d. show

8. The article… to express further concerns.

a. goes on   
b. go on  
c. to go on   
d. going on

9. The result is a delay, … latency.

a. or                   
b. whenever       
c. for to       
d. which

10. As ... , they make strategic decisions.

a. result    
b. the result            
c. a result  
d. results

11. We should ... all pros and cons.

a. to consider
b. considering
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c. considers
d. consider

12. On the other ..., speech recognition has improved greatly since 1968.

a. side
b. place
c. view
d. hand

13. I thank you for … my paper.

a. review               
b. reviewing                      
c. to review                 
d. reviewed

14. Scientists and engineers, … become more productive, need sophisticated software.

a. in order of     
b. rather than      
c. therefore             
d. in order to

15. The evidence is compelling, … indirect.

a. hence    
b. albeit    
c. because        
d. on the other hand

16. Roget's Thesaurus, a collection of English words and phrases, is arranged by the ideas they
express … by alphabetical order.

a. rather than    
b. together with    
c. because of     
d. because

17. She got the job … she was the best candidate.

a. so that    
b. as soon as      
c. in that      
d. although

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian. Pay special attention to the

modulations of categorical and non-categorical statements.

1. A concerted worldwide effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions seems destined to be an
increasingly important influence on planning electric power investments.

2. I am assuming global electronic commerce will occur despite current U.S. export constraints.
3. Stopping light in crystalline systems holds particular promise. Slow light might also emerge

as a research tool for basic science.
4. Clearly, it is not a revolution in computing. At least, not yet.
5. It certainly seems likely that, in the near future, students in online environments may be

required to interact with software interfaces.
6. It certainly would be possible to separate harmonics, but the calculation time would be much higher.
7. It would probably violate this axiom.
8. It requires a reinterpretation of common terms, at least partially.
9. You can't do it. No one could. And even if they could, they wouldn't want to.
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LINGUISTIC DEVICES OF COMPRESSION

«If I were to offer a criticism of this book, it is that it suffers from verbosity — because of the

vastness of the subject matter and the desire to cover it all... A related problem is that it often writes

at great length about things which really demand a single figure.»

(Communications Magazine, 1996, No. 8, p.14).

USE various information compression devices:

� «-ly» adverbs in the initial position:

Structurally, she also uses several markers. 
Ñòðóêòóðíî; ó ñòðóêòóðíîìó ñåíñ³; ÿêùî âçÿòè äî óâàãè ñòðóêòóðó
(IMPLICATION: if we consider structural aspects…)

MIND also words with «-wise»:

Teamwise, êîëåêòèâíî, ó êîëåêòèâíîìó ñåíñ³

� AVOID using «of-phrases» whenever possible. USE 's, Nouns as Adjectives, 

Noun Phrases, «for» rather than «of»:

The theory explained discrepancy in Mercury's orbit.
The browser interface's purpose is fairly simple and straightforward: to navigate the Internet

and view information.
It is a 800-meter-deep canyon west of the aquarium.
Get hands-on expertise with this complete, one-stop resource packed with straight-from-the-lab

techniques, procedures and applications.
The Institute/center for… RATHER THAN The Institute/center of
The workshop format       INSTEAD OF The format of the workshop

� AVOID using that, whose, which, etc. USE infinitives, as well as gerunds and

participles rather than nouns derived from verbs:

Observing, clarifying, measuring, recording, identifying and controlling variables, inferring,
predicting, and so on are examples of the processes of science.

Making holograms requires self-discipline.
To solve this problem one has to consider several approaches.
The interface stored on a server can be downloaded on demand to a user's desktop.
The first product to address this challenge directly is EverNote.
The third problem being tackled by new interfaces is organizing information you create and collect. 
This course is designed for anyone interested in becoming familiar with the theory.

Typical examples of compressing:
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MIND correct article usage in of-phrases. In most cases, use «the»: e.g. the problem of…
BUT: in MEASUREMENTS context use «a»: a temperature of…

TRANSLATE noun phrases in the reverse, in most cases:

abbreviations dictionary ñëîâíèê ñêîðî÷åíü

connection price ïëàòà çà ç'ºäíàííÿ

system response â³äïîâ³äü/ðåàêö³ÿ ñèñòåìè

5 percent increase çðîñòàííÿ íà 5 â³äñîòê³â

devices readings ïîêàçíèêè ïðèëàä³â

10 minute break äåñÿòèõâèëèííà ïåðåðâà

The images that represent information

Formats that are collected from the Web

The item that was clicked upon

The images representing information

Formats collected from the Web

the item clicked upon /the clicked upon item
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The second edition that was  thoroughly

updated

The issues that were discussed

The issues that we address

The issues that we consider

The issues that we study

The issued that we deal with

The issues that we touch upon

The issues that we tackle

She did very well in her exams if one takes

into account the rather surprising fact of how

little she had studied.

Particles that have nanometer size

All materials on this site, that include but are

not limited to, images, illustrations, audio and

video clips are protected by copyrights.

A series of experiments that test the new

device 

He is the one who always comes first.

It is one of the first companies that is build

upon WebFountain.

A detailed guidance that deals with state-of-

the-art designs

The final volume of the series that includes 3

books

The features of the devices

This kind of interface has menus that are

application-specific ones.

This book that is a forward-looking one

explains the latest techniques.

Infrastructure that connects vast amounts of

text

(For) the solution of the problem...

But what is more serious is the fact that…

If we consider architecture, there are three

common approaches.

They will make every effort in this direction.

Thoroughly updated second edition

The discussed issues OR The issues discussed

the issues in question

the issues under consideration

the issues under study (scrutiny)

She did very well in her exams considering

how little she had studied.

Nanometer-size(d) particles

All materials on this site, including, but not

limited to, images, illustrations, audio and

video clips are protected by copyrights.

experiments to test

He is always the first to come.

It is one of the first companies to build upon

WebFountain.

A detailed guidance for state-of-the-art

designs

The final volume of 3-book series

The devices' features OR

the devices features

This kind of interface has application-specific

menus. 

This forward-looking book explains the latest

techniques.

Infrastructure for connecting vast amounts of

text

To solve/ For solving the problem...

More seriously, ...

Architecturally, there are three common

approaches.

They will endeavor to do so.



� REARRANGE sentence elements. USE pronouns and other proforms (or substitutions —

one; that; those; such; it; they etc.):

The processes in question are different from the ones (those) occurring today.          
The node carries two converters. If one shuts down, the backup automatically kicks in.
Such revolutionary new interfaces are steadily moving into users' hands. Some will catch on;

most will fade away.
Lately, interface and application designers have been looking into ways of extending the

browser interface to provide  a richer graphical user interface, or GUI. The first to go public with
such a product is IBM Corp., with Workplace. The interface stored on a server can be downloaded
on demand to a user's desktop. It has application-specific menus for a wide variety of applications.

Air density is less than that of water.
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It is a good idea to solve this problem.

One can search it in Google.

Choose messages with advertising you are

familiar with.

It is known that science affects the lives of

people.

It is believed that this research is of great

importance.

It seems (appears) that they are concerned

with the problem.

It is likely that the conclusion is of some

theoretical interest.

It is widely accepted that fuel cells have

performance appropriate for automotive use.

Andrews showed that simple analytical

relationships exist. Gray showed that these

relationships can predict the behavior of the

elements in question.

This interface makes it possible to view

multiple documents simultaneously.

The feature makes it possible for users to

manipulate virtual objects with various degree

of precision.

The class hierarchy model described in this

article makes it possible for users to compose

their own custom, flexible frameworks from

either predefined or custom protocol

components tailored to an application's needs.

The problem is worth solving.

It is searchable in Google.

Choose messages with familiar advertising.

Science is known to affect the lives of people.

The research is believed to be of great

importance.

They seem (appear) to be concerned with the

problem.

The conclusion is likely to be of some

theoretical interest.

Fuel cells are widely accepted as having

performance appropriate for automotive use.

Simple analytical relationships (Andrews 1995)

can predict the behavior of elements in

question (Gray 1997).

This interface permits multiple documents to

be viewed simultaneously.

The feature allows users to manipulate virtual

objects with various degree of precision.

The class hierarchy model described in this

article enables users to compose their own

custom, flexible frameworks from either

predefined or custom protocol components

tailored to an application's needs.

VS.

MIND such important element of style as VARIETY of linguistic devices employed:

Sidebars that appear in Windows and Office applications will be used more.

«We cannot solve the problems that we have created with the same thinking that created

them»(Albert Einstein).



Transform the following language elements appropriately.

1. The companies that build products for their mainstream markets  — 
2. People who use special applications —
3. The images that represent information —
4. Formats that are collected from the Web —
5. A car that has medium size —
6. The firms that are small —
7. The issues that were considered —
8. The final volume of the series that includes 3-books —
9. The first of the series that consists of five-volumes —
10. The seven major principles that are presented in detail —
11. She is the one who always leaves last —
12. The problems that were discussed —
13. He is the one who always comes first —
14. It is known that she is a good interpreter —
15. It seems that he knows this rule —   
16. A spin off of this research is the development of optical sensors — 

Fill in the blanks.

1. It was performed by a three-… staff.

a. person      
b. persons        
c. persons are          
d. person is

2. …, Linux allows enterprises to delay hardware upgrades for two years.

a. Typical   
b. Type 
c. Typically   
d. Types

3. Panelists from the USA will address the subject from … viewpoint.

a. its  
b. theirs  
c. it 
d. their

4. … the entire system would take 35 years.

a. Upgrade  
b. To upgrade   
c. Upgraded   
d. When upgraded

5. By essentially … the original collection of instructions, the emulation program provides the
functions we want to run.

a. mimicking     
b. mimicks    
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It is argued that the closer written language is to GOOD spoken language of an educated
native speaker, the better it communicates. For that matter, it is sometimes preferable to avoid
substitutes at all:

The home network connection price is lower than international.
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c. mimicked    
d. mimick

6. Some things are ill- … .

a. defined      
b. define    
c. defining
d. definition

7. After … the problem, they decided to solve it.

a. discussion    
b. discussing     
c. to discuss         
d. being discussed

8. We succeeded in … reliable and accurate results.

a. to obtain    
b. obtained      
c. and obtained     
d. obtaining

9. A true scientist is interested in … mistakes.

a. being told  
b. told about   
c. being told about his or her  
d. told about his or her

10. We have covered  this  issue in our report  in full ... .

a. detail           
b. and details         
c. details        
d. detailed

11. This theory is popular … scientists.

a. along          
b. between    
c. among    
d. as long as

12. His article would have been more helpful had he explored the relationship ... language and
culture.

a. between      
b. among                
c. together     
d. alongside

13. ... , exactly whether and how it helps with language learning has often been assumed rather
than vigorously tested. 

a. Pedagogy   
b. Pedagogical    
c. Pedagogically   
d. Pedagogue

14. All factors  ...  the accuracy of the experiment should be carefully observed. 

a. are likely to affect    
b. likely affect 
c. and likely to affect  
d. likely to affect
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15. In the future, ... interfaces may go beyond the visual to the tactile. 

a. when users               
b. use                  
c. user                 
d. to use

16. It seeks … as a catalyst. 

a. to serve                   
b. served
c. and served
d. to be

17. This psychological phenomenon ... by physical activity.

a. is affected     
b. are affected           
c. is an effect         
d. serve

18. The thermometer ... 45 degrees Fahrenheit.

a. shows       
b. points       
c. reveals            
d. reads

19. As … in the article, the content protection by encryption is sufficiently strong.

a. describe           
b. describing     
c. described    
d. to describe

20. The purpose was to select and fund research … by various laboratories around the country.

a. to be conducted                   
b. to conduct            
c. conducting               
d. conduct

21. It is appropriate … wireless corporations to conduct in-house research.

a. to                         
b. that               
c. for                     
d. when

22. The electronics aboard the new aircraft … very sophisticated.

a. was    
b. and are     
c. is            
d. are

23. This substance is highly explosive if … to an open flame.

a. is it          
b. exposed     
c. it exposed       
d. exposing

24. Choose the phrase that best keeps the meaning of the original sentence if … for it.

a. it is substituted   
b. is it  substituted   
c. is substituted   
d. substituting
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25. Electronics … the science and technology of electronic phenomena. 
a. are     
b. is    
c. to be     
d. being

26. Potatoes, a popular food in Ukraine, are most delicious … .

a. when roasting    
b. roasting      
c. roasted          
d. when roasted

27. The latest statistics  ... not reliable enough.

a. is    
b. are     
c. has    
d. has been

28. This was an … sign that something big was happening.

a. mistake       
b. mistaken     
c. unmistakable     
d. mistook

29. The … city movement had reached second gear.

a. sustainable     
b. to sustain      
c. for sustenance      
d. sustain   

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. Making smart choices is a skill worth honing.
2. Capturing three-dimensional images of objects requires using photographic plates made of

glass or plastic.
3. Generating alternatives takes time and thought.
4. In doing so, he continues the glorious engineering tradition. 
5. The exhibition was worth attending. 
6. They were very interested in the subject discussed.
7. The results are worth reporting.
8. The abstract requires that you write a sentence of justification, a statement of objective, a

reference to methods used, a list of most important results, and any conclusion reached.
9. Methods employed in solving this problem are strongly influenced by the research

objectives.
10. The survey concerned synthesized materials.
11. The method used depended upon the material selected.
12. Hydrogen is the lightest element known.
13. We suppose this method to be of great practical value.
14. The temperature of the substance obtained remained constant.
15. The article to be translated is here.
16. Computer is a complex device if viewed as a whole.
17. Being invited too late, we couldn't attend the conference.
18. (When) going into reaction, elements change their properties.
19. Considered from this point of view, the issue is of little importance.
20. The problem to be solved is extremely difficult.
21. She was the first to study this phenomenon.
22. He was the next to investigate the phenomena.
23. The data obtained appear to be quite correct.
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24. Only the methods known from practical experience to be reliable have been used.
25. A President-elect is a political candidate who has been elected president but who has not

yet taken office.
26. The last 20 percent of the work to be done tends to take 80 percent of time.
27. Quintessentially, this is a novel approach.
28. Conceptually, differential GPS resembles real-time kinematic GPS.
29. Metaphorically, each row represents one generation. 
30. It allows users to touch and manipulate virtual objects.
31. The idea is for the user to experience the object exactly as if he or she were touching it in the real world. 
32. Attached please find the list of upcoming conferences.
33. He holds seven patents and has five pending.
34. This work has given me a bad case of «author envy».
35. Cabinetrywise, it's best to look at function before focusing on style.

Render the following text into Ukrainian. Discuss the point with your colleagues.

THE MEANING(S) OF RESEARCH

Everyone has an intuitive understanding of what is meant by basic research, applied research,
and development. Basic research calls up an image of a scientist in a laboratory who studies
phenomena purely for the purpose of expanding the knowledge base. Consequently, some refer
to the activity as «pure» research. Two of the numerous other adjectives for basic research are
curiosity-driven and investigator-oriented.  The opposite of pure research is «applied». The aim
of applied research is to investigate technologies that could be used to create a new product or
the next generation of an existing one. Development exploits new technologies to design products
that are practical, reliable, and manufacturable. Some pinpoint the difference between basic and
applied research thus: getting one thing to work out of 100 versus finding the one thing out of
100 that does not work. Others say that basic research is getting one thing to work. 

It is also argued that R&D efforts include the following four categories: development, advanced
technology, exploratory research, and basic research. Development is closest to the production
phase. Upstream of development is advanced technology, in which researchers work closely with
the business units. Exploratory research investigates alternative technologies. It often goes on
independently of business units. The fourth category, basic science, is the science disconnected
from business. 

But research can be contemplated from yet another point, i.e. whoever is funding it and expects
to benefit from it. Strategic research is the term widely used to label this perspective. Into this
category fall several other expressions, such as long-term commercial research and goal-oriented
research. In strategic research, the goal is defined first, then the research efforts (both basic and
applied) needed to achieve the goal are laid out. Thus it has both basic and applied components. 

Render the following text into English. Compose your own text regarding the

study program you are currently pursuing (think of any relevant curricula

elements, if applicable). If necessary, use the Internet resources.

Old Dominion University: Doctor of Philosophy in English

The PhD in English is an innovative program that integrates writing, rhetoric, discourse,
technology, and textual studies. Offering opportunities for creative reinterpretation of these fields
within the discipline of English, we emphasize research that examines texts in a variety of
overlapping and sometimes competing language-based worlds. Our focus is on how the creation
and reception of texts and media are affected by the form, purpose, technology of composition,
audience, cultural location, and communities of discourse.  All students take 15 hours of core
courses, 9 hours of electives, a 3-hour Dissertation Seminar, and 12 hours of specialized courses
in one of two fields:

*      Rhetoric and Textual Studies.  Designed for those interested in applying the analytic tools
provided by rhetoric, linguistics, and critical/literary theory to the study of verbal, graphic, and
visual texts, this track prepares students for placement and advancement in academic and
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nonacademic careers related to the study and teaching of rhetorical theories/practices,
composition instruction and administration, as well as rhetorical approaches to composition,
discourse, literature and culture.

*    Professional Writing and New Media. Designed for those in education and industry who
wish to study the connections between discourse and technology. Involving both theoretical
exploration and experiential learning, this track prepares graduates for leadership roles in
technical and professional communication, composition instruction and administration, and
software development. 

Students may pursue full- or part-time study through a combination of on-campus and distance
learning courses. At present, we offer one to two distance learning courses per semester, and
distance students will visit the campus to take six to nine additional hours through our Doctoral
Summer Institute program, which offers intensive study of major issues in English Studies in the
company of nationally-known specialists.

For additional information, visit our website at http://al.odu.edu/english/academics/phd.shtml

VISUALS / INFOGRAPHICS

TEXT. Read the following passage, paraphrase it. Discuss the ways graphics affects people

in workplace.

As we move into the technological age, we witness the
increasing use of graphics all around us, and the
influence that graphics  has on the  way everyone thinks.
The visual world in which we live reminds us that
graphics has enormous impact on our lives. 

Computer users, for example, use graphic design
within the texts they prepare on a word processor. Some
researchers believe that graphics will actually help
people communicate more effectively whether on a
computer screen or a printed page. The goal of graphic design is to present information that  can
be understood easily and quickly. Graphic designs usually mean headlines, charts, graphs, tables,
diagrams, symbols and pictures.

GRAPHS are a visual way of presenting information, especially statistical data. The three most
important types of graphs are:

line graphs
bar graphs
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influence — an effect on someone or
something without the  use of  direct
force  or  command  Synonym:  impact
óêð. âïëèâ
enormous — extremely large 
óêð. âåëè÷åçíèé
actually — in fact,  really,  in  reality,
in  actuality  óêð. ôàêòè÷íî, íàñïðàâä³

are useful in showing changes and trends (general tendencies or
directions in the way a situation is changing or developing) involving
quantities or amounts over time; 

United States

Japan

France



circle graphs sometimes called pie graphs, show percentage, and whole is 

divided into parts.

Comment on these graphs:

The present stock and flow of human resources engaged  in
the global discovery and application of science and technology
are critical to the future pace of innovation. Historically, the
world’s largest  reservoirs of scientists and engineers have rested
in the Western economies. Over time, however, Asia, especially
Japan, has begun to build equivalent pools of scientists and
engineers in the labor force, and  emerging economies are
showing signs of producing relatively high proportions of
scientists and engineers among their university graduating
cohorts. As the global economy expands and nations become
ever more interconnected, there may be reason to hope for a
smoothing out of at least some aspects of global S&T human
resources capacity.
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Zealand (23)

R&D Scientists and Engineers

Population, 1995

(3)

When analyzing information in a line or bar graph, note time periods and increases or decreases

in amounts. In a circle graph, note the relationship of each part to the whole. Rank the percentages

from the greatest to the least. Start with general introductory information, describe dynamics,

compare and contrast, and draw conclusions. E.g.: 

The/This infographics (chart/graph/diagram/map)  

shows (illustrates / gives / displays / reflects /reveals / (re)presents / compares the trends in/of  //

changes in… // the quantity of… // the proportion (percentage) of …// information (data) on…// 

important aspects of… / the main sources of…// the differences in/between …).

We can see / It is noticeable / It is (not) clear    that…/ 

To sum up, / In conclusion, …/ Finally, … / To wrap up …/ 

On the whole, …/ Overall, we can see that …

From this data, we could conclude that… / It could be concluded that…

pool of scientists, reservoir of

scientists óêð. êàäðè (ðåçåðâ)
â÷åíèõ
cohort — any group of people
who share some common quality
(same age etc.) — community 
óêð. êîãîðòà, ãðóïà, ñï³ëüíîòà
S&T — Science and Technology 
óêð. íàóêà ³ òåõí³êà



Study the following chart and its sample analysis. Prepare your own

presentation based on some statistics. See also: The Language of Comparison

(pp. 89-92), Contrasting in English (pp. 95-97).

Describing Charts

çá³ëüøóâàòèñÿ: to increase by / to grow / to go up ïåðåâèùóâàòè: to exceed

çá³ëüøåííÿ: an increase in / a growth in / a rise in     an  increase of 30% / a 30% rise in

çìåíøóâàòèñÿ: to decrease (by) / to decline / to go down / to drop (to) / to fall (to)

çìåíøåííÿ: a decrease in / fall in a deñrease of 30% / a 30% decrease in

êîëèâàòèñÿ: to fluctuate (between…and… / in the scope of … to …)

to reach (a point) äîñÿãíóòè (ïîçíà÷êè)
to remain the same  çàëèøàòèñÿ òàêèì ñàìèì
discrepancy, divergence ðîçá³æí³ñòü
improvement ïîêðàùàííÿ; ïîë³ïøåííÿ
to improve ïîë³ïøóâàòè
slight / minor íåçíà÷íèé slightly/a (little) bit   íåçíà÷íîþ ì³ðîþ
gradual/ progressive  ïîñòóïîâèé gradually  ïîñòóïîâî
steady  ïîñò³éíèé, ñòàá³ëüíèé            considerably / significantly / greatly  çíà÷íî
sharp ð³çêèé       sharply ð³çêî          rapidly  øâèäêî     sharply/dramatically  ð³çêî
major / dramatic çíà÷íèé
median / average ñåðåäí³é

Figure 1. Demographics of Society membership

The median number of membership years in our Society is about 11,  but that does not really
tell the whole story. A better view of the demographics of our membership may be obtained by
examining the distribution, as shown in Figure 1. We can see that 50% or 6000 of our members
have been involved with the Society ten years or less. Looking further, we can see that half that
number has been involved between ten and 20 years. Following this trend over the next several
decades, the number of members involved in one decade is about half of that in the previous
decade. This demographics may be attributed  in part to the rapid growth of the Society in recent
years. But we know that, particularly in the early years of membership, we lose a considerable
number of members through nonrenewal. More careful study shows that the longer we retain a
member, the more likely they are to renew. 
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>50 years, 240, 

2%

40-50 years, 480, 

4%

30-40 years, 840,

 7%

20-30 years, 1440, 

12%

10-20 years, 3000, 

25%

0-10 years, 6000, 

50%

â³äì³íí³ñòü:

X differs  from  Y
is unlike/different from Y
is (not)  as … as  Y
has/doesn't have as

many/much… as Y
isn't nearly as … as Y

ñõîæ³ñòü:

X is like Y (X and Y are alike)
is similar to Y
is  almost/nearly/much   

the same as Y



A. Make some predictions about the world electricity consumption if present

trends continue.

Sources of Electricity Generated in the USA

World Consumption of Electricity (106 GWh)
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Nuclear & Renewable

Oil

Gas

Coal

12

10

8

6

4

2 1960

1990

1980

1970



B. What does comparison of world energy consumption by source reveal?
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World Energy Consumption — 1970
Total: 206.7 Quadrillion Btu

World Energy Consumption — 1990
Total: 345.6 Quadrillion Btu

World Energy Consumption — 2010
Total: 471.1 Quadrillion Btu

Natural Gas (24.56%)

Nuclear (0.61%)

Renewables (8.30%)

Oil (66.53%)

Natural Gas (28.36%)

Nuclear (8.00%)

Renewables (10.32%)

Oil (53.32%)

Natural Gas (30.22%)

Nuclear (6.85%)

Renewables (11.63%)

Oil (51.30%)



� MIND verbalizing the following symbols and other visulas:

@ at
* the asterisk symbol, the «star» key on  touch-tone telephone handsets
#   octothorpe/the pound key/tictactoe/cross-hatch/hash/square ñèìâîë «ãðàòêà»
40+ (-) 10 =  forty plus (minus) ninety is/equals/is equal to …
4x5=20 four times (multiplied by) 5 is/equals/is equal to ...
30:3=10 thirty divided by three is/equals/is equal to 10
x2 x square (squared)
x3 x cube (cubed)
713 7 to the 13th power
0.3 zero/nought (o) point 3
0.03 zero (o) point zero (o) 3
1.234 one point 2,3,4
1/2 a (one) half
1/3 a (one) third
1/9 a one ninth
1/14 a (one) fourteenth
1/40 a (one) fortieth
(Cxm2)/kg coulomb-square meter per kilogram
Cartesian coordinates
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MIND the sequence of modifiers in English:
OpShaCOM

Opinion Shape Color Origin Material
E.g. a premium quality oblong magenta Swiss leather iPod case

parameter(s)

dimension(s) / (overall dimensions)

range/scope/extent/interval

rate/speed/velocity

size 

medium(-sized) small; large; big

shape

circle

triangle

rectangular/oblong

round

square

diamond 

oval

ellipse

U-shaped

dome-shaped

at/next to/ close to/adjacent to/

in close proximity

left-hand (LH) 

right-hand (RH)

between 

among

in front of 

in the back/rear of

on /over

(on) top (of) 

(at) the bottom (of)

in / into  / inward

out/  out of  / outer / outward

under/below/beneath/underneath 

up / upward íàãîðó

upper âåðõí³é, ãîð³øí³é

lower íèæí³é, äîë³øí³é 

to/toward(s)

through

along 

in the middle of

center (American English) / centre 
(British and Canadian English)



Fill in the blanks with the correct article: a, the or . Pay special attention

to articles usage in measurements context.

1. __Density is __mass divided by __volume.
2. It is usually measured in __kilograms per __cubic meter.
3. __Temperature drops with __ height.
4. __ temperature of 10 degrees Celsius was measured at the ground.
5. __ temperature drop was constant. 

Analyze the following statements in terms of verbal and non-verbal linguistic

devices interplay. Make conclusions about the role of visuals in various parts

of written research.

1. It is easy to understand why, and Table 27 helps us to do so.
2. The text, consisting of 37 short chapters, is supplemented by artwork on nearly every page.

The drawings are a cross between three-dimensional engineering views and artistic impressions.
The combination of text and art work works well, holding the reader's interest.

3. Why a painting by Malevich appears on the front cover? We can trace that move from a
metaphorical multi-modal world of text and image. A world which is not static but in a state of
tension, open to innovation and creativity. The image captures that tense and dynamic integration
of form, function and interpersonality which is at the heart of this book as the author shows the
struggle between the demand for a conventionalized construction of knowledge and the need of
original scholars and researchers to proclaim their authorial identity.

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

The ubiquitous symbol of the Internet, the @ sign, seems to be rather old. An Italian academic,
Giorgio Stabile, a professor of the history of science, has found evidence of its use in the records
of Italian merchants nearly 500 years ago, when it was both a unit of weight and of volume,
representing the capacity of one amphora (a kind of a terracotta jar). The shape of the amphorae
resembled a letter «a». It seems that the symbol was employed across Europe for years to denote
various things before it finally acquired its modern sense.

1. The passage is mainly concerned with

a. trade issues
b. history of science
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«like this»; «that high»; «that deep»; 
«that wide» etc.

curve

segment

broken line

dotted line

shaded area

weight

(heavy, light) 

frequency

cost

(cost-effective VS. expensive)

resistance

(highly resistant to…) 

peripheral/marginal/borderline
perpendicular to
parallel to
diagonal
horizontal (axis)
vertical
left to right
right to left
bottom-to-top
clockwise
counterclockwise
to and fro
up and down
around
linear(ly)
regular(ly)
random(ly)

Exercise 16.

Exercise 17.

Exercise 18.



c. classification of the Internet symbols
d. the origins of one of the Internet symbols

2. According to the passage, @

a. is a recent symbol
b. is  very old
c. was invented by Giorgio Stabile
d. has never been used in Europe

3. According to the passage, nearly 500 years ago, the @ sign was

a. a unit of weight and volume
b. not a unit of weight 
c . a unit of volume 
d. a unit of weight only

4. It could be inferred from the passage that the @ symbol

a. did not change through years
b. underwent some transformations
c. was later discarded
d. was never used

5. We can conclude that @

a. is now widely used on the Internet
b. is rarely used on the Internet
c. may soon be replaced by other symbol
d. is used just for fun

6. The underlined word ubiquitous could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. unique
b. omnipresent
c. unlikely
d. optional

7. The underlined word academic could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. academician
b. high  school  educator
c. higher  school  educator
d. laboratory assistant

8. The underlined word evidence could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. proof
b. hypothesis
c. theory
d. assumptions

9. The underlined word nearly could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. around
b. somehow
c. exactly
d. actually
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10. The underlined phrase a kind of could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. assortment
b. the sort
c. a sort of
d. and sorts

11. The underlined phrase It seems could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. It shows
b. It turns out
c. It appears
d. It happens

12. The underlined word modern could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. outdated
b. current
c. true
d. false

13. The underlined word sense could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. meaning                
b. use              
c. approach             
d. technique

Study the following passages.  Be ready to talk about similar recent or upcoming

events at your institution. Pay special attention to explicit and implicit ways of

providing justification and rationale for the importance of respective studies.

A. The 21st Annual College of Communications Research Symposium (the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville), represented a departure from tradition by broadening the scope of
research in the College, and by implementing Scholar-to-Scholar Research sessions. Participants
of the Symposium were invited to submit papers in the areas of Health and Biomedical Sciences,
Information Technology, Ethics and the Professions, and International Communication. The
College has developed these intellectual interest groups, among others, as a result of a wider
University initiative to examine strengths and weaknesses across the campus. More traditional
lines of research also were encouraged so that papers accepted for the Symposium represented a
broader line of inquiry rather than a replacement of traditional subjects of research. 

The Scholar-to-Scholar approach also was an experiment, and one that participants said was
very helpful in stimulating thoughtful discussion of their research. The round-table approach
facilitated sharing of ideas for strengthening the current inquiry and for stimulating new
approaches. Some of the comments from the participants included the following: «It was a terrific
event. I benefited academically and was given valuable advice for pursuing future research».
Another participant said time spent at the Symposium was «very productive. I enjoyed every
moment of my stay».

B. Simulation tools are becoming ever more critical in evaluating design parameters for high-
performance optical communications. Complexity and cost of optical communications systems
prevents even large companies from doing extensive experimentation for optimizing products.
Consequently, modeling tools are increasingly becoming the tools of choice for product
optimization. This workshop deals with the converging areas of device, system, and network
modeling. Additional highlights will be the significant advances in the ease-of-use of graphical
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user interfaces as well as the sophistication of the program models themselves. The workshop will
be divided into two sessions (i) brief presentations by the participants, with a discussion aimed at
the specific needs of the community, and (ii) table-top demonstrations. We hope that participants
will include in their presentations a comparison between simulation and experiment, with an aim
towards modeling validation.

C. The phenomenal growth and globalization of the Internet we have witnessed in the last
decade created a series of new disciplines, products, and, obviously, challenges. E-commerce
(a.k.a. e-business, or e-tailing, lately) is a typical example of such product, importance of which
is very difficult to overestimate in today's business world. From its original position of a somewhat
surprising by-product of the Internet (r)evolution, e-commerce has become one of its major drivers
as well as one of the enablers of new standards and technologies. As such, e-commerce began to
be treated with the appropriate seriousness and respect not only by industry, but even by
government and academia.

Translate the names of the following symbols into Ukrainian.

UNscientifically speaking…

A statement on the seal: «Before you break the seal on this product, please carefully review and

read all the printed material enclosed.»

NoteworthyNoteworthy

Remember not only to say the right thing in the right place, but far more difficult

still, to leave unsaid the wrong thing at the tempting moment.

Benjamin Franklin
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percentage

ampersand

comma

period

forward slash

back slash

colon

semi-colon

less than

equal

greater than

question mark

open square bracket

closing square bracket

open parenthesis

closing parenthesis

open brace

closing brace

underscore

vertical bar

%  

&  
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/
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<

=
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TEXT

Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

Who are hackers? What is hacking? Imagine that you had a properly working program that
performed one task, and you needed another program to do something slightly different.
Modifying the first program to create the second one was much faster than writing a new one
from scratch. In other words, that led
more to an ax-hewn bench than to a piece
of finely crafted furniture. Taking an ax to
a program to turn it into something else
became the basis of the term to hack.

Whereas programming is like cooking
in your own kitchen — a personal act of
creation — hacking is like cooking in a
stranger’s kitchen in the dead of night.
Hacking is not for the beginners.

As one might guess, The New Hacker’s
Dictionary, a collection of «in crowd»
terms compiled at MIT, is full of
definitions of the term «hacker»:

1. A person who enjoys exploring the
details of programmable systems and how
to stretch their capabilities, as opposed to
most users who prefer to learn only the
minimum necessary.

2. One who programs enthusiastically
(even obsessively) or who enjoys
programming rather than just theorizing
about programming.

6. An expert or enthusiast of any kind.
One might be an astronomy hacker, for
example.

In «Hackers» (1984), one of the best
books on the subject, Steven Levy noted
in early 1960’s, «a project undertaken or a
product built not solely to fulfill some
constructive goal, but with some wild
pleasure taken in mere involvement, was
called a «hack». «Secrets of Super
Hacker» (1994) by Knightmare,
pseudonym for Dennis Fiery (which is
itself another pseudonym) offers this: «A
hacker is a person with an intense love of something, be it computers, writing, nature or sports.
A hacker is a person, who, because he or she has this love, also has a deep curiosity about the
subject in question...» For a computer hacker that means s/he respects the ability of computers
to put him in contact with a universe of information and other people, and it means he respects
those other people, and does not intentionally use knowledge of computers to be destructive.
Such a definition differs a lot from the final definition in the dictionary mentioned above:

8. A malicious meddler who tries to discover sensitive information by poking around. Hence
password hacker, network hacker.

But many people really forget that hacking is pretty harmless as long as the hacker avoids the
temptation to cross the line and become a «malicious meddler».

In order to counteract the bad press, the hacking community tried to divide itself into good
guys and bad guys. In general, those people who just liked to play and learn tried to retain the
name HACKER by creating the term CRACKER for the bad guys. For crackers a major motivating
force is definition number eight of «The New Hacker’s Dictionary» — breaking into systems

* from scratch (informal) — starting from the beginning
or with nothing
to hew — to cut using an ax or other cutting tool óêð.
ðóáàòè (ñîêèðîþ)
to hack — to cut, especially roughly, violently or in
uneven pieces. óêð. ðóáàòè
obsession — a fixed and often unreasonable idea with
which the mind is continually concerned
óêð. íàâ’ÿçëèâà ³äåÿ
early — happening towards the beginning of a period of
time óêð. íà ïî÷àòêó. Compare: late — happening
towards the end of a period of time óêð. íàïðèê³íö³
solely — only, not including anything else 
óêð. ëèøå, âèêëþ÷íî
mere —nothing more than; only 

óêð. ïðîñòî, íå á³ëüø í³æ (ÿê)

subject in question — under consideration, being
talked about óêð. ïèòàííÿ, ùî ðîçãëÿäàºòüñÿ
intentional — done on purpose, deliberate 
óêð. íàâìèñíèé
to meddle (in, with) — to take too much interest or
take action about other people’s private affairs. Synonym:
to interfere (in) óêð. óòðó÷àòèñÿ

malicious meddler — óêð. òîé, õòî çëîâìèñíî
óòðó÷àºòüñÿ 
* to poke around — to nose about, to search (in or for
something) by examining other people’s business óêð.
âèøóêóâàòè
pretty harmless — óêð. äîñèòü (äîâîë³) áåçïå÷íèé,
íåøê³äëèâèé
to tempt — to persuade or attract (someone) to do
something that seems pleasant or advantageous but may
be unwise or immoral. Noun — temptation Synonyms:

entice, lure, allure, seduction óêð. ñïîêóñà
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without authorization and with malicious intent.
In any event, the distinction has failed to
catch on outside the hacking community. All
are still known as hackers.

The culture that we live in is being
threatened by an oversimplified image of
hackers as criminals or vandals. Anyhow, a
computer hacker needs to understand how
computers work, to study them, to learn
programming. To hack means to be on the
frontier, to be on the border. In computer
science and technology this border is
constantly being pushed back, and at a
tremendous pace. As science becomes more and more computational, we need to come up with
a better understanding of the nature of human activity in the information age.

1. What is the subject of this passage?

2. Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture provides the following definition of 
the word «hacker» — someone who is able to use or change the information in other people’s
computer systems without their knowledge or permission. Do you agree with this definition? Why?

3. What is the difference between hackers and crackers?

4. What are the positive and the negative sides of hacking? Express your opinion.

5. What is specific about subculture of hackers?

6. Why hackers are sometimes called «every security manager’s worst nightmare»? 
Give your reasons.

7. Why is the word «hacker» sometimes used as honorable connotation of the word «lawyer»?
Give your reasons.

in any event — in any case óêð. ó áóäü-ÿêîìó
ðàç³ (âèïàäêó)
* to catch on — (informal) to become popular
óêð. íàáóâàòè ïîïóëÿðíîñò³
threat — an expression of an intention to hurt,

punish, cause pain etc., Synonym: menace
óêð. çàãðîçà
frontier — the border, the limit or edge óêð.
(ïåðåäí³é) êðàé
pace — rate or speed óêð. øâèäê³ñòü, òåìï

* to come up with — to have an idea about óêð.
ñïàäàòè íà äóìêó
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Give English equivalents of:

âèêîíóâàòè îäíå çàâäàííÿ; òðîõè â³äì³ííèé; ðîçøèðÿòè ìîæëèâîñò³; ëèøå, âèêëþ÷íî;
ïèòàííÿ, ùî ðîçãëÿäàºòüñÿ; ïîâàæàòè; íàâìèñíå âèêîðèñòîâóâàòè; âòðó÷àòèñÿ; íàáóâàòè
ïîïóëÿðíîñò³, çàãðîæóâàòè; íàäòî ñïðîùåíèé îáðàç; âåëè÷åçíà øâèäê³ñòü; êðàùå
ðîçóì³ííÿ; íà ïî÷àòêó 19 ñòîë³òòÿ; íàïðèê³íö³ òðàâíÿ.

Translate Ukrainian sentences into English. Then match the two columns:

1. Íà æàëü, öÿ ³äåÿ íå íàáóëà ïîïóëÿðíîñò³. A That is not the point in question.

2. Ñïîä³âàþñÿ, âàì ñïàäå íà äóìêó êðàùèé ïëàí. B He did it on purpose.

3. Öåé ïðèëàä ç’ÿâèâñÿ íàïðèê³íö³ 20 ñòîë³òòÿ. C I hope you can come up with a 

better plan (than this).

4. Â³í çðîáèâ öå íàâìèñíå. D Unfortunately, this idea failed 

to catch on.

5. Ïðî öå (ïèòàííÿ) íå éäåòüñÿ E This device appeared in late

(öå ïèòàííÿ íå ðîçãëÿäàºòüñÿ). 20th century.

Render the following passage into Ukrainian.

A new philosophy of conceiving scientific theory is about to be born in the so-called computer
laboratory, which, so to speak, stands half-way between theory and experiment.

Supercomputers will allow a whole new methodological research approach dealing with
reformulation of the basic principles of economic and social systems. Thanks to these «artificial
brains», it will soon be possible to model present and future reality with a degree of accuracy
previously unseen.

Exercise 1.

Exercise 2.

Exercise 3.
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THE LANGUAGE OF COMPARISON

X is (can be) compared to (with) / likened to X X ìîæíà ïîð³âíÿòè ç / ïîð³âíþþòü ³ç

to resemble / to remind / to look like / to be reminiscent of /to be associated with

íàãàäóâàòè, áóòè ñõîæèì íà

to be typical of áóòè òèïîâèì (äëÿ)

think of … / imagine… / visualize óÿâ³òü...

similarity / semblance / similitude ïîä³áí³ñòü

similar to/akin to/ analogous (to)/ identical to/(with)/ comparable/ alike/ just as/

as...as/ as/ like ïîä³áíèé (äî); òàêèé, ÿê; ñõîæèé íà

similarly/ likewise/ equal(ly)/ in the same way/ in an identical manner/ in like manner/

in this vein/ in a related vein/ by analogy/ by extension / *by the same token

àíàëîã³÷íî; ïîä³áíî äî

pretty (very much) the same/ in much the same way ìàéæå îäíàêîâèé (îäíàêîâî)

to have much in common with  ìàòè áàãàòî ñï³ëüíîãî

precisely/exactly/ just the same àáñîëþòíî òàêèé ñàìèé

*as… as ever / as always òàêèé æå (òàêà æ) ... ÿê ³ çàâæäè

synonym ñèíîí³ì 

synonymous with ñèíîí³ì³÷íèé

synonymy ñèíîí³ì³ÿ, ïîä³áí³ñòü

� approximate comparison 

almost /quite/ pretty/rather/ fairly [+Adjective] ìàéæå

nearly/ approximately/ roughly ïðèáëèçíî

relatively/ essentially/ somewhat äåùî

*more or less / *to a greater or lesser extent á³ëüøîþ àáî ìåíøîþ ì³ðîþ; á³ëüø-ìåíø  

*to be [+Adjective] enough (for) (e.g. the equipment is good enough for our experiment)

in some way ïåâíèì ÷èíîì

(some) kind of / sort of / type of /

something like/ much like/ something of/ things like òèïó, (ùîñü) íà çðàçîê

to have something in common (with) ìàòè äåùî ñï³ëüíå

*so to say / so to speak ñêàçàòè á; òàê áè ìîâèòè

*of that type (kind / ilk) / that kind of things òàêîãî òèïó 

*a B of an A (an A is like a B) À ñõîæå íà Â («ïðîñòî íå À, à Â»)

AFFIXES:-ish; -ine; -ian/ean; -ous; -esque; -like; -shaped; -style; -thin / -thick; 

-colored; -looking; ('s) manner; near- (e.g. greenish; Balzacian age glasslike; statuesque;

labyrinthine; manuscript-style; pomaceous taste; L-shaped; honey colored;  paper thin; lecturer's

manner; near-Biblical)

SensAble Technologies, Inc. offers a device that looks like a pen attached to robotics arm.
Both issues are equally important. 
In an identical manner, we see that the law holds.
We support subject areas typical of schooling. 
It is also reminiscent of pickle juice. 
It is a box of an office. 
Just look at that sort of three-legged stool of government, industry, and academia!
It's an extremely robust, fault-tolerant, swarm-like kind of intelligent system.
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� comparative degree 

less ìåíø(å)
more than í³æ

-er á³ëüø(å)

unlike íà â³äì³íó â³ä

to be (markedly) different from... (çíà÷íî) â³äð³çíÿòèñÿ â³ä

to differentiate from â³äð³çíÿòè; ðîçð³çíþâàòè

less (than) ìåíø(å) (à)í³æ

more (than) á³ëüø(å) (à)í³æ

(to be)*no more than íå á³ëüøå í³æ; íå ïåðåâèùóâàòè

considerably / significantly/substantially/markedly çíà÷íî; ³ñòîòíî; ñóòòºâî

well over / well above çíà÷íî á³ëüøå

to a lesser extent ìåíøîþ ì³ðîþ

slightly / a bit / somewhat äåùî

to a greater extent á³ëüøîþ ì³ðîþ

*far more çíà÷íî á³ëüøå

*(or) better yet (àáî) íàâ³òü ë³ïøå

more and more óñ³ á³ëüøå é á³ëüøå

Such argument(s) is/are very much the same as the abovementioned one(s).

considerably/substantially different from

less pronounced than

more convincing than

better than

This technique should be differentiated from the previous one. 

*to out[+Verb]: êðàùå í³æ e.g. «to outperform somebody» means «to perform better than

somebody»

Our team outplayed theirs.

� double comparative  ÷èì... òèì...

The more… the more... The less...the less...

The more... the better 

The sooner...the better 

The -er A...the -er B

too ... to be +Participle II  (çà)íàäòî ... ùîá (àáè)...

The less we study, the less we forget.
The more books you read, the better.
Sound comes in waves, and the higher the frequency, the higher the pitch.
The problem is too complex to be solved right away.

� superlative degree 

(the/a) most  

the -est

(the) best Cf.: second  best (not the best)

*by far ìàáóòü 

the best possible (of all / than ever / I've ever seen / ever) íàéêðàùèé çà óñ³õ

NOTE.

AS or LIKE?

Use like before nouns or pronouns, but if they are followed by verbs, use as: 
He behaves like you. He behaves as you do.

of all íàé... ç(à)/ç-ïîì³æ óñ³õ
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*as [+Adjective] as it gets 

as good as it gets êðàùå íå áóâàº

� prospective and retrospective comparisons-evaluations 

A more moderate... á³ëüø âèâàæåíèé

No less important... íå ìåíø âàæëèâèé

(Still) another / a second  (equally valid)... ùå îäèí (òàê ñàìî ïðàâîì³ðíèé)

*not the least ³, íàðåøò³, íå ìåíø âàæëèâèé

This is by far the best approach.

A more moderate position is that a coherent theory of language would be enhanced by
evidence from second language data. (IMPLICATION: the previous position was too strong, the
coming one is more moderate — as compared to the previous one).

Surely the most widely noted confrontation of 1998 was that between U.S. antitrust prosecutors
and Bill Gates. But no less important are the ongoing arguments between Sun Microsystems Inc.
and competitors like Hewlett-Packard Co. Then, too, in operating systems, there is ongoing saga
of NT versus Unix — and Unix offspring like Linux. And not the least, there is the race with time
itself.

+/- another +/-  / a second

The biggest challenge to the robotics field is to find the proper balance between human-
associated systems and fully autonomous, robotic systems. Another challenge is to design robots
that can work in close proximity to humans.

Let us clear up a thing or two about the word hacker. Raymond uses this word in its positive
sense of a software or hardware enthusiast who enjoys exploring the limits of code or machine.
However, there is a second, equally valid sense that refers to someone who breaks into or disrupts
computer systems or networks.

IRREGULAR FORMATION

Positive Comparative Superlative

good better the best

bad  worse  the worst

little  less  the least

NOTE.

Comparatives and superlatives of adjectives:

1. Adjectives of one syllable and adjectives of two syllables add -er and -est.

small — smaller — the smallest

2. Adjectives of three and more syllables, as well as adjectives of two syllables ending in

-ic; -re; -ful; -less; -ate; -ish; -ent; -ous; -ing; -gn; -mn, and also adjectives guilty and eager 

take more and the most, less and the least.

challenging — more challenging — the most challenging
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many  more  the most
much

far  
farther  the farthest (about distance)
further the furthest

old  
older the oldest
elder  the eldest (especially about siblings)

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. This year's show (also in Detroit) promises even more displays in this vein. 
2. There are far more possibilities for those who have a good command of English.
3. Likewise, we must introduce in-vehicle intelligent transportation technology.
4. Similarly, it has two inputs also.
5. They have markedly different approaches to the problem.
6. By the same token, it also set a record.
7. Chapter 5 is much less successful. It contains interesting nuggets, but does not manage an

integrated argument.
8. China's arable land is only 15 percent of its total land area. By comparison, the United States

has 19 percent, Nigeria 31 percent, and Germany 34 percent.
9. For markets to work, you would need to establish some type of ownership right over the data. 
10. You can have some kind of intrinsic slave, a tool that you use to explore the Internet. 
11. It is not synonymy, but near-synonymy.
12. It is put on the stage, so to speak, and done with theatrical gestures.
13. Most regions of the mantle exhibit corkscrew-like particle motions.
14. Such devices are handy enough systems for detecting chemicals. 
15. Sensing also offers another great potential advantage.
16. That's why the Internet can become this sort of ultimately plastic infrastructure.
17. Such specialists are more popular than ever.
18. The Feynman Lectures on Physics is a  wow of a book. 
19. The field lay relatively dormant.
20. The great majority of the world's neologisms never see print and vanish like frost in the sun

before anybody takes notice of them.
21. The investigations could only have been done in the university research laboratory kind of

environment.
22. The result is far better than most designs of its ilk.
23. The two approaches are essentially the same.
24. These facilities accelerate the refinement of existing code into more efficient code by

removing redundancy.
25. They resemble galaxies.
26. Dinah certainly outdoes Billie, and is akin to Nancy.
27. This is a most excellent and thought-provoking book guaranteed to enrage the reader.
28. This is as typical as it gets.
29. This technique is similar to the Global Positioning System.
30. We expect the current to become, in some way, restricted to a smaller cross-section.
31. The odour profile is woody-earthy (mostly woody and slightly earthy), there is a touch of

spiciness and a pineapple-like fruitiness; after a few minutes it becomes piney-resinous and
celery-like, loosing some dryness and becoming sweeter.

32. You could sort of order e-mail that you receive. 
33. Take Venus. It's surface at altitudes above 50 km is actually very Earth-like, with pressure

levels similar to ours.
34. "Visualize this thing you want. See it, feel it, believe in it." (Robert Collier).
35. They are blamed for the problems of telecommunications industry, and, by extension, the

world economy.
36. The facility has brought some semblance of order.
37. Best solution: ask an expert. Second-best solution: ask somebody who knows where to find the answer!
38. Last year our organization reached the highest ever membership of approximately 300 000

members worldwide.

Exercise 4.
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39. The newly restored monument was unveiled a few years later, as vibrant and inspiring as ever.
40. Sometimes «good enough» is never enough!
41. This paper might be agreed to be «sort of like a review» or «to have something of a review-

like quality».
42. It smelt akin to juniper. Bottle-wise, I really like the new perfume. Scent-wise, I think this

fragrance is  quite «generic».
43. Are you working with a kind of abrasive like a pumice stone or a sandpaper or something

like that?

Fill in the blanks.

1. The higher the altitude, the … air.

a. rarer   
b. rarer is   
c. is rarer     
d. rare

2. I'm glad that you arrived … .

a. safe
b. safety
c. and safe
d. safely

3. It penetrates more deeply into water than ...  into soil.

a. it does        
b. does it      
c. do          
d. does

4. He became … interested in the project.

a.  most           
b. more and more   
c. the most              
d. a most

5. …his students, professor Smith always comes on time.

a. Unlike           
b. Similar         
c. Also          
d. The last but not least

6. This is the most sophisticated device … . 

a. I can see                  
b. I saw           
c. I have ever seen           
d. I have seen

7. Our instructor is different … theirs.

a. from     
d. than      
c. to         
d. as

8. The computing resources turned out to be … to handle the new content.

a. too inefficient 
b. too inefficiently 
c. and inefficient 
d. inefficiently

Exercise 5.
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9. The new format is considerably ... .

a. best
b. better
c. the best
d. good 

10. The report was striking, both in its findings ... in its language.

a. also
b. although
c. but also
d. and

11. The best-… of these procedures is the device of «double-translation.»

a. know           
b. knows    
c. knowing     
d. known

12. Our decisions could ... the company.

a. significant help 
b. significantly helps
c. significantly help
d. to significantly help 

13. There are other … between the approaches taken. 

a. difference   
b. different   
c. differences 
d. differently

14. It will be ... improved.

a. considerably   
b. considerable  
c. considering   
d. consider

15. It grew rather more … after the middle of the century.

a. quick   
b. quicker   
c. the quickest   
d. quickly

16. The fluid has … the same index of refraction as the waveguide.

a. nearer                
b. near          
c. nearly       
d. the nearest

17. The higher the modulation rate, … the spectral line.

a. broader             
b. the broader    
c. the broad       
d. broad

18. Users … view a short preview than the entire movie.

a. are more likely        
b. is it likely to        
c it is more likely        
d. are more likely to   
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19. The speed of light can be changed only slightly (… than 0.01 percent).

a. less                   
b. fewer           
c. few        
d. at least

20. .… more complex are the 3-D switches.

a. Substantial         
b. Substantially    
c. Substantial is    
d. Substantially are

21. … more useful is word recognition.

a. Many   
b. The most   
c. Most   
d. Much

22. It is ... -growing operating system.

a. fast
b. faster
c. fastest
d. the fastest

23. When in Rome, do … the Romans do.

a. like     
b. as    
c. likewise      
d. as if

24. I think there are … more than five options.

a. neither    
b. not       
c. nor       
d. no

25. Wash it in commercial machine in water … exceeding 95°C. 

a. nor      
b. not           
c. not just       
d. no

CONTRASTING IN ENGLISH

Basic contrast

However,    (à) ïðîòå, îäíàê; îäíà÷å

Despite / In spite of  /Regardless (of) 

íåçâàæàþ÷è íà

But  /   Yet         àëå; ïðîòå

(But) anyway (àëå)  ó áóäü-ÿêîìó ðàç³/âèïàäêó

Instead, / Instead of/ Rather than çàì³ñòü (öüîãî); 

à íå; íàòîì³ñòü

Rather, ñêîð³øå, ðàäí³øå

(Yet) conversely/ Alternatively, / By way of

contrast,/In (sharp) contrast /On the contrary/

Otherwise /Contrariwise íàâïàêè, íà ïðîòèâàãó

Specific contrast

; however,

, but 

, instead

, even if

, even though/

although

, albeit

, at the same time,

, but rather...

rather than/

instead (of) /in lieu of

Afterthought
or digression

,however.

, though.

nonetheless.

anyway.

regardless.

otherwise.

after all.



These two concepts are different, even though they use the same word.
It seems likely that it will be US (rather than UK) English.
New wired network «bandwidth» is created when new physical resources (cable, fiber, routers

etc.) are added to the network. In sharp contrast, wireless communication requires sharing a finite
natural resource: the radio frequency spectrum.

Over the years the electronics industry has deservedly won a name for environmental
leadership. Even so, much remains to be done.

We have considered all pros and cons.

� MIND THE FOLLOWING MODELS:

on the one hand/at one extreme… on the other hand/at the other extreme…

At one extreme, you could simply use the class name as the class descriptor. At the other
extreme, you could use the entire class text as the class descriptor.

� Model 

YES...BUT and its equivalents:

Yes / Certainly / Sure(ly) / Of course ... But / Nevertheless / Still

/ (on the one hand) ...                But   (on the other hand/at the other extreme)

Double negation (on the one hand) …  However (on the other hand)  

Certainly, there will be users who receive much more than 2 Mbytes/day. Nevertheless, we
take this number as a reasonable guide to the average amount of traffic delivered to a typical user
over a long period of time.

Yeah, sure, of course, there was no lack of enthusiasm for these changes as well. But don't let
that divert you from the main thing.

In communities where only two or three languages are in contact, bilingualism (or trilingualism)
is a possible solution, for most young children can acquire more than one language with ease.
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Basic contrast

Yes/Admittedly/Clearly/ Naturally/Certainly,/

Of course(,)... but.. òàê, ... àëå...

It should be noted, however, ...

îäíàê (âîäíî÷àñ) ñë³ä çàóâàæèòè

On (the) one hand, ...On the other hand 

At one extreme...At the other extreme/ end of the

spectrum /(But) then again, … Ç îäíîãî áîêó... ç ³íøîãî...

At the same time, Âîäíî÷àñ 

While /Whereas / Whilst        ó òîé ÷àñ ÿê

Even if /Even though         íàâ³òü ÿêùî

Although/Even though        õî÷à

Nevertheless,/ Nonetheless, òèì íå ìåíøå

Notwithstanding (the fact that) íåçâàæàþ÷è íà (òå (,)

ùî)

Even so, / All the same,/ Still, /After all/ For all (of

that) ² âñå æ; çðåøòîþ

Unlike   íà â³äì³íó â³ä

The exact opposite  àáñîëþòíî ïðîòèëåæíèé 

Arguments against àðãóìåíòè ïðîòè

A contrasting view /Opponents  ïðèá³÷íèêè

ïðîòèëåæíîãî ïîãëÿäó

Not only...but also íå ëèøå..., àëå é...

Specific contrast

, on the other hand,

, by way of contrast,

, in contrast,

, on the contrary,

unlike

different from

, despite

,  in spite of

, nevertheless

nonetheless

, otherwise 

, still 

and/or

not only..., but also 

partly…partly…

contradicting...

ñóïåðå÷ëèâèé

, regardless (of)

*versus / vs./VS

/against

íà ïðîòèâàãó

*pros and cons 

çà ³ ïðîòè

*vice versa íàâïàêè

Afterthought
or digression



But at the other extreme in communities where there are many languages in contact, as in much
of South-East Asia, such a natural solution does not readily apply. 

It isn't that there aren't great achievements today. However, it does seem that individuals stand
out to a lesser degree than they once did.

� Model 

Negation / (on the one hand)/ … on the other hand+Negation

Thus it seems we cannot deny the existence of an autonomous grammatical component to
language. On the other hand, we do not want to claim that grammar includes everything there is
in language.

� Model 

while/ whilst (on (the) one hand) … Negation (also / on the other hand)... :

While he contends that language form can and should be examined in terms of form alone, he
also argues that grammar is not monolithic. 

� Model 

It should be noted, however, (and its equivalents)

It should be noted, however, (and its equivalents) 

Âîäíî÷àñ (îäíàê) ñë³ä çàçíà÷èòè

It should be noted, however, that this is not a limitation.
However, it should be mentioned that this  technology is quite well developed. 
It should be pointed out, though, that even multispeaker surround systems have a sweet spot.

� Model 

Of course / Clearly / Admittedly + negation

Of course / Clearly / Admittedly

Of course, some of our linguistic knowledge is not, strictly speaking, acquired.
The results of our study, though admittedly taken from a smaller corpus, are quite different

from theirs.

CONVEYING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Besides (this), / besides / aside from îêð³ì öüîãî,

also / and also òàêîæ

not only/ not just (on the one hand)...but also (on the other hand) íå ëèøå...àëå é...

(but) in addition/ additionally 

moreover /what is more (may signal negation) á³ëüø òîãî, 

plus/ so too/ *in a complementary vein*/ in order to supplement... íà äîäà÷ó, á³ëüøå òîãî

both...and... ÿê... òàê ³ ...

as well (ÍÅ âæèâàºòüñÿ íà ïî÷àòêó ðå÷åííÿ!) / together with / alongside/ along with òàêîæ

as well as à òàêîæ

(yet) another/one more/a second ùå îäèí

(the) next íàñòóïíèé

further/ furthermore/ further still*/ further downstream äàë³

what is more á³ëüøå òîãî

*in turn ó ñâîþ ÷åðãó 

*not to mention/ *to say nothing of/* let alone íå êàæó÷è âæå ïðî 
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indicates an opposition or

contrast with the statement

just before it

attracts attention a hedge to get the author "off

the hook" if the statement isn't

completely correct

concession and contrast intensification, attraction of attention



*not to be left out íå ñë³ä çàáóâàòè ³ (ïðî)

*for that matter ïðèíàã³äíî

*for one thing... for another... ïî-ïåðøå... ïî-äðóãå... 

*the listing goes on ïåðåë³ê ìîæíà ïðîäîâæèòè 

just as…/ so(,) too òàê, ÿê ³ 

(,) either òàêîæ í³ (íå)

In fact/ in effect/ indeed/ actually/ in truth/ as a matter of fact âëàñíå êàæó÷è; íàñïðàâä³

Of course; clearly òàê, çâè÷àéíî; àâæåæ

In addition, other transmission parameters may be varied as well.
This holds true for both established disciplines and nascent fields. 
Within just the last 24 months, myriad audio, video, and cellular products have equipped

people not only to tote around data, images, and audio, but in addition to swap the devices
between various types of hardware. Besides, for certain applications, flash memory cards often
have shorter access time.

Authenticity, broadly defined, deals not only with the source and quality of the text but also
with the way users learn and perceive the text.

Word processors are very useful — they can help writers rearrange word order, not to mention
checking spelling.

Just as «nano-» replaced «micro-» as a prefix standard, so too has «hyper-» replaced «super-».
Try not to talk too much in conversations, but don't be silent, either.

In addition to — signals a new subject

Further still — signals adding a related subject

In fact / In effect/ Indeed/ Actually/In truth/ As a matter of fact

In effect, international testing cannot begin until next year.
In fact, it is not uncommon to hear researchers advocating such techniques.

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. Purists prefer the terms «cracker», «white-hat hacker», «ethical hacker» and «samurai» being
applied to those who use their computing skills for good rather than evil. 

2. However it should be noted that the process also takes into consideration certain adjustments
and modifications too problematic under any circumstances to be deemed acceptable.

3. Linguists, however, have been slow to address this research question. 
4. This will require the use of advanced heating techniques and/or other advanced approaches.
5. We still ended up building the instrument for pretty much the same price we could build it

for, though.
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NOTE.

Phrases with «and»; «both...and» take a PLURAL verb:

(Both) Mary and Michael are students.

Phrases with «in addition to»; «as well as»; «together with»; «along with»; «accompanied by»

take a SINGULAR verb:

The tutor as well as his students is watching the movie.

Phrases with «not only… but also…; either… or…; neither… nor…» take EITHER PLURAL OR

SINGULAR verb depending on the subject nearest to it:

Not only professor, but also his doctoral students are attending the conference.

Not only doctoral students, but also their research advisor is attending the conference.

Either Mark or the boys are coming tomorrow.

Neither the professor nor the students were there. 

Exercise 6.

indicate additional

information

indicate intensification,

attraction of attention 

may also  indicate an

opposition or contrast



6. These aren't absolute binary issues, however.
7. For all of that, however, it will still come down to a single chip.
8. But anyway, we're now losing 30 percent during our peak hours.
9. Conversely, although the whole band occupied by the transmission is «owned» by other

systems, much of it is unused at any given time.
10. In general, though, a methodology will only be as good as the designer's understanding of

the problem.
11. This chapter does not present another approach to the study of language use. Rather, it

examines intercultural miscommunication.
12. Yes, people talk about «curiosity-driven research» — research motivated solely by the

researcher's desire to understand the natural world. I'm sure there's some of that, but an awful lot
of research is need driven, motivated by a problem domain.

13. Yes, there's plenty of inequity with respect to access. Still that figure is incredible for those who
can remember when the Internet was the exclusive province of well-endowed university research centers.

14. No one was in control. Yet somehow, things did get coordinated pretty well. 
15. This is not the main issue, although we shall address that briefly in the last section. 
16. It is probably one of the most significant steps. However, this is just part of the solution,

albeit a very important part.
17. Many of these schools don't have an adequate infrastructure and electrical capacity for

computers, let alone high speed connections and networks. 
18. High-speed rail is also benefiting from technology improvements and built-in intelligence. 
19. Not to be left out, magnetic levitation (maglev) trains are experiencing a sudden

rejuvenation.
20. In some sense, business, and, for that matter, other organizations, are all about coordinating

the work of different people.
21. In turn, automation is leading to so-called smart manufacturing techniques.
22. It should also be noted, however, that a closed file can be re-opened if necessary.
23. Moreover, they did not take into account the central role of communication.
24. In addition, other parameters may vary as well.

Fill in the blanks.

1. They can not only support this enterprise, ... help drive it.

a. and also
b. together with
c. but also
d. in spite of

2. Any major change has both upsides … downsides.

a. too           
b. also    
c. and     
d. but also

3. On the other …, those who lack talent can be good «team-players».

a. side                 
b. part              
c. place              
d. hand

4. Possibly more of the cross-connects would be needed … .

a. well   
b. as   
c. as well   
d. as well as
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5. The workshop was … professionally useful and socially pleasant.

a. both  
b. not only  
c. and   
d. as well

6. It … noted, however, that not all options might be available every year.

a. should          
b. shall be    
c. should be    
d. be

7. Regardless … our approaches, we must recognize that addressing the technical challenges of
modern security and privacy will be a long march.

a. from   
b. at          
c. to         
d. of

8. This problem alongside the other equally important issues mentioned in the previous chapter
… of prime importance.

a. is         
b. are      
c. has     
d. have

9. The procedures in question can be used in physics. …, some of them can be used in astronomy.

a. As well as     
b. Moreover
c. Not only
d. Together with

10. Not only Michael, but also his colleagues … arriving tomorrow.

a. were     
b. was    
c. are     
d. is

NEGATION IN ENGLISH

is basically about cushioning negative and categorical statements:

Yes, it works in practice, but not in theory.
At first glance, it appears that the loss introduced between noise source and test device by the

tuner would be a drawback. In fact, this is not the case.
Unfortunately, the situation looks potentially unwinnable.
Unhappily, it is also true that such detectors may be defeated if minor alterations are made to

the data.
Frankly speaking, I don't like the approach proposed.
It may be impossible, or at least exceedingly difficult, to directly implement the natural language policy. 
Any action taken in response to that is likely to be ineffective.
A busy teacher might well argue that this methodology is inappropriate.  
There is a jot of truth in it.
It is an open question. 
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The author, evidently a successful undergraduate

instructor and television entertainer, is living

proof that success with the spoken word does not

necessarily carry over to writing.

IMPLICATION: the author is not a successful

writer, though he may be a success in  other

spheres. 



� MIND 

EXPLICIT     VS.    IMPLICIT 

NEGATION 
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MIND the difference between scientific and popular senses:

Scientific English

We had no special equipment.
They've answered all the questions save /
except two.
He was not wealthy.
No.

General English

We didn't have any special equipment.
They've answered all the questions except
two.
He was not wealthy at all.
No. / Nope.

MIND the specificity of the so called DOUBLE NEGATION:

It is not impossible~… (might ~5-10% possibility) VS. It is not uncommon… (emphasis)  

²ñíóº éìîâ³ðí³ñòü (It is  common)
Çàçâè÷àé               

It is not unlikely…                                                         It's not that we are doing nothing…

Íå ñõîæå Íåïðàâäà, ùî ìè í³÷îãî íå ðîáèìî

(ìè ùîñü ðîáèìî).

not identical íåîäíàêîâèé 

not for the first time íå âïåðøå   

no good íåâäàëèé

to underrate íåäîîö³íþâàòè

to disregard íå çâàæàòè íà

to overlook /to miss ïðîïóñêàòè, íå áà÷èòè

to overshadow (make appear less important)
ðîáèòè ìåíø âàãîìèì

atypical íåòèïîâèé

misunderstanding íåïîðîçóì³ííÿ

malfunction íåñïðàâí³ñòü

illogical íåëîã³÷íèé 

unfair íåñïðàâåäëèâèé

unfortunately/unhappily/alas íà æàëü

unintentionally íåíàâìèñíî

X-free (to be free from) òîé, ùî íå ì³ñòèòü Õ

X-proof òîé, ùî çàïîá³ãàº ä³¿ Õ

*no more than íå á³ëüøå í³æ 

*not a jot of (í³/àí³) íà éîòó; í³ñê³ëüêè; 

(à)í³òðîõè 

rather than/instead of à íå 

barely (any)/almost no ìàéæå í³÷îãî/ 

ëåäâå-ëåäâå

It is unlike(ly) íå ñõîæå, ùî

not exactly (çîâñ³ì) íå/í³; íå çîâñ³ì òàê

*don't forget (about; that…) íå ñë³ä çàáóâàòè 

(ïðî/ïðî òå, ùî…); ñë³ä ïàì'ÿòàòè  

(ïðî/ïðî òå, ùî…)

*don't get me wrong çðîçóì³éòå ìåíå 

ïðàâèëüíî (íå çðîçóì³éòå ìåíå íåïðàâèëüíî)

*nothing stands still óñå çàçíàº çì³í            

(í³ùî íå çàëèøàºòüñÿ íåçì³ííèì)

all but about 1 percent óñå, îêð³ì 1 â³äñîòêà

to fail (to) íå óäàâàòèñÿ, íå âèõîäèòè

to escape detection /to be below detection   
íå áóòè âèçíà÷åíèì

to be as good as áóòè íå ã³ðøèì çà

to be less than íå ïåðåâèùóâàòè

to be beyond the scope âèõîäèòè 

çà ìåæ³/ðàìêè 

to leave room for improvement áóòè   

íåáåçäîãàííèì

to be far from áóòè äàëåêèì â³ä

straightforward íåñêëàäíèé

second to none íåïåðåñ³÷íèé

other than íå òàêèé

out of control íåêåðîâàíèé

yet-to-be-specified íåâèçíà÷åíèé

complimentary / free (of charge)
áåçêîøòîâíèé, áåç(î)ïëàòíèé

to be still awaiting  âñå ùå î÷³êóâàòè íà 

the other side of the coin / *flip side
çâîðîòíèé á³ê ìåäàë³

myth ì³ô (íåïðàâäà)

seemingly / deceptive(ly) òàêèé, ùî ëèøå

âèäàºòüñÿ 

compromised íåâäàëèé

*a jot of éîòà; íåáàãàòî 

*it should be borne in mind íå ñë³ä

çàáóâàòè

a «mistake» òàê çâàíà ïîìèëêà (íàñïðàâä³

íå ïîìèëêà)

*I wish ... / *If(s) ÿêáè; ÿêáè-òî; ÿêùî 



«BOTH YES AND NO» MODELS 

may or may not  ìîæå áóòè, à ìîæå é í³

it depends / some say yes, others say no / both yes and no ³ òàê, ³ í³
in part...in part / a mix ÷àñòêîâî… ÷àñòêîâî…

to a greater or lesser extent / more or less á³ëüøîþ àáî ìåíøîþ ì³ðîþ

only time will tell / an open question (we don't know the answer to it)                             
stalemate ïàò

rhetorical questions: Eureka? ² ùî, öå ñïðàâä³ â³äêðèòòÿ?

This exception, although important, is beyond the scope of this article.
In any case, at least in terms of numbers, government representatives do not play a major role

anymore.
This is deceptively large.
It fails to satisfy the necessary conditions.
This is not an easy problem to solve.
It isn't that there aren't great achievements today. 
If portable applications were the only problem, there might be a better payoff for solving

battery problem. 
Some important parts still await final lines.
We barely understand it now.
It limits this approach to only a handful of applications. 
However, cost reduction has recently achieved a plateau.
This is a nice sounding hypothesis, but does it withstand critical quantitative scrutiny? 
While the LAN offers many advantages in terms of data access and flexibility, the other side

of the coin is increased vulnerability. 
We had to resolve the stalemate.

FAKE NEGATION ÓÄÀÂÀÍÅ ÇÀÏÅÐÅ×ÅÍÍß

(«íà ïåðøèé ïîãëÿä çäàºòüñÿ, ùî..., àëå...»)

It might seem/appear/be anticipated (at first)

At first glance/ initially

On the surface ... but / however

One might think 

It is tempting to 

Seductive(ly)

Seemingly/supposedly/presumably/allegedly/reputedly/ostensibly

Ideally/In the ideal situation/ Under ideal circumstances

In the ideal (perfect; dream) world / In the best of all worlds ... in reality / in actuality/

For the sake of our analysis in the real world/ realistically

Assuming/ with the assumption of however, (if)

Theoretically/In theory/From a purely theoretical point of view in practice / practically

Intrinsically ...

Don't get me wrong

This might seem like stating the obvious, but it is not, for the notion of «special role» has many facets.
It is now very tempting to conclude that we understand the process.
Theoretically, the function of output is closely related to the previous  issue. 

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. Nothing stands still.
2. Too often, brainstorming, a classic creativity-enhancing technique, fails to produce anything

satisfying or practical.
3. The predecessor to the United Nations, the League of Nations, was dismantled after several

years of unsuccessful operation. 
4. It is tempting to believe that our main focus ought to be on building more secure and reliable
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systems in the first place. However, it is important to recognize that most engineering designs are
based on assumptions, models, and paradigms that do not scale well.

5. It is tempting to argue, in cases like this, that there must be some subtle difference of
meaning.

6. Very often, undoubtedly, such differences can be satisfactorily explained. But this is not
always so. 

7. This is difficult, but not impossible.
8. For the sake of our analysis, we assume the teams have measurable strengths. In reality, we

understand that rankings are always controversial.
9. From a purely theoretical point of view  such architecture will have lower capacity. However,

the primary disadvantage of a this architecture is a practical, not theoretical, limitation.
10. Ideally, all language in classroom would be used cooperatively by students and teachers.

Realistically, however, instances of conflict occur in classrooms.
11. At first glance, this requirement seems sensible.
12. In theory, unabridged dictionaries contain every word accepted for use in the English

language. In actuality, an unabridged dictionary cannot contain every word because new words
are created daily. 

13. I wish I could say otherwise, but I think the major push has been and will continue to be
Moore's law. 

14. Further waiting would be unlikely to improve results.
15. Perhaps it was just pure enthusiasm. Or perhaps not.
16. A supposedly new cryptography system  got the attention in the last few weeks.
17. The country will receive 500 000 tons of fuel, ostensibly to compensate immediately for a

supposed energy deficiency.
18. This is a seductively easy and cheap method of covering vacancies. 
19. If there is no limit to the changes I can make to my textual representation, is there actually

a «real me»?
20. Our «normal» view, however, is actually a contorted one.
21. Unfortunately we are not told anything about the source of his data.
22. Alas, such is the cycle of life.
23. Some important parts still await final lines.
24. Do deficits lead to high interest rates? Some say yes, others say no. Are deficits

inflationary? Some say yes, others say no. Are large deficits a roadblock to economic expansion?
Some say yes, others say no.  

25. Interestingly, both approaches support the viewpoint that this seemingly neutral element is
an important one. 

26. Alas, the truth is that I had only a half-baked idea, a shadow of a theme.
27. And for the most part wind does not seem to alter the landscape either.
28. We validly would have chosen more primitive rules. Doing so gives us the benefit of simpler

rules of operation, but has the undesirable effect of moving the model another level away from
the real system.

29. This cannot be definitively determined with the data at hand.
30. A situation is generally viewed as unacceptable.
31. Our linguistic ability rests primarily, but not exclusively, on our linguistic knowledge.
32. This situation, to put it mildly, creates opportunities for waste.
33. It's a term that is almost content-free.
34. Perhaps we should consider the possibility that we do not yet have a complete

understanding. We barely have it now.
35. Will those differences be enough? Only time will tell.
36. The mechanism was not (at that time) widely deployed across the Internet. As a result, the

load was often not uniformly balanced across the site.
37. There are two kinds of «experts» in question — the «PR experts» behind the scenes and

the «independent» experts paraded before the public, scientists who have been hand-selected,
cultivated, and paid handsomely to promote the views of corporations.

38. At least one previous reviewer seems to have missed this fact. 
39. This isn't just a list of information, there are actual pointers for action in here.
40. People who prosecute patents are interesting. This myth does not even justify an

explanation. Anyone who can write patent claims deserves kindness, not ridicule.
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41. People who eat at their desks think that they are getting more done. Nope. They are just
getting tired.

42. Are you working with a kind of abrasive like a pumice stone or a sandpaper or something
like that?

43. Identifying a specific author or the source of certain Web sites is not always possible. 
44. «In my salad days — and even, I guess, in my main course days — I used to wonder what

retired people did with their time when they were no longer spending 50 hours a week in the
office and bringing work home at night. Now that I am in my dessert days, I am finding that, lo
and behold, I am as busy as ever and have quite a backlog of things to be done in the future»
(Lyle D. Feisel).

Render the following texts in Ukrainian. Pay special attention to specific

negation devices.

A. Heeger, together with MacDiarmid, was already looking for nonmetallic conducting
materials several decades ago. Yet the discovery of conducting polymers «was in fact a mistake»,
he told Spectrum. Shirakawa, investigating polymer properties in general in the early '70s,
«instructed a student to use thousand times less of a catalyst. The student was Korean and his
Japanese was less than perfect», Heeger continued, and so he made a «mistake». Instead of an
improved plastic, Shirakava obtained a silvery film that conducted electricity weakly. Later,
Shirakawa joined Heeger and MacDiarmid in the United States, and they developed the first
polymers with near-metal conductance by doping the polymer with other materials. Conducting
polymers was a huge surprise, and an important result. 

B. In an electronic mail debate on the risks of the computer revolution, Mitchell Kapor, founder
and former chief executive of Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge, Mass., commented: «Risks,
what risks? Computers are here to benefit all personkind :-)» But debate participants who did not
notice the smilie :-) got into a heated debate over this remark. It was interrupted only when Kapor
revisited the conversation and said, «The typographic glyph :-) which I included at the end of my
comment is the on-line equivalent of an ironic or sarcastic tone of voice. It is intended to convey
that the writer really means the opposite of what preceded. What I was saying was that there are
risks in computers.»

Read the passage and answer the questions about it.

Millions of visitors year round find their way to Niagara Falls. They are soon captivated by the
natural beauty of the Falls themselves and the surrounding parklands that lie parallel to the
Niagara River from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario. The Niagara River between Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario is really a body of water flowing between the two lakes. Located on the Niagara River
along the border between the United Stated and Canada, Niagara Falls actually consists of two
falls, the American Falls and the Horseshoe Falls. The former is on the U.S. side of the border, in
the State of New York, while the latter is on Canadian side. Most water in the Niagara River flows
over the Horseshoe Falls, which is more impressive of the two falls.

Skylon Tower is one of Niagara’s most famous landmarks where the «yellow bug» elevators
glide the visitors smoothly to the Observation Deck, 775 feet above the Falls. Sightseers can also
ride steamers «The Maid of the Mist» that come close to the boiling water of the Falls, or view
them from parks on both sides of the river.

Rainbows can always be seen in the mist at Niagara Falls on bright sunny days. About 10
million people visit the Falls each year, most during the summer tourist season.

1. What is the best title for the passage?

a. Popular attractions 
b. North America
c. National parks
d. Two spectacular waterfalls

2. Which of the following is entirely on the U.S. side of the border with Canada?
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a. Horseshoe Falls
b. Niagara Falls
c. The American Falls
d. the Niagara River

3. It can be inferred from the passage that Horseshoe  Falls

a. is less impressive fall
b. is the larger of the two falls
c. is the smaller of the two falls
d. is in the state of New York

4. According to the passage, where can people watch the falls?

a. From parks, boats, and Skylon
b. From airplanes
c. From trains
d. From cars

5. It can be inferred from the passage that Niagara Falls

a. generates hot water
b. is only impressive during the winter tourist season
c. can be viewed from only one side of the Niagara River
d. is a unique natural wonder of the world

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow. 

garbage — Synonyms: litter, trash, refuse, junk  óêð. ñì³òòÿ

Garbology was a word invented by A.J. Weberman. Its primary academic meaning now is the
study of refuse and trash. Garbage is an unavoidable fact of life, produced by all societies since
the dawn of civilization.The studies of garbology and archaeology often overlap, because
fossilized or otherwise time-modified trash is quite often the only remnant of ancient populations
that can be found. Nowadays garbology is an academic discipline that has a major outpost at the
University of Arizona, long directed by William Rathje (the project started in 1971). It is a major
source of information on the nature and changing patterns in modern refuse. One of the findings
is the actual composition of  the American waste — over 40 percent of the volume of waste is
paper, not glassware, metal items, wood, styrofoam containers and cups, plastic bags, wrappers
etc. Another result is that middle-income families waste more food than upper- or lower-income
families. In addition, Rathje's research uncovered some misconceptions about landfills. The
scientist has arrived at some important conclusions. In particular, it was revealed that the rate of
natural biodegradation is far slower than had been assumed. Industries wishing to demonstrate
that refuse originating with their products is (or is not) important in the trash stream are avid
followers of this research. 

(After Wikipedia)

1. What is the main topic of the passage?

a. Archaelogy research
b. Natural biodegradation
c. The composition of trash
d. Some garbology findings

2. According to the passage, the most common waste is

a. plastic wrappers
b. wooden objects
c. styrofoam cups
d. paper

3. More food is usually wasted by

a. upper-income families
b. lower-income families
c. industries
d. middle-income families
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4. It can be inferred from the passage that garbology

a. was popular worldwide in 1971
b. is a somewhat stagnant field
c. is a vibrant field with prospects for the future
d. has nothing to do with archaeology

5. We can conclude that

a. industries are not very interested in garbology studies
b. industries are very  interested in garbology studies
c. industries are indifferent to garbology studies
d. industries used to be  interested in garbology studies

6. The underlined word primary could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. principal   
b. principle    
c. primitive   
d. primordial 

7. The underlined word overlap could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. cover each other partly
b. examine thoroughly
c. have too high an opinion of each other      
d. do not notice each other

8. The underlined word Nowadays could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. Currenly    
b. In the past    
c. Lately    
d. Recently

9. The underlined word discipline could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. aspect 
b. facet 
c. order   
d. field

10. The underlined word findings could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. achievements    
b. results      
c. topics  
d. accomplishments

11. The underlined word actual could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. inevitable  
b. real     
c. current     
d. important

12. The underlined word Another could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. Any other    
b. The other    
c. Other 
d. One more

13. The underlined phrase In addition, could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. Besides,   
b. On the contrary,  
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c. Quintessentially,    
d. On the whole,   

14. The underlined word uncovered could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. found out     
b. outlined    
c. discussed     
d. overviewed

15. The underlined phrase In particular, could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. Truthfully 
b. Basically  
c. Actually
d. Specifically

UNscientifically speaking…

A woman was sitting at a bar enjoying an after-work cocktail with her friends when an

exceptionally handsome young man entered. He was so striking that the woman could not take her

eyes away from him. The young man noticed her overly-attentive stare and walked directly toward

her. Before she could offer her apologies for being so rude for staring, the young man said to her,

«I'll do anything, absolutely anything, that you want me to do, for 20 dollars, on one condition.»

Flabbergasted, the woman asked what the condition was. The young man replied, «You have to tell

me what you want me to do in just three words.» The woman considered his proposition for a

moment, withdrew from her purse and slowly counted out four 5 dollar bills, which she pressed into

the young man's hand along with her address. She looked deeply into his eyes, and slowly,

meaningfully said... «Clean my house.»

Our friends have recently moved into a new house. The other day, the father took his car out of

garage and was washing it when a neighbor came by. The neighbor stopped and commented,

«That's a nice car. Is it yours?» «Sometimes,» the father answered. The neighbor was surprised.

«Sometimes? What do you mean by that?» «Well,» said the father, «when there's a sports event, it

belongs to my son. When I've washed the car and it looks really nice and clean, it belongs to my

wife. And if it needs gas, it's mine.»

A traveler stopped at a historic hotel and requested the rates of for a single room. A room on

the first floor is $350, on the second floor $250, and on the third floor $150, replied the desk clerk.

The traveler thought a bit, said «Thank you,» and turned to go. «Don't you like our hotel?» asked

the clerk. «Oh, it's beautiful, said the traveler. It just isn't tall enough.»

Optimist: The glass is half full.

Pessimist: The glass is half empty.

Engineer: The glass needs to be redesigned.

In the Assuming trade three separate and independent cults are transacting business. Two of

these cults are known as the Shakespearites and the Baconians, and I am the other one-the

Brontosaurian. The Shakespearite knows that Shakespeare wrote Shakespeare's Works; the

Baconian knows that Francis Bacon wrote them; the Brontosaurian doesn't really know which of

them did it, but is quite composedly and contentedly sure that Shakespeare DIDN'T, and strongly

suspects that Bacon DID. 

Mark Twain
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NoteworthyNoteworthy

Language shapes the way we think, and determines what we can think about.

Benjamin Lee Whorf

Listen a hundred times; ponder a thousand times; speak once.

Turkish Proverb 

Words are also actions, and actions are a kind of words. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Postmodernism, like modernism before it, is a blanket term, covering several different
tendencies, directions and styles. Post-modernism is more populist and inclusive, while
modernism had been more elitist and exclusive. Postmodernism has brought about a
renewed partnership between the old and new, between past and present…
Postmodernism also places more emphasis on content, while modernism has concentrated
mainly on form… Postmodernism takes into account the ethnic and cultural diversity of
today's pluralistic society.

William Fleming

This is a story about four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and Nobody.
There was an important job to be done and Everybody was sure that Somebody would
do it. Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it. Somebody got angry about that,
because it was Everybody's job. Everybody thought Anybody could do it, but Nobody
realized that Everybody wouldn't do it. It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody,
when Nobody did, what Anybody could have done.
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TEXT

Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

We regard as «true» the simplest
explanation that satisfies all the data we
have about any given thing. This principle
is known as Occam’s razor (sometimes
spelled Ockham's razor); it is named after
a 14th century British philosopher who
originally proposed it. Without this rule,
we would always be subject to such
complicated doubts that we would accept nothing as known. Occam’s razor, sometimes called
the Principle of Simplicity, is a razor in a sense that it is a cutting edge that allows distinction to
be made among theories. This is often paraphrased as «All other things being equal, the simplest
solution is the best.» In other words, when multiple competing theories are equal in other
respects, the principle recommends selecting the theory that introduces the fewest assumptions.
Some other thinkers believe that the best position in this dispute is to avoid oversimplification,
standing in a reasonable middle term, or Golden Mean.  This is illustrated by the famous phrase
attributed to Einstein (though actually of unknown origin): «Everything should be made as simple
as possible, but not simpler.» 

Anyway, science is based on Occam’s
razor, though we don’t usually think
about it. Sometimes, something that we
call «true» might be more accurately
described as a theory. The scientific
method is based on hypotheses and
theories. A hypothesis is an explanation of
why something happens or happened.
When it is shown that the hypothesis
actually explains most of the facts known,
then we may call it a theory. We usually test a theory by seeing whether it can predict things that
were not previously observed, and then by trying to confirm whether the predictions are valid.

An example of a theory is the Newtonian theory of gravitation, which for many years explained
almost all the planetary motions. Only a small discrepancy in the orbit of Mercury remained
unexplained. In 1916, Albert Einstein presented a general theory of relativity as a better
explanation of  gravitation. The theory explained the discrepancy in Mercury’s orbit. When his
predictions were verified, his theory was widely accepted.

Is Newton’s theory «true»? Yes, in most regions of space. Is Einstein’s theory «true»? We say
so, although we may also think that one day a new theory will come along that is more general
than Einstein’s in the same way that Einstein’s is more general than Newton’s.

1. What is specific about «Occam’s razor»?

2. What is the correlation between the hypothesis and the theory?

3. What are possible ways of testing a theory?

4. Such language elements as «anyway», «anyhow», «in any case» (typical of spoken English,
including academic lectures) are used to show that the speaker wants to either return to the main
topic or continue with another. What is the function of «anyway» in this text?

Give English equivalents of:

ñóìí³âè; íàéïðîñò³øå ïîÿñíåííÿ; âïåðøå çàïðîïîíóâàòè ïðèíöèï; íåâåëèêà ðîçá³æí³ñòü;
á³ëüø òî÷íèé îïèñ; êðàùå ïîÿñíåííÿ; øèðîêî âèçíàâàòè; çàãàëüíà òåîð³ÿ â³äíîñíîñò³;
ï³äòâåðäæóâàòè; ôàêòè÷íî ïîÿñíþâàòè; ä³éñíèé; «çîëîòà ñåðåäèíà».

razor — óêð. áðèòâà

subject to — tending or likely (to have), causing to
experience óêð. çàçíàâàòè
complicated — difficult to understand or deal with 
óêð. ñêëàäíèé
doubt — (a feeling of) uncertainty of belief or opinion,
lack of confidence óêð. ñóìí³â

to confirm — to give support or certainty to (a fact,
statement etc.) e.g. by providing more proof or by stating
that something is true or correct 
Synonyms: to verify, to prove, to corroborate
óêð. ï³äòâåðäæóâàòè, ñòâåðäæóâàòè
valid — firmly based on what is true or reasonable óêð.
ä³éñíèé. Antonym — invalid 
discrepancy (between) — difference, lack of agreement or
similarity — óêð. ðîçá³æí³ñòü, ðîçõîäæåííÿ, íåâ³äïîâ³äí³ñòü

Exercise 1.
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TEXT. Read the text and be ready to answer the questions about it.

Many customs and habits that once seemed OK in all-male workspace, now are no longer
viewed that way. Among these, the use of sexist
language, either intentionally or unintentionally, is
a growing source of anger in the office.

One of the issues is the general use of the
masculine gender to denote both male and female
subjects. In many Indo-European languages,
gender marks words as masculine, feminine or
neuter.

This is not always accurate, however. Perhaps
the most ridiculous example is the German word
for girl, «das Mädchen», which is neuter. But the
English language does not utilize gender. Instead,
the sex of a person is designated by using the
appropriate pronoun or possessive adjective.
Traditionally, «he» has been used to denote a
sexless person, making it a neuter pronoun. A growing consensus, though, no longer accepts this
view, so that the way people communicate is changing. In «The Elements of Nonsexist Usage»
(1990), Val Dumond writes that pronouns present one of the greatest challenges for avoiding
sexism in language. As a first choice, Dumond suggests omitting the pronoun whenever possible.
A sentence such as «An engineer should never trust his computer» can be rewritten as «An
engineer should never trust a computer». Alternatively, the plural form may be employed,
generating in this case «Engineers should never trust a computer».

Even in traditional correspondence the use of «Dear Sir(s)» as a universal form of address to
an organization, or to an individual when (his? her? their?) sex is not known has come under fire.
Some suggest that the salutatory «Dear» has itself
become an archaism, and should be dropped.
Letters to organizations, which are usually formal
could use a «To:» line with the name of
organization or department, such as «Customer
Service Manager».

The most useful rules are to avoid the generic
use of man to refer to both men and women, and
not to imply gender when it is unnecessary to do
so. Make your language inclusive, always give
equal treatment to both men and women. If the sex of the subject is not relevant to the matter,
it should be omitted.

For dealing with titles and job descriptions, a non-gender-specific form of the word can usually
be found. Luckily, the most common terms, such as «scientist», «engineer», or «technician» are
already grammatically neuter.

1. What is the subject of the passage?

2. What are the strategies of avoiding sexism in language?

3. Give examples of some grammatically neuter terms denoting titles and job descriptions.

sexism — the belief that one sex is not as good,
clever, etc. as the other, esp. when this results in
unfair treatment of women by men
anger — strong feeling of displeasure 
óêð.—ãí³â
to denote — to be a name of; to mean. 

óêð. ïîçíà÷àòè, âèðàæàòè.

ridiculous — silly or unreasonable 
óêð. í³ñåí³òíèé, áåçãëóçäèé
to utilize — to use, to make use of (to employ)
óêð. âèêîðèñòîâóâàòè
consensus — a general agreement, the opinion
of most of the people in a group óêð. çãîäà,
îäíîñòàéí³ñòü

to omit — to leave out (by mistake or on
purpose) óêð. ïðîïóñêàòè
to trust — to believe in the honesty and worth
of (someone/something), to have confidence in
óêð. äîâ³ðÿòè
formal — based on or done according to correct
or accepted rules, e.g. social behavior or official
business. Also: official 
óêð. îô³ö³éíèé, ôîðìàëüíèé
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A. The following sentences contain stereotypes of male and female roles.

Suggest your options to avoid stereotyping:

1. A secretary should be familiar with her duties.
2. Every member of congress will cast his vote.
3. When everyone contributes his ideas, the workshop will be very stimulating.
4. A professor should meet his students regularly.
5. A director will bring his draft.

B. Avoid sexist language by choosing the appropriate options:

spouses to have a career lay people the average person/ordinary people

assistant humanity chairperson police officer 

1. This problem concerns the whole mankind.
2. My girl will inform committee members of the meeting.
3. Alexandra is a career woman.
4. The policeman arrested the criminal.
5. The common man will suffer most.
6. The professors and their wives attended the meeting.
7. Who is a chairman?
8. To laymen the jargon that hedges such words as WIMP can seem impenetrable.

Draw a graph based on the following data. Make some predictions for the

future if present trends continue.

Women-scientists in the USA (mid 1990s)
Percentage of physics PhD’s to women — 8
Percentage of mathematics PhD’s to women — 19
Percentage of chemistry PhD’s to women — 25
Percentage of biology PhD’s to women — 38
Percentage of psychology PhD’s to women — 56

AUTHORIAL VOICE: IMPERSONAL VS. PERSONAL 

� Use «I» freely; also employ «we» (the so-called «pluralis auctoris») 

What I'm arguing in this short discussion is that despite the obstacles presented, we must
continue our efforts to make our classes as specific to student purposes as possible.

� Indefinite person(s) may be denoted thus:

most (people) / many (people) á³ëüø³ñòü

some (observers/commentators) / one / somebody / someone äåõòî 

they say/arguably/ it is (sometimes) argued/it could be argued/ it is believed ³ñíóº

(âèñëîâëþºòüñÿ) äóìêà ïðî òå, ùî; ³ìîâ³ðíî; î÷åâèäíî  etc. êàæóòü, ùî

researchers/scientists/investigators/scholars/academia/academics/

scientific (research) community/cadre/pool of scientists ó÷åí³; íàóêîâà ñï³ëüíîòà

experts / *think tank åêñïåðòè

*expertise êîìïåòåíö³ÿ

research shows/recent research advances (findings; observations) suggest/studies indicate

äîñë³äæåííÿ ñâ³ä÷àòü

Exercise 2.

Exercise 3.

NOTE.

While «I argue» seems to signal claims that the speaker feels are (very) well supported,
possibly conveying more certainty than «I believe» (not to mention «I feel/think»), 

«arguably»/ «it is argued» can be paraphrased by «the facts speak for themselves here; I am
not interpreting this; it's just out there in reality»; «in truth»; «it's evident/obvious/open to
view/ visible/ clear or manifest to the understanding, appearing as actual to the eye or mind». 
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*it is rumored ïîäåéêóþòü

opponents / a contrasting view ïðèá³÷íèêè ïðîòèëåæíîãî ïîãëÿäó

general citizenry çâè÷àéí³ (ïåðåñ³÷í³) ëþäè

average consumer ñåðåäí³é ñïîæèâà÷

(prospective) users / clientele (ìàéáóòí³) ñïîæèâà÷³/êë³ºíòóðà 

electorate åëåêòîðàò 

attendee(s) â³äâ³äóâà÷(³); ïðèñóòí(³)

*to be under way ïåðåáóâàòè/áóòè ó ïðîöåñ³

MAX Most

Most?

MIN Many

Yet I also know that many (most?) English speakers find it  perfectly acceptable.
Because of its origins, Canadian English has a great deal in common with the rest of English

spoken in North America, and those who live outside Canada often find it difficult to hear the
difference. Many British people identify a Canadian accent as American; many Americans identify
it as British.

Recent advances in global positioning system (GPS) technology have made it possible to detect
millimeter scale changes in the Earth's surface.

This World Bank project is under way.
Arguably, no European computer company had a lead position in any computer technology. 
A person needs only one language to talk to someone else, it is sometimes argued.
PacketCable uses what is known as a softswitch architecture.

Suffixes -able, -ible:

Much of our work is predicted in theory, which is demonstrable but not provable.
Çíà÷íó ÷àñòèíó íàøî¿ ðîáîòè áóëî ïåðåäáà÷åíî ó òåîð³¿, ÿêó ìîæíà ïðîäåìîíñòðóâàòè,
àëå íå äîâåñòè.
Articles and their abstracts in these collections are fully searchable by index term, browsable

by author, and also available in printable PDF formats.

Suffix -ee:

nominee — òîé, êîãî ïðèçíà÷àþòü

Phrases:

to be exposed to — çàçíàâàòè

— (òå), ùî ðîçãëÿäàºòüñÿ

The passive voice is usually found with the following verbs and set phrases:

to answer â³äïîâ³äàòè
to promise îá³öÿòè
to offer ïðîïîíóâàòè
to invite çàïðîøóâàòè
to affect âïëèâàòè (íà)

MIND also:

USEFUL TIP: «Neutralize» «active» verbs (e.g. conduct, activate, connect, measure) by using
them in the passive voice. On the contrary, use «passive» verbs (e.g. indicate, reveal) in active voice.

under consideration
in question

The issue under consideration — ïèòàííÿ, ùî
ðîçãëÿäàºòüñÿ

The problems in question — ïðîáëåìè, ùî 
ðîçãëÿäàþòüñÿ
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³òè ñë³äîì (çà)

äîçâîëÿòè

ç`ºäíóâàòè, ïîºäíóâàòè

to influence âïëèâàòè
to tell êàçàòè
to speak ãîâîðèòè
to report ïîâ³äîìëÿòè
to watch ñïîñòåð³ãàòè
to precede ïåðåäóâàòè

ïèòàòè, ñòàâèòè ïèòàííÿ

ïîêëàäàòèñÿ (íà)

to think of/about äóìàòè (ïðî)
to call for âèìàãàòè
to agree upon ïîãîäæóâàòèñÿ
to cómment on êîìåíòóâàòè
to insist on/upon íàïîëÿãàòè (íà)
to do away with ïîê³í÷èòè (ç)
to get rid of
to send for ïîñèëàòè (çà)
to account for ïîÿñíþâàòè, óðàõîâóâàòè (çâàæàòè)

to use — to make use of âèêîðèñòîâóâàòè
to refer — to make reference to ïîñèëàòèñÿ (íà)
to mention — to make mention of çãàäóâàòè (ïðî)
to contribute — to make contribution ðîáèòè âíåñîê
to consider — to give consideration to ðîçãëÿäàòè
to pay/give/draw/call attention to ïðèä³ëÿòè óâàãó
to take notice/note of çâåðòàòè óâàãó
to make (an) attempt/to make attempts   (ç)ðîáèòè ñïðîáó (ñïðîáè)
to make (every) effort/to make efforts äîêëàäàòè/äîêëàñòè (óñ³õ) çóñèëü
to lay/place emphasis (on) íàãîëîøóâàòè (íà)

to take advantage of ñêîðèñòàòèñÿ (ïåðåâàãîþ)
to take opportunity of ñêîðèñòàòèñÿ (ìîæëèâ³ñòþ)
to take (adequate) steps/measures âæèâàòè (íåîáõ³äíèõ) çàõîä³â
to take care of òóðáóâàòèñÿ (ïðî) 

The Get-Passive is used in spoken and informal English. The get-passive is used with verbs
denoting ONLY actions and processes, NOT states. The get-passive is more common with
animate subjects (usually actively involved in a process):

The President was elected last year.
The President got elected last year.

Unit 5

to follow
to succeed

to allow
to permit

to join
to connect
to link
to bond

to ask
to ask a question
to pose a question

to depend on
to rely on



Cf.:

They will get married next week. They have been married for 7 years.
(action, process) (state)

� Create the so-called «objectivity effect»; concentrate on research itself by

mentioning it in the very beginning of the sentence:

These theories are thought to be related.
Benefits of LANs are said to include more flexible network move.
It is is demonstrable but not provable.

� Imply «you and I» attitude:

It is often said that software engineering is not mature enough because it's young.
This approach to the analysis of natural languages is commonly referred to as Montague

grammar.
It is customary to refer to this mode of  transmission.
When it comes to success, they say, perception is everything.
A classic way to attack an operational system is to attack its development environment.
Some of the problems discussed have a trivial cure. Their cause  may simply be that somebody

used the wrong formula. 
I knew a guy who spearheaded the first Web project at Big Company X (a name you'd surely

recognize, but which shall remain veiled in mystery for reasons soon to emerge ).
� Imply data validity:

Following this, 100 random samples drawn from this prediction were constructed.
It was found that water use could be reduced substantially during the idle cycle.
Much has been written about various aspects related to standards and standardization.
Research has shown that out of concern for contamination, chip makers have used higher flow

rates than necessary.
Computers, microprocessor controls, electronics are being applied in all forms of passenger and

freight transportation.

AUTHORIAL VOICE
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MIND:

subject to /subjected to sth ï³ääàâàòè; çàçíàâàòè

to be subject to /subjected to doubt(s) áðàòè ï³ä ñóìí³â

Without this rule, we would always be subject to such complicated doubts.
The scientists subjected the products to a number of rigorous tests.
object to / argue against âèñòóïàòè ïðîòè; çàïåðå÷óâàòè

The theory was objected to by almost everyone.

USEFUL TIP: USE modal verbs (especially can, could, may, might) in passive constructions
(Cf.: Xs are based on… — Xs can be based on…)

A simple example can be used to illustrate the approach described here.
The matter may be elucidated by further analysis.
It could be concluded that this is less important, but still far from being unnecessary.

It could be said (that) ìîæíà ñêàçàòè

It is argued/believed/thought/assumed/accepted

(that) ââàæàþòü (ùî)

It seems î÷åâèäíî

It is known (that) â³äîìî, ùî

It should be noted (that) ñë³ä çàçíà÷èòè

*It should be borne in mind íå ñë³ä çàáóâàòè

Popular belief held çàçâè÷àé ââàæàëè

Popular belief holds/According to popular belief/ 

Traditionally/It is widely held (that) çâè÷àéíî /

çàçâè÷àé âàæàþòü

A classic way / approach êëàñè÷íèé ï³äõ³ä

Historically / The prevailing view was 

I contend / I am sure (of) /

I argue ââàæàþ, ãàäàþ

I believe / I personally believe/

Personally, I believe/I think

íà íàøó äóìêó (ãàäêó)

In my view/opinion/ meaning.../

From my understanding/point of view 

My own view.../To my mind.../ 

My thesis is íà ìîþ äóìêó

I am an advocate of

ìè âèñòóïàºìî çà

I will try to show

ñïðîáóºìî ïîêàçàòè



MIND: politically correct language:
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X (is) was thought that/ * It used to be thought/

The scientific community was adhering to a

notion that... ðàí³øå ââàæàëè

Presumably/Allegedly ÿê ââàæàþòü

The prevailing view is ïåðåâàæíî ââàæàþòü

Most/ many (people) / the majority (ïåðåâàæíà)

á³ëüø³ñòü

Some ( could) say (that) / think (that)

Some say (that) / think (that) /Some will say/

One can say (that) ãàäàþòü, ââàæàþòü (ùî)

One can't deny (that) íå ìîæíà çàïåðå÷óâàòè

We argue ìè ââàæàºìî

We are confident (that) ìè âïåâíåí³

We present the argument

ìè âèñëîâëþºìî äóìêó (ùîäî)

We choose (not) to... ìè (íå) õî÷åìî

We wish to… ìè áàæàºìî

We take an approach / Our approach íàø ï³äõ³ä

We propose/suggest ìè ïðîïîíóºìî

We report that... ìè ïîâ³äîìëÿºìî

We prefer… ìè íàäàºìî ïåðåâàãó

Our advocacy… ìè º ïðèá³÷íèêàìè...

I should/would say ìîæíà

ñêàçàòè

I would suggest ìîæåìî

çàïðîïîíóâàòè

I would like to... õîò³ëîñÿ á

I predict /foresee/ forecast/

make a prognosis ì³é ïðîãíîç;

ìîæíà ïðîãíîçóâàòè 

*It occurs to me… Ìåí³ ñïàëî

íà äóìêó...

*It seems to me… Ñêèäàºòüñÿ

íà òå, ùî...

MIND non-sexist language: 

BUT: ombudsman, weatherman / weather forecaster  

man  

mankind
chairman
layman
mailman
manmade
unmanned 
(air vehicle)  
freshman

he or she; s/he; she (her); they; human being, human, person; 
an individual; people

humanity
chairperson 
lay people
mail carrier
synthetic; synthetically manufactured; lab created; engineered; artificial 
uninhabited/pilotless/robotic (air vehicle) 

first year student           ( VS.     second year student, or  sophomore)

wife; husband spouse

Indians; American Indians; Amerindians Native Americans

Colored; Negro; black; Afro-American African American(s); persons/people of color

Oriental Asian (Pacific Islander; Native Hawaiian; 
Samoan; Filipino; Korean; Japanese; Chinese; 
Vietnamese etc.)

Eskimo; Aleut Alaska native

Hispanic Mexican American; Puerto Rican; Cuban; 
Brazilian; Colombian etc. OR:   Latino/Hispanic; 
Latino; Latina 

White Caucasian; Euro-American; European American

Degrees of formality:

Personal Semi-Formal Formal Frozen

I We One The author
You (Passive) He/She
They S/he



Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. These servers reportedly have few gateways.
2. Everything known about the frequency of this phenomenon, admittedly, is not enough.
3. Admittedly, the device works slowly, but its readings are always accurate.
4. They use the so-called «grid» technique.
5. Several projects are under way.6. A large number of interfaces can be used to connect them.
7. It may therefore be concluded that these individuals are far more likely to be employed by
the academia.
8. The Internet intelligentsia is opposed to management.
9. Corporations have started to view the environment as a major strategic issue.
10. It is conventionally subdivided into passive and active categories.
11. The latter have traditionally been closely associated with the Internet.
12. An individual will not be out of touch with her business. 
13. One can assume this to be self-evident. 
14. Scholarship awardees are expected to provide a short report describing how the scholarship
benefited them.
15. Word spread like wildfire that Something Very New was Up.
16. There is now a widespread view that it makes sense to try to reduce the numbers of
languages involved in world bodies.
17. The problem has traditionally been solved by finding a language to act as a lingua franca,
or «common language».
18. Mistakes are made, and decisions are often ambiguous and based on incomplete information.
19. Extensive upgrades and refurbishments were undertaken on various other facilities.
20. The models were developed from scratch.
21. It is best suited to a particular group: computer-savvy users.
22. This problem was not even thought of a couple of years ago.
23. The new evidence cannot be accounted for by existing theories.
24. A large amount of research is being conducted in the field of telecommunications.
25. Only a few examples will be given here.
26. The new data have been obtained, presented, and discussed recently.
27. These facts play an important role in the process under study.
28. One should not forget that. 
29. The information given at the meeting had been shared beforehand in attachments that came
with the meeting notice.
30. Historically, several approaches have been pursued.
31. Over the past years, a number of techniques have been proposed, and recently several
interesting approaches have appeared in the literature.
32. It's been said that the most important event in human history will be when someone discovers
that we earthlings are not alone in the universe.
33. This is a lab-created sapphire.
35. The most common cabinetry is made from engineered wood and plastic. 
36. Trying to keep up with their heavy workload, attendees often multitask during meetings —
writing and reading e-mail, surfing the Internet, or even doing their regular work. 
37. A mentor can sometimes get a mentee considered for a position that he or she might
otherwise not have been considered for.
38. The report «iSociety» (where «i» stands for «independent») by the Future Foundation, a
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Exercise 4.

NOTE.

Use Simple Past with specific dates and when you refer to your own work. 
It was found ….

Xs were found to…. 

We found … in 2004.

Use Present Perfect or Simple Present to refer to somebody else's works:

Xs have been found to … [     ].

It has been found that … [     ].

A et al. point out/highlight …[     ].

BUT: you can use Present Perfect with «we» to refer to your overall conclusions: 
We have found/obtained/confirmed … .



British think-tank, names and discusses the group of workers that changes careers in search of
greater independence.  
39. If someone is expected to make a presentation or lead a discussion, they can come prepared
to do so.
40. Arguably, such errors stem from the transfer of native language rules. 
41. Almost everything we do is traceable and almost everywhere we go is trackable.
42. «In my youth there were words you couldn't say in front of a girl; now you can't say «girl». (Tom
Lehrer, «The Oldie» (1996); quoted in the «Oxford Dictionary of Thematic Quotations» (2000).
43. Unlike «metrosexuals» (men who can't be pigeonholed as «übersexuals» — a drinking, skirt-
chasing new lads who spend more time in the bathroom than their girlfriends), today's man is a
«heteropolitan», trying to balance looking good with career success and a happy family life.

Prepare a report on one of the famous constructions in the world, i.e. The

Empire State Building, the Golden Gate Bridge, the Eiffel Tower, the Statue

of Liberty, Pyramids of Egypt etc.

Sample answer:

The first Seven Wonders of the World,
cataloged 23 centuries ago, comprised massive
piles of cut stone that marked the dawn of civil
engineering. Even a 1930s list of Modern
Wonders honored such civil engineering feats
as the Empire State Building and the Golden
Gate Bridge. Today, electronics is
indispensable to these Wonders, consuming
such massive quantities of labor, money and
resources that they can be called
«megaprojects».

An example of such spectacular projects is
Kuala Lumpur City Center (KLCC) in
Malaysia, a city-within-a-city that contains the
450-meter-high Petronas towers, named after
national petroleum company. The Petronas

towers include 436000 m2 of floor space. The
twin towers are joined half way up — at the 41
and 42 floors by a 58.4-meter-long sky bridge.
In addition, the towers have 44-story side
towers. The skyscrapers rize from a six-story
retail mall.

Fill in the blanks.

1. We can use them as an … source of information. 
a. authoritative  
b. authoritarian   
c. authority 
d. authoring

2. The new versions … in the archives as backups.

a. are stored   
b. storing   
c. stored   
d. to store

3. He is the author of seven books that … in twenty languages.
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Exercise 6.

feat — an action needing strenght, skill, or 
courage

mall — a large shopping center



a. have been translated   
b. translate   
c. translates   
d. to translate

4. This book is a well- … classic in management theory.

a. regards  
b. regard    
c. regarding  
d. regarded

5. … , his team is experimenting with silicon nanotransistors.

a. In the past      
b. Currently      
c. Lately   
d. In the future

6. New software can … to each camera.

a. be downloaded     
b. to be downloaded   
c. download    
d. to download

7. Business … very good of late.

a. has been   
b. was   
c. is   
d. will be

8. Some … it is better to choose a different approach.

a. say      
b. says      
c. saying      
d. to say

9. Last year consumers … hearing another new acronym.

a. begin                 
b. will begin          
c. beginning           
d. began

10 … can appreciate the goals of these diverse technologies.

a. When        
b. Why         
c. One           
d. Once

11.  The recommendation … on the report's conclusion.

a. based                 
b. was based          
c. basing                    
d. be based

12. Product information ... as a reader service.

a. provides                     
b. provided                        
c. is provided                 
d. providing

13. This concept should be … worldwide.

a. promote  
b. promotion   
c. promotes      
d. promoted 
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14. It ... that you are going after them.

a. seem
b. to seem
c. seemingly
d. seems

15. I … its behavior friendly.

a. considers          
b. considering    
c. has considered           
d. consider

16. The standard is expected … .

a. be ratified   
b. ratify   
c. to ratify   
d. to be ratified

17. The rooting is handled by so-… add-drop multiplexers.

a. called   
b. call   
c. calling   
d. calls

18. …, Sonet data envelopes could be concatenated, or merged.

a. Tradition   
b. Traditional   
c. Traditionalist   
d. Traditionally

19. Symposium … are encouraged to visit the Historical Exhibit during the regular exhibition
hours.

a. attends  
b. attended 
c. attend 
d. attendees

20. Online education … recent attention in both academic and educational settings.

a. has gained  
b. gained  
c. gains  
d. gain

21 ... estimated that the sun decreased its radiance slightly.

a. Is it    
b. It         
c. Is         
d. It is
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USEFUL TIP: 

In general, it's better to USE THE ACTIVE VOICE instead of the passive.
Say:   «Orange juice contains high levels of Vitamin C» 

(rather than «High levels of vitamin C were found in orange juice.»)
Or:    «Table 1 presents the experimental results.» 

(instead of «The experimental results are presented in Table 1.»)



Translate Ukrainian sentences. Then match the two columns:

1. Öþ ïðîáëåìó òðåáà âèð³øèòè

(ðîçâ`ÿçàòè).

2.  Âñ³ ñïîñòåðåæåííÿ çðîáèëà ãðóïà

â³äîìèõ â÷åíèõ.

3. Ïðîôåñîðîâ³ ïîñòàâèëè áàãàòî çàïèòàíü.

4. Åêñïåðèìåíò ïðîâåëè ìèíóëîãî òèæíÿ.

5.  Â³äâ³äóâà÷³â ïðèéìàþòü ùîäíÿ.

6. Ïðîåêò êðèòèêóâàëî áàãàòî ëþäåé.

7.  Ïðîáëåìó âïåðøå óñâ³äîìèëè äåê³ëüêà

ðîê³â òîìó.

8. Éîìó íå òðåáà êàçàòè äâ³÷³.

9.  Ôàðìàöåâòè÷í³é ïðîìèñëîâîñò³

ïðèä³ëÿþòü áàãàòî óâàãè.

10. Ïðî öþ íîâó òåîð³þ áàãàòî ãîâîðÿòü òà

ïèøóòü.

11. Õîäèëè ÷óòêè, ùî éîìó çàïðîïîíóâàëè

ô³íàíñîâó ï³äòðèìêó.

12. Ó Êàíàä³ ðîçìîâëÿþòü àíãë³éñüêîþ òà

ôðàíöóçüêîþ ìîâàìè.

13. Íàñ ïîïðîñèëè ïðèéòè ÿêîìîãà ðàí³øå.

14. Äîçâîëüòå ñêàçàòè äåê³ëüêà ñë³â.

15. Ñõåìà âèäàºòüñÿ íàäòî ñïðîùåíîþ.

16. ß ïðèéøîâ ñþäè ïåðøèì.

17. Ïðîáëåìà äîñèòü âàæëèâà äëÿ òîãî, ùîá

¿¿ ðîçãëÿíóòè.

18. ²íîä³ äóæå âàæêî çðîáèòè òàê, ùîá ³íø³

çðîçóì³ëè âàøó äóìêó.

19. Âîíè î÷³êóþòü, ùî ìè ïðèéäåìî â÷àñíî.

20. Íàì áóäå äîñèòü ëåãêî âëàäíàòè öþ

ñïðàâó.

21. Äóæå âàæêî óíèêíóòè ïîìèëîê.

22. Âàì áóäå ö³êàâî ïîñëóõàòè éîãî 

ïðîìîâó.

Read the following text. Make the necessary corrections.

When one meets another person, he brings with him not only his intelligence, but also his
personality. It is not possible for a person to leave his personality behind. His personality always
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Exercise 8.

A English and French are spoken in

Canada.

B Visitors are received every day.

C He doesn’t need to be told twice.

D The problem was first recognized several

years ago.

E The professor was asked a lot of questions.

F Pharmaceutical industry is paid great

attention to.

G This new theory is much spoken and

written about.

H The project was sharply criticized by 

many people.

I It was rumored that he was offered

financial support.

J The problem must be solved.

K This experiment was made last week.

L We were asked to come as early as 

possible.

M All observations were made by a team

of well-known scientists.

N It will be easy for us to settle this

problem.

O They expect us to come on time.

P The problem is important enough to be
considered.

Q To avoid making mistakes is very
difficult.

R Let me say a couple of words.

S It will be interesting for you to listen to
his speech.

T The scheme appears to be
oversimplified.

U It is sometimes very difficult to make
people see your point.

V I was the first to come here.



comes with him. So when two persons meet together, we have to expect the interaction of one
personality with another. We call this interaction «chemistry», referring to the Random House
Dictionary. Chemistry will be said to be good when friendship, mutual confidence, trust and
understanding prevail. On the other hand, when distrust, hostility, and doubt prevail, chemistry
will be said to be bad or poor. When two persons meet, there may be ambiguity, argument,
conflict and disagreement. But, if chemistry is good, the argument becomes useful. The
ambiguity will be resolved and disagreement and conflict will disappear or at least they will
remain within each other's comfort zone. Chemistry can improve or deteriorate with time,
sometimes quickly, and sometimes very slowly. Chemistry is nebulous entity. We do not know
its true origin. 

Translate the following text. 

Often called «The Most Beautiful Woman in Films», Hedy Lamarr's beauty and screen
presence made her one of the most popular actresses of her day. She was born on November
9, 1914 in Vienna, Austria. At 17 years old Hedy starred in her first movie.  In mid 1930s she
signed a contract with MGM. As if being a beautiful, talented actress was not enough, Hedy
was also extremely intelligent. In addition to her film accomplishments, Hedy patented an idea
that later became the crutch of both secure military communications and mobile phone
technology. In 1942, Hedy and composer George Antheil patented what they called the «Secret
Communication System.» The original idea, meant to solve the problem of enemies blocking
signals from radio-controlled missiles during World War II, involved changing radio frequencies
simultaneously to prevent enemies from being able to detect the messages. Hedy's idea proved
to be very important to both the military and the cell phone industry. This impressive
technological achievement combined with her acting talent and star quality to make «the most
beautiful woman in film» one of the most interesting and intelligent women in the movie
industry. 

� When you mention well-known facts, quotations, things that are always true, and statements
that occurred only a short time ago:

My father always told me that to learn is never too late.
Hedy Lamarr used to say, «I am not difficult. I am definite.» 
John said just now (only a moment ago) that he can't figure it out. 

� With the following expressions and their equivalents:

necessary
íåîáõ³äíî know it

important / vital be here
is âàæëèâî (American English)

It was desirable that you
has been áàæàíî should know it

essential should be here
ñóòòºâî, âàæëèâî (British English)

It is important that they be present at the meeting.
Âàæëèâî, ùîá âîíè áóëè ïðèñóòí³ íà çáîðàõ.

Cf.:
It is important that they are present at the meeting.
Âàæëèâî, ùî âîíè ïðèñóòí³ íà çáîðàõ.
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Exercise 9.

NOTE.

NO tense changes are required in such cases:



suggest(ed)
(make/made a suggestion)
propose(d) do 

ïðîïîíóâàòè know

it

insist(ed)/urge(d)
íàïîëÿãàòè

I order(ed) that you
íàêàçóâàòè
recommend(ed) be here
ðåêîìåíäóâàòè
demand(ed) (American English)

require(d) (it is/was a requirement)
âèìàãàòè

should do

should know
it

should be here
(British English)

We insist (insisted) that the meeting be held tomorrow.
Ìè íàïîëÿãàºìî (íàïîëÿãàëè), àáè çàñ³äàííÿ â³äáóëîñÿ çàâòðà.

Fill in the blanks.

1. A wise man once …  that to err is human.
a. observed     
b. observes        
c. observation  
d. to observe
2. He said that English and French …  the two official languages in Canada.
a. are          
b. were        
c. was    
d. is    
3. She always told that to understand  …  to forgive.
a. had been   
b. has been    
c. is         
d. was
4. It was necessary that they … it.
a. did          
b. does      
c. do   
d. to do
5. Considerable research over the past twenty years urges that science processes (the skills by which
observations are made and meaning is constructed) … on an equal level with science content. 
a. be emphasized   
b. were emphasized    
c. to be emphasized    
d. emphasizes
6. Our duty is … specialized equipment.
a. to furnish   
b. furnishing           
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Exercise 10.

NOTE.

Use THE INFINITIVE with the following words: job/task/duty etc.

Your job is to improve your language skills.



c. furnish          
d. furnishes
7. They suggested that we … theoretical approaches rather than applied.
a. discuss     
b. discussed        
c. were discussing    
d. have discussed 
8. We insisted that the think tank ... their approach drastically.
a. reconsidered    
b. reconsiders    
c. reconsidering   
d. reconsider
9. She suggests that the number of experiments ... increased.
a. is    
b. were    
c. will be       
d. be
10. There was an increasing demand that everyone ... of recent developments in the field.
a. is informed   
b. to be informed   
c. be informed   
d.  will be informed
11. In 1913 Niels Bohr made the suggestion that electrons … around nucleus in orbits.
a. spinned        
b. will spin  
c. spin 
d. are spinning   
12.  He recommends that adequate measures … taken.
a. are   
b. to be   
c. be  
d. will be
13. It was strange that they … about it.
a. had forgotten 
b. forget    
c. forgot    
d. have forgotten    
14. It is unlikely that they …  advantage of such an opportunity.
a. will take          
b. took      
c. had taken  
d. to take 
15. The cordless telephone ... available to the  professional and general public in the years
between 1970 and 1980.
a. is becoming 
b. became 
c. has become 
d. had become
16. Recently, there ... considerable discussion about technology investments.
a. is 
b. has been 
c. was 
d. is going to be
17. If you ... role in leadership, you are going to develop special skills.
a. take on 
b. took on 
c. will take on 
d. were taking on
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18. They ... that they had completed the task.
a. reporting
b. to report
c. reports
d. reported
19. For many years  the Academy ... science education in the schools.
a. promoted 
b. has promoted 
c. promotes 
d. is promoting
20. She will go to the university when she ... her paper.
a. finishes 
b. will finish 
c. finished 
d. had finished
21. We can talk about it after he ... .
a. will leave 
b. is leaving 
c. leaves 
d. has left
22. The quality of education from elementary school through college ... a subject of special

interest in recent years.
a. has become 
b. became 
c. will become 
d. becomes

TEXT.

Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

Virtual reality is a combination of various interface technologies that enables a user to
intuitively interact with an immersive and dynamic computer-generated enviroment. Some people
prefer the term virtual environment. Virtual reality (VR) has an ability to immerse users in the
interactive three-dimensional (3-D) world. Another approach, called augmented reality is the use
of computer-generated visuals to enhance a perception of his or her physical environment,
providing a combination of the virtual and real world. In general, a VR system consists of a
display, a tracking device for interactivity, a computer image generator, a three-dimensional
database, and application software. There
exist several types of displays. The greatest
sense of immersion is provided by the head-
mounted display (HMD) that blocks out the
real world. A head-coupled display (HCD) is
like a huge pair of binoculars supported by a
movable robot-like arm; HCD can offer better
resolution, a wider field of view, and a benefit
of quick entry and exit. Of the various input
devices used in VR, the wired glove (a glove
wired with sensors and connected to a
computer for gesture recognition enabling
interaction with objects in three-dimensional
virtual enviroments) is often the most useful.
Its user can touch both virtual and real objects
without difficulty.

VR has all sorts of entertainment
possibilities, like immersive video games, and
many practical ones, too. VR has the potential
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virtual reality — â³ðòóàëüíà (óÿâíà) ðåàëüí³ñòü

to immerse — to cause (oneself) to enter deeply into
activity; absorb óêð. çàíóðþâàòèñÿ, çàãëèáëþâàòèñÿ
environment — physical, social and natural
conditions in which people live
Synonyms: surrounding(s), milieu óêð. íàâêîëèøí³é
(îòî÷óþ÷èé) ñâ³ò; äîâê³ëëÿ; ñåðåäîâèùå
to augment — (to cause to) become bigger, more
valuable, better óêð. çá³ëüøóâàòè
to enhance — to increase in strength or amount
óêð. ïîñèëþâàòè
to perceive — to have knowledge of (something)
through one of the senses or through the mind, to
understand 
perception — óêð. ñïðèéíÿòòÿ, â³ä÷óâàííÿ

huge — extremely large 

Synonyms: enormous, tremendous, gigantic 
óêð. âåëè÷åçíèé



of revolutionizing design and manufacturing. Some predict savings in time and money, better
market response, and better products. Virtual
prototyping may reduce or eliminate the
need for costly mock-ups. Moreover, it will
permit the direct involvement of human
beings in performance and ergonomic studies,
providing immediate feedback. For instance,
passengers will be able to comment on the
convenience and look of a virtual car’s
interior. Engineering analysis will become
more efficient through the integration of
simulation results with virtual prototypes.
Eventually, it will be possible to alter designs
and see the immediate effects. Virtual
simulation of assembly, production and
maintenance tasks will reveal possible
problems at an early stage of the design
process. There are numerous scientific VR
visualizations, from atoms to galaxies that may
be used for educational and research
purposes. Virtual reality applications in
medicine include at least two trends in health
care: the extensive use of ultrasound and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
endoscopic procedures, in which the doctor
looks not at the patient but at a video screen to guide an optical fiber, light probe. Entertainment
uses for VR have received the most attention, and experts agree that this large market will be a
driving force in VR technology development.
Mature enough, virtual reality still needs a lot of work and assessment before it can become

a common tool for industry. Building synthetic enviroment usually means hard work. When
perfected, virtual reality systems may enhance people’s activities, enliven and accelerate
education and scientific modeling, in addition to devising new forms of recreation.

1. What is specific about virtual reality?

2. What are principal parts of a VR system?

3. What are possible applications of virtual reality?

Give English equivalents of:

ïîºäíàííÿ ð³çíèõ òåõíîëîã³é; â³ðòóàëüíå (óÿâíå) ñåðåäîâèùå; â³çóàëüíèé; ïîñèëþâàòè
ñïðèéíÿòòÿ; øèðîêå âèêîðèñòàííÿ; ñêëàäàííÿ, âèðîáíèöòâî òà îáñëóãîâóâàííÿ;
êîìï`þòåðíå çîáðàæåííÿ; çì³íþâàòè êîíñòðóêö³þ; ìàêåò; îö³íþâàòè; ìîäåëþâàííÿ; ðóø³éíà
ñèëà; ïîæâàâëþâàòè íàâ÷àííÿ.

Discuss the following point with your colleagues.

One cannot deny the positive impact that personal computers with elaborate graphical
environments have had on modern engineering practice. However, one unfortunate result has
been the encouragement of a type of engineering characterized as «cosmetic». «Cosmetic»
engineering is more concerned with appearance than substance. It is performed by engineers
whose first priority is to create things that look good: content and performance are of secondary
importance. In other words, an engineering effort is
«cosmetic» if it produces pleasing and professional-
looking outputs whose content is, however, trivial
or invalid. «Cosmetic» engineers enjoy their work.
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to reduce — to make less in size, amount, price,
degree etc. óêð. çìåíøóâàòè
to eliminate — to remove or get rid of completely
óêð. ë³êâ³äîâóâàòè
mock-up — a full-size model of something planned
to be made or built óêð. ìàêåò, ìîäåëü
involvement — óêð. çàëó÷åííÿ

simulation — representation, imitation, model óêð.
³ì³òàö³ÿ, â³äòâîðåííÿ, ìîäåëþâàííÿ
to alter — to make or become different, but without
changing into something else óêð. çì³íþâàòè
probe — óêð. çîíä

mature — fully grown and developed óêð. çð³ëèé

to assess — to judge the quality, importance or

worth of; Synonym: to evaluate óêð. îö³íþâàòè

to enliven — to make more active, cheerful, or
interesting óêð. ïîæâàâëþâàòè
to devise — to plan or invent cleverly óêð.
âèãàäóâàòè, ðîçðîáëÿòè
recreation — way of spending free time

Also: leisure, free time óêð. â³äïî÷èíîê, äîçâ³ëëÿ

Exercise 11.

Exercise 12.

elaborate — full of detail, carefully worked out
and with a large number of parts



They produce things that look good and make the customer feel happy. Real engineering involves
complex and intellectually demanding
tasks. «Cosmetic» engineering, by
contrast, is relatively easy. Prerequisites
for the job include knowledge of how to
use a PC plus familiarity with one or more
graphics packages. This is not to deny
appearance, but an automatic washing
machine should be able to wash clothes in
addition to attractive surface smoothness.
Still many people are good at making money with gimmicks!

Cosmetic engineering jeopardizes the success of any project to which if is applied and corrupts
the intellectual integrity of the people in organizations that foster it. Just imagine a demonstrable
project that has only one fault: it produces erroneous results.

ON CLASSIFYING 

«There are people who make things happen, others who watch things happening, 

and yet others who don't know anything has happened.»

(M. Papo).

Technical professionals sometimes take for granted their ease with electronic marvels.
Unfortunately, though, it seems that there is an
ever-widening gap between the «knows» and
the «know-nots». Recent studies point out that
while the hardware is becoming more
sophisticated, the users may not be keeping
pace. Some people may even be classified as
technophobic, and some are intimidated by
computers and are afraid they may damage a PC
if they use it without assistance, or would not
use a computer unless forced to. Based on these
findings, Dell Computers has developed a new
approach to the computer business: techno-
typing. Techno-typing is the key to helping people understand what computers can do
specifically for them and how to find their perfect PC match. Dell is using the data to develop
computers targeted at specific techno-types:

* Techno-Wizard: generally a technology expert or hobbyist who wants the hottest technology
for the lowest price. Greatest concern is losing the edge.

* Techno-To-Go: wants a computer that comes
ready to go right out of the box. Interested in
what a computer can do but not in how it works.
Greatest concern is being left alone without
service and support.

* Techno-Boomer: wants to look smart; researches and seeks recommendations before making
a purchase. Greatest concern is making the wrong decision.

* Techno-Phobe: rejects technology or avoids it whenever possible.
* Techno-Teamer: uses a computer at work and as part of a network. Productivity is a primary

concern for work that is largely team oriented. Greatest concern is network failure.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

NOTE

CLASSIFYING is an important mental skill.
Usually classifications contain:
1) the name of the class
2) members of the class
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gimmick — a trick or object which is used only to attract
people’s attention, especially in attempt to sell something,
a gadget, a widget, or a gizmo
to jeopardize — to put at risk or in danger

to foster — to help to develop; to nurture

erroneous — incorrect, mistaken

marvel — something (or someone) that causes
wonder and admiration; wonderful thing óêð. ÷óäî,
äèâî
it seems — óêð. î÷åâèäíî

gap — an empty space between two objects 
óêð. ðîçðèâ 
to intimidate — to frighten óêð. ëÿêàòè

afraid — full of fear, frightened, scared óêð.
íàëÿêàíèé
findings — something learned as a result of an
official inquiry óêð. îòðèìàí³ äàí³

concern — a matter of interest, importance or
worry to someone óêð. âàæëèâ³ñòü, òóðáîòà
purchase — óêð. ïîêóïêà



3) basis for classification ***
According to Text B we have:
1) technology users;
2) Techno-Wizards, Techno-To-Gos, Techno-Boomers, Techno-Phobes, Techno-Teamers;
3) attitude toward and aptitude for technology.

While classifying, use the following words and phrases:
class, group, category, division;

to classify, to group, to categorize, to divide; to pigeonhole;

may be (generally/broadly) classified;

classification, grouping.

Here are some phrases for classifying in English: 
There exist/are seven types of . . . 
There exist/are three kinds of . . . 
There exist/are two categories of . . . 

We can divide (this) into five parts: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4)
5)
This can be broken down into three sections.
They are: 
A) 
B) 
C) 

can be  divided into   types
belong(s) to    categories
fall(s) into     groups

Read the following text. Find all examples of classifying. Give the name of

the class, members of the class, and basis for classification.

The earliest computing device was the abacus used by the ancient Greeks and Romans. Sliding
scales date back almost two millennia. In 1642, French philosopher-mathematician Pascal built a
mechanical adding machine, and in 1671, German philosopher-mathematician Gottfried Leibniz
built a machine to perform multiplication. In 1835, British mathematician Charles Babbage
designed the first mechanical computer. The work of another British mathematician Alan Turing,
in the 1930s, marked the next major milestone: he developed the mathematical theory of
computation (by the way, the name of the test for measuring the success of computer programs
that are claimed to have «Artificial Intelligence» is Turing). In 1940s, American mathematician
John van Neumann developed the basic design for today’s electronic computers. Finally, with the
development of the transistor in 1952 and the subsequent microelectronic revolution, the
Computer Age started.

There are four «sizes», corresponding roughly to their memory capacity and processing speed.
Microcomputers are the smallest, usually single-user machines often referred to as home
computers, are used in small business, at home, and in schools. Minicomputers, also known as
personal computers are generally larger, and may support up to 30 users at once. They will be
found in medium-sized business and university departments. Mainframes, which can often service
hundreds of users at once, are found in large organizations. Supercomputers are the most
powerful of all. They are mostly used for special highly complex scientific tasks.
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X(s)

*** Sometimes they are not explicitly expressed, but implied.

Exercise 13.



Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.

1. John is a young author struggling for_____.

2. Our city has changed so much you wouldn’t _____ it.

3. He is a _____ authority on materials science.

4. There have been a few _____ to our proposal.

5. This dress will have to be _____.

6. We should _____ some more names to the list.

7. I would like _____ something to what you’ve said.

8. _____ are made to the project, of course.

9. In _____ to giving a general introduction, the course also provides practical discussion.

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

One needs to be careful in handling liquids heated in a microwave oven. On the occasion,
liquids (e.g. water in a mug) may start bubbling violently as the mug is being removed from the
microwave oven. The bubbling may be so violent that it could blow most of the water from the
mug — obviously a dangerous situation. 

Liquids heated in a microwave oven may not turn to steam, even though they are very hot. In
this case, the boiling is hindered by a lack of nucleation sites needed to form bubbles. Moving
these containers of hot liquids or putting a utensil or another object into them creates a «steam
bubble» and the hot liquid may splash out. Water and other liquids (alone) should never be
heated in a microwave oven. If water is heated in this manner, something should be placed in the
cup to diffuse the energy such as a wooden stirrer stick/spoon, tea bag etc. to allow bubble
formation. Stir the liquid thoroughly before heating in the microwave. Stir the liquid again at the
end. Never overheat liquids. Always use a suitable sized container, at least one third larger, than
the volume of liquid to be heated. The superheating will never happen if the correct heating time
is chosen. It is however a much safer choice to use conventional methods, i.e. to boil the water
in a kettle.

1. The passage is mainly concerned with

a. Microwaveable food
b. Nucleation sites
c. Heating liquids in microwave ovens
d. Conventional methods of heating liquids

2. According to the passage, overheating liquids in a microwave oven

a. is rather safe
b. can be very dangerous
c. will create steam bubbles
d. is impossible

3. It can be inferred from the passage that

a. the container for heating liquids in a kettle should be one third larger, than the volume 
of liquid to be heated
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Exercise 14.

Exercise 15.

(to) recognize   recognition   recognized

(to) alter(ed) alteration(s)

(to) add    addition(s)



b. mugs are good water containers
c. it is necessary to stir liquids while heating them
d. some wooden object or a teabag should be placed into container before heating water in 

a microwave oven for safety reasons

4. We can conclude that

a. the reasons for liquids overheating in microwave ovens are not clear
b. one should use kettle rather than microwave oven for boiling water
c. heating liquids in microwave ovens requires no experience
d. water heated in a microwave oven tastes differently

5. The underlined word e.g. could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. as well          
b. for example
c. that is 
d. and so forth

6. The underlined word start could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. follow 
b. resume 
c. finish 
d. begin

7. The underlined word dangerous could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. safe 
b. surprising 
c. unusual       
d. unsafe

8. The underlined word even though could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. although           
b. also              
c. eventually     
d. so that

9. The underlined word to form could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. to fill out    
b. to create         
c. to dissolve               
d. to get rid of

10. The underlined word manner could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. situation                      
b. place             
c. way           
d. space

11. The underlined word etc. could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. so          
b. as well               
c. and so on           
d. rather than

12. The underlined word again could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. possibly           
b. once more     
c. occasionally                 
d. seldom
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13. The underlined word happen could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. occur                
b. continue        
c. end                                  
d. begin

14. The underlined word conventional could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. ordinary           
b. extraordinary           
c. unusual                  
d. exotic

15. The underlined word methods could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. approach           
b. technologies        
c. containers                
d. techniques

16. The underlined word i.e. could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. it is                  
b. that is                      
c. and also                   
d. for instance

UNscientifically speaking...

A L C H E M Y

The alchemists tried to change base metals to gold. See how we can change BASE to GOLD
in just 4 steps by changing one letter at a time:

BASE
baLe
balD
bOld
GOLD

Change :

a) HATE

————

————

————
LOVE

b) TAKE

————

————

————
GIVE
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c) MORE

————-

————-

————-

————-

————-

LESS

Clues:
a) possess; bee’s home; dwell.
b) body of water; be fond of, enjoy; dwell, have life.
c) female horse; German money; a cover to disguise the face; quantity; disorder or
untidiness.

(after English Teaching Forum, Jan. 1994)

NoteworthyNoteworthy
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To women who wish to become professional scientists I am also suggesting that they
remember, ... «If you are not for yourself, who will be? And if not now, when?»

Fay Aizenberg-Selove (a professor of physics, USA)

…Two roads diverged in a wood, and I —
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

Robert Frost

Poetry is the power of defining the indefinable in terms of the unforgettable.

Louis Untermeyer
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TEXT. Read the text and be ready the answer the questions that follow.

The terms INTERNET, World Wide Web (WWW), the information highway refer to a dynamic
new way that people around the world are using for communication and accessing vast amounts
of computer related information. Today, we are integrated in an electronic communications world
that spans the globe and offers a myriad of services — some for payment, some free.

The Internet was born from roots of military secrecy and academic researchers engaged in
hush-hush projects.

Electronic mail evolved

spontaneously in mid-1960s. These early
mail systems were written by a
programmer or two, often as a weekend
project, and had no uniformity. Then in
1969, the Advanced Research Project
Agency Network (Arpanet) was begun
by the U.S. government so that
researchers at universities and other
facilities might electronically ship

computer data to each other and
remotely launch computer programs. A year later, Raymond Tomlinson, a principal scientist at
BBN, the main Arpanet contractor, wrote a program employing Arpanet’s file transfer protocol.
The software let BBN’s local mail system communicate with independent mail systems at the
other Arpanet sites. An additional influence came from the U.S. Department of Defense, which in
1978 endorsed the Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) as a data
communications standard, and made it a requirement on Arpanet and Milnet (a government
military network) in 1983. The result: e-
mail quickly became a key means of
communication among Arpanet users,
as well as a vehicle for transmitting
other information such as data files,
packaged as e-mail messages. Today 
e-mail reaches many millions of people
around the globe.

Obviously, e-mail has many elements present in other forms of communication — body
language, monogrammed notes etc. that give paper mail a personal touch. Consider a few
examples of «emoticons» or «smilies» that may be used in messages in a host of ways:

:-) A joking comment
;-) A flirtatious or sarcastic comment
:-( A frown, the user is upset or depressed
:-D A laugh
:-@ A scream
%-) Confused
:-X My lips are sealed
:* A kiss
Improvements in electronic mail services are on their way. Portable notebook computers with

built-in wireless modems will enable users to send and receive e-mail anywhere. The advantages
of electronic mail are many. Besides the
obvious boon of avoiding telephone
time-zone dissonance, e-mail gives
companies unprecedented flexibility.
This flexibility may let companies
operate with a smaller workforce — a specialist may work part-time with several project teams
many hundred kilometers away. When one runs into a problem, e-mail can broadcast «does
anybody know» request throughout the network. A person can say «Help» to 10000 people (which
a person cannot do on the telephone), and the next morning s/he may have 15 answers to the
problem, of which 13 are wrong. But s/he has answers!

to span — to include in space or time óêð. îõîïëþâàòè

hush-hush (informal) — of plan, arrangement, etc. hidden

from other people’s knowledge, Synonyms: secret; top secret 
óêð. òàºìíèé, ñåêðåòíèé
to evolve — to develop gradually óêð. ðîçâèâàòèñÿ

to ship — to send to a distant place óêð. òðàíñïîðòóâàòè

remote — distant in space or time 
óêð. â³ääàëåíèé, äàëåêèé
to launch — 1) to send; 2) to begin, to start 
óêð. 1) ïîñèëàòè 2) ïî÷èíàòè 

to endorse — to express approval or support óêð. óõâàëèòè

vehicle — something by means of which something else

can be passed on óêð. çàñ³á

NOTE ALSO:

vehicle — óêð. áóäü-ÿêèé òðàíñïîðòíèé çàñ³á

boon — something very helpful or useful óêð. áëàãî

flexible — that can change or be changed to be suitable for
new needs óêð. ãíó÷êèé
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With e-mail, months or years no longer pass between a researcher’s completion of experiments,
and the dissemination of results. Now, scientific papers are «published» on the network,
commented on, and often revised and «republished» several times before they appear in
traditional journals or are delivered at conferences.
A drawback of electronic mail, though, is that the
ability to move fast is not always positive. Anytime
there is rush, there is less time to contemplate the
results. We all make mistakes, and the increased
rapidity in communications is depriving the
scientist of the time to think, and talk to
colleagues, and change things before they are
made public. Electronic mail has some limitations.
Everybody knows that it is very hard to reach a
decision about something that is complex and
multifaceted. Many scientists noticed that in
course of lengthy and deep technical discussions carried on by means of e-mail it is hard to
summarize the data presented and guide the group toward a solution — a usual result of a face-
to-face meeting. But e-mail is great for collecting information, for helping people have contacts
with many other people.

INTERNET GOPHER

Internet Gopher is a
communications application
designed by the University of
Minnesota (this state is called the
«Gopher state»), which allows
users to access Gopher servers
worldwide. With the vast
popularity of the World Wide
Web, Gopher is all but disused at
present, with remaining sites being
run by individual enthusiasts.

WORLD WIDE WEB

WWW is a hypertext-based system for accessing Internet resources. Though an efficient way to
share information, the Internet had a drawback. There was no problem sharing text, because
everyone could use ASCII format for text files. But no
such commonly agreed format existed for graphical,
video, or audio data. In 1989, a London-born physicist
and computer scientist, Tim Berners-Lee solved these
problems while working at CERN, the European
Laboratory for Particle Physics near Geneva. To help
the physicists throughout the facility share
information, he contrived a simple means of
transmitting all kinds of data — graphical, video,
audio. Berners-Lee with his associates developed the
Web by modifying and combining common software
protocols. The fundamental Web protocols are  the
hypertext mark-up language (html) and the hypertext
transport protocol (http, based on TCP/IP).

Berners-Lee described his creation as an Internet-
based hypermedia initiative for global information
sharing. For short, he called it the World Wide Web.

Now we have a lot of new technology with the
potential to help us communicate widely, quickly,
and efficiently.

to disseminate — to spread (news, ideas etc)
widely óêð. ïîøèðþâàòè, ðîçïîâñþäæóâàòè
to contemplate — to think about something
deeply óêð. îáì³ðêîâóâàòè
to deprive (of) (somebody of something) — to
take away from, prevent from using or having
óêð. ïîçáàâëÿòè

NOTE

Íàçâà Gopher âëàñíå ïîõîäèòü â³ä: 

« go fer» «go for» («ï³äè ïðèíåñè»)

gopher (õîâðàõ)

hypertext: internally cross-referenced written
information that allows a user to jump from
topic to related topic
ASCII — American Standard Code for
Interchange; a set of 128 letters, numbers etc.
used for easy exchange of information between
a computer and other data processing
machinery (âèìîâëÿºòüñÿ «éñê³»)
to contrive — to make or invent in a clever
way, esp. because of a sudden need óêð.
âèíàõîäèòè, âèãàäóâàòè, âèìóäðîâóâàòè.
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1. What is the subject of the passage?

2. What are the roots of the Internet?

3. What is specific about «smilies» or «emoticons»?

4. What are the obvious advantages of e-mail? Are there any limitations?

5. What is specific about the World Wide Web?

Give English equivalents of:

ñâ³ò åëåêòðîííèõ êîìóí³êàö³é; âåëèêà ê³ëüê³ñòü ïîñëóã; áåçêîøòîâí³ ïîñëóãè; ñåêðåòíèé
ïðîåêò; ïðîãðàìíå çàáåçïå÷åííÿ; àïàðàòíå çàáåçïå÷åííÿ; åëåêòðîííà ïîøòà; çàñ³á
ïåðåäà÷³ ³íôîðìàö³¿; óõâàëèòè ñòàíäàðò; ïîðòàòèâí³ êîìï`þòåðè; çàïèò; ðîçïîâñþäæóâàòè
ðåçóëüòàòè; îáì³ðêîâóâàòè; áàãàòîãðàííà ïðîáëåìà; ã³ïåðòåêñò; âèãàäàòè ïðîñòèé çàñ³á.

Render the following passages into Ukrainian. Discuss the points with your

colleagues.

A.

The age of the so-called information highway is beginning. This highway starts with
computer operators in the 50s who began to communicate among themselves using
specialized languages and protocols. Today we think that electronic communications
world (since it is digital) must be accurate, reliable, and low cost. Perhaps. In some cases.
At times. Yes, e-mail is transferred across the Internet in seconds. However, if it crosses a
boundary between the Internet and a relatively restricted network there can be delays of
seconds, minutes or hours — just like leaving a superhighway and encountering road
construction or customs checkpoint.

Perhaps, your e-mail is delivered promptly. Who will read it? Maybe that person is busy,
out of town, or simply doesn’t know what is needed to answer you. We need to distinguish
between our expectations of the communications technology and our expectations of the
people we communicate with.

B.

Historians of technology often tell us how long it takes for technological innovations to
enter widespread use. They say that 25 years is the expected interval. The telephone,
television, and fax machine, for example, all took 25 years to reach popularity. But what
about the Web? It became ubiquitous all of a sudden,
and this ubiquity is growing, changing our view of
information, society, and business. Is another Web-
like thing on its way?

Exercise 1.

Exercise 2.

*all of a sudden = suddenly



EXPRESSING PROBABILITY (Scientific Sense)

MIND the specificity of linguistic devices denoting possibility:

IN UKRAINIAN:

MAX áåçïåðå÷íî; áåçñóìí³âíî; áåç ñóìí³âó; çàâæäè; â óñ³õ âèïàäêàõ; çàçâè÷àé;

íàïåâíå/íàïåâíî; ìîæëèâî; ³ìîâ³ðíî/éìîâ³ðíî; ó äåÿêèõ âèïàäêàõ; ³íîä³;

MIN ìàáóòü; âèäàºòüñÿ; î÷åâèäíî

IN ENGLISH:
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%

100

90

70

50

10

5

0

always 

WILL 

SHOULD/MUST/HAVE (GOT) TO

WOULD

almost always 

CAN

COULD WELL

COULD

often / frequently / periodically 

MAY WELL

MAY

sometimes / at times  

occasionally / on occasion

rarely / seldom

MIGHT WELL / MIGHT AS WELL

MIGHT

MIGHT/MAY/COULD/MUST +
Participle II

not impossible

MAY NOT

MIGHT NOT

CANNOT

never

Sure(ly)/certain(ly)/truly/unquestionably/definitely/

indeed/undoubtedly/

(There is ) no (little) doubt / It's a safe bet

There is no question about...

(It is) highly probable (that)/ 

(There is) (a) strong/high/definite probability (that)

In all probability/There is a good chance

(There is) every indication (that)/ (It is) more than likely

(It is) very likely/(It is) most likely/

(There is) strong likelihood

In all likelihood / In all probability/

(It is) probable (that) / probably 

(It is) likely (that) / X is likely to

(It is) very possible (that)

(There is) a definite possibility (that)/

(There is / It is) a serious possibility (that)

(It) may be/presumably /apparently /

(It) seems/appears (that) / 

(It) looks like/

(It is) possible (that) / possibly / maybe / eventually

It seems possible/There is some possibility/

By the look of things

This (It) would likely (+Verb)… / It might seem …

As far as we/anyone can 

tell/foresee/forecast/predict/make a prognosis ...

Hypothetically/tentatively/ 

In principle/potentially

(It is) not very probable (that)

(It is) not very likely (that)

It is not impossible/improbable (that)/

There is a remote possibility/small chance

(It is) not unlikely (that)

(There is) little evidence

(It is) unlikely / hardly probable (that)

(It is) improbable (that)

(It is) impossible (that)/There is no chance

I think («my viewpoint is…»)

I think this distinction

between hierarchical or top-

down coordination process

versus nonhierarchical —

bottom-up or emergent

coordination process — is an

important distinction.

VS. (,) I think, / I guess, («perhaps»; «possibly»; «maybe»)

When in a later era the computer became one of the

dominant technologies in the world, then suddenly

computational and information-processing models

became much more prevalent in psychology. And, I think,

the same thing is true in organizational theory. The old

mechanical models of organizations are increasingly

being replaced by information processing models. 



MODAL VERBS AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS (Scientific Sense)
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CAN
theoretical possibility; paraphrasable

by epistemic «It's possible»

COULD
paraphrasable by epistemic 

«It's possible», «perhaps»

COULD + (VERY)  WELL
smaller degree of possibility than

MAY +(VERY) WELL

MAY 1
(factual possibility;

smaller degree of possibility than

CAN paraphrasable by 

«It is possible that»/«perhaps»

MAY 2
hypothetical possibility

MAY 3 + (VERY)  WELL
BY FAR
greater degree of possibility than

MAY 1

MAY 4 / MAY OR MAY NOT/ 
TIME WILL TELL
explicit 50/50 possibility

MIGHT / WOULD 1
paraphrasable by

«It is possible that ...»

MIGHT +WELL
paraphrasable by «It's rather highly

likely that ...»

WOULD 1
tentative possibility 

WOULD 2
certainty

SHOULD 1
WOULD 3 / WILL
hypothetic, tentative possibility;

paraphrasable by «I think it's

probable»/ «I assume»

MUST/ SHOULD 2/ HAVE (GOT)
TO / BOUND TO/ DESTINED TO/ 
(BE) GOING TO / WILL
high degree of certainty 

Naturally, even specific elements can be defined in this
way.

We could get regulated management.

The chances could very well be zero.

However, there may be a seasonal effect.

In 10 years that may be the case.

There may very well be a place for pricing mechanisms. 

Personal letters are by far the most complex genre, while
written sermon notes are by far the least involved.
Questions like these may explain why some of the open-
access experiments to date have taken years to get off
the ground.

Public policy may or may not be the problem.

Time will tell.

It might use a lot of CPU time.

That might well have some real advantages for economic
efficiency. 

That would be a stupid waste of money.

Because all such pointers would have the same size, this
would solve the problem.

Water would boil at 100 degrees Celsius.

Shouldn't the concentration of bones in the fossil record
be, at very least, above average? 
Would they  go through this stage?
Will the least abundant model be imitated the most? 

It must work correctly on multiprocessor systems.

The present model should continue to prove useful. 
The INTERNET is going to take over.
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MAYBE
paraphrasable by «perhaps»,

«possibly»; often used in

informal exemplification

PERHAPS / ARGUABLY
uncertain possibilty, smaller degree

than MAY; 

MAY/MIGHT/COULD/
MUST + HAVE + PARTICIPLE II
hypothetical, theoretical possibility

(BE) LIKELY 

paraphrasable by «may»

NOT IMPOSSIBLE
paraphrasable by MIGHT

TEND / (BE) PRONE TO
paraphrasable by «be likely (to do or

be something); do or be often or

usually»

(IT IS) PROBABLE/ PUTATIVE /
PROBABLY/

SEEM / LOOK (LIKE) / APPEAR
SEEMINGLY / IT SEEMS/
PRESUMABLY / SUPPOSEDLY/
OSTENSIBLY
tentative possibility

When the door opens, some files are bound to come in. 

For example, maybe a company wants to have the
connectivity between two sites.

It still must compete for broadband subscribers satellite,
and soon, perhaps, wireless. So, arguably, the cable
company already has ample incentive to ensure
consumers are well served.

It may have been the environment I was in.
They might not have been learning exactly what they
needed to learn. It could have been used in counting. 
People who built Stonehenge must have had substantial
astronomical knowledge.
Now the flat fee is likely to persist.

Thus, it is likely that such processes will become
important channels for conversion in question.

It is not impossible nowadays.

Data parallelism tends to be «massive» because
computations typically involve a large amount of data
and a corresponding amount of time.
It is especially prone to the so-called wrong solutions. 

It is probable that future processors will harvest
significantly more parallelism.

This mechanism suggests a putative functional role for
the transcription observed.
The principal driver is the seemingly inexhaustible
human appetite for more bandwidth per user.
It seems to be progressing well.
About half the genes appear to be on seven operons,
some seem to be organized in large patches on the
genome.
And then foreign customers would presumably add the
cryptographic capability.
They seem to be converging to a two-layer
communication structure.
Happily, the planned additions to the capacity appear to
put the industry right on track.
It looks like it will not prevail as the dominant global
standard.
The authors use these findings to call into question the
usefulness of pedagogical strategies that ostensibly
encourage students to resist institutional structures.
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(IT IS) POSSIBLE/ POSSIBLY/
POTENTIAL(LY)
paraphrasable by CAN / MAY

A/ AN/ ONE (OR MORE) / 
ONE (POSSIBLE)/ 
A (ONE) SCENARIO /
/ INTERPRETATION/ 
TO INTERPRET
ALTERNATIVE(LY)/ ANOTHER
possibility implying alternative

viewpoints

PRESUME/ASSUME/ASSUMPTION
/SUPPOSITION/CONJECTURE
expressing confident belief

PREDICT/FORESEE/
FORECAST/PROJECTION/ 
MAKE A PROGNOSIS/ 
EXPECT/ ANTICIPATE/ ENVISAGE
/HYPOTHESIZE/
HYPOTHETICAL(LY)/
CRYSTAL BALL GAZING

hypothesizing

paraphrasable by 

«I (confidently) predict (that)»/ «It is

likely that ...»

GUESS / THINK / SURMISE
SPECULATE/SPECULATION
CONJECTURE /
hypothesizing

paraphrasable by «perhaps»/

«possibly»/«maybe»

TENTATIVE(LY) /PRELIMINARY/
EARLY/ HUMBLE/ HUMBLY /
TACIT(LY)
expressing tentativeness 

It's possible that the community is not well informed.

A potentially significant drawback is that no standard
application programming interface will be defined.

It provides a way of  separating the  code.
One possible development could be a rigorous extension
of FMS.
Alternatively, a process can be interrupted. 
The server has one or more threads to receive such
requests.
In this section, a scenario illustrated by Fig.7 is discussed
to show how the various technologies described above
may be deployed to enable new service offerings and
business opportunities. 
We interpret this to mean that interactions have a minor
influence on residue associations.
Another option is to use a virtual environment.

The four factors we presumed were not real drivers at all.
I'm assuming that the organizations we represent can
make that happen.

Major increases are expected in this area.

We envisage an implicit admission control.
Projections by U.N. show that if populations continue to
grow at 1990s rates, the world population will increase to
649 billion by the year 2150. 
For the present study I hypothesized that the recognition
of the idioms might be influenced by such factors as the
context of the idiom, the meaning of a particular word in
the idiomatic phrase, the experiences and background
knowledge of the participant, or an expression in the
native language.
The chapter has tried to undertake some crystal ball
gazing with regard to the future of teacher education in
Canada. 

Most of his history of life is guess piled on conjecture,
overlaid in speculation.
One might surmise that readers would construe any
statement about the uncertain operation.
This heterogeneity is an opportunity for us, I think.

I can at this stage only suggest, very tentatively, some
possibilities for applications in language teaching. 
In an early test, users choose from America Online,
CompuServe, and GTE.net. Others involved in the
preliminary tests were CompuServe (an AOL subsidiary)
and Road Runner.
Let me use a humble analogy to communicate what these
spaces are. 
It has always been tacitly assumed that narrative skill
comes «naturally».   
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SUSPECT
belief (uncertain)

SUGGEST  / SUBMIT / ARGUE/
INDICATE/ POINT TO /
INDICATION / SIGN /
IMPLY/INFER/ 
possibility

HOPEFULLY/ IT IS HOPED/ 
WITH LUCK/LUCKILY
tentative possibility

INTUITIVE(LY)/ HEURISTIC/
FEEL/FEELING/HUNCH/
INTUITION/ SERENDIPITY/
SERENDIPITOUS

Nobody knows the number of computers that can reach
the Internet now, in 1995, but we suspect something on
the order of 20 to 30. 

45 per thousand suggests a little over 11 million hosts.
This implies that such containers must be passed by
reference. 
Both methods point to the existence of  influence across
long distances.
This may indicate that charge effects have been
neutralized. 
Only indirect indications exist.
I submit we were lucky.

A learner's competence would hopefully be gained
through the insights of generative theory.
It is hoped that this presentation will serve to highlight
the need for further research into this promising field. 
With luck, those technical changes to the Internet can be
implemented in a stable political environment.
Luckily, agents do not necessarily imply a loss of privacy. 

My feeling is that they chose not to listen.
Thinking about the measures that we might take to
provide such protection will help us find an intuitive
basis for the concept. 
My intuition is that the process will be much slower. 
The decision to use Java was partially serendipitous.

Apparently

APPARENTLY = obvious + tentative

Paraphrasable by «it seems»; «it seems (quite) The idea, apparently, is to make 

obvious»; «possibly» ready for the next year.

«ìàáóòü, ñàìå ...», «ïåâíî.../ïåâíå...»; 

«ÿê áà÷èìî...» 

BUT MIND predicative use of «apparent»:  It is/was apparent (that)… = It is/was (quite) clear that…
«ö³ëêîì çðîçóì³ëî»

Eventually / Eventual

finally / final possibly / possible 

(hypothetical possibility —

paraphrasable by «possibly», «it is possible»)

What this will eventually mean for student learning? 

BUT: sometimes EVENTUALLY can mean only FINALLY:
The problem with history mechanism is that it can grow without bounds, eventually exceeding

the size of the original database.



Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. It is far from being impossible. 
2. This methodology has been used intermittently.
3. Another  possible hypothesis apparently is that it could protect the myocardium by

regulating mitochondrial respiration.
4. Magmatic products are assumed to be derived from different regions of the mantle.
5. This does not mean, of course, that it is impossible to ask questions or make statements in

those languages. 
6. The theoretical models have been constructed to describe these cycles and how the cycles

may have affected atmospheric O2.
7.  The invasion of the land by such plants should have brought about an accompanying rise

in atmospheric O2. 
8. The answers to these and other questions might well change over time. 
9. A system whose security cannot be managed is not secure, no matter what evaluators may

tell you about its internal controls. 
10. The exception-handling mechanism provides an alternative to the traditional techniques. 
11. Metals are thought to be equally good guesses.
12. A possible interpretation is that only this unit is involved in interaction.
13. One prime suspect is volcanic activity. 
14. One scenario says that all the craters were formed suddenly.
15. It is also possible that relative rotation occurs at a rate that is below current detection. 
16. More progress can be made in the short term.
17. Their origin may be elucidated by broadening the base of comparative developmental

biology.
18. Perhaps the toughest diplomatic engagements of the Cold war were on-again, off-again

negotiations for a global ban on nuclear testing.
19. This would likely be a LAN.
20. He appears to mention this fact in his monograph.
21. She seems to know the company rules. 
22. The data obtained appear to be quite correct.
23. The conclusion is sure to be of great interest. 
24. My first guess, and that of the others I asked, is that when the conductor width is small,

the edge singularities should disappear.
25. Their work also suggests that fossil evidence can be used productively to test ecological

theories.
26. It would seem that they are consistently neglecting to do the obvious thing.
27. Only a few indirect indications exist.
28. As the information being navigated and collected by computers becomes increasingly

complex, it may turn out that two dimensions are not enough.
29. Apparently, digital content protection is here to stay.
30. By the look of things, South Korea could have edge.
31. Would-be investors seem to like my business plan.
32. They seek to avoid potential risks.
33. Why were they created? These animals may well have been symbols standing for the

processes of nature. The caves may also have been sanctuaries for mysterious magical rituals.
Other theories hold that the paintings may have constituted a record of the seasonal animal
migrations. Quite possibly, these amazing images may have been created simply for the sheer
pleasure of making a living likeness of the world the artists saw around them. 

Fill in the blanks.

1. The work is … to contribute to the solution of the problem.
a. unlikely               
b. unlike        
c. like           
d. not
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2. There may even … living microfossils. 
a. to be                     
b. be            
c. have been          
d. has been
3. This conversion tends … to a translation error.
a. leading       
b. lead            
c. to lead     
d. leads
4. Paleofires … as a control on excessively high or low levels of O2 . 
a. could have  acted        
b.  and acted             
c.  acts      
d. to act
5. Our preliminary analysis shows that satisfactory levels of bit-error rate will be … . 
a. possible             
b. possibly             
c. possibility             
d. and possible 
6. This  …  with environmental performance standards. 
a. can do          
b. could be done    
c. have done          
d. could do 
7. The result … attributed to protein stability. 
a. might be        
b. might          
c. be          
d. have been
8. The new standards are likely … in much more active Web pages.
a. resulting         
b. to result         
c. result              
d. results
9. I do not … to know the answer to that.
a. claimed             
b. claims   
c. claiming    
d. claim
10. One problem that … have been foreseen was the problem of Y2K.
a. was         
b. could         
c. will             
d. can
11. All views must ... .
a. be heard
b. hear
c. to hear 
d. hears
12. They managed to attract the scientists who appear... world leaders in their fields.
a. to be
b. being
c. have been
d. be
13. We thank our colleagues for their strong support, without which this magazine ... .
a. would not be possible      
b. will not be possible    
c. would  be possible       
d. be possible
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14. It may … soon.
a. to happen                         
b. will happen                           
c. happened                       
d. happen
15. Must you ... so soon?
a. leave                         
b. to leave                           
c. leaving                       
d. leaves
16. Most of the ads seem ... with engineering subjects.
a. deal
b. deals
c. dealt
d. to deal
17. We had to wait 10 years before we could … this phenomenon experimentally.
a. verify   
b. to verify  
c. verified   
d. verifying
18. The luminaries behind the report said the government … other incentives.
a. should implement   
b. implementing   
c. implement   
d. shall implement
19. Such research would likely … us some preliminary data.
a. to give   
b. give   
c. gives   
d. giving
20. I would like … the readers about the International conferences and Symposiums in our

region with world-class participation.
a. tell   
b. telling   
c. tells   
d. to tell
21. Maybe we can … sponsors and advertisers to pay some of the cost.
a. find   
b. to find   
c. finds   
d. finding
22. The big picture … pretty clear.
a. seemingly   
b. seem     
c. to seem    
d. seems
23. The best things appear ... in small packages.
a. to be coming
b. come
c. comes
d. were coming

Read the following texts and try to appreciate the humor.

UNscientifically speaking...
A.

You Might Be a Geologist If ...
1. You own more pieces of quartz than underwear. 
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2. Your rock collection weighs more than you do. 
3. You can pronounce the word «molybdenite» correctly on the first try. 
4. You're planning on using a pick and shovel while you're on vacation. 
5. Your Internet home page has pictures of your rocks. 
6. You never throw away anything. 
7. You consider a «recent event» to be anything that has happened in the last hundred

thousand years 
B.

«Whenever anyone says, «theoretically», they really mean, «not really». (Dave Parnas) 

A BRIEF GUIDE TO SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE

It has been long known I haven't bothered to check the references
It is known I believe
It is believed I think
It is generally believed My colleagues and I think
There has been some discussion Nobody agrees with me
It can be shown Take my word for it
Of great theoretical importance I find it interesting
Of great practical importance This justifies my employment
Of great historical importance This ought to make me famous
Typical results are shown The best results are shown
The values were obtained empirically The values were obtained by accident
Additional work is required Someone else can work out the details
The investigations proved rewarding My grant has been renewed

(By: Chris Taylor)

Ñ. 

CREATIVE SERENDIPITY

Serendipity is «the natural ability to make interesting and valuable discoveries by accident»
(Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture). Its origin probably refers to the title of
Persian fairy tale «The Three Princes of Serendip», which is about well-educated and extremely
intelligent heroes who regularly discovered pleasant things that they were not even searching for
(another proof of an old adage, «fortune favors the prepared mind»).

TEXT. Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

Many scientists agree that the most important
characteristics of the innovative mind are an open
mind and persistence in the face of
discouragement. The two are related. Great
innovators intrinsically enjoy their work, and
therefore keep an open mind. Not fearing failure,
they have little hesitancy in trying something new,
like fine artists who say, «You’ve got to draw it
wrong before you draw it right». Even if an
experiment fails, they learn from it. Another
important thing is freedom that really nurtures
discovery.

Successful innovators follow different patterns of
inventions. A common characteristic, however, is
the ability to step back and view a larger picture.
For innovative process both mental and
experimental models are equally important. Prior
to synthesizing the invention, the innovator compartmentalizes experiential knowledge.
Metaphorically speaking, one puts all the things one knows on cards and throws them into the
air. As they hit the floor in interesting combinations, new insight may be revealed.

Inventors indeed do combine patience, skill and pragmatism with an intense, sometimes
romantic refusal to give up.
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to persist — to continue the course of action in
spite of opposition or warning óêð. óïåðòî
ðîáèòè
persistence — óêð. çàâçÿò³ñòü, íàïîëåãëèâ³ñòü

to discourage — to take away courage,
confidence or hope from óêð. ðîç÷àðîâóâàòè,
çíåâ³ðÿòèñÿ
to hesitate — to pause before making a
decision or taking an action óêð. âàãàòèñÿ
hesitant — showing uncertainty about deciding
to act óêð. òîé, ùî âàãàºòüñÿ
to nurture — to give care to, to cause or
encourage to develop óêð. ïëåêàòè
to compartmentalize — to divide into separate
divisions; to categorize óêð. ðîçä³ëÿòè,
êàòåãîðèçóâàòè



Pathbreakers usually build on the work of others
before them; rarely does genius come without a
pedigree. Consider the laser. Its origins go back to
fundamental research on microwave spectroscopy,
which, in 1954, led to the operation of the first
maser (that is still in use in radio astronomy). But
by the late 1950s the laser emerged (now applied
in printing, telecommunications, optical scanning,
the precision cutting of materials, the reproduction
of music etc.) In other instances, curiosity plays a
key role. Thus the question arises: «What is innovation?» As a matter of fact — how is innovation
really defined? The answer is anything but straightforward. Anyway, some inventors are lucky,
some are just doing their jobs — but all help define the essence of innovation on which
technological progress ultimately depends.

A closely related issue is creativity. There is no doubt that many important engineering
discoveries were the eagerly anticipated results of careful studies and calculations. Thomas
Edison's light bulb was the culmination of many years of methodical research. However, careful
planning does not rule out the possibility of spontaneous discovery. Some important innovations
are the result of serendipity — accidental discoveries that have opened up unexpected fields of
exploration. We CAN be more creative; the question is HOW to unlock your creativity to improve
the quality of your ideas. How do you instill more creativity in the process? One trick is to try
phrasing ideas in statements that begin with «What if…» and/or «I wish…» . Don't be afraid to let
your imagination and intuition run free. One of the classical creativity-enhancing techniques is
the so-called «brainstorming», which can be too messy, though. There is at least one better way.
Called «synectics», this method combines brainstorming with a more disciplined harvesting of
ideas that are organized into categories and reduced to a manageable number of options. The
method, developed by William Gordon, states: «Trust things that are alien, and alienate things
that are trusted.» This encourages, on the one hand, fundamental problem-analysis and, on the
other hand, the alienation of the original problem through the creation of analogies. It is thus
possible for new and surprising solutions to emerge. Another way of being more creative is to
look at things from different perspectives. We tend to stick with the current paradigm — the way
it's done today — so try to view the world (and your problem) differently. Try stirring up ideas
by talking to people from different (sub)cultures and professions, and keep your eyes open when
you're traveling (another rich source of ideas).

1. What is the problem under discussion?

2. Does the author give a definition of innovation?

3. What qualities do we expect to find in an innovator?

4. What is usually disregarded by an innovator?

5. Why does the author mention «throwing cards»?

6. What example is given to illustrate the history of inventions?

7. What is specific about creativity?

8. Keeping up with changing times is a challenging task. Look around your work area. How
many unread or «thumbed» magazines, journals, info packets, texts or papers are lurking around?
Information ages so quickly now. The articles which someone worked very hard on sometimes
become obsolete the moment they are published. Do you think it would be a worthwhile idea if
they came with something like «best before» label on them?
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pathbreaker — óêð. ïåðøîâ³äêðèâà÷

to build on — to use as a base for further
development óêð. ´ðóíòóâàòèñÿ, áàçóâàòèñÿ
pedigree — ancestry óêð. ðîäîâ³ä

anything but — far from, not at all óêð. âñå,
ùî çàâãîäíî (áóäü-ùî), ò³ëüêè íå
straightforward — not difficult to understand
or explain, simple; not hiding anything óêð.
ïðîñòèé, íåñêëàäíèé
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Identify the differences and similarities between   WILL   and   WOULD.Exercise 6.
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MODAL VERBS AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS 

(Popular Sense)

Modal verbs are used when we say that we expect things to happen, or that events are possible
(necessary, improbable, impossible), or when we say that things did not happen, or when we are
not sure whether they happened.

Modal verbs have no -s ending for the third person singular, they are followed by the infinitive
WITHOUT to (except for ought to).

Modal verbs can be used with perfect infinitives to talk about things that did not happen, or
which we are not sure about in the past.

Modal verbs make questions and negative forms WITHOUT using do/did.
Modal verbs are: can, could, may, might, shall, should, will, would, must, ought to, dare. In

British English need can be both a modal verb and an ordinary verb. In American English it is
NOT used as a modal.

MODAL VERBS

meaning can; could; equivalents

can’t; couldn’t; (phrasal modals)

could have

present ability can to be able to
òåïåð³øíÿ ìîæëèâ³ñòü ñan't; couldn't to be unable (to)

I was unable to come. 
ß íå çì³ã ïðèéòè.

I can drive. Ann is able to type.
ß ìîæó (âì³þ) âîäèòè ìàøèíó. Åíí ìîæå (âì³º) äðóêóâàòè.

past ability I could speak German when I was able to speak 
ìîæëèâ³ñòü I was a child. German when I was a child.
ó ìèíóëîìó Ó äèòèíñòâ³ ÿ âì³â ðîçìîâëÿòè Ó äèòèíñòâ³ ÿ âì³â 

í³ìåöüêîþ. ðîçìîâëÿòè í³ìåöüêîþ.

future ability He will be able to pass the 
ìîæëèâ³ñòü — exam. 
ó ìàéáóòíüîìó Â³í çìîæå ñêëàñòè ³ñïèò.

permission You can/could use my phone.
äîçâ³ë Ìîæåòå ñêîðèñòàòèñÿ ìî¿ì

òåëåôîíîì.

possibility The dictionary can be on this
ìîæëèâ³ñòü shelf. 

Ñëîâíèê ìîæå áóòè
íà ö³é ïîëèö³.
Could he be there?
Ìîæå, â³í òàì? 
(íàïåâíå öå íåâ³äîìî)

past possibility They could have written
(uncertain if the the letter if they wanted to.
action occurred) ßêáè âîíè ñõîò³ëè, òî 
ìîæëèâ³ñòü ó ìèíóëîìó íàïèñàëè á ëèñòà 
(íåâ³äîìî, ÷è ä³ÿ (ìîãëè á íàïèñàòè).
â³äáóëàñü) He could have done it.

Ìîæëèâî, â³í öå ³ çðîáèâ
(àëå íàïåâíå íåâ³äîìî).

impossibility I can’t understand.
íåìîæëèâ³ñòü ß íå ìîæó çðîçóì³òè.

He couldn’t speak.
Â³í íå ì³ã ãîâîðèòè.

polite request Could you wait?
ââ³÷ëèâå ïðîõàííÿ ×è íå ìîãëè á âè çà÷åêàòè?
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meaning may; might; equivalents

might have (phrasal modals)

probability He may/might be in the 
éìîâ³ðí³ñòü, library.
ìîæëèâ³ñòü

permission You may ask any questions. to be allowed to
äîçâ³ë Ìîæåòå ñòàâèòè áóäü-ÿê³ to be permitted to

çàïèòàííÿ.
May I speak to professor You’re allowed to
Johnson? bring dictionaries.
×è ìîæó ÿ ïîãîâîðèòè ç Ìîæåòå ïðèíåñòè
ïðîôåñîðoì Äæîíñîíîì? ñëîâíèêè.

uncertain possibility He may go to the library.
ìàëîéìîâ³ðíà Ìîæå, â³í ï³äå äî á³áë³îòåêè
ìîæëèâ³ñòü (àëå öå íå äóæå éìîâ³ðíî).

He might go to the library.
Ìîæëèâî, â³í ³ ï³äå äî 
á³áë³îòåêè (àëå ÿ îñîáèñòî
ââàæàþ, ùî öå íå òàê).

past possibility They may/might have arrived
ìîæëèâ³ñòü ó ìèíóëîìó in the morning. I’m not quite
ïðî ÿêó íåâ³äîìî, ÷è sure.
âîíà â³äáóëàñÿ Ìîæëèâî, âîíè ïðè¿õàëè

âðàíö³. ß íå äóæå âïåâíåíèé
ó öüîìó.

meaning must; must have; equivalents

must not (phrasal modals)

necessity All students must attend these to be to
and classes. to have to
obligation Óñ³ ñòóäåíòè ïîâèíí³ You have to (are to)
íåîáõ³äí³ñòü â³äâ³äóâàòè ö³ çàíÿòòÿ come on time.
òà Âàì äîâåäåòüñÿ ïðèéòè 
îáîâ’ÿçêîâ³ñòü â÷àñíî.

to have got to
I’ve got to go to the
university.
Ìåí³ òðåáà (ÿ ïîâèíåí) 
éòè äî óí³âåðñ³òåòó.

advisability You must read it. to advise
ïîðàäà It’s marvellous. «it’s a good idea»

Âè ïîâèíí³ ïðî÷èòàòè — 
öå ÷óäîâà ð³÷!

probability John must be ill.
éìîâ³ðí³ñòü, Ìàáóòü, Äæîí çàõâîð³â.
ìîæëèâ³ñòü I must have lost my book

somewhere.
Ìàáóòü, ÿ äåñü çàãóáèâ 
ñâîþ êíèãó.
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absense of You mustn’t drive fast.
obligation There is a speed limit here.
â³äñóòí³ñòü Âè íå ïîâèíí³ ¿õàòè øâèäêî.
íåîáõ³äíîñò³ Íà ö³é äîðîç³ îáìåæåííÿ 

øâèäêîñò³.

You must not = it is forbidden You don’t have to = it is not
required

Cf.:

You needn’t drive fast.
We’ve plenty of time.
Íå òðåáà ¿õàòè øâèäêî — 
ó íàñ äîñèòü ÷àñó.

Also:

— Must I read? 
ß ïîâèíåí ÷èòàòè?
— No, you needn’t.
Í³, íå òðåáà.
— No, you mustn’t.
Í³, íå ïîâèíí³.

shall; should; 

should have; 

meaning will; would; equivalents

would have; (phrasal modals)

ought to

necessity Candidates should be prepared
and to answer questions. to be supposed to
obligation Êàíäèäàòè ïîâèíí³ áóòè
íåîáõ³äí³ñòü ãîòîâ³ äàòè â³äïîâ³ä³ íà
òà îáîâ’ÿçêîâ³ñòü çàïèòàííÿ.

You ought to study every day. You are supposed to study
Âè ïîâèíí³ â÷èòèñÿ ùîäíÿ. every day.

Âè ïîâèíí³ â÷èòèñÿ ùîäíÿ.
MIND negative form for 
ought to: You ought to translate
this article, but she shouldn’t. 

This theory shall be referred to.
Íà öþ òåîð³þ òðåáà 
(îáîâ’ÿçêîâî) ïîñëàòèñÿ.

advice You should study harder. to advise
(ïîðàäà) Áóëî á íåïîãàíî, ÿêáè âè 

â÷èëèñÿ á³ëüø íàïîëåãëèâî.

advisable Perhaps, you should have called
action (unfulfilled) him earlier.
ïîðàäà, ùî íå áóëà Ìîæëèâî, òðåáà áóëî 
çä³éñíåíà çàòåëåôîíóâàòè éîìó ðàí³øå.

You ought to have given your
phone number.
Òðåáà áóëî äàòè ñâ³é íîìåð
òåëåôîíó.
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logical conclusion It should rain.
ëîã³÷íèé âèñíîâîê Çäàºòüñÿ, çàðàç ï³äå äîù

(ëîã³÷íî ïðèïóñòèòè, ùî
ï³äå äîù).

offer Shall I help you? May I help you? 
ïðîïîçèö³ÿ (Ìîæíà) Âàì äîïîìîãòè? Do you want me to help you?

Should I do it? 
Ìåí³ öå çðîáèòè?

habitual action Ice will/would melt at 00 C.
çâè÷àéíà ä³ÿ Ëüîä òàíå ïðè íóëüîâ³é 

òåìïåðàòóð³.
This procedure would not be
used in this case.
Ó öüîìó âèïàäêó òàêà 
ìåòîäèêà çàçâè÷àé íå 
âèêîðèñòîâóºòüñÿ.

wish I would like to comment it.
áàæàííÿ Ìåí³ õîò³ëîñÿ á 

öå ïðîêîìåíòóâàòè.

polite request Would you wait?
or refusal Would you mind waiting?
ââ³÷ëèâå ïðîõàííÿ ×è íå ìîãëè á Âè çà÷åêàòè? / 
àáî â³äìîâà Çà÷åêàéòå, áóäü ëàñêà.

He would not agree.
Â³í íå ïîãîäèòüñÿ 
(íå ñõî÷å ïîãîäèòèñÿ).

meaning had better; equivalents

would rather; dare (phrasal modals)

advisablility You’re pressed for time, you 
ïîðàäà had better go.

Ó âàñ îáìàëü ÷àñó, êðàùå
âàì çàðàç ï³òè.

preference I would rather not say what to prefer
íàäàííÿ ïåðåâàãè I think.

Êðàùå ÿ íå áóäó êàçàòè
ïðî òå, ùî äóìàþ.

challenge Did he dare (to) criticize 
âèêëèê the boss?

² â³í íàñì³ëèâñÿ êðèòèêóâàòè 
íà÷àëüíèêà?
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What does it mean to be «a fluent speaker of a foreign language»? Decide

what a person must/should/can/may/might be able to do. Then study the

numerical rating system developed by one of the departments of U.S. State

Department. How would you rate your own abilities in English? If you

speak other languages, rate yourself as well.

1 — Elementary proficiency

� able to satisfy routine travel needs (hotels, prices etc.);
� able to ask, answer, and understand questions and statements about simple topics related to

daily life;

� frequent errors in grammar and vocabulary.

2 — Limited working proficiency

� able to satisfy routine social demands and basic work requirements;
� able to speak with confidence, but not easily, on such topics as current events, personal

information, daily job requirements;

� can understand the general meaning of most conversations and speak clearly enough to be
understood by all native speakers;

� can use simple basic grammar accurately, but may require help to express more complex 
ideas.

3 — Minimum professional proficiency

� able to satisfy all normal social and work requirements with fluency and accuracy, as well
as professional discussions in a special field;

� can understand all conversations at normal speed;
� vocabulary is broad enough;
� errors in grammar and vocabulary are infrequent and never interfere with understanding;

4 — Full professional proficiency

� can handle any conversation with a high degree of fluency and precision;
� errors in grammar and pronunciation are extremely rare, but still listeners would not assume 

one to be a native speaker;

� can do informal interpreting to and from the language;

5 — Bilingual proficiency

� complete fluency in the language equivalent to that of an educated native speaker.

NOTE.
* a must — something which is necessary or very important
Renovation of the laboratory is a must. Ðåêîíñòðóêö³ÿ ëàáîðàòîð³¿ º êîí÷å íåîáõ³äíîþ.
* able — clever or skillful, competent
She is an able teacher. Âîíà — çä³áíèé â÷èòåëü.

Exercise 7.
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Choose the correct option.

1.

A: Where’s Ann?
B: I’m not sure. She ... at the meeting.

a. is
b. might be
c. must be
d. could have been

2.

A: How does Andy get to the University?
B: I don’t really know. He ... the bus.

a. might take
b. takes
c. must take
d. will take

3.

A: It’s really cold in here today.
B: Yes, somebody ... the window open.

a. must leave
b. might leave
c. must have left
d. will leave

4. 

A: Have you heard the weather forecast?
B: No, but look at those clouds in the sky! I think it ... rain.

a. could
b. is going
c. should
d. ought to

5. 

A: Did Mr. Brown call while I was out?
B: I’m not sure. He ... .

a. might have
b. might
c. did
d. didn’t

6. 

A: Are you coming with us?
B: I’m not sure. I ... go to the library instead.

a. must
b. will
c. might
d. shall

7. 

A: Can I speak to professor Johnson?
B: She’s not in her office, and she doesn’t have any more classes today, so she ... home.

a. might go
b. must have gone
c. will probably go
d. would probably go

Exercise 8.



TEXT. Read the text and be ready to answer the questions about it.

The computer is becoming more fun and more useful the less abstractly it can represent things.
Television is becoming more entertaining and educational thanks to microprocessors and
compact-discs (CD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD etc.). Multimedia is another technology that is sure to
boost personal computers. This technology combines the usual text and graphics with digitized
voice and music. With multimedia programs
computers are able to handle files of sound
and full-motion video images as easily as they
handle text. The computers play voice and
music in high-fidelity digital audio stereo, and
show movie-quality images. In a nutshell,
multimedia is the perfect marriage of print
and broadcast news. What makes it possible is
rapidly evolving digital technology, and the
efficiency it offers in manipulating, storing,
and retrieving information.

Multimedia can mean various things. It can
be an encyclopedia on a disc, a multimedia
electronic mail sent over the Internet.
Standard reference books on computer are
becoming more accessible and livelier:
dictionaries pronounce words, and historical
figures deliver quotes. Multimedia repository
— the library of the future exists at the
Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. This
«library without walls» collections are the
original multimedia. The library keeps the
largest stockpile of knowledge in the world,
the nearest thing to the library of Alexandria,
which held the knowledge of the time in
antiquity. Among the library’s millions of items there are books in 470 languages, movies,
television shows, maps, cartoons, and software. The library has foreign offices around the world,
and document exchange with all foreign countries that have diplomatic relations with United
States.

Some believe that text may become a more
important force because of many multimedia
applications. Although no comprehensive

study exists on the effect of interactive
multimedia on learning, some claim that
interactive technologies speed up learning,
and often test scores rize, too. The reasons
may be self-paced personalized instruction,
immediate interaction and feedback. One-on-
one instruction can mean that a student is not
embarrassed about asking questions. Or
consider built-in tests — when a user makes a
mistake, s/he is taken directly back to the
passage involved (all the mistakes can be
monitored, too). Some studies suggest that
multimedia can improve learning. The history
of educational reform, though, has shown that
«innovative» technologies that use other than
paper medium, have done little to benefit
learning. Critics claim that such fads include
radio in the 1940s, TV and audio tapes in the
1960s, and computer-assisted instruction in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. The content of
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to boost — to help to advance or improve 
óêð. óäîñêîíàëþâàòè, ïîêðàùóâàòè, ï³äòðèìóâàòè
to handle — to deal with, control 
óêð. ïîâîäèòèñÿ ç, êåðóâàòè (óïðàâëÿòè),
ìàí³ïóëþâàòè
to store — to put or keep something while not in use
for future use óêð. çáåð³ãàòè, íàêîïè÷óâàòè
to retrieve — to find and bring back, to regain 
óêð. øóêàòè, ïîíîâëþâàòè
lively — full of activity óêð. æâàâèé

repository — a place where things are stored 
óêð. ñõîâèùå
stockpile — a large store of something 
óêð. çàïàñ, ðåçåðâ

comprehensive — thorough, broad, including a lot
of everything óêð. âè÷åðïíèé, âñåá³÷íèé,
âñåîñÿæíèé
to claim — to declare to be true, to maintain óêð.
çàÿâëÿòè, còâåðäæóâàòè, òâåðäèòè, âïåâíåíî
âèñëîâëþâàòè ùî-íåáóäü
feedback — remarks about or an answer to an action,

process, etc. response óêð. çâîðîòí³é çâ`ÿçîê, â³äãóê

to embarrass — to cause to feel anxious and
uncomfortable óêð. íåïîêî¿òè, áåíòåæèòè
to suggest — to indicate, to make clear (perhaps
indirectly) óêð. íàâîäèòè íà äóìêó
fad — an interest or activity that is followed very
keenly but usually only for a short time óêð.
øâèäêîïëèííå çàõîïëåííÿ

NOTE.

Also: to suggest — to propose, to mention as
possibility, state as an idea for consideration. 
óêð. ïðîïîíóâàòè
Any suggestions? ×è º ùå ïðîïîçèö³¿? 



instruction, not the means of its conveyance, such
researchers claim, is what influences performance
results. The study performed at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) demonstrated that the
medium — computer or paper — did not
significantly influence overall aptitude scores,
although those students who used computers had
significantly higher scores in such area as analogical
reasoning. Women and novices who used the
computer got somewhat higher overall scores than
their counterparts who used text. For men and
experienced students, text or computer was not a
significant factor. In a post-test questionnaire,
however, the majority of students reported they
preferred the computer medium to paper. Although
interactive multimedia may teach certain portion of
a curriculum well and others poorly, it might help us solve some educational problems. We
should keep one thing in mind: to be appreciated, interactive multimedia must be experienced.

1. What is the subject of this passage?

2. What is specific about interactive multimedia?

3. Why are multimedia applications  important?

4. Why is multimedia repository called «library without walls»? How many items could it
possibly house?

5. What are the obvious merits of interactive multimedia as far as learning is concerned?

6. Would you like to have access to various multimedia resources? State the reasons why.

Give English equivalents of:

ðîçâàãà; óïðàâëÿòè; ïîºäíóâàòè ãðàô³÷íå çîáðàæåííÿ òà çâóê; òåõíîëîã³ÿ, ùî øâèäêî
ðîçâèâàºòüñÿ; äîâ³äíèêè; á³áë³îòåêà ìàéáóòíüîãî; ñõîâèùå; ìóëüòô³ëüì; ïîêðàùóâàòè;
âñåá³÷íå äîñë³äæåííÿ; çâîðîòí³é çâ`ÿçîê; áåíòåæèòè; äåÿê³ äîñë³äæåííÿ íàâîäÿòü íà äóìêó;
ïðèíîñèòè êîðèñòü; ïðîïîçèö³ÿ; òàê çâàí³ íîâàòîðñüê³ òåõíîëîã³¿; øâèäêîïëèííå çàõîïëåííÿ;
âïëèâàòè íà çàãàëüí³ ðåçóëüòàòè òåñòóâàííÿ; ïî÷àòê³âö³; àíêåòà; íàäàâàòè ïåðåâàãó
êîìï`þòåðó íàä ³íøèìè çàñîáàìè; íàâ÷àëüíèé ïëàí; íàâ÷àëüí³ ïëàíè.

Sometimes the words to solve and to decide are misused.

To solve means to find a solution to; óêð. ðîçâ`ÿçóâàòè (âèð³øóâàòè).
To decide means to reach a decision about; óêð. âèð³øóâàòè.

Translate Ukrainian sentences, then match the two columns:

1. Âè ìîæåòå ðîçâ`ÿçàòè öå ð³âíÿííÿ?

2. Ìè âèð³øèëè ïîãîäèòèñÿ ç âàìè.

3. Öþ ïðîáëåìó áóäå íåëåãêî âèð³øèòè
(ðîçâ`ÿçàòè).

4. Âîíè âèð³øèëè ïåðåíåñòè çáîðè.

5. Îñü âèð³øåííÿ óñ³õ íàøèõ ïðîáëåì.

6. Öå íàøå îñòàòî÷íå ð³øåííÿ.
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content(s) — the subject matter óêð. çì³ñò

to convey — to make (ideas, thoughts) known
óêð. ïåðåäàâàòè, ïîâ³äîìëÿòè; âèðàæàòè
aptitude — natural ability or skill, especially
in learning óêð. çä³áí³ñòü, îáäàðîâàí³ñòü
novice — a person with no experience in a
skill or subject, beginner óêð. ïî÷àòê³âåöü,
íîâà÷îê
curriculum — a course of study offered in a
school, college, etc. óêð. íàâ÷àëüíèé êóðñ,
íàâ÷àëüíèé ïëàí
to appreciate — to recognize and enjoy the
good qualities or worth of óêð. îö³íþâàòè,
ö³íóâàòè

Exercise 9.

Exercise 10.

A It will be no easy matter to solve this problem.

B They’ve decided to postpone the meeting.

C This is the solution to all our problems.

D Can you solve this equation?

E This is our final decision.

F We’ve decided to agree with you.



EXPRESSING CONDITIONS 

If …              ÿêùî               

Even if íàâ³òü  ÿêùî

Only if ò³ëüêè ÿêùî

*Should... ÿêùî (òàê òðàïèòüñÿ, ùî)

On condition (that)

In case / in the event (that) 

Provided/ Providing çà óìîâè

*Suppose/ imagine / assuming / granted ïðèïóñò³ìî

*Unless … ÿêùî íå; êð³ì âèïàäêó

*But for ÿêáè íå

*Unless otherwise stated, ÿêùî íåìàº ³íøèõ çàñòåðåæåíü,

*As long as / until / till äîïîêè

It being the case, ÿêùî öå ñàìå òîé âèïàäîê,

If so, … ÿêùî òàê,

If not, … ÿêùî í³,

If any, / If at all ÿêùî âçàãàë³

NOTE.

DO NOT use Future Tense in a sentence where there are two clauses, one of which is time
clause beginning with when; before; until; after/as soon as; unless; should (as equivalent
of if).

if/should

unless

when

I will do it before you come.

after/as soon as

Unless it rains, the meeting will be held outside. 

ßêùî íå áóäå äîùó, çáîðè áóäóòü ïðîâåäåí³ íàäâîð³. 

Should you come, I will meet you. 

ßêùî òè ïðè¿äåø, ÿ òåáå çóñòð³íó.
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NOTE. 

*Whether (or not)            *If … or not ÷è
USE    whether  (RATHER THAN  if) 
BEFORE the infinitives, and AFTER nouns and prepositions



UNREAL CONDITIONS

Present Past

If you studied hard, you would pass

the exam.
ßêáè âè íàïîëåãëèâî â÷èëèñÿ, òî 
ñêëàëè á ³ñïèò. (çì³ñò: âè íå 
â÷èòåñÿ íàïîëåãëèâî, òîáòî íèí³ 
óìîâà º íåðåàëüíîþ).

If only I knew it!
ßêáè ÿ ò³ëüêè çíàâ ïðî öå! (òåïåð)
(çì³ñò: ÿ íå çíàþ ïðî öå)

I wish I were there.
ßê áè ÿ õîò³â áóòè òàì (çì³ñò: 
øêîäà, ùî ìåíå òàì íåìàº).

Even if he were here, he wouldn’t help us.
Íàâ³òü ÿêùî á â³í áóâ òóò (òåïåð)
â³í áè íàì íå äîïîì³ã.

Even if I had a dictionary, 
I wouldn’t use it.
Íàâ³òü ÿêùî á ó ìåíå áóâ 
ñëîâíèê, ÿ á íå ñêîðèñòàâñÿ íèì.

Also:

*If I were in your place (shoes) = 
*Were I in your place (shoes)
(ßêùî á ÿ áóâ íà âàøîìó ì³ñö³ ... )
If I had this book ... = Had I this book ...
(ßêáè y ìåíå áóëà öÿ êíèæêà ... )

*but for  ÿêáè íå 
transforms into «if it were not for» 
(Present Unreal) 
and «if it had not been for» (Past Unreal)

MIND:

*If anything, ÿêùî âçàãàë³; ìàáóòü, íàâ³òü; ñêîð³øå íàâïàêè

*After all, çðåøòîþ

*In any case / In any event /*Come rain or come shine /*Come what may/ 

*At any rate, / Anyway, / Anyhow, ó áóäü-ÿêîìó âèïàäêó

Whatever happens/ *Whatever betides (me) ùî á íå òðàïèëîñÿ

Given… ÿêùî äàíî / º

Seen / Viewed… ÿêùî ðîçãëÿäàòè

*Let's take it for granted äàâàéòe ââàæàòè, ùî öå äîâåäåíî (çðîçóì³ëà ð³÷)

*It being so, …/ This being the case, ÿêùî òàê,

*Putting it another way, ³íàêøå êàæó÷è,

*Taken in that light …/ on this evidence ó òàêîìó ðàêóðñ³,

Conditions permitting, … ÿêùî äîçâîëÿþòü óìîâè,
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If you had studied hard, you would have

passed the exam.
ßêáè âè íàïîëåãëèâî â÷èëèñÿ, òî ñêëàëè á
³ñïèò. (çì³ñò: âè íå â÷èëèñÿ íàïîëåãëèâî
ðàí³øå, òîáòî óìîâà áóëà íåðåàëüíîþ ó
ìèíóëîìó).

If only I had known it!
ßêáè ÿ ò³ëüêè çíàâ ïðî öå! (ðàí³øå, êîëèñü,
ó ìèíóëîìó) (çì³ñò: ÿ íå çíàâ ïðî öå)

But for your help, I’d fail.
ßêáè íå âàøà äîïîìîãà, ÿ á íå äîñÿã
óñï³õó.

I wish I had been there.
ßê áè ÿ õîò³â áóòè òàì (çì³ñò: ÿ øêîäóþ,
ùî ìåíå òàì íå áóëî).

Also: * It’s a pity / I regret

Even if he had been here, he wouldn’t have

helped us.
Íàâ³òü ÿêùî á â³í áóâ òóò (òîä³), â³í áè
íàì íå äîïîì³ã.

Even if I had had a dictionary, I wouldn’t

have used it.
Íàâ³òü ÿêùî á ó ìåíå áóâ ñëîâíèê (òîä³), ÿ
á íå ñêîðèñòàâñÿ íèì.



Considering… Áåðó÷è äî óâàãè...

What if...? À  ÿêùî... ?

Structurally, Ó ñòðóêòóðíîìó ïëàí³; ÿêùî ðîçãëÿäàòè ñòðóêòóðó...

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. Viewed from this perspective, it  is not an isolated development.
2. She wondered (asked) whether the assistant provided all the necessary handouts.
3. It depends on whether they pre-register or register at the conference.
4. It's your decision whether you choose to continue the experiment or to stop.
5. Safe drinking water is often taken for granted in the modern world.
6. The flexibility also makes it possible (if suitable licenses are available) to move ahead.
7. Unless Chinese authorities can be persuaded, the new standard could take on the force of

law at the end of this year, if the Ministry manages to push it through. 
8. If just one signal were employed, it would be straightforward to optimize the process.
9. Taken in that light, it is a compelling  reading.
10. If an invention is made by an engineer, should such an invention be rejected because it was

made not a by a licensed engineer, regardless of how useful, imaginative or safe it is? Following
this logic, all inventions made by Thomas Edison should not be patented, manufactured and sold
because he was thrown out of school after three months.

11. If they are involved, they are going to stay and contribute. 
12. What if you take the INTERNET as an organizational model for how to manage a business? 
13. Conceptually, the two devices resemble each other.
14. Metaphysics aside, that question became harder and harder to answer. 
15. If he or she were a recent graduate, I just hoped he or she would become competent in time.
16. If you are not interested in asking questions, you are not interested in having answers.
17. Unless otherwise stated, follow the usual procedure.
18. If completed, the experiment will make it possible to draw definite conclusions.
19. Given certain conditions, such experiments could be carried out  by almost everyone.
20. When being pure, water is a colorless liquid.
21. Stated in a simple form, the hypothesis runs as follows.
22. Provided certain basic requirements are met, the work may be completed in time.
23. These trends would be taking place, presumably, if only a handful of countries were talking

to each other.
24. Granted, this doesn't represent the world at large, and yes, there's plenty of inequity with

respect to access.
25. If anything, technical support workers are more popular than ever.
26. Once perfected — technically and economically — GPS will offer a key to remote-control vehicles. 
27. May the group succeed, as well as all other engineers.
28. «Come rain or come shine» is another English idiom featuring the so-called Archaic

Subjunctive.
29. However, if proper attention is paid to the question of language learning, the problem of

disadvantage dramatically diminishes. If a global language is taught early enough, from the time
that children begin their full-time education, and if it is maintained continuously and resourced
well, the kind of linguistic competence which emerges in due course is a real and powerful
bilingualism, indistinguishable from that found in any speaker who has encountered the language
since birth. These are enormous «ifs»…

30. Whatever betides, trust in God.
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If truth be told, ïðàâäó êàæó÷è,

MIND: If need be, ÿêùî òðåáà,

Archaic Subjunctive phrases: So be it. Íåõàé áóäå òàê.

(the infinitive WITHOUT to) Far be it from me to… ß äàëåêèé â³ä...

So help me God. Áîæå, äîïîìîæè.

Çâîðîòè òèïó I prefer that he do it àáî

It is necessary (important/essential; desirable etc.) that she do (realize) it / be there.

Íåîáõ³äíî (âàæëèâî; áàæàíî), ùîá/àáè âîíà öå çðîáèëà (óñâ³äîìèëà)/áóëà òàì.

Exercise 11.



Fill in the blanks.

1. If inertia and gravity … like other manifestations of electromagnetic phenomena, it might 
someday be possible to manipulate them by advanced engineering techniques.
a. will be         
b. are     
c. is         
d. was
2. Conditions …, we will return tomorrow.
a. permit                    
b. to permit                    
c. permitting     
d. permits
3. If Java is the answer, what…?
a. was the question        
b. the question was     
c. the question had been   
d. has been the question
4. If, in a given design, the fabrication processing … in circuits that are faster than expected 
the modulator parameter in question could actually decrease.
a. results     
b. result       
c. will result       
d. to result
5. If  breakthroughs …, the prospects for bringing down greenhouse gas emissions will improve.
a. occur   
b. occurs    
c. will occur   
d. occurring
6. If she ... tomorrow, we will set a new appointment for her.
a. will call            
b. call               
c. calls              
d. called
7. Suppose you … to deposit your latest research article.
a. will decide   
b. deciding   
c. decide  
d. decision
8. If she … here now, she would help us a lot.
a. was                
b. is                
c. will be          
d. were
9. ... the fundamental factors change, I will not change my conclusions.
a. Unless
b. Another
c. When asked 
d. In order to 
10. Will it ... to today's technology?
a. to tie
b. be tied
c. ties
d. tied
11. Before you … compiling information for your proposal, you should consider the guidelines 
of the Foundation.
a. will continue   
b. continue   
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c. continues   
d. continued
12. … that you are right about this, what shall we do?
a.  What if      
b. After all    
c. In any case       
d. Assuming
13. When a company … to replace mainframes with network servers, it sets the new system up 
in parallel and shuts down the old system only after a safe period.
a. will decide  
b. decide 
c. decides 
d. deciding
14. Don't apply for the job … you qualify.
a. unless             
b. lest     
c. of course     
d. but for
15. … anything go wrong, the whole project would fail.
a. Providing      
b. Should      
c. As long as     
d. Given
16.  … there is no opposition, we'll hold the meeting tomorrow.
a.  Provision   
b. Provide   
c. That          
d. Provided that 
17. If ...  the authors for clarification/further information, it is probable that a different outcome 
would have resulted.
a. contacted    
b. they contacted    
c. had they contacted   
d. they had contacted   

Choose the correct option.

1. I wish you would have called.
a. You called.
b. You didn’t call.

2. If I have money, I buy English books.
a. I always do this.
b. I do this when I have money.

3. If she had studied for her test, I’m sure she would have done quite well.
a. She didn’t study.
b. She studied.

4. If Mary had been at the office, she would have helped you.
a. Mary helped you.
b. Mary didn’t help you.

5. You could have gotten a higher score.
a. You didn’t get a high score because you didn’t study.
b. You got a high score because you studied.

6. They could have finished the project on time.
a. They had the ability to be quicker.
b. They finished the project on time.

7. Let’s pretend that we have this opportunity.
a. We have the opportunity.
b. We don’t have the opportunity.
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8. I wish you had come back.
a. You did not come.
b. You came.

9. If you had done your homework, you would have gotten an excellent mark.
a. You didn’t get an excellent mark because you didn’t do you homework.
b. You did your homework, and so you got an excellent mark.

10. You could have brought a friend to the party.
a. You came alone.
b. You came with a friend.

11. I wish that you liked the meeting.
a. You didn’t like the meeting.
b. You liked the meeting.

12. I hope that you enjoyed the party.
a. You didn’t enjoy  the party.
b. There is actual possibility that you liked the party.

Make up microdialogues with your colleagues. Work in pairs.

What would you do if you were 10 years old (young) again
a writer
a millionaire
head of your department

Example:

A. I wonder, what would you do if you were a millionaire?

B. If I were a millionaire, I would give all my money to my teacher!

Translate Ukrainian sentences. Then match the two columns.

1. ßêáè òóò áóâ ì³é íàóêîâèé êåð³âí³ê,
â³í áè, áåçñóìí³âíî, óñå ïîÿñíèâ.

2. Áåç âîäè íå áóëî á æèòòÿ.

3. Áàæàíî, àáè ðåçóëüòàòè áóëî
îïóáë³êîâàíî.

4. ßêáè áóâ âèêîðèñòàíèé öåé íîâèé
ìåòîä, ìè îòðèìàëè á êðàù³
ðåçóëüòàòè.

5. Æèòòÿ íå ìîãëî á ³ñíóâàòè íà Çåìë³,
ÿêáè íå òåïëî òà ñâ³òëî, ÿêå âîíà
îòðèìóº â³ä ñîíöÿ.

6. Ãîëîâíà âèìîãà — ùîá íàø
åêñïåðèìåíò çàê³í÷èâñÿ â÷àñíî.

7. Á³ëüø³ñòü ñó÷àñíèõ âèíàõîä³â áóëà á
íåìîæëèâîþ áåç íàóêîâîãî ïðîãðåñó.

8. Âàæëèâî, àáè  â³í ðåòåëüíî âèêîíàâ
ñâîþ ðîáîòó.

9. ßêáè ó ìåíå áóëà öÿ êíèãà, ÿ á äàâ ¿¿
âàì.

10. Íåîáõ³äíî, àáè âîíè çàçíà÷èëè
ìåòîäè, ÿê³ á ìîæíà áóëî âèêîðèñòàòè
íàäàë³.

11. ßêáè â³í çíàâ òåîð³þ, â³í áè
ïîÿñíèâ öåé ôåíîìåí.

12. ß õîò³â áè ñêàçàòè äåê³ëüêà ñë³â.

13. ßêáè òîä³ ó íüîãî áóâ ÷àñ, â³í áè
ïðèéøîâ.
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A The main requirement is that our experiment
be finished in time.

B There would be no life without water.

C Most of the present-day discoveries would not
have been possible without science progress.

D If I had this book, I would give it to you.

E Were my research advisor here, he would
undoubtedly explain everything.

F It is necessary that they indicate methods that
might be developed further.

G He would have come, if he had had time then.

H Had he known the theory, he would have
explained this phenomenon.

I It is desirable that the results be published.

J Life could not exist on the Earth but for the
heat and light which it receives from the Sun.

K If this new method were applied, we would
obtain better results.

L It is essential that he perform his work carefully.

M I would like to say a couple of words.



Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

Born in Montreal, Oscar Peterson is recognized the world over as one of the greatest pianists
in the history of jazz music. Combining classical mastery with jazz improvisation, he has redefined
his art, giving the world a new style of jazz. In the course of a career that began in 1942, Oscar
Peterson has worked with all the greats, including Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Count Basie,
Nat King Cole, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and Stan Getz. Oscar Peterson has received
countless honours and awards, including numerous Grammys and Junos. Oscar Peterson is a giant
among jazz musicians. Vitality and dedication are the hallmarks of his stellar career as soloist,
accompanist, leader and sideman, composer and arranger, teacher and spokesman. Oscar
Peterson is a giant in every sense of the word. His dazzling technique combined with his swinging
style have made him, as one critic remarked, «the best jazz pianist in the whole world».

1. The passage is about

a. Montreal festivals
b. History of jazz
c. Jazz celebrity
d. Jazz musicians

2. According to the passage, Oscar Peterson created a new

a. musical instrument
b. style in spoken language
c. musical manner
d. teaching methodology

3. It can be inferred from the passage that Oscar Peterson's career was

a. very versatile
b. dedicated solely to teaching
c. dedicated to classical music only
d. judged by one critic

4. In the last sentence, the word technique refers to

a. technology expert
b. highly skilled worker
c. method of doing something that needs skill
d. small detail or rule that needs special knowledge in order to be understood

5. It can be concluded that Oscar Peterson is a great 

a. critic
b. poet
c. painter
d. musician

6. The underlined word recognized could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. known  
b. recalled   
c. remembered   
d. criticized
7. The underlined word Combining could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. Doing away with   
b. Telling  apart  
c. Dealing with 
d. Joining together

8. The underlined word redefined could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. characterized in detail  
b. clearly showed  
c. exactly explained   
d. gave the new meaning

9. The underlined phrase In the course of could best be replaced by which of the following:
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a. After  
b. In the end of  
c. During 
d. Prior to  

10. The underlined word countless could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. a few  
b.  few 
c. a couple of   
d. very many  

11. The underlined word awards could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. prizes  
b. notifications  
c. papers  
d. invitations

12. The underlined word Vitality could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. Spirit  
b. Ardor   
c. Movement  
d. Necessity

13. The underlined word dedication could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. commitment  
b. talent   
c. force   
d. cheerfulness

14. The underlined word hallmarks could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. great ideas  
b. some ramifications  
c. new approaches   
d. typical qualities

15. The underlined word sense could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. letter  
b. meaning   
c. representation  
d. sound

Render the passage into Ukrainian.

What is jazz? It's the music that celebrates the individual, but at the same time is extremely
democratic: it's built on improvisation, but not at the expense of group cooperation. It is also an
extremely emotional music, but one which requires a lot of thought and concentration to play
well, and a music which celebrates rhythmic diversity without neglecting harmonic richness and
melodic beauty. It's primarily an instrumental music, although some of its greatest artist — Bessie
Smith, Nina Simone, Etta James and others are the vocalists. The word «jazz» itself is really very
hard to define. 

It is impossible to say exactly how and when jazz was born, but it's clear that the music is
primarily the product of African Americans. Sold into slavery, and separated from their culture,
these people proved remarkably resourceful in their ability to take the sounds and rhythms with
which they grew up and adapt them to the music of their new home. The earliest forms of such
music, i.e. spirituals, represented a fusion of African and American musical ideas, and introduced
a new level of expressiveness and rhythmic complexity to American music. Out of this fusion
came an emotionally rich style known as the blues, which first took shape around the time of the
Civil War, and has remained one of the cornerstones of American music to this day. Another basis
of an early jazz was ragtime, a piano-based, strictly composed style of music, with its own highly
developed structure. Actually, the blues and ragtime were two sides of the same coin, and it was
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when musicians began experimenting with ways to combine them that the music known as jazz
began to take shape. That phenomenon happened early in last century in several different places,
but especially in New Orleans. It would be an oversimplification to say, as it has so often been
said, that jazz was «born» there, but it's certainly true that New Orleans, a cosmopolitan city with
a unique mix of races and cultures, was the first great center of this music. New Orleans was the
home of Louis Armstrong, the music's first great artist, and its first international star. It was
Armstrong who turned jazz into a soloist's art, but he came out of a tradition which prized
collective improvisation with the lead instruments (usually trumpet, clarinet, trombone)
improvising simultaneously, with each instrument stepping forward occasionally to play a brief
solo «break». This sort of music survived as Dixieland. But once Armstrong, a trumpet virtuoso
and a brilliant improviser, came on the scene, the nature of the music changed dramatically. He
almost single-handedly transformed it from music of collective improvisation to a music built
around individual solos. 

Lately, the definition of jazz has been stretched so far in so many directions that the word has
virtually lost its meaning. It may not always be easy to figure out what is and what isn't jazz today,
but one thing is for sure: we are listening to a lot of it in many different forms.

NoteworthyNoteworthy
There is a subtle but important difference between the use of «that» and «which» in a sentence.

Simply: use «that» when it begins a new sentence, and «which» when it introduces a new clause
in the same sentence, for example, «You never know, which is why let's take into account
everything» and «You never know. That is why let's take into account everything.»

Usually, we DON'T use «will» after «if» in English (e.g., «If it snows heavily tomorrow, the flight
will be canceled»). However, there could be some exceptions to the rule! We CAN use «will» after
«if»:

if we're talking about future results rather than conditions (e.g., «If you think it will help you
achieve the goal…»);
in certain phrases like: if you will (meaning «if you insist on…»), if you won't (meaning «if
you refuse to...»), and in polite requests: if you wouldn't mind (doing something), if you'd
be so kind as (to do something).

Discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen and thinking what nobody has
thought. 

Albert Szent-Gyorgy

Knowledge and wisdom
There is a difference between knowledge and wisdom. 
Knowledge is knowing that a tomato is a fruit, not a vegetable. 
Wisdom is knowing not to include it in a fruit salad. 

Everyone is important
During Mark's first month of college, the professor gave his students a pop quiz. He was a

conscientious student and had breezed through the questions, until he read the last one: «What
is the first name of the woman who cleans the school?» Surely this was some kind of joke. He
had seen the cleaning woman several times. She was tall, dark-haired and in her 50s, but how
would he know her name? He handed in his paper, leaving the last question blank. 

Just before class ended, one student asked if the last question would count toward the quiz
grade. «Absolutely,» said the professor. «In your careers, you will meet many people. All are
significant. They each deserve your attention and care, even if all you do is smile and say «hello».
Mark never forgot that lesson. He also learned her name was Dorothy. 
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DOs and DON'Ts for Young Scientists

A Checklist for Information Age

Emphasis
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TEXT. Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

DOs and DON’Ts may be defined as the rules of behavior. They are meant to emphasize certain
points that might be useful. 

1. DO relate what you are doing to the overall system or project objective.

Make it your business to understand how your part of a project fits into the system being
designed and what mission or objective that system is trying to accomplish. Putting it another
way, try to understand the big picture.

There are two reasons for doing this. It
makes your job more interesting and exciting
and it may suggest a simpler, better approach
to your part of work. There are hundreds of
cases where someone completed the assigned part of a larger system, and, after learning the
overall objective, pointed out a much better way to accomplish the same objective. If the people
around you are too busy, try asking the boss at a lunchtime to tell you «a little more about how
you fit into overall program». Thus, DON’T be afraid to challenge the planned way of doing
something or to propose a new way.

2. DO give credit to others for their ideas and contributions. 

It’s the right, ethical and professional thing to do. Your listeners or readers will be more
comfortable and impressed knowing you have explored the field. They will also assume that the
work not credited to others is yours. Furthermore, the persons receiving the credit will respect
you and be more likely to share their other new thoughts with you. Within a group, such behavior
is often crucial to effective cooperation. To
give emphasis and add a bit of fun, identify a
particularly original idea with the originator’s
name: «Johnson’s Chart», «Harris Technique».

3. DO keep learning. 

DO join professional society. DO read articles and books, use the library, and attend
professional meetings. Set up a requirement of reading at least one scientific paper a week. Select
difficult ones. If you don’t understand the paper, ask others. DON’T give up.

DO write papers. It’s hard and takes time and discipline, but it’s important for you and your
profession. DO document your work. Write it down. In his book on computers and hackers, «The
Cuckoo’s Egg», Cliff Stoll quotes the
Astronomer’s Rule of Thumb: «If you didn’t
write it down, it didn’t happen».

DO become a «local» expert in some area,
even if it’s a fairly narrow one.

4. DO plan and schedule your work. 

Make a detailed plan of all you must do to finish the job.  As someone said: «Plan the work,
then work the plan».

Assume complete responsibility for your own career. Develop and maintain a strategic plan
from Day One. This plan is mandatory for judging your career progress.

5. DO develop a thorough understanding of entrepreneurship and practical business knowledge. 

Get yourself involved in seeking solutions to some problems of real importance (education,
health care etc.). DO try to understand the user and his or her needs.

6. DO learn to express yourself clearly in speech and writing.

crucial (to, for) — of deciding importance 
óêð. âèð³øàëüíèé

rule of thumb — óêð. åìï³ðè÷íå ïðàâèëî

to accomplish — to succeed in doing something; to

finish successfully Synonym: to achieve 
óêð. çä³éñíþâàòè, çàâåðøóâàòè
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1. What is meant by DOs and DON’Ts?

2. What is the role of emphatic do in this text?

3. Indicate the elements of the text that show the author’s recommendations, as well as the
most categorical statements.

4. What is the purpose of citing in this passage?

5. What is specific about each piece of advice? Why is it important to follow them?

Give English equivalents of:

çàâåðøóâàòè ïðîåêò; êðàùèé øëÿõ; ïîñèëàòèñÿ íà ïðàö³; áóòè âèð³øàëüíèì äëÿ
åôåêòèâíî¿ ñï³âïðàö³; áóòè ñïåö³àë³ñòîì ó äîñèòü âóçüê³é ãàëóç³; ïëàíóâàòè ðîáîòó;
ðîçðîáëÿòè ñòðàòåã³÷íèé ïëàí; ðîçâ`ÿçóâàòè ñïðàâä³ âàæëèâ³ ïðîáëåìè; ï³äïðèºìíèöòâî.

Give Ukrainian equivalents of:

to emphasize the point; to fit into overall project (system); to challenge the planned way of
doing something; to explore the field; to share thoughts and ideas; crucial factor; to assume
responsibility; to judge the progress; entrepreneurship.

Render the following passage into Ukrainian.

How to Speak in Public

Be prepared

� Find out why you are there, what is expected of you, how much time you have.
� Note down the points you want to make. Don’t try to memorize a whole speech — key
words on index cards are often useful.

� Check and double-check technical equipment (microphones, computers, visual presenters
etc.). Make sure you know where the power switch is.

What you say

� Say what you need to say as clearly as possible. Repeat key phrases/points at the end.
� Any new information you can incorporate into your speech such as recent statistics, will help
to keep your audience interested. However, be careful not to base your whole talk on statistics
and/or background information. Tell them something they don’t already know. At the end of
your talk ask if there are any questions. You can be sure that if you speak effectively, people
will remember you. 

Coping with nerves

� Take a couple of deep breaths before starting.  Think of professional achievements you are
proud of and keep it at the back of your mind.

� Speak clearly and smile. Keep your body relaxed and use controlled gestures and pauses for
emphasis.

Exercise 1.

Exercise 2.

Exercise 3.
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EMPHASIS

Emphasis (intensification) may be signaled in various ways including special stress, intonation,
grammar patterns, choice of words etc.

Emphatic DO This theory does hold. 
ä³ºñëîâî — ï³äñèëþâà÷ Öÿ òåîð³ÿ º ä³éñíî ñïðàâåäëèâîþ.
(«ñïðàâä³») I (really) do think so. It did seem strange.  
ß ñïðàâä³ òàê äóìàþ/ââàæàþ.  Öå ñïðàâä³ âèäàâàëîñÿ äèâíèì.

Reflexive pronoun Science itself proceeds from the known (dull) to the 
after noun unknown (interesting). 
çâîðîòíèé çàéìåííèê Âëàñíå íàóêà éäå â³ä â³äîìîãî (íåö³êàâîãî) 
ï³ñëÿ ³ìåííèêà äî íåâ³äîìîãî (ö³êàâîãî).

Double negation It's not that they don't qualify. 
ïîäâ³éíå çàïåðå÷åííÿ Íåïðàâäà, ùî âîíè íå â³äïîâ³äàþòü êâàë³ô³êàö³éíèì 
(ÿêå íå ñòîñóºòüñÿ âèìîãàì.  Âîíè â³äïîâ³äàþòü êâàë³ô³êàö³éíèì âèìîãàì.
ïåðåäà÷³ â³ðîã³äíîñò³)

It was not until... that…  It was professor Johnson who delivered  
ëèøå ó ... a lecture last week. 
It is/was... that/who… Ñàìå ïðîôåñîð  Äæîíñîí ïðî÷èòàâ ëåêö³þ 
ñàìå... ìèíóëîãî  òèæíÿ.

It is this theory that is of interest to us. 
Ñàìå öÿ òåîð³ÿ ö³êàâèòü íàñ.
It was not until 1897 that Tesla invented radio. 
² ëèøå ó 1897 ð. Òåñëà âèíàéøîâ ðàä³î.

Inversion I will never go there (ïðÿìèé ïîðÿäîê ñë³â) 
²íâåðñ³ÿ — Never will I go there (íåïðÿìèé ïîðÿäîê ñë³â). 
íåïðÿìèé ïîðÿäîê ñë³â ß í³êîëè òóäè íå ï³äó.  

Not once did they try. 
Âîíè íå ñïðîáóâàëè æîäíîãî ðàçó. 
Little do we know!

ßê æå ìàëî ìè çíàºìî!
He can’t do it. Neither can I. 
Â³í íå ìîæå öüîãî çðîáèòè. ß òàêîæ. 
They didn’t inform us about the conference. 
Nor did they send the invitations. 
Âîíè íå ïîâ³äîìèëè íàñ ïðî êîíôåðåíö³þ. 
A òàêîæ íå íàä³ñëàëè çàïðîøåíü. 
Isn’t it interesting!

ßê ö³êàâî! Õ³áà æ öå íå ö³êàâî?

NOTE. 

Âàæëèâî â³äð³çíÿòè öþ
êîíñòðóêö³þ â³ä áåçîñîáîâèõ
çâîðîò³â òèïó
It is believed  Ââàæàþòü, (ùî)
It is known    Â³äîìî, (ùî)
It is interesting  Ö³êàâî, (ùî)
It is (not) surprising/ 
It comes as no (great) surprise
Íå äèâíî, (ùî)

IS or ARE? 

It was the student
who helped us.

It was the students
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Presented in a picture is a  scheme. 
Íà ìàëþíêó  íàâåäåíî ñõåìó. 
Confirming this theory is another fact. 
Öþ òåîð³þ ñòâåðäæóº ùå îäèí ôàêò. 
Of importance is his point of view. 
Éîãî òî÷êà çîðó ìàº âàæëèâå çíà÷åííÿ.

Emphatic words

åìôàòè÷í³ ñëîâà
(ñëîâà-ï³äñèëþâà÷³)

Double inversion

Ïîäâ³éíà ³íâåðñ³ÿ (íà
ïî÷àòêó ðå÷åííÿ —
ñêëàäíèé ïðèñóäîê,
âèðàæåíèé
ä³ºïðèêìåòíèêîì ² àáî
²², ³ìåííèêîì ç
ïðèéìåííèêîì àáî
ïðèêìåòíèêîì)

well over/above çíà÷íî á³ëüøå

gazillion / bazillion / a plethora (of) / myriad /

legion / astronomical number/ hundreds of millions/ 

awesome amount / a whole bunch of / a wealth of /

a host of/ a tsunami (of) âåëèêà ê³ëüê³ñòü 

gigantic (humongous)/ gargantuan / incredibly huge

âåëè÷åçíèé

as many as/as much as/as long as ö³ëèõ... 

as wide as çàâøèðøêè

(with) this many ç òàêîþ (âåëèêîþ) ê³ëüê³ñòþ

remarkably / extremely / overwhelmingly / definitely /

entirely / considerably / significantly/ immensely /

severely / dramatically çíà÷íî

very/ever so/very much/greatly/highly/intensely äóæå

overly / too / *way too / excessively / prohibitively

íàäòî; çàíàäòî

totally/entirely/completely/wholly/altogether ïîâí³ñòþ 

above all ïåðåäóñ³ì 

after all çðåøòîþ

again çíîâó, ùå ðàç

only / solely /alone/ merely / just / simply

ëèøå, ëèøåíü, ñóòî, ò³ëüêè, âèêëþ÷íî

even íàâ³òü 

more than just á³ëüø í³æ (ÿê)

yet another ³ùå îäèí

such (a/an)/so òàêèé

in fact/actually/in reality/in actuality/in effect/in truth

íàñïðàâä³; âëàñíå 

really / indeed ñïðàâä³ 

at least ïðèíàéìí³

literally áóêâàëüíî 

practically / virtually ïðàêòè÷íî, ìàéæå

(most) importantly (,) (îñîáëèâî) âàæëèâî

to emphasize / to stress / to highlight

íàãîëîøóâàòè, ï³äêðåñëþâàòè

clearly / obviously / of course / certainly / sure(ly) / 

definitely / undoubtedly / without doubt / doubtless /

it goes without saying / needless to say

áåç ñóìí³âó; áåçïåðå÷íî; çâè÷àéíî

notably / especially / particularly îñîáëèâî; à íàäòî

absolutely / at all / whatsoever çîâñ³ì; àáñîëþòíî
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So much work, and so little time! 
Such an interesting idea! 
The task is too difficult. 
Imagine the very idea! 
It’s just a matter of time. 
I really want to help you. 
You may well agree with them. 
The discovery was made as early as XVIII century.

He alone can help us. Only she can do it. 
Even under such conditions will the reaction proceed.
Again, let us emphasize that.
The number of items is astronomical. 
The Y2K problem has captured an awesome amount of public attention.
The threshold varies over an immense range.
The function may, in isolated cases, take a small or even zero value.
Environmentalism, above all, links the past with the future.
They have a whole bunch of security functions.
Here we highlight several new possible findings.
But there is yet another level of  meaning.
The substance itself will not undergo the desired reaction.
Noteworthy in the above analysis is the implicit assumption that the output voltage swing is 
maximum for all values.
Phenomenological experiences are, after all, only one aspect of our mental activity.
Undoubtedly, a review of this nature leaves many questions unanswered.
In truth, every part of business is being influenced by the Net.
However, it could take as long as 18 months before this new requirement is applied.
It is also worth reiterating that this is very important.
It goes without saying that the research projects must be carried out with well-known scientific 
methodology.
Of particular importance are the methods by which one abstract theory may be embedded by 
translation or interpretation of another theory at a lower level of abstraction. 
Does it work? The answer has to be an emphatic yes.
Not all experiences are equivalent, and experience alone is insufficient.
It's uncommon to get such level of detail with this many subjects.
Some say that basic research is getting one thing to work. Period.
Most projections have been overly optimistic so far.
These improvements are sorely needed.

MIND also:

� repetitions (ïîâòîðè)

No, no, no, no. We don't want this. 
Many, many managers have the centralized mindset.

*a crying need íàãàëüíà ïîòðåáà

*sorely íàãàëüíî

*ever since (ùå) ç òîãî ÷àñó ÿê

for the first time ever óïåðøå (â ³ñòîð³¿)

*to be of (the) utmost importance áóòè äóæå âàæëèâèì 

*It is worth + Gerund / *It is worthy of âàðòî

noteworthy âàðòèé óâàãè

*It is noteworthy âàðòî/ñë³ä çâåðíóòè óâàãó (íà)

*what a… ! ÿêèé … !

*Period. / *Full stop. / *The end. ² êðàïêà. ² âñå.
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I do not mean to suggest... 

I don't mean to imply...

I will not even mention...

I pass over...

No one would suggest... 

This is not to deny...

Of course, I do not need to mention that...

It is unnecessary to bring up...

We can forget about...

X is not in any sense...

This is not to deny that there are other sources.
I am not saying that we should not study this problem.
The book is not in any sense an authorized biography.

� split infinitive (ðîçùåïëåíèé ³íô³í³òèâ, ïåðåêëàäàºòüñÿ ÿê çâè÷àéíèé ³íô³í³òèâ)

I want to finally know it.

� metaphors (ìåòàôîðè)

Their intent was to push forward the frontier in the area of security, but not necessarily with
all the «bells and whistles» of a complete product.

We discussed the two models under a single umbrella.
A piece of indium is «sandwiched» between the plates. 
There also needs to be more cross-pollination in the industry between environmental managers

and engineers.
Chapter 5 is the heart of the book.

� idioms (ôðàçåîëîã³÷í³ çâîðîòè)

He can catch lightning in a bottle.  Â³í âì³º âõîïèòè âîâêà çà âóõî.
First and foremost, the bottom line is that the difference between good and bad writing has to

be like chalk and cheese. Bear in mind that it is a question of custom and practice. Last but not
least, to err is human, but you still need to make as certain as day that your mistakes are few and
far between.

� humor (ãóìîð)

Nanotechnology will make us healthy and wealthy, though not necessarily wise.
The general rule of «out of sight, out of mind» (or never in the mind, as the case may be) may

be generalized to other activities.
As that eminent theoretician, Yogi Berra, once said, «The future ain't what it used to be». 
Kim Maxwell is president of Independent Editions, a firm studying the Information

superhighway. He is also a chairman of ADSL forum. All in all, he would rather be reading Homer.

� occasionalisms, neologisms (îêàç³îíàë³çìè, íåîëîã³çìè) e.g. hard-to-affordware, the
weapon of mass detraction etc.)

The four C's for the future of education are: Community, Collaboration, Curriculum, and
Creativity. 

Do the right (write) thing.

� borrowings (çàïîçè÷åííÿ)

de facto; de jure; a priori; a posteriori; per diem; 

ibidem/ibid. /ib. (in the same place — used in bibliographic citations); Op. cit. (in the work cited

— used in textual annotations); ad hoc (for this); per se (by itself, in itself); sine qua non

(essential), terra incognita (unknown land); bona fide (sincere, genuine, authentic); vice versa

(conversely); cf. (compare); et al. (and others);  Zeitgeist (spirit of the times); verboten (prohibited

or forbidden); Festschrift (a collection of papers (a book) prepared by colleagues to honour a

scholar); Ansatz (basic approach), Leitmotiv (a recurring theme); Ding an sich (thing in itself);

Übermensch (superman); Grand Prix; carte blanche (unlimited authority); fin de siecle (the period

� «fake negation» for the sake of

emphasis (óäàâàíå çàïåðå÷åííÿ)

IMPLICATION: the author wants to

preclude jumping to conclusions by the

reader, asserts or emphasizes something by

pointedly seeming to pass over, ignore or

deny it.
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from 1890 to 1910 with a connotation of decadence); oeuvre (work); milieu (setting, social

environment); silhouette; soubriquet (nickname); creme de la creme (best of the best — used to

describe highly skilled people); rapprochement («coming together», mutual understanding); 

Noun + extraordinaire (extraordinary in a particular capacity); Noun + galore (in great numbers

or quantity, in abundance; aplenty); deja vu; beige etc. 

Standards remain the sine qua non in virtually all fields of technology.
Per diem, or «per day», is a Latin phrase meaning specific amount of money an organization

allows an individual to spend per day (daily allowance). Typically, though not exclusively, per
diems cover travel and subsistence expences.

C'est magnifique!
Voila! 
Eureka!

� rhetorical questions (ðèòîðè÷í³ çàïèòàííÿ)

To compress or not to compress? 
What if there is no such thing as mass? 
How did we get here? How might we move forward? 

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian. If necessary, consult

dictionaries and/or other sources.

1. Neuroeconomics  is yet another new term.
2. Get a wealth of computing information at your fingertips.
3. This is the first book to directly address such communications problems. It does indeed work.
4. This could be used for a plethora of services.  
5. Nowhere is this more apparent than in technology.
6. It's a superb example of how too many cooks spoiled the broth.
7. There is a crying need for more paleophysical studies. 
8. China has emerged as a producer — often the major producer — of consumer goods.
9. Everything in China, visitors are often told, is measured in «reverse dog years» — what takes

seven years anywhere else takes just one here.
10. Virtually all receivers used in radio astronomy employ this technique.
11. No doubt there are lessons to be learned here.
12. This city is not unique. Nor is this town. In some ways, it's not that different from AOL.
13. It simply is — it just exists.
14. The new thinking has to be a wholly different attitude.
15. The incident really did happen.
16. There are two bridges to cross.
17. A liquid-crystal television is, in effect, a sandwich with many ingredients.
18. One proverb — an old wise phrase (a.k.a. adage) says, «the darkest hour is that before the dawn».
19. One just can't pigeonhole this sort of job.
20. Ever since they were discovered by early settlers, kangaroos have fascinated biologists. 
21. However, there is a silver lining to this inconvenience.
22. The book offers a reader a sea of information.
23. This had no effect whatsoever.
24. I don't like it at all — not a bit.
25. I can follow your train of thought.
26. What is the network bottleneck?
27. His isolation from the major academic and industrial R&D communities proved a blessing in disguise.
28. It's simply the perfect technique. FULL STOP. THE END. PERIOD.
29. Besides a knack for empathy, tech support types are also united in their thirst for

knowledge.
30. Esprit de l'escalier —  a witty remark made a posteriori (first used by Denis Diderot) literally

means «staircase wit» (when one leaves a room and is halfway down the stairs before s/he
suddenly thinks of a witty comment one could have made).

31. One of famed science-fiction authors Arthur Clarke's tongue-in-cheek laws states that «any
sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic». 

32. «The English-speaking world may be divided into (1) those who neither know nor care what
a split infinitive is; (2) those who do not know, but care very much; (3) those who know and

Exercise 4.
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condemn; (4) those who know and distinguish. Those who neither know nor care are the vast
majority, and are a happy folk, to be envied by most of the minority classes.» (H. W. Fowler,
«Modern English Usage», 1926).

33. And how does one get to this promised land? Well, perhaps we should follow Thomas
Jefferson's advice, given in a 1787 letter: «A little rebellion now and then is a good thing.» 

34.  There are no quick fixes, no silver bullets.
35. The information tsunami hasn't been helped one bit by the Internet.
36. One country's brain drain is another's brain gain.
37. The symptoms sounded all too familiar. 
38. «Condicio sine qua non» is a Latin expression denoting a required, indispensable condition.
39. The vast majority of blogs are nothing more than online diaries that record the daily trials

and tribulations of the blogger.
40. Some people prefer the word «moniker» when talking about various nicknames; others

would say «soubriquet».
41. RSVP means «please reply», of course.
42.  This is strictly verboten. 
43. A digital silhouette is a profile generated by a software program that monitors a user's

surfing habits. 
44. This article advocates a mutually beneficial rapprochement between the disciplines.
45. A specialist application may be used by a handful of callers for a matter of days. 
46. It will obviously require technologies that are now only in their incipient stages. 
47. We need real out-of-the-box thinking.
48. It's worth at least a little wow.
49. The old Raman amplifier idea has been dusted off and given a new life.
50. What drives evolution? Does it proceed smoothly or by sudden jumps?
51. «Nippon» is Japanese for «the country under the sun» or «the country where the sun rises».

This name came to be used diplomatically early in the 17th century when the prince who was
then at the helm of the state personally called his country «the land where the sun rises» in a
message addressed to the Emperor of China, because Japan is located to the east of China.

52. Among current popular German borrowings is  «Fachidiot», literally «subject idiot» (refers
to a person who has become such an academic specialist, so deeply immersed in the subject, that
s/he has lost all interest in or understanding of what is going on in the real world). 

53. In terms of size and splendor, the Bergdorf boutique certainly doesn't hold a candle to the
original tri-level La Maison Guerlain in Paris, but it does offer all the same luxuries.

54. She is a computer science extraordinaire. 
55. And look on the bright side!

Fill in the blanks.

1. Of concern … that must be put in place to support nomadicity. 
a. those capabilities are       
b. are those capabilities   
c. those capabilities    
d. and those capabilities
2. It is … of note that the volume can have a profound influence on the numerical value. 
a. worthy
b. worth    
c. noteworthy     
d. and worthy
3. This approach could … improve the commercial viability of next generation systems. 
a. substantial          
b. substance    
c. substantially   
d. to substantially
4. It is of the utmost … that professionals in English-language recognize the great variety of

users and uses of English today.
a. importance           
b. important              
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c. importantly     
d. import
5. Future discoveries are … to yield an increasingly precise view of the history of dinosaurs and 

the major factors influencing their evolution. 
a. certainly          
b. certainty                  
c. to be certain             
d. certain
6. The constant interaction of law and education arises from their common concerns on … many 

questions.
a. so         
b. such                 
c. such a                
d. such as
7. This project is … of myriad indications that photovoltaic electricity is coming of age.
a. just one       
b. one just    
c. just           
d. ones
8. The phrases … not literally true.
a. is, of course,          
b. of course     
c. ,of course, is        
d. are, of course,  
9. ... the students who brought the journals.
a. Is it
b. It was
c. It were
d. Was it
10. It may have taken three years to plan, but it has certainly been worth ... .
a. to do
b. when done
c. doing
d. done
11. It was our research … helped them improve their device.
a. when                      
b. so                           
c. that                     
d. and
12. I ... hope that you will be able to come.
a. certain
b. to be certain
c. certainly
d. be certain
13.  I found it very ... and cutting-edge.
a. information
b. inform
c. to inform
d. informative
14. It should come as … surprise that the place of machine computation is explicit or implicit 

in almost every section.
a. not            
b. never        
c. not only              
d. no
15. This technology is ... fundamental.
a. so   
b. such   
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c. as        
d. one
16. What happened, why, and what … imply?
a. it is   
b. is it       
c. does it    
d. it
17. I was impressed ... the new look of the journal.
a. in
b. at
c. with
d. for
18. It was towards this «great and common world» … Comenius, following Bacon, wanted to

lead his pupils.
a. that   
b. since   
c. however   
d. due to
19. Not a great deal … about the life of Joseph Webbe.
a. known   
b. did know   
c. knowledge   
d. is known
20. It is worth … the point in full.
a. quoting   
b. quote   
c. quotes   
d. to quote
21. It was one of the major … in the history of IEEE.
a. event   
b. and events   
c. and event   
d. events
22. … is lacking is a solution for mass market.
a. That     
b. When   
c. Then   
d. What
23. But cellphones … already have an identifier.
a. itself                
b. himself           
c. ourselves       
d. themselves
24. Only then ...  tell you about it.
a. I will                         
b. if I will                       
c. that I                             
d. will I
25. She is concerned ... for his future.
a. solitary     
b. so    
c. somehow       
d. solely
26. … clever idea!
a. What   
b. What a     
c. How      
d. Such as
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Complete the following sentences with information about yourself.
Mind two different meanings of the phrase 
not once: 1) never VS. 2) not one time/more than once.

1. Not once (Never) ... .
2. It was not once (not one time) nor twice or thrice (three times), but times without number 

that I … .
3. Under no circumstances ... .
4. Not for all money in the world (Not for anything) ... .
5. Not until next year ... .

This survey will help you identify some of your personality traits, that will
help you discover some occupations in which you would have the most
interest. 

Step One: Circle the number of any item — subject, activity, or type of person — 
that is appealing to you. Leave all others blank.

1. Farming
2. Advanced math
3. Being in a play
4. Studying people in other lands
5. Talking to people at a party
6. Word processing
7. Auto mechanics
8. Astronomy
9. Drawing or painting
10. Going to church
11. Work on a sales campaign
12. Using a cash register
13. Carpentry (working with wood)
14. Physics
15. Foreign language
16. Teaching students
17. Buying clothes for a store
18. Working from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
19. Setting type for a print shop
20. Using a chemistry set
21. Reading art and music magazines
22. Helping people with personal problems
23. Selling life insurance
24. Typing reports

Step Two: On the chart below, again circle the numbers of the items which 
appealed to you. After you’ve finished, count the numbers circled on each
line. Write the two highest categories on the lines below. These are the
clusters in which you have the most interest. For example, if you scored
highest in Social, and second highest in Artistic, your Code would be
«SA». You would want to concentrate your career exploration efforts in
those two categories.

Exercise 6.
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25. Driving a truck
26. Working in a lab
27. Musicians
28. Making new friends
29. Leaders
30. Following a budget
31. Fixing electrical appliances
32. Building rocket models
33. Creative writing
34. Attending sports events
35. Being class President
36. Using OT (office technology)
37. Building things
38. Doing puzzles
39. Fashion design
40. Belonging to a club
41. Giving speeches
42. Keeping detailed records
43. Wildlife biology
44. Being in a science fair
45. Going to concerts
46. Working with older people
47. Salespeople
48. File letters & reports
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R — Realistic 1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43

I — Investigative 2 8 14 20 26 32 38 44

A — Artistic 3 9 15 21 27 33 39 45

S — Social 4 10 16 22 28 34 40 46

E — Enterprising 5 11 17 23 29 35 41 47

C — Conventional 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48

I scored highest in 

I scored second highest in 

My Code is 

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES

REALISTIC OCCUPATIONS

Realistic people prefer physical activities and hands-on projects. They prefer working alone,
and are often found out of doors and in jobs such as forestry, farm management, construction,
geology, auto repair,  manufacturing, and natural gas exploring.

INVESTIGATIVE OCCUPATIONS

Investigative people have science and mathematical abilities, and tend to be problem solvers.
They prefer working on their own, and enjoy occupations such as lab technology, chemistry,
engineering.

ARTISTIC OCCUPATIONS

Artistic people tend to seek opportunities to use their talents to create beauty in art, music, or
literature. They usually show emotions more easily than other people, and are found in
occupations like musician, artist, writer, and actor. They prefer situations that provide
opportunities for creative expression. Artistic people often enjoy working alone.

SOCIAL OCCUPATIONS

Social people like being with other people, helping others and working in jobs that directly
affect other people. They socialize well, and go into occupations such as teaching, psychology,
and religious service.

ENTERPRISING OCCUPATIONS

Enterprising people tend to be leaders. They have speaking, sales and managerial skills, and
enjoy having prestige and high status. They like to influence others, and like occupations such
as salesperson, financial manager, travel agent, hotel manager, and real estate.

CONVENTIONAL OCCUPATIONS

Conventional people like to keep things neat and organized. They enjoy doing computations,
keeping records, and are interested in using office skills. They enjoy working with charts, and
writing reports. They are self-controlled and enjoy status and authority. They prefer occupations
like secretary, accountant.
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Read the passage and try to appreciate its humor. How does the author

produce humorous effect?

The Ax Story

The story of two lumberjacks has meaning for all of us. The young man was anxious to prove
that he was a better woodcutter than his older friend. One day he challenged the older woodcutter
to a contest to determine who could cut the largest number of trees in a single day.

Daylight found the young man at work chopping his way through a number of trees and never
stopping to take a break. He was a very hard worker. Meanwhile, the veteran would chop for two
hours and then leave only to return an hour later.

At the end of the day the young man was sure  he had won the contest since he took no breaks
and chopped all day. However, when the logs were counted, the veteran had won. «This can’t
be», cried the young man. «I worked all day without stopping, but you took frequent breaks».
The veteran replied, «It’s really very simple. I wasn’t taking a break, I was sharpening my ax».

TEXT. Read the passage. Give your opinion on the subject. What else would you add to the

list? Give the reasons why.

A CHECKLIST FOR INFORMATION AGE

Take charge of your career

◊ Learn to type, because time is money.

◊ Learn to use a laser printer, a fax, and software that includes a word processor and
spreadsheet.

◊ Learn to use a what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG) word processor on a personal
computer.

◊ Get a personal computer mail account with Internet access and learn how to use e-mail.

◊ Learn how information is disseminated electronically.

◊ Learn how to protect your privacy and trade secrets.

◊ Work on your communications skills not only across all media but also in person.

Many career opportunities exist with companies across a spectrum of industries. Knowing how
to market oneself effecively, and make educated choices about career opportunities, is a constant
challenge for top-notch professionals. The emergence of the «global economy» presents
incredible business opportunities for companies and individuals who have the courage, vision, and
leadership to seize the moment. 

Employers want very specific types of people — allies and colleagues, thinkers and doers. They
want more than just good employees, they want exceptional ones. The following is a list of key
skills that are in demand by corporations today, and will be tomorrow:

◊ Highly energized and confident individuals who thrive in a high change environment.
◊ Innovators who never stop asking, «Is there a better way?» and who have the intellectual

curiosity to find it.
◊ Listeners, doers, communicators, problem solvers.
◊ Team players who understand shared vision and accept full responsibility for making it

happen.
◊ Leaders who are brave enough to take risks, smart enough to use sound judgement, and want

to be rewarded for the value they create.
◊ Perennial leaders and people with initiative to keep abreast of changes, people who believe

Exercise 8.
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that constant learning, updating, upgrading and expanding skills is their responsibility and part
of their jobs.

◊ Entrepreneurs with the passion and energy to fuel their ideas. People who demonstrate
enthusiasm positively affect the morale and the work environment of the company.

◊ Motivators who can mobilize and energize teams to produce quality results.
◊ People who can unleash the creativity in themselves and others.

Employers know what they want. They want people who communicate clearly. Being able to
communicate means being able to convey information, ideas, and attitudes lucidly and
persuasively. Employers want employees to write and speak with clarity and precision about all
job-related issues. They want goal-oriented team-players, which is no surprise. They want people
who are honest and willing to work hard. They value integrity. Because rapid and constant change
has become so intrinsic to doing business today, flexibility itself is regarded as core competency.
Leading edge companies — those that consistently outperform the competition and which tend
to be the most selective in their recruiting process — place a premium on job candidates having
a wide range of experience. It is for these reasons that particularly early in one's career, it is
advisable to obtain international experience and, still more important, cross-functional experience.
There is a growing need for people who think laterally and creatively, who can think and see
outside the box, and are aware of the bigger picture.

Interviewing Tips and Techniques

◊ Research the company.
◊ Read any available promotional material such as annual reports or computer-based

information. Talk to employees within the company.
◊ Plan the approach.
◊ Assess your strengths (skills, abilities and accomplishments) and transfer them onto job-

related terms. Put yourself in the shoes of the interviewer. Focus on what you can bring to the
company. Be totally familiar with the contents of your resume prior to the interview. 

◊ Other pre-interview considerations.
◊ Try to concentrate on making the best possible first and last impression on the interviewer.

Dress appropriately in clothes that reflect the understanding of the job. Look confident and look
your best. Be prompt and treat everyone encountered in the company as if they were the
interviewer.

The interview process.

◊ Be honest about your areas of weakness or need for personal development. You should have
some ready answers. One of the classic (and maybe best) responses to «What are your
weaknesses?» is «I am impatient». You are being honest about a weakness, but in a diplomatic
way.

◊ Try to feel at ease (self-confidence and self-assuredness). Use effective communication skills
to «sell» yourself. The first five minutes of the interview are the most important. Use your listening
skills to properly assess the questions in order to answer them sincerely and articulately. Be aware
of eye contact, tone of voice, rate of speech, and avoid bad habits.

References.

◊ Be selective in your references and be sure to get permission for the use of an individual as
a reference.

Follow-up.

◊ Keep up notes on your interview in the event you are called back for a second interview. It
is a good idea to send a thank you letter after the interview.

Assessment and evaluation.

◊ Personally evaluate your performance on every interview. Note the things that went right and
the things that went wrong. Learn from your experiences and your mistakes.
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Render the following passages into Ukrainian. Discuss the points with your

colleagues.

A. 

While humor can be an effective device to carry a message, the humor in these essays is awkward,
unnatural, and distracting. A tutorial about video display standards, apparently a satire about their
complexity, repeats tired old horses, such as NTSC standing for Never The Same Color. There is,
of course, a role for humor in our technical publications. Humor can be a powerful communications
tool if used naturally and skillfully. Unfortunately, in too many of these essays, the humor is not
well conceived, and the ideas are too well hidden. (IEEE Spectrum, 1996, #8, pp. 11—12).

B.

Ayto, John. Twentieth Century Words. —  Oxford University Press, 1999. ISBN 0-19-860230-8
It is argued that approximately 90,000 new terms (and new meanings of old terms) have been

added to dictionaries as a result of the cultural, technological, and economic upheavals of the
twentieth century. As a result, English is about 25 percent richer in words than it was in 1900.
John Ayto has put together a browsable compendium of about 5,000 of the more significant and
widely used of these words. His book is arranged by decade, with words in alphabetic order within
each section. Each word has the date it was first recorded, and one or two example citations. An
alphabetical index lets you pinpoint a particular term. There is a foreword, and each decade is
opened by a mini essay. Words are often much older than we might expect, often predating by
decades widespread knowledge or use of the idea described, and this collection gives some good
examples. For example, «tabloid journalism» was first recorded in 1901, «television» is from 1907,
«iron curtain» from 1920,  «greenhouse effect» from 1929, «miniskirt» first appeared in 1964, «sell-
by date» in 1973.

C. 

Paul McFedries. Word Spy: The Word Lover's Guide to Modern Culture. — Broadway, 2004.
ISBN: 076791466X

Paul McFedries is the author of more than 40 books on language that include many titles in
the Complete Idiot's Guide series, including The Complete Idiot's Guide to a Smart Vocabulary,
and the creator of Logophilia Limited. He asserts that new words (neologisms) are one of the best
ways of understanding a changing world and culture. He argues that there are three essential
factors related to why and how a new word is formed: the word is easy to pronounce and
understand, is short, and fills a gap in the language.

Thanks to the Internet, new words are being coined and disseminated at lightning speed. Like
Eric Raymond's New Hacker's Dictionary, Word Spy is living proof that to invent a language is to
invent a way of life. In Word Spy, McFedries demonstrates how new words both reflect and
illuminate not only the subcultures that coin them but also the larger culture in which these
groups exist. Each chapter of Word Spy is a cultural snapshot, a slice of the zeitgeist that focuses
on a specific idea or sociological phenomenon, with an emphasis on the words and phrases that
it has generated. Word Spy is an exciting and informative travelogue through the evolving
landscape of our language and, consequently, the cultures and subcultures that continually mold
and shape not just the language but all of us who speak it. 

«The brain of every person on the planet is a miniature word factory, and new coinages appear

spontaneously:

«Did you read MacWhoozit's column today?»

«Yeah, the man is a master at stating the obvious.»

«I know. I counted no less than four, uh, obviosities.»

«Obviosities? Is that a word?»

«Well, it is now!»

Paul McFedries, Word Spy: the Word Lover's Guide to Modern Culture (2004).

D.

Grothe, Mardy. Never Let a Fool Kiss You, or a Kiss Fool You. Published in hardback by
Viking in July 1999.  ISBN 0-670-87827-0.

Exercise 9.
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«Chiasmus» is a figure of speech in which the order of words in two successive phrases is
reversed. The title of this book is itself an example of chiasmus, as is its subtitle: «A world of
quotations that say what they mean and mean what they say». Chiasmus is a literary device in
which word order is reversed — and you get a powerful, often humorous effect, like Richard
Nixon's remark «The conservative leader often has to choose between those who are loyal and
not bright and those who are bright but not loyal». The wisdom of the ages shines in gems such
as «Your manuscript is both good and original; but the part that is good is not original, and the
part that is original is not good» (Dr. Johnson) or «The one who talks does not know, the one
knows does not talk» (Lao-Tzu). The most famous example of chiasmus must be that from the
inaugural speech of President John F. Kennedy: «Ask not what your country can do for you —
ask what you can do for your country». 

E.

A paradox is an improbable combination of opposing qualities, ideas etc. A concept can appear
to be a paradox due to our lack of understanding or the inadequacies of language.

Double Liar's Paradox, as presented by an English mathematician P.E.B. Jourdan in 1913:
The following inscriptions are on paper:

Back side:

Face side:

Also, consider the following: 
◊ What is better — eternal bliss or a simple bread? 
What is better than eternal bliss? Nothing. But a slice of bread is better than nothing. So slice

of bread is  better than eternal bliss.

◊ If you get this message, call me, and if you don't get it, don't call.

◊ The person who wrote such a stupid sentence cannot write at all.

◊ Nobody goes to that restaurant because it's too crowded.

◊ «Nothing is so simple that it cannot be misunderstood» (Teague's Paradox).
◊ Albert Einstein: «The most incomprehensible thing about the world is that it is

comprehensible.»
◊ George Bernard Shaw: «The golden rule is that there are no golden rules.» 

◊ Niels Bohr: «The opposite of a correct statement is a false statement. But the opposite of a
profound truth may well be another profound truth.» 

◊ Henry Louis Mencken: «For every problem, there is one solution which is simple, neat and
wrong.»
◊ Winston Churchill: «Success is the ability to go from one failure to another with no loss of

enthusiasm.»

Render the titles of classical music masterpieces into Ukrainian.

Leontovych: Shchedryk.
Richard Strauss: Also sprach Zarathustra; Ein Heldenleben.

Inscription on the other side is true

Inscription on the other side is not true

Exercise 10.
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Rossini-Respighi: La boutique fantasque.
Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 1.
Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra.
Ravel: Bolero; La Valse; Rapsodie Espagnole.
Puccini: La Boheme.
Bizet: The Pearl Fishers.

Study some terms from «The New Hacker’s Dictionary», and try to appreciate

the humor.

angry fruit salad: n. A bad interface design that uses too many colors.
baud barf: n. The garbage one sometimes gets on the monitor
when encountering spurious data, caused, for example, by an
incorrect protocol setting.
beige toaster: n. A Macintosh PC.
bit rot: n. The hypotethical disease of unused programs or features that stop working after
enough time has passed, even if «nothing has changed». 
bletcherous: adj. Disgusting in design or function; (a)esthetically unappealing.
bulletproof: adj. Descriptive of an algorithm or implementation
considered extremely robust and capable of correctly
recovering from any imaginable exception condition. This is a
rare and valued quality.
chrome: n. Showy features contributing little or nothing to the power of a system.
glork: interj. Term of surprise, uttered when, say, trying to save the results of two hours of
editing, you find that the system has crashed.
guru: n. An expert, implying not only the possession of wizardly skill but a history of being a
knowledge resource for others.
demigod: n. Hacker with a national reputation and a major role in the development of a design,
tool, or game known to over half of the hacker community.
face time: n. Time spent interacting with somebody face-to-
face (as opposed to over an electronic link).
programming: n. 1. Classically, the art of debugging a blank
sheet of paper. 2. A pastime akin to banging one’s head
against a wall, but less rewarding.
softy: n. Hardware hackers’ term for a software expert ignorant
of hardware.
spaghetti code: n. Code with a complex and tangled control
structure, especially one using many GOTO’s, exceptions, or
other unstructured branching constructs.
tense: adj. Of programs, very clever and efficient.
troglodyte mode: n. Programming with the lights turned off,
sunglasses on, and the terminal inverted (black on white).
vaporware: Products announced far in advance of any release
(which may or may not actually take place).
wedged: adj. Stuck, incapable of proceeding without help
(whereas crashing describes total nonfunctioning). The system
may be capable of doing a few things, but is not fully operational.
WIMP environment: [acronym of Window, Icon, Menu, Pointing device] n. A graphical user—
interface-based environment, as described by a hacker who prefers command-line interfaces for their
superior flexibility and extensibility. Macintoshes and Microsoft
Windows use WIMP interfaces.
wizard: n. A person who knows how a complex piece of
software or hardware works and can find and fix bugs quickly
in an emergency.

spurious — wrong, false

robust — strong, effective

to debug — to search for or
remove bugs (faults) in a
computer program
a bug — (informal) a fault or
difficulty in a machine,
system, computer program
tangle — confused,
disordered mass/state

wizard — a person with
unusual, almost magical
abilities

Exercise 11.
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Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.

1. His designs are always _____.
2. You should use your _____.
3. The project will _____ a sensation.
4. The report proposed is the _____ of an independent committee.

5. We are not _____ improving it.
6. They will not doubt her _____ for the job.

7. A few to the plan will _____ it.
8. The design has been _____.
9. Scientists _____ their views in (the) light of new evidence.

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

Linguists argue that when a new word is becoming established, its derivatives are readily
formed and used. For example, the term «blog», the shortened form of «weblog» has spawned
terms like «videoblog» and «litblog». «Blook» is a blend of «blog» and «book», i.e. a blook is a
blog turned into a book. However, in actuality, a blook can also refer to either an object
manufactured to imitate a bound book, an online book published via a blog, or a printed book
that contains or is based on some content from a blog. Originally, the term «blook» has been
actively used since the 1990s, by a librarian Mindell Dubansky, to describe the objects that are
made in imitation of a bound book or several bound books standing together. In this sense, a
blook is a replica of a book and has no text (the term «blook» is a shortening of «looks like a
book»). The word «blook» has become popular lately because of the inaugural award in the genre,
sponsored by the publisher Lulu who inaugurated the Lulu Blooker Prize for blooks «blauthors»
(using the definition of a book deriving from blog content), which was first awarded in 2006. 

(after Wikipedia)

1. The passage is about
a. modern linguistics
b. specific types of publications
c. Booker prize
d. lexicography issues

2. It can be inferred from the passage that the word «blog»
a. is being widely used nowadays
b. has been introduced only recently
c. has already become obsolete
d. is likely to disappear in the near future

3. The term «blauthors» used in the passage most likely refers to
a. Blog authors
b. Blog reviewers
c. Blog critics
d. Blog fans

4. According to the passage, a «blook» could refer to
a. an imitation of bound book(s)
b. an online book published via a blog
c. a printed book
d. all of the above

5. The passage will most likely be followed by discussing

Exercise 12.

Exercise 13.

(to) create    creation    creativity     creative 

(to be) capable of        capability

(to) modify         modification(s)
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a. online book catalogs
b. dictionary compiling
c. the winners and the losers of the contest
d. wireless communications

6. The underlined word readily could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. really    
b. literally    
c. randomly   
d. quickly, with no difficulty

7. The underlined word used could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. employed   
b. supported   
c. introduced   
d. developed

8. The underlined word shortened could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. adapted    
b. approved   
c. suggested    
d. abbreviated 

9. The underlined word spawned could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. included    
b. encompassed    
c. brought into existence   
d. involved

10. The underlined word blend could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. bond   
b. link    
c. use   
d. mix

11. The underlined word turned into could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. transformed into   
b. brought about   
c. agreed upon   
d. approved by

12. The underlined word several could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. seven     
b. a couple of    
c. quite a few   
d. average

13. The underlined word because of could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. since     
b. thanks to   
c. because   
d. instead of

14. The underlined word inaugural could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. regular    
b. closing    
c. routine   
d. newly introduced

15. The underlined word award could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. souvenir    
b. prize   
c. approval    
d. mandate
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Discuss the point with your colleagues. Think about adding more points to

the list.

On E-mail Courtesies (Netiquette)
E-mail is an alternative to (and in some ways a blend of) the telephone or postal service. For

all e-mail users — novice, experts or in-between — there are a number of ways we can make the
use of e-mail more friendly, and more effective. Let me share some thoughts with you about do's
and don'ts of e-mail and on how we should be using it.

� First, do not ignore the common courtesy of correcting obvious mistakes in spelling. 
� Second, the use of CAPITALS in e-mail is called SHOUTING and is considered impolite.

Why? Because capitalized text on a screen looks awful — end of story. 
� Third, it is good manners to use the appropriate degree of formality and informality in e-mail

letters depending on how well or in what way you know the addressee. Choose an adequate
subject line, and do not forget to conclude the message with your name. 

� Fourth, keep it short — half a screen of text is ideal. Post large quantities of information in
attachment(s). 

� And, finally, don't spam. If you receive junk mail (chain letters etc.), report it to your service
provider. 

According to Aristotle, an effective speaker should employ ethos —  an appeal

to authority (showing the audience that speaker is knowledgeable on the

topic, and appealing to a person's ethics), pathos — an appeal to the

audience's emotions, and logos — logical appeal, appeal to logic and reasoning. When all three

modes of persuasion are used together, a speaker (or a writer) can create very strong arguments.

Identify which of the elements listed below belong to ethos, pathos, or logos. Then discuss

various verbal and non-verbal elements of persuasion with your colleagues. Share your own

relevant experiences with them.

Persuasive Presentations: More Tips
� Keep you communication mission simple: express no more than two (maximum three) ideas

at one time, and preview your talk by using «First,…»/«We begin by…», «Second,…»  «Finally, …»,
«Now, suppose …», «We now turn to the next question» etc.  

� Repeat key ideas three times. Always provide a brief summary.
� To keep your audience interested, you should enjoy your topic yourself, and be excited about

the subject matter you are talking about.
� Keep it short — promise to speak for 15 minutes, speak for approximately 7—10. Remember:

the shorter, the better!
� Offer the audience only the latest information.
� Make links among various parts of your talk, structure your talk accordingly. Provide a brief

conclusion.
� Pause after you ask a question.
� Listen actively — provide non-verbal feedback (your gestures, posture, facial expression etc.

should convey positive attitude).
� If you don't know an answer to the question posed, admit it, promise to find out.
� Use visuals — make the attendees literally «see» what you mean. In PowerPoint

presentations, do not use more than 5 (plus/minus) 2 lines per page. Use red only as accent color.
� Speak calmly and naturally, don't read your talk. It's a good idea to memorize the first

minute(s) of your presentation. 
� Don't use fillers like «um», «er», «you know» etc.
� Vary tone, tempo repeatedly, offer pictorial and entertaining examples.
� Move around the room.
� Handle any presentational product with care, but don't let presentational materials and other

visuals (handouts, brochures, booklets, books etc.) upstage you.
� Don't upstage your co-presenters (if any).
� If you are asked an obnoxious question, relax and do not show fear. Simply restate the

question on a more «watered-down» version, and give a moderate but meaningful answer. You
may also say something like «we have (an)other question(s)».

Exercise 14.

Exercise 15.



Render the following sentences into Ukrainian. Pay special attention to the

boldfaced elements. If necessary, consult dictionaries and/or other sources.

1. I look forward to seeing you soon.
2. He's a very good engineer — he knows all the tricks of the trade.
3. The company is at the cutting edge of telecommunications.
4. I'm sure you will sail through your dissertation defense.
5. She pointed out an important aspect of the theory.
6. We have to be more innovative if we are to stay ahead of the pack.
7. The problem boils down to a lack of resources.
8. After all, this meeting is going to be an opportunity to iron out difficulties. We can work it out!
9. If anything, it's really about basic common sense. Believe me, it's not rocket science!

10. Even the weatherman can't predict — with one hundred percent certainty — whether it will rain or not.
11. A successful educator keeps the finger on the pulse of teaching methodology.
12. After exploring all avenues, they finally got the project off the ground.
13. Everything runs like clockwork at their department. 
14. Don't worry about Martha — she always lands on her feet!
15. You scratch my back and I'll scratch yours!
16. Both projects were given green light.
17. At any rate, I've performed the task. He lent me a hand (with it).
18. This country used to lag far behind the rest of the world.
19. Something that happens out of the blue is sudden and unexpected.
20. Let's consider several ideas to bridge the gap between industry and academia.
21. It's not even on the list.
22. «In the end the true test is not the speeches a president delivers, it's whether the president

delivers on the speeches.» (Hillary Clinton).
23. The idiom «in lieu of» tends to be used more in written English and sounds more formal than

«instead of» or «in place of».
24. Does this conference center fit the bill for the symposium?
25. Until we accomplish that goal, back up your hard disk, and maybe print out your most

important documents, just in case.
26. She is very good at (doing) research.
27. This product is a real cash cow. It is the result of their foray into nanomaterials.
28. I'd like to clear the air on new details and ideas.
29. If you scratch the surface of a subject or a problem, you only discover or deal with a very small part of it.
30. She is an example of excellence — a class act.
31. Try to steer clear of easily misspelled words. 
32. If you want to succeed, get your act together.
33. «The buck stops here» is a phrase that was popularized by U.S. President Harry S. Truman,

who kept a sign with that phrase on his desk in the Oval Office. The phrase refers to passing the

buck (as in the game of poker), i.e., handing responsibility (or delegating authority) to someone else. 
34. — Could you hand over the papers, please?

— Here you go. / Here you are.

35. It wasn’t an overnight success. In fact, things like this never come overnight.
36. — Does it make any difference (to you) if we leave (on) Friday or (on) Saturday?

— It really doesn't matter. Actually, it makes no difference to me.
37. The Gods of Mount Olympus put the nine muses in charge of nine faculties. 
38. Needless to say, our research team has a reason for celebration. It’s self-evident!
39. There is nothing to worry about.
40. We were taken by surprise.
41. It comes as no great surprise that this term can be overused.

NoteworthyNoteworthy

Never apologize for showing feeling. When you do so, you apologize for truth.

Benjamin Disraeli
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TEXT. Read the text and  be ready to answer the questions that follow.

Manufacturing technology is the technology of process control. It is machines, human labor,
and the organization of work brought together to control a manufacturing process. Whenever the
approach to process control shifts significantly, many parameters change. These shifts suggest six
epochs in manufacturing. The new technology dictates changes in the nature and organization of
manufacturing, and in the machines used to effect those changes.

The English system of manufacture originated in the late 18th century with the invention of
general-purpose machine tools, such as lathes, that could be used to fabricate a variety of
workpieces. The American system of manufacture that emerged in the mid-1800s emphasized
precision and interchangeability of parts.

The era of scientific management began in the late 1800s with the works of Frederick Winslow
Taylor, a U.S. mechanical engineer whose principles of manufacturing management are known as
Taylorism. Recognizing that the workers themselves were limiting the speed and efficiency of
machines, Taylor claimed that these activities could be measured, analyzed, and controlled with
techniques analogous to those applicable to physical objects. Using job analysis and time study,
he determined a standard rate of output for each job. This approach placed control in the hands
of management, which could monitor a worker’s productivity by comparing his or her output
against a standard.

Next came the era of process improvement,
in the mid-20th century, based on statistical
process control (SPC). Invented in the U.S. in
the 1930s, SPC assumes that machines are
intrinsically imprecise, since the identical
procedure will produce different results on the
same machine at different times. It
emphasized «outliers» (out-of-control)
situations rather than mean performance;
directed management’s attention away from
the worker toward machines. Whereas
scientific management is concerned with
manufacturing problems in essentially static
forms, SPC is concerned with the dynamism of
the processes.
Numerical control (NC) arrived in the 1970s

with the microprocessor. NC combines the
versatility of general-purpose machines with
the precision and control of special-purpose
machines. It emphasized adaptability above
stability. It also implies experimentation,
learning, place and nature of work.

Manufacturing entered the computer-
integrated era in the late 1980s. Computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) is based on
information about, and models of functional expertise that make it possible to examine and
systematize the interactions among functions. Recognizing these interactions and predicting their
consequences constitutes system intelligence. The systems enabled by CIM are extraordinary, to
say nothing of versatility in the form of new products and processes.

Each of six manufacturing epochs focused on a particular aspect of process control — from
accuracy, precision, and reproducibility to stability, adaptability, and versatility.

The first three epochs embraced mechanization, with manufacturing conceived in terms of
increasing efficiency and control. The engineering focus was on machines, and labor was required
to adapt to machines and, ultimately, to become yet another machine. Now the emphasis is on
versatility and intelligence. Machines have come to be viewed as extensions of the mind that can
enhance cognitive abilities of human beings. This shift, based on information technology, suggests
new managerial imperatives (like building small cohesive teams), broadens the role of
engineering management, and starts treating manufacturing as a service.

to shift — to change (in position or direction), move
from one place to another óêð. çì³íþâàòè;
ïåðåì³ùàòè
lathe — óêð. âåðñòàò

intrinsic — being part of the nature or character of

someone or something; Synonym: inherent óêð.
âíóòð³øíüî âëàñòèâèé, ïðèòàìàííèé çà ïðèðîäîþ
mean — average óêð. ñåðåäí³é; çâè÷àéíèé;
ïåðåñ³÷íèé
numerical control — óêð. ÷èñëîâå ïðîãðàìíå
óïðàâë³ííÿ
versatile — having many different uses óêð.
óí³âåðñàëüíèé, áàãàòîö³ëüîâèé, ð³çíîá³÷íèé, 
intelligence — óêð. ³íòåëåêò, ðîçâèíåí³ ëîã³êî-
³íôîðìàö³éí³ ìîæëèâîñò³
extension — óêð. ïðîäîâæåííÿ

cohesive — óêð. çãóðòîâàíèé

in terms of — óêð. íà ï³äñòàâ³; âèõîäÿ÷è ç; ó
âèãëÿä³/÷åðåç/ó ôóíêö³¿; ó òåðì³íàõ; â àñïåêò³
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1. What is the subject of this passage?

2. What is manufacturing technology?

3. How can we classify epochs in manufacturing?

4. What is specific about each epoch?

5. What is meant by CIM? Why are interactions among functions so important?

Give English equivalents of:

âåëèêà ê³ëüê³ñòü ïàðàìåòð³â; íàïðèê³íö³ 18 ñòîð³÷÷ÿ; âåðñòàò; âèðîáëÿòè ð³çíîìàí³òí³ ðå÷³;
åïîõà íàóêîâîãî ìåíåäæìåíòó; îáìåæóâàòè åôåêòèâí³ñòü; ñòàíäàðòè ðåçóëüòàòèâíîñò³;
â³äâîë³êàòè óâàãó; óí³âåðñàëüí³ ñèñòåìè; êîìï`þòåðíe ³íòåãðîâàíe âèðîáíèöòâo; ëþäñüêà
ïðàöÿ; íåâåëèêèé çãóðòîâàíèé êîëåêòèâ.

Give Ukrainian equivalents to:

to dictate changes; nature and organization of manufacturing; to effect changes; the system
originated in early (late) XIX century; to fabricate a variety of workpieces; to emphasize precision
and interchangeability of parts; the workers themselves; to place control in the hands of
management; to monitor productivity; different results at different times; adaptability vs. stability;
to focus on a particular aspect.

Exercise 1.

Exercise 2.

Evolution of
Manufacturing
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TEXT. Read the text and be ready to answer the questions that follow.

Manufacturing is a prime generator of wealth and is critical in establishing a sound basis for
economic growth. Manufacturing is a cornerstone of all economic activities, and efforts to
continuously advance manufacturing technology are therefore vital to a richer and more stable
future. Scientists undertake feasibility studies to develop next-generation advanced
manufacturing technologies related to the following phenomena:

— the globalization of corporate activities;
— greater sophistication in manufacturing 
operations;
— changes in market requirements (e.g. more 
diversified needs);
— changes in human factors, including shortage 
of skilled labor;
— problems caused by the need to preserve 

natural resources and the environment;
— increased investments required for
manufacturing systems and R&D.
Globalization presents particular problem because,

depending upon the nature and purpose of its
activities, a company may have various facilities
located around the world. To manage those facilities
effectively, and to handle its policy making and
production planning, a company needs a
communications network that interconnects its
multiple plants and other facilities. Setting up such a
network is essential for exchanging data through an
internationally compatible communications system.
Increasingly, companies feel they need a common
intercompany communications system that enables
different firms to exchange information.

Future plants based on the intelligent manufacturing system concept are expected to include
such autonomous and intelligent systems as industrial robots, numerically controlled machine
tools and interacting with an intelligent production management system. Computer-aided design,
manufacturing and engineering at an R&D center will help in the rapid development of new
products matched to customers needs. A global communications network with standardized
interfaces will link the head office to the manufacturing plants, sales agents, and subcontractors.

Intelligent manufacturing system

Global

communications and

operations (satellite)

Subcontractor

Agent

Head

office
(host computer)

Plant
intelligent production

management system

(information network)

Intelligent production

cells:
— autonomous automatically

guided vehicles;
— autonomous industrial 

numerically controlled 
machine tools;

— autonomous industrial
robots.

R&D

(computer-
aided design,
manufacturing

and
engineering)

Retailer

Distribution

center

to advance — to move forward in
development, to improve óêð. ðîçâèâàòè,
ïîêðàùóâàòè
vital (to, for) — very necessary, of the
greatest importance óêð. íàãàëüíî ïîòð³áíèé,
íàäçâè÷àéíî âàæëèâèé
feasible — able to be carried out or done,

possible and reasonable óêð. çä³éñíèìèé

feasibility study — óêð. òåõí³êî-
åêîíîì³÷íå îá´ðóíòóâàííÿ
corporate — of, belonging to or shared by all
the members of a group/corporation Synonym:
collective
to diversify — to make or become different
in form, quality, aims, or activities; vary óêð.
óð³çíîìàí³òíþâàòè
shortage (of) — a condition of having less

than needed; lacking óêð. íåñòà÷à, áðàê

compatible (with) — able to exist together,
or be used together with another thing 
óêð. ñóì³ñíèé, òîé, ùî ñïîëó÷óºòüñÿ
(ïîºäíóºòüñÿ)
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1. What is the problem under discussion?

2. What is a prime generator of wealth and basis for economic growth?

3. What is meant by a feasibility study?

4. What phenomena should be taken into account by all manufacturers?

5. What is specific about future plants and manufacturing systems?

Discuss the following point with your colleagues.

The goal of manufacturing at companies throughout the world
is processing orders sooner and faster. The buzzwords are
«lean», to describe efficient, unwasteful, less costly
manufacturing; «agile», said of manufacturing system’s speed in
reconfiguring itself to meet changing demands; and «flexible»,
meaning the system’s ability to adjust to customers preferences.
Customer satisfaction is usually first on the list of priorities.

Render the following passage into Ukrainian.

The workplace has changed. Today’s employers are asking workers to do more. Now workers
have to manage their workstations, schedule their time, think about quality, solve problems, and
apply their skills to new technologies.

Manufacturing, too, has changed. Factory employees no
longer necessarily perform routine, repetitive tasks. Because of
the use of flexible automated manufacturing systems and
electronically controlled (rather than mechanical) equipment, they must process information
symbolically. Instead of manufacturing parts of a machine, for example, workers must now
interact with symbols on a computer. The workers are supposed to use complex diagnostic
equipment for troubleshooting.

Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.

1. This firm _____ computers.
2. The _____ of these components is very expensive.
3. Our microwave oven didn’t  work, so we sent it to the _____.
4. They promise new job openings in the _____ sector.

5. They support a charity _____.
6. You should _____ a conference next year.
7. You have to _____ your facts first in order to make a good speech.
8. What a well- _____ structure it is!

9. The train is supposed to come at  about 11 a.m.,  11.05, to be _____.
10. _____ instruments are widely used nowadays.
11. Tell me _____ what you want.
12. — You advise me to wait a little?

—  _____.

Exercise 3.

Exercise 4.

Exercise 5.

(to) manufacture   manufacturer(s)   manufacturing

(to) organize          organization         organized

precise                precision              precisely

buzzword — a word or phrase
especially related to a specialized
subject, which is thought to
express something important but
is often hard to understand

to troubleshoot — to discover
and remove cause of trouble in
machines, organizations, etc.



TEXT. Read the following passages and paraphrase them.

Green Products

Recent polls of citizens of both developing and industrialized countries found that a majority
considered environmental protection more important than economic growth. Many European
countries already have environmental product-labeling initiatives. In the United States, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been working with industry to define environmental
goals and facilitate cooperation in achieving them. One result is a labeling program for energy-
efficient computers. Design-for-the-environment
initiatives are growing.

Design-for-environment (DFE) programs call for
careful inclusion of environmentally safe attributes in
the early design stages of new products, as opposed to
re-engineering them later in the product cycle.
Implementing DFE is increasingly critical if companies
want to be globally competitive. These programs are
also proving to be economically sound, emphasizing
consideration for materials and energy, and, as a result,
enhance profit potential. Recycling efforts can reduce
the volume of raw materials. Maximizing the use of
recyclable materials opens up revenue possibilities at
the end of a product life cycle. Component reliability,
a fundamental design goal in the electronics industry,
supports the re-use of such parts in new or refurbished
equipment, again saving raw materials, manufacturing
costs, and time. Manufacturing innovations contribute to environmental soundness while boosting
manufacturing efficiency. Xerox corporation estimates that its environmental programs already save
the company more than $100 million annually. One initiative at Xerox seeks such complete reuse of
recycling of business equipment products that no materials need to be taken to a landfill. Another
approach is manufacturing involving disassembling a machine, replacing worn-out parts with new,
remanufactured or used components. Then the machine is cleaned and tested to ensure it meets
quality and reliability criteria for a newly manufactured machine.

To meet the challenge of zero waste material, the following issues should be addressed:
• Product simplification.
• Design for disassembly rather than merely assembly.
• Incorporating recyclable materials.
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to facilitate — to make easy or easier; help
óêð. ïîëåãøóâàòè, äîïîìàãàòè, ñïðèÿòè
sound — showing good sense Synonyms:

reasonable, sensible
óêð. ³ç çäîðîâèì ãëóçäîì (ðîçóìîì),
òâåðåçèé, ðîçñóäëèâèé, ðîçóìíèé
raw material — not yet treated for use, in a
natural state óêð. ñèðîâèíà
revenue — income óêð. äîõîä

to refurbish — to make clean and fresh

again. Synonyms: to renovate, to overhaul
óêð. îíîâëþâàòè
to retrofit; retrofitting — refers to the
addition of new technology or features to older
systems, various construction or renovation
projects óêð. ìîäåðí³çóâàòè, ìîäåðí³çàö³ÿ
landfill — óêð. çâàëèùå, ñì³òíèê

Some labels for environmentally
preferred products
Governments and nonprofit organizations are
promoting the use of ecolabels to identify
environmentally preferred products for consumers.



Modeling the World’s Climate

Will global warming turn green fields into desert? Will the hole it the atmosphere’s ozone layer
repair itself? These are among the problems tackled by simulations on supercomputers. Climate
modelers use numerical simulations and
complex calculations. At the core of today’s
simulations of climate are the General
Circulation Models (GCM). Used by scientists
around the world, this method of modeling the
earth’s climate is based on a set of fundamental
equations. The method involves dividing the atmosphere into a series of three-dimensional boxes
(grid-cells or grid-points), and then solving these equations for each box.

Perhaps one of the most far-reaching
questions that climate modelers today are
addressing is the greenhouse effect and its
influence on global warming. The greenhouse
effect is the tendency of certain gases in the atmosphere, notably carbon dioxide, to trap heat
below them in the same way that glass traps heat in a greenhouse. This is a key question because
it can dramatically affect environment and society.

Climate modeling has its sister science, numerical forecasting of the weather in terms of
temperatures, winds, and precipitation. Most of the basic formulae derive from Newton’s laws,
and a simple climatic model can be created from just a few equations: e.g. the second law of
motion, conservation of mass, the first law of thermodynamics etc. These equations were first used
to model the atmosphere in the 1920s by a
British scientist, Lewis F. Richardson. He
developed «computing forms» to solve them
for different locations on the globe. He
envisioned a large amphitheater representing
the world, locations around the hall
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to tackle — to take action in order to deal with 
óêð. ïðàöþâàòè íàä ðîçâ`ÿçàííÿì (âèð³øåííÿì)
core (of) — the most important and central part of
anything óêð. ñòðèæåíü, ñóòí³ñòü, ñóòü, ÿäðî

greenhouse — óêð. ïàðíèê

notably — especially, particularly 
óêð. îñîáëèâî æ, à íàäòî

precipitation — óêð. îïàäè (ìåòåîðîë.)

to envision — to see in the mind as a future

possibility Synonyms: to foresee; to forecast; to
make a prognosis óêð. ïåðåäáà÷àòè



representing different geographic regions. A sort of «computing amphitheater» came into
existence in the 1950s with the birth of the Eniac computer at Princeton University in New Jersey.
Weather simulation was one of the first major problems run on this early computer and ever since
then climate and weather modeling have been among the first applications transported to the
«supercomputer» of each era. A primitive
climate model was developed in 1956, and in
the early 1960s, the first full-scale GCMs were
developed. Today, there are well over two
dozen of these general circulation models in
the world. Researchers would like to couple

other earth systems with GCM. Topography, ground and surface water hydrology, terrestrial
ecosystems, marine biochemistry are all being modeled separately today and could, if coupled
with today’s GCMs, improve them greatly.

Discuss the following point. Give your opinion.

Concern about the way people are damaging the environment is not new. In the USA, for
instance, one of the first environmentalists was Henry David Thoreau, who spent several years
living in a small hut on the shore of an isolated pond. He wrote a famous book, Walden, about
his experience. In his book, Thoreau recommended that men and women learn to live more
simply. While Thoreau’s book was praised by many people, few actually followed his advice.

Another man named John Muir helped launch the first major conservation movement. He
urged that Americans set aside some parts of the country so that they would never be farmed.
One of such places was one of the first national parks in the U.S. — the Yosemite Valley.

One result of the U.S. Environmental Protection agency (EPA) activities is labeling all products
made with chlorofluorocarbon (CFC). Do you think such warning labeling is necessary for our
country? Do you think special return and recycle programs (e.g for batteries) are a must? Discuss
these points with your colleagues.

Organize a round-table discussion «Put the Earth First». Use the materials

provided below as possible guidelines for your discussion.

A.

Scientists are ethically obligated to make sure that his or her work is environmentally
sound. It is not possible for a scientist to hide behind the claim that scientists only create
things, and others determine when and how they are used. If they can damage our
environment, someone may use them to the misfortune of us all. Thus, the scientists have
the obligation not to create things that are harmful to the environment.

B. 

Every scientist is the «end user» of some other scientist’s work. Sooner or later, we all are
going to realize that «we» are «they». Why not begin at the environment in the design
phase of the project?

C. 

We not only have a responsibility to protect the environment but to attempt to improve the
world we live in through technology development. We should contribute to society in a
beneficial way, and take responsibility for what we create.
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full-scale — óêð. ïîâíîìàñøòàáíèé

to couple — to join together, connect 
óêð. ç`ºäíóâàòè
terrestrial — óêð. íàçåìíèé

marine — óêð. ìîðñüêèé

Exercise 6.

Exercise 7.

Exercise 8.



D. 

Scientists have a very strong ethical obligation to make sure that their work, at the very
least, minimizes damage on the environment, and, if possible, helps protect the
environment. 

E. 

It seems that each design or product a scientist makes can be characterized as safe or not
safe. However, impacts on environment are extremely varied. For example, wind and
hydropower are supposed to be environmentally benign, but we now know that they may
be dangerous to birds and fish.

F. 

Why stop at scientists? Everyone has an obligation to protect our environment. We all use
it, we all live in it. However, scientists tend to be more educated than the average populace
and therefore must consider how our creations will benefit not only humanity, but the
environment as well.

G. 

We should talk not of human AGAINST nature, but of human AND nature.

Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.

1. He is one of the _____ people in our company.
2. The real _____ of this invention is hard to overestimate.
3. It’s _____to learn foreign languages.

4. This bag is made of _____ paper.
5. It’s possible  _____ glass.
6. This plastic is _____.

7. He may forget about it, he is not very_____.
8. I’m _____ informed of it.
9. You can depend only on _____ source of information.
10. ______ is opposite to reliability.

11. They have many _____ to improve the system.
12. This is  only one of many _____ answers.
13. Please, do it as soon as _____.
14. It’s _____ that the store is still open.
15. Could you _____ lend me 20 dollars?
16. There is strong_____ that they won’t come.
17. Let’s consider another _____.

18. Who is _____ for this work?
19. He is very _____.
20. I take full _____ for this work.
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importance important   

reliable     reliably      (un)reliability

(to) recycle   recycled   recyclable  

possible   (a) possibility   possibilities     possibly

responsible     responsibility



Linguistic Trendiness
The famous writer Isaac Asimov used to say that he could tell everybody's academic

background by asking them to say the word  «unionised». The chemist would utter it as 

«un-ion-ised», everybody else would pronounce it as «union-ised». 

«When you live on the cutting edge of technology, there are, literally, no words to describe it.

Instead we have acronyms. Lots and lots of acronyms.» 

(Brian R. Santo) 

The vast majority of what we commonly call acronyms are really a type of abbreviations:
initialisms. Scientists have found ways to pronounce ostensibly unpronounceable acronyms, e.g.
SCSI — «small computer system interface» as «scuzzy» and WMAN (wireless metropolitan area
network) as «woman».  

Today we observe constant capitalization: RQ — research question

MP —  Member of Parliament
VIP — very important person
CEO — chief executive officer (âèñîêà ïîñàäîâà îñîáà)
UN —  United Nations (Organization) 
PLA — prior learning assessment (and recognition) (åêñòåðíàò)
LIFO — last in, first out 
FIFO — first in, first out
SOI — silicon on insulator
SOS — silicon on sapphire
SOA — silicon on anything
SON — silicon on nothing
UTOPIA — universal test and operations physical interface for asynchronous transfer mode.

As Paul McFedries once put it, «the tech sector is a marvellous linguistic factory that ships out
truckloads of new words and phrases every year». And yes, there exist a lot of so called telescopic
or portmanteau acronyms like "webinar" (a blend of "web" and "seminar" — an online seminar
run across the World Wide Web using teleconferencing systems) or STRIFE — stress plus life
(testing).

Savvy investors put their money behind companies that specialize in eco-tech, technology
designed to alleviate environmental problems and reduce the use of natural resources. This is also
called greentech. The end goal is enlibra, the process of bringing something into balance,
particularly an environmental issue. Technology seen or marketed as being cute, friendly or just
plain cuddly is called cuddletech. Certain segments of the population have always been gadget-
driven: audiophiles, car junkies, to name just a few. But nowadays the technology industry seems
to generate a real gotta-have-it mania. Personal digital assistants have been the fetish objects of
choice over the past few years. Proof that iPod obsession has gone from fad to phenomenon  is
the abundance of new words and phrases, for example, iPodders or pod people, iPodaholics, iPod

addiction, iPod fatigue, post-iPod life. 
Have you noticed that there is a lot of «factors»? These days, for example, we hear people talk

about wife acceptance factor or WAF. In an object, especially an electronic device that normally
appeals only to men, this refers to the features added to the object that allegedly make it
acceptable to women. Such devices also come under the influence of nag factor, which is the
degree to which parents' purchasing decisions are based on being nagged by their children. This
is also called kidfluence. The so-called human factor is indeed often reflected in new words and
phrases, for instance: TRA — technology related anxiety, IFS — information fatigue syndrome. A
Web log, or blog is a kind of a digital diary, a Web page to which a writer posts chronological
entries on a particular topic. The main difference between a blog and a regular Web site is that
the blog's information is updated frequently, often several times a day. The collection of blogs is
called variously: blogistan, blogverse, or, most often, the blogosphere. Bloggers tend to be
passionate about their hobby, and the best among them — genuine stars with dedicated followers
— are called blogerati or blognoscenti.

Speaking of nerds, there is a term nerdistan (or Nerdistan), an upscale and largely self-
contained suburb or town with large population of high-tech workers employed in nearby office
parks dominated by high-tech industries.  Similar to Nerdistan is technoburb — an exurb (or edge
city, located just outside the suburbs), a post-urban city, urban village, suburban downtown,

technopolis or ideopolis.
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«Nerdistan» was first used as a descriptor for regions like Silicon Valley. These Silicon Valley-
like areas have «Silicon Something» names. Here are some US and out of US ones:

Silicon Valley (Fairfield, Iowa)
Silicon Alley (New York City)
Silicon Bayou (New Orleans, Louisiana)
Silicon Desert (Phoenix, Arizona)
Silicon Dominion (Fairfax, Virginia)
Silicon Mesa (North Albuquerque, New Mexico)
Silicon Mountain (Colorado Springs, Colorado)

Silicon Alps (Austria)
Silicon Isle (Ireland)
Silicon Fen (Cambridge, England)
Silicon Glen (Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Dundee, Scotland)
Silicon City (Bangalore, India, also called Silicon Plateau)
Silicon Saxony (Germany)

And, of course one can brand other «Silicon Whatever» nicknames!

By learning the prefixes you will understand the meaning of words.

Prefix Meaning

a - , ab - not having

ambi - both

anti - , contra- against

mono -, uni - single, one

bi - having or involving two, coming or occurring twice

tri - having or involving three, coming or occurring three times

by - secondary

co -, com -, col -, con -, cor - together with 

dis -, de -, mis -, mal - not, bad, wrong

ex- out, from

extra - beyond, outside

fore - , pre -, ante - before (in time or order); prior (to)

post - after 

e-, cyber-, net- electronic

in -, im -, ir -, il -, un - not

inter - between

micro - small

multi -, poly - more than one or two, many

octo -, octa - eight

out - to do better than

pseudo - not real, false

quadra - four, one-fourth

retro - backward

semi -, hemi -, demi - half

deca- ten
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sub - under, below, beneath, underneath, lower

syn - same, together

trans - across

over - too much

under - too little

super-, ultra-, hyper-, extra-, mega-, über- very (much)
peri- around, near, about

mini-, micro -, pico -, nano - very small

re - to do again

Match the two columns:

1. to coexist A speaking two languages

2. to postpone B a period of ten years

3. overpopulation C not logical

4. illogical D having two meanings

5. miscalculation E to make later

6. to underpay F not typically

7. trilingual G to exist together at the same time

8. to rewrite H wrong calculation

9. unfair I too many people

10. ambiguous J speaking three languages

11. bilingual K not fair 

12. atypically L to write again in a better way

13. decade M to perform better than somebody

14. to outperform N to pay too little

15. malfunction O someone greater than a human but less than God

16. demigod P a small ad hoc network created when several Bluetooth-

compatible devices recognize each other and communicate

17. piconet Q a fault in operation

Try to guess the meaning of the following words. If necessary, consult the

dictionary or other source(s).

co-sponsorship, contradict, uniform, combine, decade, antecedent, byproduct, international, foresee,
impossible, ambivalent, unknown, collaborate, transportation, disorder, monologue, unilateral,
bimonthly, semiannual, microscope, subterranean, cooperate, unusual, monopoly, synthesis, bicycle,
antipathy, polyglot, reaffirm, demigod, triangle, intermediate, predict, dislike, overestimate,
multimillionaire, illegal, infinity, misinform, bilateral, retrospect, preview, hemisphere, outplay,
undervalue, multidisciplinary, ultrareliable, redo, super megagadget, megaissue, extrasecretive, mislead,
nanofont, nanosundae, deemphasize, überengineer, e-commerce, e-business, e-mail, cyberspace.
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ENGLISH SUFFIXES

A suffix is a combination of letters added at the end of a word. Suffixes help us recognize the
function of words:

ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES

-able, -ible, verifiable, compatible
-ant, -ent important, fluent
-ish childish
-ary, -ory auxiliary, obligatory
-like sunlike
-some awesome
-ous harmonious
-ly lively
-y steady
-worthy noteworthy

-ful careful
-less careless
-proof waterproof
-free royalty-free
-ware software
-friendly user-friendly

VERB SUFFIXES

-ate translate
-en thicken
-ize theorize
-fy, -ify magnify

NOUN SUFFIXES

-er, -eer teacher, engineer
-or professor
-ee employee
-ist scientist
-ian historian
-ant registrant
-ista fashionista
-y ubiquity, normalcy
-age storage
-ance, -ence acceptance, difference
-ism realism
-ity simplicity
-ment development
-ness softness
-ion, -tion, -sion division, hibernation, conclusion
-(o)logy archeology, anthropology, geology, psychology
-ship friendship, readership, professorship
-dom freedom
-hood neighborhood
-vore informavore, herbivore
-ate professorate

The suffix -aholic has been applied to many things recently. The original word alcoholic was
used to describe a person addicted to alcohol. Now we use such words as workaholics (people
who love their jobs, «addicted» to them), shopaholics (addicted to shopping), sportaholics
(addicted to sports), TVaholics (addicted to watching television), and other somethingaholics.
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Translate the following words into Ukrainian. If necessary, consult the

dictionary or other source(s).

autonomous, tireless, periodicity, criticize, optimism, physician, criticism, thankworthy, foliage,
nominate, yellowish, reformer, justify, courage, satisfactory, verifiable, advantage, simplicity, shortage,
probability, darken, classify, mandatory, believable, heritage, integrate, trustee, rechargeable,
amendment, friendlike, boredom, provable, quoteworthy, geographer, simplify, fellowship,
competent, grantee, girlhood, resistant, vendor, workaholic, astronomer, relationship, visible,
disputable, parenthood, volunteer, memorize, memorable, spammer,  spammee, nominee, herbivore.

1. Make nouns from these words:

occur, leader, fit, absent, report, design, develop, free, tender, select, depend, agree, require, read.

2. Make verbs from these words:

symbol, false, strength, active, soft, normal, fresh, valid, signal, legal, individual.

3. Make adjectives from these words:

praise, afford, present, wash, reuse, luxury, noise, use, trust, faith, salt, adjust, flaw.

What is the difference?

classic — classical location — locale 
economic — economical — economics  population — populace 
academic (noun/adjective) — academical — academician cooperation — collaboration

Each of fifty United States has postal abbreviations for addresses in correspondence, and
characteristic creeds. Study them and answer the following questions:

1. Are there any states that share a common motto? 
2. What state is known as «Gopher State»?

Alabama AL Heart of Dixie

Alaska AK Great Land

Arizona AZ Grand Canyon State

Arkansas AR Land of Opportunity

California CA Golden State

Colorado CO Centennial State

Connecticut CT Constitution State

Delaware DE First State

Florida FL Sunshine State

Georgia GA Empire State of the South

Hawaii HI Aloha State

Idaho ID Gem State

Illinois IL Land of Lincoln

Indiana IN Hoosier State
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Iowa IA Hawkeye State

Kansas KS Sunflower State

Kentucky KY Bluegrass State

Louisiana LA Pelican State

Maine ME Pine Tree State

Maryland MD Old Line State

Massachusetts MA Bay State

Michigan MI Great Lakes State

Minnesota MN Gopher State

Mississippi MS Magnolia State

Missouri MO Show Me State

Montana MT Treasure State

Nebraska NE Cornhusker State

Nevada NV Silver State

New Hampshire NH Granite State

New Jersey NJ Garden State

New Mexico NM Land of Enchantment

New York NY Empire State

North Carolina NC Tar Heel State

North Dakota ND Flickertail State

Ohio OH Buckeye State

Oklahoma OK Sooner State

Oregon OR Beaver State

Pennsylvania PA Keystone State

Rhode Island RI Ocean State

South Carolina SC Palmetto State

South Dakota SD Sunshine State

Tennessee TN Volunteer State

Texas TX Lone Star State

Utah UT Beehive State

Vermont VT Green Mountain State

Virginia VA Old Dominion

Washington WA Evergreen State

West Virginia WV Mountain State

Wisconsin WI Badger State
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Wyoming WY Equality State

DC — District of Columbia (Washington, DC)

Match the two columns.

1. Sometimes natural phenomena are reported as UFO.
2. Many students used BASIC when they first began

to learn programming.
3. DOS: gone but not forgotten.
4. TGIF is an expression of gratitude that the work week

is almost over and that the weekend is about to begin.
5. The PLA process helps you identify learning gained

from life and work, and may enable you to receive a
diploma or certificate in less time, and with less cost.

6. TBA
7. TBD
8. P+P
9. S&H 
10. The official DVD specification documents have

never defined DVD. 

Verbalize the following abbreviations:

7:00 am; 5.30 pm; No. 6; $5.99; $10 billion; DC;  JFK; MIT; CMU; NATO; NASA; TBA; TBD;
Sep. 13; Montgomery Ave.; Apt. 72; e.g.; cf.; et al.; i.e.; etc.;. Ms. Ilona Green; Dr. Deborah Smith;
Prof. Campbell; James Booker, Sr.; James Booker, Jr.; James Booker, II; Tucson, Az.; Lexington
Park, MD.

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. «Cyborg» means «cybernetic organism».
2. A «simputer»  is a simple computer.
3. «Tweenager» stands for a currently fashionable marketing term for pre-teens, girls in

particular, aged between 7 and 11, a group having substantial purchasing power.
4. «Webucation», obviously enough, is education provided over the World Wide Web, a

concept also sometimes called «e-education». 
5. The word «artilect» is used as a term for devices that exhibit autonomous learning behavior:

a mix of «artificial intellect».
6. Moletronics is a blend of «molecular electronics», the idea that individual elements of

computer circuits could be formed using single molecules of substances.
7. An ideopolis is literally a city of ideas — a metropolis in which a large proportion of the

workforce is engaged in what the report calls «knowledge industries», which include healthcare,
teaching, architecture, the media, artistic creation, research and development, and computing.

8. Just guess what can «Yahooligan» possibly mean. 
9. «Blobitecture» («blob architecture») is curvy architecture that completely redefines what a

building ought to look like. Apparently, it was coined in 1995 by the architect Greg Lynn who
based it on «binary large object», or «BLOB», a technical term for a computer representation of
an object.

10. We are increasingly susceptible to dataveillance (or consumer espionage), the ability to
monitor people's activities by studying their data shadows. 

11. Today, people are informavores, or consumers of information.
12. The Japanese are information-aholics.
13. «Commentariat» is a jokey journalists' term for that group of people whose job is to
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A disk operating system

B thank God it’s Friday

C prior learning assessment

D unidentified flying object

E beginner’s all-purpose symbolic

instruction code

F to be defined

G to be announced

H digital video disc / 

digital versatile disc

I shipping and handling

J postage and packaging
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comment on the news (encompassing experts, pundits and pollsters who analyse political events
and discuss their implications). The word is a blend of «commentator» with the suffix «-ariat», an
ending derived from French (cf. the English suffix «-ate», as in  «directorate» or «professorate»).

14. «Technosexual» is a term for a male with a strong aesthetic sense and love of technology,
obviously derived from the ubiquiotous «metrosexual»— an urban male with a strong aesthetic
sense who spends a great deal of time and money on his appearance and lifestyle.

15. «Feminazi» (also spelled femme-nazi) is an invective neologism used predominantly in the
United States political rhetoric to characterize women having an irrational and extreme hatred of
men. The word is a blend derived from «feminist» and «Nazi».

16. «S/he» is used nowadays as a gender-neutral alternative to he or she.
17. Doug Ferrel and Don Christian of San Jose, Calif., coined a new word: prossification. They

define it as: (n) The long-term effect on an organization that has adopted too much procedural
standardization. Combination of the terms «process» and «ossification» (fossilization). Symptoms
include low reaction time and lack of flexibility.

18. Linguistic proof of the cultural impact of spyware is the large number of synonyms that
have popped up in the past year or so: snoopware, stealthware, trackware, or, tellingly, thiefware.

19. Metro(-) stands for metropolitan, of course.
20. The prefix «zetta» denotes one sextillion, and is used in the term «zettatechnology».
21. Nanosundae is a really small icecream treat on an edible spoon.
22. Pico- (one-trilionth) is one of the «very small» prefixes. 
23. Femto- means «one-quadrillionth». Now that is small! 
24. McJob denotes a low-paid job with few prospects. 
25. Nano- is about the implications of nanotechnology, a new field in which scientists are

learning to manipulate matter pretty much atom by atom.
26. «Wiki» is an acronym for «what I know is …» (hence Wikipedia). According to other

sources, «wiki» is a Hawaiian word that means «quick». 
27. The German prefix über-, (super), has become übertrendy in the last few years.
28. If I am going to webify this tool, do I have the right architecture?
29. It's the latest product devised by a man with a passion for «gadgeteering», as he calls it.
30. Let me list some examples of the so called Newglish (New English): technopreneur — an

entrepreneur in the technology fields; automagically — something that is done automatically in
an ingenious or inexplicable way, as if by magic; hacktivist — a hacker with a social or political
message to propagate.

31. Chindia is a portmanteau term for China and India considered together; the blend of the
two names suggests that they are becoming a powerful economic force whose global influence
may change the pattern of the world's trade over the next couple of decades. 

32. «Wallah» is a Hindi suffix denoting «a doer», the lunchboxes are named «dabbas», the meal
is often called «tiffin», so dabbawallahs or tiffinwallahs are persons delivering meals to offices.

33. Fashionista is a gently sarcastic term for a person who is an enthusiast for fashion. 
34. Compare WYSIWYG («what you see is what you get») and of YDKEWYGUYGI («you don't

know exactly what you get until you get it»), trying things without knowing what the results will
be.

35. Words ending in «-ati» tend to be mildly pejorative: glitterati — the fashionable set of
people engaged in show business or some other glamorous activity; fasherati — the set of people
concerned with fashion; digerati — people with expertise or professional involvement in
information technology (sometimes used neutrally);  illuminati — people who claim to possess
special enlightenment or knowledge of something (it was originally the name of a Bavarian secret
society founded in 1776, and of a sect of 16th-century Spanish heretics). 

36. Words ending in -zilla refer to the term «Godzilla» commonly used as a synonym for a giant
monster (its trademark owner is Toho Co. Ltd. of Japan).

37. The abbreviations XO and XOXO mean «kisses and hugs». 
38. http://www.newyorkology.com/

� Arrivology 

� Drinkology 

� Foodology 

� Hotelology 
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� Shopology 

� Sightsology 

� Transportology 

� Etceterology 

UNscientifically speaking…

Some reasons why English is hard to learn:

His two sons live in Tucson.
I did not object to the object.
I had to subject the subject to a series of tests.
How can I intimate this to my most intimate friend?
I was too close to the door to close it.
She thought it was OK to present the present.

A string of letters that reads the same backwards as forwards is a palindrome («Madam, I'm
Adam»; «A man, a plan, a canal: Panama!»; «Was it a car or a cat I saw?»). 

A semordnilap is closely related, but the reversed text must be different. For example, if you
reverse «diaper» you get «repaid», and if you invert «desserts» the word «stressed» appears. 

William Archibald Spooner is believed to have invented verbal (and conceptual) inversions.
Such wordplay is called Spoonerisms, e.g. «You have hissed my mystery lectures», «Which of us
has not felt in his heart a half-warmed fish?».

HUMOR

Professor Haldane has described the normal process of acceptance of a scientific idea in four
stages:

i. This is worthless nonsense.
ii. This is quite an interesting point of view.
iii. This is true but quite unimportant.
iv. I  always said so.

(«Acceptance of Scientific Idea», from Journal of Genetics, 1963)

«Writing a book is an adventure: it begins as an amusement, then it
becomes a mistress, then a master, and finally a tyrant.» 

Winston Churchill 

«The moment one learns English, complications set in.» 
Felipe Alfau

«You do not really understand something unless you can explain it to your grandmother.»    
Albert Einstein

«An expert is a man who has made all the mistakes which can be made, in a very narrow field.»
Niels Bohr

«When a body is immersed in water — the telephone rings.»    
Archimedes' Other Law

«Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I'm not sure about the universe.»  
Albert Einstein

«Very few people do anything creative after the age of thirty-five. The reason is that very few
people do anything creative before the age of thirty-five.»  

Joel Hildebrand 

«I cannot give you a formula for success, but I can give you a formula for failure: try to please
everybody.»  

Herbert Swope
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THEOREM:

It doesn’t matter if something I buy turns out to be a mistake and unreturnable,

because three years ago I found fifty dollars on the street, 

so THAT BALANCES EVERYTHING OUT!

How to Write a Clear Research Report

by Caroline, Eric, and Emily 

Alexandria, Virginia

Abstract

We had some fun with a stacking rings toy and learned something about how the perceptions
of adults are different from those of babies. 

Introduction

Almost everyone has played with stacking ring toys at one time or another. Most households
with small children have them, and they are simple yet fun playthings for babies, children, and
adults. Many of them have five rings of different colors (in our case blue, green, yellow, orange,
and red) and often the largest ring is blue and the smallest red (this is true for our toy). 

Caroline and Eric are PhD scientists, Emily is an 11-month-old baby, and the three of us would
like to share with you some things we learned by playing with this neat toy. 

What is the toy like?

Our toy is a yellow tower with five rings: blue, green, yellow, orange, and red. The rings are
different sizes and the tower is tapered so that the only way you can fit all the rings on the tower
is to put the biggest one on the bottom and so on up to the smallest one on top. This puts the
rings in rainbow order with blue at the bottom, then green, yellow, and orange, and finally red
on top. You can see the stacking rings toy in the picture below.

Caroline and Eric play with the toy

Caroline and Eric played with the toy for a while, and always ended up leaving the rings
stacked in rainbow order with blue at the bottom and red at the top. We've written this order in
the table below. 

Emily plays with the toy

Emily took all the rings off, and then put them back on in different orders. She was happy with
all the different arrangements she found. We've written some examples in the table. She found
that she could put a ring on top of the top ring and it would be pretty stable since the tower
pokes its head a little above the top of the red ring. This is the «Level 6» listed below. 

Table: Different ring orders
Caroline            Emily put the rings in all these ways
& Eric's             a         b           c           d          e           f
order

Level 6                          yellow    green     red        green     orange     red
Level 5         red             orange    red       green      red        red        yellow
Level 4         orange                                orange    orange                orange
Level 3         yellow          blue      yellow    yellow                  
Level 2         green           green                                        green      green
Level 1         blue                                    blue                  blue

What we learned

Caroline and Eric always found the same ring order, but Emily had a lot of fun with all sorts
of different arrangements. Maybe Caroline and Eric were too quick put the rings in the order they
knew was right. Do we know that their arrangement is «better» than any of Emily's arrangements?
Perhaps adults shouldn't jump to conclusions so quickly. 
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Conclusions

We had a good time playing with the toy and Caroline and Eric learned that their preconceived
ideas are not necessarily true. 

How to Write a Scientific Research Report

E. Robert Schulman , C. Virginia Cox , and E. Anne Schulman 

Alexandria, Virginia

Abstract 

The stacking properties of toroids that reflect radiation in the 1.8 to 2.8 eV energy range is
investigated. Preliminary results indicate that in the optimal configuration the toroids are oriented
vertically with those reflecting lower energy photons having larger gravitational potential energies
for toroids of equal mass. The ambiguousness of this solution is tested by experiments performed
by a relatively inexperienced researcher (t= 0.9167 yr). These experiments indicate that alternate
solutions can be found.

1. Introduction 

The significance of toroidal stacking properties in the present society should not be
underestimated. A plurality of localities in which dwell immature Homo sapiens contain educational
implements consisting of conic surfaces that can be combined with multiple toroids to produce
coherent structures. The number of toroids per conic surface is usually five, and there is often an
anticorrelation between toroidal radius and the mean energy of photons reflected by each torus. 

In this paper, we report on the results of a study of toroidal stacking properties by independent
groups. Two of us (ERS and CVC) are experienced researchers, while one of us (EAS) is a relatively
inexperienced researcher, having an age of 0.9167 yr at the time the study was performed. 

2. Description of Experimental Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus consists of six components: A solid with a circular base and a plane
curve tapering uniformly towards a vertex, which has a mean reflected photon energy of 2.18 eV,
and five toroids of different radii having mean reflected photon energies of 2.76, 2.43, 2.18, 1.97,
and 1.80 eV. The experimental aparatus is shown in Figure 1: 

3. Description of Experiment 1 

In the first experiment, two of us (ERS and CVC) together attempted to determine the optimal
toroidal stacking configuration. It was found that in the most advantageous mode the toroids are
arranged in a vertical orientation with those reflecting lower energy photons having larger gravitational
potential energies for toroids of equal mass. This solution is listed in column 2 of Table 1. 

4. Description of Experiment 2 

In the second experiment, one of us (EAS) independently attempted to determine the optimal
stacking configuration. A large number of acceptable solutions were found, although interestingly
these did not include the solution described in section 3. Columns 3 to 8 of Table 1 list six
solutions that were found using this method: 

Table 1. Toroidal Stacking Solutions 
Solution Number 

1        2a      2b      2c       2d      2e       2f 
Level 6                   2.18    2.43     1.80     2.43    1.97     1.80 
Level 5         1.80     1.97    1.80     2.43     1.80    1.80     2.18 
Level 4         1.97                       1.97     1.97              1.97 
Level 3         2.18     2.76    2.18     2.18 
Level 2         2.43     2.43                                 2.43    2.43 
Level 1         2.76                        2.76              2.76 

5. Discussion 

Although the experienced researchers consistently found only one optimal toroidal stacking
solution, the relatively inexperienced researcher found a multiplicity of acceptable solutions.
These results can be understood in the context of a model that predicts a strong correlation
between acceptance of the current scientific paradigm and research experience. 

The verisimilitude of solution one is brought into question by its absence in the multiple
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trials of experiment two; despite the abstract plausibility and possible pedagogic utility of the
concept of orienting toroids vertically with those reflecting lower energy photons having larger
gravitational potential energies for toroids of equal mass, it is possible that this and similar
concepts limit the phase space explorations of experienced researchers. 

6. Conclusions 

The stacking properties of toroids that reflect radiation in the 1.8 to 2.8 eV range was
investigated. Preliminary results indicated that in the optimal configuration the toroids are
oriented vertically with those reflecting lower energy photons having larger gravitational potential
energies for toroids of equal mass. 

The ambiguousness of this solution was tested by experiments performed by a relatively
inexperienced researcher (t= 0.9167 yr), which indicated that alternate solutions can be found.
In fact, the inexperienced researcher failed to find the original solution, suggesting that the phase
space explorations of the experienced researchers were limited by their adherence to the currently
accepted scientific paradigm. 

Web User Reactions to Bearded Men

Eric Schulman 

Alexandria, Virginia 

Abstract 

Web users were exposed to images of bearded, non-bearded, and indeterminately bearded men.
The web users estimated the temperature of each man, on a scale from 10 (HOT) to 1 (NOT).
These ratings were recorded and analyzed.

1. Introduction 

Lichtblau et al. (1991) and Maloney et al. (1999) concluded that, basically, cats are indifferent
to photographs of bearded men. All other research on the topic has confirmed this conclusion.
There is, however, much more controversy on the reactions of human beings to photographs of
bearded men (Kaswell 1999). 

For example, Muscarella and Cunningham (1996) studied 204 college students and concluded
that they perceived men with facial hair as «more agressive, less appeasing, less attractive, older,
and lower on social maturity» than men with clean shaven faces. This is consistent with the
conclusions of Wogalter and Hosie (1991): «Clean-shaven faces were regarded more favorably
than bearded faces; they appeared younger, more attractive, and more sociable.» 

On the other hand, Pancer and Meindl (1978) concluded that «the bearded male was regarded
more positively than the clean-shaven male.» And Pellegrini (1973) found that bearded men are
perceived as «masculine, mature, good-looking, dominant, self-confident, courageous, liberal,
nonconforming, industrious, and older.» 

Because of this controversy — and in an attempt to obtain one more publication before an
impending tenure decision — we set out to analyze web user reactions to images of bearded men. 

2. Materials 

Three images were used in the study. The images, reproduced here, display the same man
bearded (Figure 1), non-bearded (Figure 2), and indeterminately bearded (Figure 3): 

The test subjects were approximately 540 male and female web users (180 web users viewed
each image). As far as we know, no web users were harmed during the study. 

3. Methods 

Each web user was exposed to one of the three images through an Internet research service
(www.HOTorNOT.com ). The image was visible to the web user for as long as he or she cared to
look at it. Each web user estimated the temperature of the man in the image on a scale from 10
(HOT) to 1 (NOT), after which a new image (unrelated to this study) was presented to them. 

4. Results 

The results are shown in Figure 4. 

5. Conclusions 

The significance of the difference in perceived temperature between the bearded and beardless
man is only 0.3 sigma. The significance of the difference in perceived temperature between the
beardless and indeterminately bearded man is larger, but is still only 0.9 sigma. We therefore
conclude that, basically, web users are indifferent to beards on men. 
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Chronology of a test

8:30 a.m. The student writes down the name and hopes for logical answers in the test.

8:35 a.m. After reading the first problem, curses himself or herself for having skipped that 
drill exercise the night before.

8:40 a.m. Mental block. The hallucinations begin.

8:43 a.m. Phrases like: «That isn’t coming in the test!» start tormenting the student.

8:47 a.m. Something tells him or her how to answer the questions; takes the pencil out of
the mouth and starts hopelessly filling out an answer sheet.

9:00 a.m. Those were 10 easy points, s/he proudly pats herself/himself on the back.

9:06 a.m. Reality check. Cold sweat. Hallucinations.

9:10 a.m. Only 5 minutes left, the last problem has the most dreadful word one has yet to 
encounter in a test.

9:13 a.m. Shamelessly starts guessing the answers to the questions.

Uses the last minutes to review the known answers, the rest is pointless.
Recognizes it’s never too late to pray.
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Mini-Quiz

1. The prefix giga (G) for 109 (as in GHz):
a. is pronounced with a hard g (as the g in goat)
b. is pronounced with a soft g (as the g in gelatin)
c. is derived from a humorous verse by Christian Morgenstern
d. all of the above

2. The American engineer Al Gross is credited with the invention of:
a. pagers
b. microwave ovens
c. modems
d. none of the above

(Answers: 1-d; 2-a)

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

The Nobel prizes are announced each October and later awarded at a formal ceremony in
Stockholm. Also each October, at Harvard University, the somewhat lesser-known American
version of the Nobels, the Ig Nobels, are announced and awarded in the August Sanders Theater.
The very first year that Ig Nobel Prizes were awarded is 1991. The «Ig Nobels» are a tongue-in-
cheek alternative to the real Nobel Prizes, which celebrate «all that is bizarre, weird and
improbable in real-life scientific research» and which honour those whose achievements «cannot
or should not be reproduced». Another difference is that the Ig Nobel doesn't give cash prizes to
winners. The winners get to the ceremony at their own expense to talk for just a minute. The
awards are an eclectic bunch that have commemorated the Norwegian biologists who studied the
effects of ale, garlic and sour cream on the appetite of leeches, the man who founded the
Apostrophe Protection Society, The British Standards Institution for its six-page specification of
the proper way to make a cup of tea, the researcher who demonstrated that toast often falls on
the buttered side.

The Ig Nobels were created by Marc Abrams, the editor of a magazine called The Annals of

Improbable Research. Marc Abrams keeps things lively on awards night with things like a nano-
opera called «Atom and Eve: Eve a beautiful scientist and Atom — an oxygen atom.» 

1. The passage is about
a. The Nobel Prizes
b. Harvard University
c. Stockholm ceremony
d. The Ig Nobels

2. According to the passage, the Ig Nobel winners
a. always receive cash prizes
b. sometimes receive cash prizes
c. never receive cash prizes
d. may or may not receive cash prizes

3. It can be inferred from the passage that Marc Abrams
a. is a musician
b. was trained as a physicist
c. is a chemist
d. has a great sense of humor

4. At the ceremony, the Ig Nobel winners
a. talk for more than one minute
b. talk for only one minute
c. talk for several minutes
d. talk for ten minutes

5. It can be concluded that Ig Nobels
a. are awarded every other year
b. were awarded prior to 1991
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c. are awarded for genuine achievements
d. are awarded for apocryphal achievements

6. The underlined word tongue-in-cheek could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. not serious   
b. very serious  
c. somewhat serious  
d. state-of-the-art

7. The underlined word real could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. traditional   
b. annual  
c. usual   
d. actual

8. The underlined word improbable could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. trustworthy  
b. possible  
c. impossible  
d. true

9. The underlined word which could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. those  
b. whose  
c. that 
d. who

10. The underlined word achievements could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. accomplishments  
b. accidents  
c. incidents   
d. approaches

11. The underlined word reproduced could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. done away with  
b. put aside  
c. done again  
d. put together

12. The underlined word another could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. the second  
b. the other 
c. other  
d. a second

13. The underlined word eclectic could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. unified 
b. evolving  
c. ordinary   
d. unsystematic

14. The underlined word effects could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. composition  
b. influence  
c. structure  
d. condition

15. The underlined word lively could best be replaced by which of the following:
a. real-life  
b. cheerful and active  
c. short and sweet   
d. well organized

II. Complete the following sentences

16. It's technology of the future … today.
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a. test   
b. is testing   
c. tests   
d. being tested
17. … of these methods are based on an experimental paradigm.
a. The most   
b. More than    
c. Most   
d. More than that
18. Such testing came to be … used in other countries.
a. widely  
b. wider  
c. wide  
d. width
19. In a manifesto … last fall a group of intellectuals and advocates of clean energy called for 

the technological transformation of the transportation sector.
a. issues   
b. being issued   
c. issue  
d. issued
20. Galileo proposed the hypothesis that all falling bodies … at the same constant speed. 
a. drop   
b. dropped    
c. will drop    
d. would drop 
21. I encourage you to join me in … in the Awards program by nominating one of your 

distinguished colleagues.
a. participating          
b. to participate             
c. participate           
d. participation
22. Laptops, cellphones, and other products will likely continue to use them for the … future.
a. foreseeable        
b. foresee               
c. foresaw        
d. to foresee
23. Please indicate your interest in … this material. 
a. receiving   
b. receive   
c. received  
d. receives
24. That's why … manufacturers resort to a thin layer of thermal paste.
a. the most          
b. almost        
c. and most        
d. most
25. I have a particular pleasure of … you that Dr. Green will be a keynote speaker for the next 

Annual Conference.
a. inform   
b. did inform   
c. informed  
d. informing
26. Over the past 35 years he … with some of the largest commercial organizations of the world.
a. works   
b. worked  
c. has worked   
d. is to work
27. She is one of the world's … experts in management.
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a. leaded    
b. leading  
c. leads   
d. to lead
28. Alerts are sent if there … a problem.
a. was       
b. are         
c. is               
d. were
29. In … standard surveillance systems images are stored from a week to a month.
a. the most        
b. less than      
c. most     
d. less
30. Programming is done … .
a. remote      
b. remoted     
c. and remote   
d. remotely
31. To do so, … special diodes.
a. to use       
b. used       
c. using       
d. use
32. The program has spawned organizations that … expertise and support for practitioners.
a. provide  
b. provides  
c. providing  
d. and provided
33. There is no one right way … digital content.
a. to preserve  
b. preserving  
c. preserved  
d. preserve
34. MIT is … closely with the University of Cambridge.
a. and work  
b. work   
c. worked  
d. working
35. Does this also … to hard drives?
a. applies             
b. applied         
c. apply        
d. will apply
36. All these important activities … consume our time over the next 10 years at least.
a. will       
b. was         
c. were     
d. are
37. I ... the member of IEEE for over 20 years.
a. was
b. to be 
c. has been
d. have been
38. These issues require extensive knowledge ... science and technology.
a. in
b. of 
c. on
d. for
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39. Are you interested in ... this point?
a. discussion
b. discussed
c. discussing
d. when discussed
40 Irrespective ... the outcome of these arguments, engineers, and scientists should continue to 

do what they've always done.
a. to
b. at
c. of
d. for
41. ... these deep questions, biology now needs to be able to work in sophisticated ways 

with the huge mass of quantitative data.
a. Tackle
b. To tackle
c. When tackled
d. But tackle
42. I recommend that the decision ... abrogated.
a. to be 
b. being
c. is being
d. be
43. There … two major categories of organized research: exploratory and mission-oriented 

research.
a. is                       
b. be                       
c. are                         
d. to be
44. The interdisciplinary approach is essential … the investigation.
a. at                         
b. to                      
c. from                    
d. into
45. Please contact us ... potential contributions.
a. regard                             
b. regarded                   
c. regarding                      
d. regards
46. Professor Rogers will be our society president for the ... year.
a. come                              
b. comes                        
c. came                            
d. coming
47. He  ... the editor and chief of the newsletter from 1996 to 1998.
a. is                                    
b. has been                    
c. was                               
d. will be
48. This research resulted ... several publications.
a. in                                 
b. at                                  
c. on                              
d. of
49. ... energy production and distribution systems should continue to be improved.
a. Existed
b. Existing
c. Existence of
d. Exist
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50. It is essential that technical activities ... carried out within an appropriate management 
framework.

a. be
b. will be
c. were
d. to be
51. It is difficult … the contribution he made.
a. to assess   
b. assess    
c. assessed   
d. assessment
52. Please remember this exception … the rule.
a. to   
b. from   
c. in   
d. at
53. The illustration (Fig. 14) … how this principle was actually used.
a. show   
b. shows   
c. to show   
d. showing
54. The last major principle … of novel methods.
a. the importance   
b. important   
c. was the importance  
d. and the importance
55. In the past, literacy was restricted … a minority.
a. to   
b. in   
c. by   
d. of
56. It is important … the methodology to its conclusion.
a. follow  
b. followed   
c. to follow  
d. follows
57. It must … that so far this estimate is a theoretical prediction.
a. stressed    
b. to be  stressed    
c. was stressed    
d. be stressed    
58. Power is the economic lifeblood of the 21 … city.
a. centuries
b. century
c. center
d. centers
59. … General Motors all-electric plug-in vehicle?
a. To remember
b. Remember
c. Remembering
d. Remembers
60. This paper should … in a free online journal.
a. to be published
b. be published
c. publishing
d. publish
61. With …, the thesis will be completed on time.
a. luckily
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b. lucky
c. luck
d. and luck
62. The results are not easy … .
a. to generalize
b. generalized
c. generalizing
d. generalize
63. That … well for Moore's law.
a. bodes
b. bode
c. to bode
d. boding
64. ... more information, visit www.ieee.org
a. On
b. For
c. At
d. To
65. So why not … the clock faster?
a. push
b. to push
c. pushing
d. pushed
66. But it can be subjected to a number of… .
a. testing    
b. tests     
c. test    
d. tested    
67. He expressed his philosophy very … .
a. simply   
b. simple   
c. more simply   
d. with simplicity
68. They include, but are not limited … the medieval period.
a. to   
b. by   
c. at   
d. in
69. She recommended three major changes to the … system.
a. existing   
b. exist    
c. to exist   
d. exists
70.  It was during the last few years … he wrote his two major works.
a. that  
b. how   
c. because   
d. and
71. The volumes of the dictionary … a wealth of information.
a. contain   
b. contains   
c. when contain   
d. now contains
72. The problem here … this process is very inefficient.
a. is that   
b. that is   
c. this is  
d. is this
73. This survey took me … surprise.
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a. by   
b. at   
c. for   
d. on
74. …, companies would build all-new network.
a. Ideal   
b. Ideally   
c. Idealist   
d. Idealism 
75. Our colleagues have already discussed it in full … . 
a. detail       
b. details           
c. detailed       
d. and detail
76. If the Grants Committee … that the Preliminary Proposal Abstract falls within the guidelines, 

the applicant will be invited to submit a Full Proposal.
a. will decide   
b. decide   
c. decides   
d. decided
77. Submissions should be made according … the approval process.
a. to  
b. by   
c. on   
d. with
78. … upon the organizational process, this phase was the only one that went promptly.
a. Look back   
b. Looked back   
c. Looking back   
d. Looks back
79. We are unlikely … an investment in fiber.
a. seen  
b. to see  
c. seeing   
d. see
80. It is almost impossible … us to think of it.
a. for   
b. when 
c. and   
d. to 
81. The method of … whether a device is to get power was a major challenge.
a. detect   
b. to detect   
c. detected   
d. detecting
82. This software is the leading edge of both unparalleled convenience … breakdowns in 

barriers to piracy.
a. but also          
b. as well              
c. and               
d. also
83. … a few statistics.
a. Considers                
b. Consider            
c. Consideration         
d. Considered
84. Currently, it works with … three players.
a. less                     
b. at least           
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c. at last             
d. and least
85. Designers are … with conflicting requirements.
a. face                   
b. faced              
c. faces          
d. will face
86. The problem is to figure out which technology … in what application.
a. use               
b. to use         
c. usage          
d. using
87. The rules were published in minute ... .
a. details          
b. detail    
c. detailed           
d. detailing
88. This museum houses a magnificent art … .
a. collective 
b. collecting
c. collect
d. collection
89. Such changes can occur without any ... external cause.
a. known   
b. knows   
c. knowing   
d. know
90. I read the column ... it's so good.
a. since        
b. and     
b. although        
c. while
91. Money could be held in the smart card ... .
a. itself        
b. oneself        
c. herself        
d. himself
92. ... such changes can occur is of great concern.
a. It is      
b. That         
c. Also,    
d. Thus
93. But ... really the way it works?
a. that is          
b. is that         
c. are        
d. they are
94. I would like ... the staff on it.
a. congratulate
b. congratulation
c. to congratulate
d. congratulated
95. S&T stands ... «Science and Technology», of course.
a. at
b. in 
c. for
d. on
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96. The good news ... that salaries tend to be generous.
a. are
b. were
c. is 
d. have been
97. Make sure to get everything in ... .
a. written
b. write
c. writes
d. writing
98.  Theoretical description will be presented in a style easily .... by a diverse readership.
a. comprehend           
b. comprehended     
c. comprehending           
d. to comprehend
99. The theory  provides the foundation for an in-depth discussion ... the novel design.
a. include                  
b. that include               
c. included                     
d. that includes
100. IEEE Microwave Magazine ... by IEEE.
a. publishes            
b. publish                      
c. published                     
d. is published  
101. If  nothing  ... ,  about  1/3 of our reserve will be depleted in a few years.
a. will change                       
b. change                     
c. changes          
d. not changes
102. After much … they understood the nature of the phenomenon.   
a. experiments
b. experimental
c. experimentation
d. experiment
103. Our colleagues are sure … it.
a. of                
b. in                      
c. at                  
d. as to
104. Breathing is essential … life.
a. at                         
b. to                      
c. from                    
d. into
105. Perhaps one of Long Beach's greatest assets is its ethnic … .
a. diverse   
b. diversity   
c. and diverse  
d. or diversity
106. …, they gather here.
a. Order    
b. Ordering     
c. Ordinarily    
d. Ordinary    
107.  … , two companies still supply the subways with the relays.
a. Surprise 
b. Surprised   
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c. Surprises  
d. Surprisingly
108. … electricity from wave power is an old idea.
a. Generates  
b. Generation  
c. Generating  
d. Generate
109. This call may … monitored for quality assurance purposes.
a. be  
b. to be 
c. been   
d. being
110. We would … welcome them into our program.
a. certain 
b. and certain   
c. and certainly  
d. certainly
111. It is within … distance of the large hotels.
a. walking   
b. walked   
c. walk   
d. to walk
112. We will be asked to provide our vision of the applications that this field … impact.
a. is most likely  
b. is most likely to  
c. most likely 
d. are most likely
113. It is … in a grand Art Deco building.
a. housing  
b. houses  
c. housed 
d. house
114. Please … all inquiries and communications regarding the Forum to its organizer.
a. to direct  
b. directing  
c. direct 
d. and direct
115. Panelists from the USA will address the subject from … viewpoint.
a. its  
b. theirs  
c. it 
d. their
116. You should use a form which … on the web under www.ieee.org.
a. can be found   
b. can be founded   
c. can find   
d. and can be found
117. We need … fellow practitioners.
a. network   
b. to network   
c. networking   
d. to network with
118. It provides a forum for the exchange of ideas … practicing engineers from the universities, 

consultants, and in the manufacturing and supply industries.
a. between   
b. among   
c. both   
d. not only
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119. Our student activities … an important part of the discussion.
a. was   
b. were   
c. is   
d. has been
120. …, we were able to find sponsoring companies and subsidies from the University.
a. Fortune  
b. Unfortunately   
c. And fortune 
d. Fortunately
121. I prefer the  … approach in this particular case.
a. classic           
b. classical          
c. class               
d. classified
122. They might … a hunch things were right.
a. have had   
b. to have     
c. has   
d.  having
123. She studies … at Ohio State University.
a. economy       
b. economic      
c. economics      
d. economical
124. Both literature and music … the fine arts.
a. have         
b. has    
c. is      
d. are
125. The quantity of scientific data … enormous that dealing with it is a whole new discipline 

in itself. 
a. is  so      
b. are so      
c. such     
d. as such
126. … to the introduction of the microwave oven, people spent much more time cooking their 

meals.
a. After     
b. Prior to     
c. At present     
d. During
127. Scientists are still uncertain about … this phenomenon occurs.
a. how    
b. which     
c. with   
d. that
128. … I need is a good dictionary.
a. Which  
b. When     
c. What    
d. Why
129. Bill Haley, …, with his song «Rock around the clock», insisted he was the founding father 

of the genre «rock'n'roll».
a. the first superstar rock performer          
b. was the first superstar rock performer  
c. and the first superstar rock performer   
d. so the first superstar rock performer   
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130. No one is sure … makes him think so.
a. what   
b. it     
c. how     
d. which
131. The ... coverage provided many in-depth articles.
a. expanding
b. to expand
c. expand
d. expanded
132. The standard is now ... its maintenance phase.
a. enters
b. to enter
c. entering
d. enter
133. It is ….. more than just a rumor.
a. not         
b. not only       
c. no    
d. never
134. Unfortunately, the complexity of such a system is …. to be considered as a practical 

solution. 
a. too great       
b. to greet     
c. great      
d. greet
135. Oft-suggested alternatives …. variations in the sun's brightness.
a. includes   
b. include   
c. including    
d. to include
136. A is not … as B.
a. big  
b. bigger    
c. the biggest    
d. as big
137. «If I'd known I was going to live this long, I'd … better care of myself» (Ragtime musician 

James Herbert Blake, at age 100, in 1983).
a. have taken     
b. taken    
c. took    
d. take
138. This is typical … schooling.
a. of     
b. at    
c. to     
d. in   
139. Of course, the definition of hands-on … drastically in the past 20 or 30 years.
a. has changed    
b. changed   
c. will change    
d. and changed    
140. Tumble dry at high heat (….. exceeding 75°C) at normal setting.
a. no  
b. not only   
c. not   
d. nor
141. What is the reason … you decision?
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a. of    
b. for   
c. at    
d. from
142. Such devices are … .
a. programming      
b. program   
c. to program   
d. programmable
143. Adult's salt consumption should be … more than 6g a day.
a. not       
b. not just       
c. no     
d. never
144. Let's discern the subsets that … .
a. elements fall into   
b. elements  to  fall 
c. into elements 
d. falling elements   
145. It is important to understand which topics the authors … most.
a. to rely    
b. rely on  
c. and rely    
d. relying
146. How challenging the problem is, … less important than how challenging it feels to them.
a. is it 
b. had been
c. it
d. is
147. The thing …, we still live in a world that's filled with opportunities
a. has been
b. was
c. is 
d. will be

Render the following sentences into Ukrainian. Pay special attention to the

boldfaced linguistic devices. If necessary, consult dictionaries or other sources

of information.

1. Let's take part in the workshop.
2. I'll do my best to keep abreast of current events and technological advances.
3. Do you follow my train of thought?
4. I would rather not talk about it. That's against the rules.

5. We are on the verge of democratizing knowledge.
6. They've completed the assignment ahead of time.
7. Òî this end they have reconsidered the point in question.
8. It comes as no great surprise to both underuse and overuse such terms.
9. He finally decided to get rid of this idea.
10. We had to start the project from scratch.
11. I can take care of it.
12. Did you change your mind?
13. I have read quite a few journals, but only this one contains a wealth of information.
14. I think it would certainly be useful in the long run.
15. Does it make any sense to you?
16. Can you do without it?
17. My job is OK for the time being.
18. I look forward to seeing you soon.
19. She is by far the best jazz singer — she's just marvelous!
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20. I've run out of paper.
21. Bluntly put, there's not much of a future for this application.
22. It seems that they will be used in the  foreseeable future.
23. It turned out to be correct.
24. On the whole, our tentative data suggest that the law holds.
25. There is no doubt that all attendees are familiar with the conference structure.
26. It should be borne in mind that so far this estimate is a theoretical prediction.
27. To the best of our knowledge, the conference is intended to reflect the state-of-the-art in

the major subfields.
28. We have every reason to believe that careful planning doesn't rule out the possibility of

spontaneous discovery.
29. When it comes to research, enthusiasm does matter.
30. As to this point, it is argued that what one knows will usually rest on assumptions one

takes for granted without knowing them to be true.
31. Do drop me a line if you have a book on this subject.
32. Actually, the technique may well be effective.
33. The thing is that many people believe that this field is stagnant.
34. It goes without saying that this idea lacks originality.
35. Put down these statistics lest you forget them.
36. You'll never understand it unless you study carefully.
37. This scientist addressed a famous and simple question: «Why is there something rather than

nothing?» 
38. As a matter of fact, this is a challenging task.
39. The reaction may have taken place.
40. This process can well be effective.
41. No final decision between the two alternatives is possible at present.
42. Apart from state-of-the art physics procedures, they have used cutting-edge chemistry techniques.
43. It is not at all difficult to connect the lines that are just an inch apart. 
44. Further work on this problem is, however, badly needed. It is ever so important to reach a

worldwide English-language readership.
45. This causes the components to be separated. 
46. There are a few papers dealing with this subject.
47. The theory turned out to be correct.
48 I just can't make up my mind  when it comes to this brand.
49. Such algorithms may be used repeatedly.
50. A progressive increase in volume has been noticed recently.
51. This seems to be correct.
52. This method may well be effective.
53. We study this phenomenon in terms of structure and evolution.
54. Be careful not to jump to conclusions.
55. This is the actual approach that we have employed lately.
56. The changes seem to be gradual rather than sharp.
57. Frankly speaking, I don't like the approach proposed / suggested approach. 
58. Basically, the proposed approach did help us to come to important conclusions.
59. This problem will be discussed at some length. 
60. Now that is a Christmas dinner!
61. Now that it's here all anyone can do is complain! Amazing! 
62. Suffice it to say for now that it transforms a NUMBER to its corresponding (respective) VALUE.
63. At one time they all had taught mathematics. 
64. From then on, to enable this, they need to declare license.
65. I don't want to overstay my welcome.
66. Many people believe that this field is static and, indeed, stagnant. Well, I hope to prove

that nothing is further from the truth and that our discipline is a vibrant and synergistic
combination of science and art, combined with a dollop of economics, in a state of continuing
renewal and discovery, with many unanswered and important questions yet to be answered.

67. The word «organic» refers to the way farmers grow and process agricultural products, such
as fruits, vegetables, grains, dairy products and meat.

68. Saddle slow, ride fast. 
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69. He says he's middle-brow on tea & chocolate, very mixed on books, out of touch entirely

on sports, lowbrow/mainstream on clothes, shoes, cars, all sorts of other things. 
70. Well, for one thing, many of the examples are way too short. For another thing, I know

from experience that (at least some of) the people don't see any problem with them. 
71. When the going gets tough, the tough get going.

72. "The map is not the territory." (Alfred Korzybski).

English Idioms Test. Fill in the blanks. If necessary, consult dictionaries or

other sources of information.

1. Alex and John are as different as … and cheese.

a. coffee   
b. ham    
c. jam    
d. chalk

2. My father wants me to study law, but I have made up my … to become an archaeologist instead.
a. mind     
b. heart    
c. brain    
d. head

3. If something … true it sounds true.

a. tolls   
b. tells   
c. rings   
d. says

4. Why do they always go there? I don't know, I haven't the foggiest … .

a. idea    
b. thought    
c. answer   
d. guess

5. It was just a tongue-in-cheek remark. He wasn't really .... . He was just pulling my leg!

a. serious         
b. joking    
c. angry      
d. funny

6. Gosh! I'm all thumbs. I'm so ..... I will never be able to handle this equipment.

a. nervous     
b. clumsy      
c. excited       
d. stubborn

7. I am so mad at my cousin. We were supposed to go shopping but she … .

a. stood me up        
b. pulled my leg     
c. had no room in her car    
d. wasn't under the weather      

Translate the following:

state-of-the-art  
one-to-one 
red-orange 
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mission impossible 
well-lit
self-educated
all-inclusive 
pretty good
all things scientific
semi-independent 
re-reading 
non-Newtonian               
pre-1960                         
mid-1990s 
murky waters
scholarship
multitalented 
semiconductor
ready-made product 

Render the following passages into Ukrainian.

A.

CALL for PAPERS: Journal of Teaching in International Business 
Special Issue: Digital Technology in Teaching International Business 

The Journal of Teaching International Business invites the submission of articles on this
exciting theme of high interest. New technologies allow us to disseminate information in different
ways and allow us to create interactive environments in which to learn. 

Topics: 

Theoretical, conceptual, and empirical papers, particularly those with an area-specific focus of
Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Middle East, or Latin and South America are sought. Descriptive
works that offer significant managerial and/or public policy guidelines or implications are also
invited. Research foci included in this call for papers are those related to: 

* Teaching and learning efficacy 
* Outcomes assessment 
* Curriculum development 
* Electronic delivery systems 
* Digital teaching materials 
* Internet-enhanced classes 

Cross-cultural and comparative studies that investigate long-distance, or digitally enhanced
teaching techniques, whether synchronous or asynchronous, and research that measures the
usefulness, or describes the use of new technologies or techniques that have been developed to
improve learning, will be considered for publication. 

In all cases, articles must emphasize the practical relevance of the issues presented and must
be written to appeal to academics, practitioners and policy makers. The goal is to provide readers
with thoughtful and provoking ideas that can be implemented by academics and practitioners,
and supported by policy makers in government and international agencies. 

General Guidelines: 

Papers should use the American Psychological Association (APA) style guidelines and be
double-spaced. In addition to the main body, submissions should include a title page and an
abstract of 100-150 words on a separate page. Manuscripts should be between 15 and 25 pages
including figures, tables, illustrations, and bibliography.
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B.
The flow of expert knowledge is undergoing rapid change. As information highways are

constructed around the globe, new questions about ethics, goals, and economics must be
answered. Science Communication, published by Sage (www.sagepub.com), addresses theoretical
and pragmatic questions central to some of today's most vigorous political and social debates.
This discourse crosses national, cultural, and economic boundaries on issues such as health care
policy, educational reform, international development, and environmental risk. 

Science Communication unites international scholarly exploration of three broad but
interrelated topics: Communication within research communities — Communication of scientific
and technical information to the public — Science and Technology communications policy.
Science is broadly defined within the context of Science Communication to include social science,
engineering, medical knowledge, as well as the physical and natural sciences. 

Science Communication sets new standards for scholarly and critical analysis of public
communication by linking public policy to the parameters in which knowledge is created. Topics
include: 

Communication among experts and professionals... The journal explores such diverse and
important subjects as how scientists and engineers use new communication technologies, and
the unique problems in peer-review practices for research journals. 

Communication history... In this rich and varied area of inquiry, you'll find a broad range of
articles, including the evolution of science broadcasting, content analyses of gender and racial
stereotypes in science magazines, and evaluations of the effectiveness of government programs
to enhance the public's understanding of science. 

Communication of scientific information to other professionals... Because the dissemination
of scientific information is critical, Science Communication examines important and far ranging
issues, such as the use of scientific knowledge in court, and how research findings are shaped
to refine government regulation. 

Communication to audiences outside technical communities... In the pages of Science
Communication, you'll find articles that analyze the content of scientific information in
commercial television, as well as scholarship that probes issues like the changing economics
and ethics of science museums, zoos, aquaria, and science centers. 

NoteworthyNoteworthy
Remember not only to say the right thing in the right place, but far more difficult still,

to leave unsaid the wrong thing at the tempting moment.

Benjamin Franklin

I thought a thought.
But the thought I thought 

Wasn't the thought I thought I thought.
If the thought I thought I thought,
Had been the thought I thought,
I wouldn't have thought so much.
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ARTICLES AND THEIR USAGE

There exist definite (the), indefinite (a, an) and zero (�) articles in English.
The definite articles «the» are used with specific nouns (when the listener or reader knows what

specific thing or person the speaker is talking about: Where is the dictionary? (that I gave you).
Äå ñëîâíèê? (òîé, ùî ÿ âàì äàâ). The method was used before. Öåé ìåòîä âèêîðèñòîâóâàâñÿ
ðàíiøå. «The» is used when the noun is unique — «only one»: The sun is shining» (There is only
one sun).

The indefinite articles «a», «an» are used with singular countable nouns that are non-specific:
I need a pencil — Ìåí³ ïîòð³áåí îë³âåöü.

For plural count and non-count nouns that are indefinite, we use «some» instead of «a»: I need
some pencils. — Ìåí³ ïîòð³áí³ îë³âö³. Would you care for some coffee? ×è õî÷åòå êàâè?

� is used for plural count and non-count nouns that are indefinite and when the speaker talks

about the things in general: When � people can communicate with each other they get along
better. Êîëè ëþäè ñï³ëêóþòüñÿ, ¿ì ëåãøå ïîðîçóì³òèñÿ.

It is useful to remember three so-called «golden rules» (with some exceptions to them):

1. Do not use the definite article «the» with non-
count nouns denoting substances, abstract nouns,

or when you talk about things in general: � Life

is life. Æèòòÿ º æèòòÿ. � Tea is popular

beverage. ×àé ïîïóëÿðíèé íàï³é. � Literature

and � music are called «the fine arts». 
Ë³òåðàòóðó òà ìóçèêó íàçèâàþòü âèòîí÷åíèì
ìèñòåöòâîì.

2. Use either definite or indefinite articles with singular countable nouns: He is going to buy
a dictionary. Â³í çáèðàºòüñÿ ïðèäáàòè ñëîâíèê. Where is the dictionary you spoke about?
Äå òîé ñëîâíèê, ïðî ÿêèé âè çãàäóâàëè?

3. Use indefinite article with the names of
professions: He is a mathematician. Â³í ìàòåìà-
òèê. She is an engineer. Âîíà ³íæåíåð.

4. Use the with «of-phrases»: The exploration of
spañe. Äîñë³äæåííÿ êîñìîñó. The knowledge of
chemistry. Çíàííÿ õ³ì³¿.

GENERAL USAGE OF ARTICLES:

Articles

a the �

single countable a book the book —
plural countable — the books books
uncountable — the water water
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But:

The life of the scientist was hard. Æèòòÿ
â÷åíîãî áóëî âàæêèì. They lived a happy
life. Âîíè æèëè ùàñëèâî. The tea I had
today was Chinese. Ñüîãîäí³ âðàíö³ ÿ
ïèâ êèòàéñüêèé ÷àé. Please, pass the salt.
Áóäü ëàñêà, ïåðåäàéòå ñ³ëü.

But:

They are � doctors. Âîíè ë³êàð³. They are
� engineers. Âîíè iíæåíåðè.

But:

Spañe exploration.
Chemistry knowledge.

Nouns

ARTICLES: some (more) tricky points:

an English book BUT a European country
an unrealistic plan a Ukrainian boy

a unique approach
a universal rule
a university student

a history book BUT an hour interval



ARTICLES USED WITH CERTAIN EXPRESSIONS

a the �

a couple of at/to the office 
a dozen to the movies
a pair of to the theater

in the school a half
(inside the building)

a lot of the first
a great deal the second(...)
a great many the last
a host of the ...est 

(the best, the biggest;
as a result the most...)

a hundred at (in) the end
a thousand in the beginning

two times
a day/per day 
an hour

to do the shopping

what
a + countable noun

such

Such
a promising approach!What in the future (some day)     in future (from now on)

ARTICLES WITH PROPER NAMES

� the a

cities, states Paris, London, New York Exception: the Hague
New Jersey, Ohio

streets, squares, Baker Street, Fifth Avenue, Exception:  the Strand
avenues, roads, boulevards, Broadway, Manhattan the Bronx
city districts

countries (use «the» when Canada, France, Ukraine the Philippines,
they have a plural name the United Kingdom
and are viewed as unions)

geographic areas (regions) the Orient, the Middle East, 
the Crimea

continents Europe, Asia, 
South America, Africa

mountains, mountain peaks Mount Everest Exception: the Matterhorn

mountain ranges the Rocky Mountains, the Alps

lakes Lake Michigan, Ontario

lakes when they form a set the Great Lakes

rivers the Danube

oceans and seas the Atlantic Ocean,
the Black Sea

gulfs the Gulf of Mexico
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(the) USA

at work
at home
at/to school (general area)

in school (activity indication)

(a) part of
half (of)
lots
in stable condition
according to contract
in rush hour
last night; at night
at midday/at noon
by bus/car/train
on foot
face to face
arm in arm
to go shopping

from beginning to end
at 11 p.m.
in 1973
on Wednesday

(the) so-called

in the morning
in the afternoon
in the evening



canals the Erie canal

planets Mars, Venus Exceptions: the Sun, 
the Moon, (the) Earth

separate islands Jamaica

chains of islands the Canary Islands

deserts the Gobi desert

parks Central Park

tourist attractions, famous Exception: Disneyland the White House 
buildings, monuments, the National Gallery 
museums

with universities, colleges, Harvard University,
schools beginning with Lambton college
a proper noun

with universities, colleges, the University of Virginia
schools beginning with the college of arts and sciences
«university», «school»,
«college»   

names of magazines Time magazine

names of historic documents the Treaty of Geneva

names of wars World War I the War of Independence
(except World Wars) 

names of ships, the Orient express
trains, airplanes 

names of scientific 
methods: a) well-known Green method the Montessori method
and established (the) 
b) those still not recognized
by everyone (�) 

proper names Ann Johnson the Johnsons She was
a) denoting family a Brown 
as a whole (the) as opposed before
to separate name (�)  marriage.
b) specifying maiden 
name (a)

Fill in the blanks with «the», «a», «an», or leave blank.

1. May I have a look at ___ book that I brought yesterday? 
2. She is ___ chemist. 
3. John likes ___ rice. 
4. Ann has decided to become ___ engineer, while Mike and Andrew would rather become
___ geographers. 
5. Where is ___ coffee that we bought last week? 
6. ___ teachers want ___ students to succeed. 
7. ___ water is essential for life. 
8. Please pass ___ pepper. 
9. ___ spreadsheets can help us (to) make ___ calculations.
10. In 1816 a Scottish natural philosopher invented ___ kaleidoscope.
11. ___ Coal is second major natural resource. 
12. ___ Ronald Reagan was President of ___ USA during ___ Cold war.
13. Jane wants to study ___ business at ___ University of Illinois. 
14. He has graduated from ___ Ohio State University. 
15. ___ Rhode Island is the smallest state in ___ USA. 
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SYSTEM OF TENSES

Simple Present (Present Indefinite) Present Progressive(Present Continuous)

(Present Indefinite) «now»  «already in progress now»

1. General relationships and timeless 1. Actions in progress:
truths:

Time changes everything. He is studying for an exam 

×àñ çì³íþº óñå. Íèí³ â³í ãîòóºòüñÿ äî ³ñïèòó.
This device is becoming more and more popular.
Öåé ïðèëàä íàáóâàº (íèí³) âñå á³ëüøî¿ ïîïóëÿðíîñò³.

2. Permanent states: 2. Uncompleted actions:

Ann likes mathematics. She is still looking for a job.
Åíí ëþáèòü ìàòåìàòèêó.   Âîíà âñå ùå øóêàº ðîáîòó. 

John is making dinner. Äæîí ãîòóº âå÷åðþ.

3. Habitual and recurring actions: 3. Repetition and duration,

John jogs every morning. temporary states and activities:
Äæîí á³ãàº ï³äòþïöåì ùîðàíêó.   He is taking English classes this year. 

Öüîãî ðîêó â³í â³äâ³äóº çàíÿòòÿ ç àíãë³éñüêî¿  ìîâè. 
She is living with her parents this month. 
Öüîãî ì³ñÿöÿ âîíà ìåøêàº  ðàçîì ç áàòüêàìè.

4. Mental perception and emotions: 4. Emotional comment on present habit:

He never worries. She is always cracking jokes!
Â³í í³êîëè íå õâèëþºòüñÿ.   Çàâæäè âîíà øóòêóº!

5. Definite future plans or schedules 5. Future events:

She completes her studies in a month. I’m leaving at 7 a.m. tomorrow.
×åðåç  ì³ñÿöü âîíà çàê³í÷èòü íàâ÷àííÿ. ß ¿äó çàâòðà î 7 ãîäèí³ ðàíêó.

The delegation is coming tomorrow. 
Çàâòðà ïðèáóâàº äåëåãàö³ÿ.

6. Events with future time adverbials:
when; if; unless; before; after. 

After she completes her studies, she 
plans to stay here for good. 
Ï³ñëÿ çàê³í÷åííÿ íàâ÷àííÿ âîíà 
ïëàíóº çàëèøèòèñü òóò íàçàâæäè.

7. Future events with verbs open/close, 

begin/end/finish, come/leave: 

The class begins at 8 a.m. 
Çàíÿòòÿ ïî÷èíàþòüñÿ î 8 ãîäèí³ ðàíêó. 
The store closes at 10 p.m. 
Êðàìíèöÿ çà÷èíÿºòüñÿ î 10 ãîäèí³ 
âå÷îðà. 
He comes tomorrow. 
Â³í ïðèáóâàº çàâòðà. 
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(right) now
at the moment
currently 
at present

Express:



usually/generally/as a rule/normally now/right now/at the moment/
sometimes/from time to time currently/at present
rarely/seldom/hardly ever still

today
often/ this year/week
frequently these days
always 
every    day

morning
other day

Use ONLY Simple Present with stative verbs: 

understand
know I know it.
believe ß çíàþ öå.
like I understand what 
hate
remember you mean.
need ß ðîçóì³þ, ùî âè 
want/wish ìàºòå íà óâàç³.
mean This idea sounds nice.
prefer Öÿ ³äåÿ 
appear çâó÷èòü íåïîãàíî.
seem
sound
smell
feel

BUT:
I’m looking at you. 
He’s tasting food. 
We’re having a party next Sunday.

Projects look OK on paper. I usually have tea for breakfast, 
Food tastes delicious. but today I'm having coffee.
I have two dictionaries. «I’m feeling good», sang Nina Simone.

Use either the Simple Present or the Present Progressive tense of the verbs

in the parentheses:

1. I (to understand) now. 

2. This suggestion (to sound) nice. 

3. Barbara always (to go) to work at 7 a.m. 

4. Coffee (to smell) good. 

5. She usually (to wake up) in the wee small hours of the morning (at dawn).

6. She (to smell) the flowers. They (to smell) good.
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Tense markers

NOTE.

look
taste
smell
have

Exercise 2.



SIMPLE FUTURE 

(Future Indefinite)

«at a certain time in the future»

1. probable future events:
I will call you*.
ß òîá³ çàòåëåôîíóþ.
I will get back to you as soon as I can.
ß ïîâåðíóñÿ äî Âàøèõ ñïðàâ 
ùîéíî çìîæó öå çðîáèòè.
They won't do it, will they?
Âîíè öüîãî íå çðîáëÿòü, ÷è íå òàê?
We will agree with them, won't we?
Ìè ç íèìè ïîãîäæóºìîñÿ, ïðàâäà?
I will help you. 
ß äîïîìîæó òîá³.
I’ll get the phone. 
ß ï³ä³éäó äî òåëåôîíà.

2. mental perception and emotions:

You’ll like   it! Òîá³ öå îáîâ’ÿçêîâî ñïîäîáàºòüñÿ!
love

NOTE.

DO NOT use Future Tense in a sentence where there are two clauses, one of which is time clause
beginning with when; before; until; after/as soon as; unless; should (as equivalent of if).

if/should
when

I will do it before you come.
after/as soon as 
(ï³ñëÿ òîãî, ÿê)

until (äîïîêè)
unless (ÿêùî íå)
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later 
tomorrow 
in 2 hours 
next month 
tonight
soon 
from now on â³äòåïåð
one of these days (öèìè) äíÿìè 
(ñòîñîâíî ìàéáóòíüîãî)

5 years from now 
the day after tomorrow ï³ñëÿçàâòðà
in the future / someday / one day
(êîëèñü) ó ìàéáóòíüîìó

will not = won't

Tense markers

NOTE.

I/we I/we shall

s/he will (American English) s/he will (British English)

they they

MIND: future events can also be expressed by using Present Tenses (see page 231), 
namely, Present Simple (5, 6, 7), and Present Progressive (5).

NOTE. Usually, we DON'T use «will» after «if» in English 

(e.g. If it snows heavily tomorrow, the flight will be canceled). 
However, there could be some EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE.
We can use «will» after «if»: 
� if we're talking about future results rather than conditions:

«If you think it will help you achieve the goal…»;

� in certain phrases: if you will... (meaning «if you insist on …» or 

«if you wouldn't mind…»), if you won't... (meaning «if you refuse to …»),

� in polite requests: if you wouldn't mind (doing something), 

if you'd be so kind as (to do something). 



3. to be going to future:

a. future plans, intentions:

She is going to study at the university.
Âîíà çáèðàºòüñÿ íàâ÷aòèñÿ â óí³âåðñèòåò³.

I’m going to do it no matter what!
ß çáèðàþñÿ öå çðîáèòè (çðîáëþ öå) áóäü-ùî!

b. probable and immediate future events:

The class is going to start in a minute.
Çà õâèëèíó ïî÷íóòüñÿ çàíÿòòÿ.
Also: The laboratory is (just) about to close.
Ëàáîðàòîð³þ âæå ìàéæå çà÷èíèëè.

Past Progressive Future Progressive

(Past Continuous) (Future Continuous)

Express:

«in progress at a time in the past» «in progress at a certain time in the future»

1. events in progress at a specific time: 1. events that will be in progress at a time
He was studying at 10 p.m. yesterday. in the future; will last for a period of time
Â÷îðà î 10 ãîäèí³ âå÷îðà â³í â÷èâñÿ. in the future: 

I will be delivering a lecture on philosophy 
from 9 a.m. till 11 a.m. tomorrow.
She will be working on her paper for the 
next two weeks. 
Âîíà ïðàöþâàòèìå íàä ñòàòòeþ 
äâà íàñòóïí³ òèæí³.

2. interrupted actions: 
I was reading when she came. 
ß ÷èòàâ y òîé ìîìåíò, êîëè âîíà ïðèéøëà. 

3. two actions in the past continued 
at the same time: 
He was reading while I was writing my essay. 
Â³í ÷èòàâ y òîé ÷àñ, êîëè ÿ ïèñàâ òâ³ð.

4. repetition and iteration: 
I was reading all day long. 
ß ÷èòàâ ö³ëèé äåíü.
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NOTE.

Talking about the future you may well use the following expressions:
* in the long run — in the distant future, óêð. ó äàëåêîìó ìàéáóòíüîìó, íà ïåðñïåêòèâó.
* in the short run — in the near future, soon, óêð. íåçàáàðîì
— Why are you learning Spanish?
— I think it will be useful in the long run.

yesterday at 5 p.m.
from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m.

all day long
while / as/during / meanwhile / in the meantime

from 5 a.m. till 7 a.m.

this time tomorrow
next year

10 years from now 

still

for 2 hours
days

at 8 a.m. tomorrow
when X come(s)

NOTE. Use while with Past Progressive, and
when with Simple Past.

Tense markers

Tense markers



Choose the correct form of the verb from the parentheses:

1. When Olga arrived everyone (was studying / studied). 
2. At 6 p.m. she (was studying / studied). 
3. At this time tomorrow we (will be taking / will take) the test. 
4. I (will call / am calling) you one of these days. 
5. Albert (was  reading / read) while Victoria (was watching / watched) TV.

Simple Past Present Perfect

«at a certain time in the past» «in the past but related in 
some way to the present»

Express:

1. an event that took place at a definite time 1. actions happened at an indefinite
in the past, or several events that happened: time in the past:
one after the other.
We discussed it yesterday. We have already discussed it.
Ìè îáãîâîðèëè öå ó÷îðà. Ìè âæå îáãîâîðèëè öå (êîëèñü ðàí³øå).
I closed the book, put it in my bag, and left.

2. events that lasted for a time in 2. situations that began in the past,
the past: continue to the present:
He taught at Harvard for 10 years before He has attended the university for 3 years.
he came here. Â³í íàâ÷àºòüñÿ â óí³âåðñèòåò³ ïðîòÿãîì 3 
Â³í âèêëàäàâ ó Ãàðâàðä³ ïðîòÿãîì ðîê³â.
10 ðîê³â ïåðåä òèì, ÿê ïåðå¿õàâ ñþäè He has lived in Germany since 1992 
(â³í á³ëüøå òàì íå âèêëàäàº). (he still lives there).

Â³í ïðîæèâàº ó Í³ìå÷÷èí³ ç 1992 ðîêó. 

MIND: since is used to indicate the
beginning of the time period; for is used 
to indicate duration of time.

3. habitual or repeated events: 3. actions completed in the past but 
She studied English every day until she related to the present:
passed the test. John has applied for several job openings 
Âîíà â÷èëà àíãë³éñüêó ùîäíÿ, and now he’s waiting for the results.
äîêè (äîïîêè) íå ñêëàëà ³ñïèò. Äæîí ïîäàâ çàÿâêó íà äåê³ëüêà âàêàíñ³é

³ òåïåð î÷³êóº íà ðåçóëüòàòè.
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Exercise 3.

in 1990
when X was 20
as a child
yesterday
the day before yesterday ïîçàâ÷îðà
last year / month
long ago / once upon a time
the other day (öèìè) äíÿìè 
(ñòîñîâíî ìèíóëîãî)

this morning (the morning is over)

eventually/finally/at(in) the end/ ultimately
at that time
2 hours ago / later
it's (high) time / it's about time äàâíî ÷àñ
just now (only a moment ago) ùîéíî
first / (for) the first time (discovered) óïåðøå
(for) the last time âîñòàííº

lately /recently / of late / 
in recent years îñòàíí³ì ÷àñîì

up to now  äîòåïåð
so far
already
never
ever
since + time marker
this morning (before noon)
this week/this month
today
in the past / before / previously / earlier
two / three ... times
yet (ó çàïèòàííÿõ òà ïðè çàïåðå÷åíí³)
during the past 2 days
for 3 years now âæå òðè ðîêè
one day (ÿêîñü) îäíîãî ðàçó
just íåùîäàâíî
this is the first time (I've spoken in public.)
öå óïåðøå, êîëè

tense markers tense markers



4. past mental perceptions or emotions: 
She always knew what she wanted. 
Âîíà çàâæäè çíàëà, ÷îãî ïðàãíå.

*used to describes habits, regular activities, 
states in the past that no longer exist now; 
*be used to + ...ing/noun means
«be accustomed to», «have a habit» 
He used to work at the university. 
Ðàí³øå â³í ïðàöþâàâ â óí³âåðñèòåò³. 
He is used to working at the university. 
Â³í çâèê ïðàöþâàòè â óí³âåðñèòåò³. 
or: He is used to his present job. 
Â³í çâèê äî ñâîº¿ òåïåð³øíüî¿ ðîáîòè.

Past Perfect Future Perfect

2 actions (or more) occurred

before a certain time in the past before a certain time in the future

Express:

action(s) or state(s) that took place future event(s) happening before
before other event(s) in the past: other future event(s):
He had studied very hard By the time you come,

Action 1 Action 2

before he passed the exam. we will have finished the experiment.
Action 2 Action 1

Â³í íàïîëåãëèâî â÷èâñÿ ïåðåä òèì Êîëè âè ïðèéäåòå, ìè âæå 
(äî òîãî), ÿê ñêëàâ ³ñïèò. çàê³í÷èìî åêñïåðèìåíò.

I will have finished translation by 9 p.m. 
This/that was the first time he had seen ß çàê³í÷ó ïåðåêëàä äî äåâ’ÿòî¿ 
this movie. ãîäèíè âå÷îðà.
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before
after
when
hardly ... when
never ... before

before
tomorrow by 5 p.m.
by the year...

The Present Perfect Progressive(Continuous), the Past Perfect Progressive (Continuous), the
Future Perfect Progressive (Continuous) are used mainly to emphasize the duration of activity
expressed by Present Perfect, Past Perfect, and Future Perfect, respectively:

He has taught mathematics for years // for 3 years/months // all day /

has been teaching since Monday / his entire life.

He had studied very hard before he passed the test.
had been studying (ä³ÿ 2, â³äáóâàëàñÿ çãîäîì/ï³çí³øå)

(ä³ÿ 1, â³äáóâàëàñÿ ðàí³øå)

By the end of the year we will have worked/lived/taught               here for 5 years.
we will have been working/living/teaching

Tense markers Tense markers

MIND:

— Have you ever been to Australia 
(before)?

— No, I have never been to Australia 
(before).

How long have you been doing this?
has she been writing this book?

How long has it been since they arrived? = How long is it since they arrived?

NOTE.

used to and be used to + ...ing/noun 



Sequence of Tenses (Reported Speech)

He says that he is studying now here
Â³í êàæå, ùî studies

now today this/these
â÷èòüñÿ

studied yesterday
(has studied)
â÷èâñÿ last year

He will say that he will study
tomorrow

Â³í êàçàòèìå, ùî â÷èòèìåòüñÿ

can study two days from today
may study 
ìîæå â÷èòèñÿ three days ago
could study
might study next month/year
would have studied
could have studied recently/lately
ì³ã áè â÷èòèñÿ in the past (years)

was studying then there
He said that he studied
Â³í êàçàâ, ùî â÷èòüñÿ that day that/those

had studied the day before 
(has studied) (on the previous day)
â÷èâñÿ

would study the year before 
áóäå â÷èòèñÿ the previous year
could study the next day 
might study the following day
ì³ã â÷èòèñÿ

two days from then
could study three days earlier
might study the following month/year
would have studied
could have studied recently/lately
ì³ã áè â÷èòèñÿ in the past (years)

NO tense changes are required when you mention

1. things that are always true:

Cavendish discovered that water consists of hydrogen and oxygen. 

2. statements that occurred only a very short time ago:

He told me (just now), «I can’t understand your idea». 
He said that he can’t understand my idea.

OTHER CASES: see pages 122-123 (Unit 5), pages 156-158 (Unit 6) & page 233 (Unit 9). 
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NOTE.

Questions in reported speech:

«Am I right?» asked X.

X asked if
wondered whether (or not) s/he was right

MIND: 

I have been interested in science (ever) since I was I child.
ß (ùå) çìàëêó ö³êàâëþñÿ // ö³êàâèëàñÿ/ö³êàâèâñÿ íàóêîþ.

* Previous research has shown that the temperature has stabilized recently.
* Our measurements indicated that the temperature has stabilized in the past years.



GRAMMAR: THE PASSIVE VOICE

The English passive is by far the most frequent in scientific writings, and least frequent in  
conversation.
Passive formation:

Samuel Morse invented the electric telegraph in 1835.
subject object

AGENT

The electric telegraph was invented by Samuel Morse.

Note that the majority of passive sentences that occur in speech and writing (about 85 percent) 
are agentless (do not have an explicit agent): Many people are employed in manufacturing.

We denote an agent or instrument the following way:

The poem was written by John. (agent, doer)

Â³ðø íàïèñàíèé Äæîíîì.
The poem was written in pencil. (instrument)

Â³ðø íàïèñàíèé îë³âöåì.
The results were obtained by professor Smith with the help of new equipment.
Ðåçóëüòàòè áóëè îòðèìàí³ ïðîôåñîðîì Ñì³òîì íà íîâîìó îáëàäíàíí³ (çà äîïîìîãîþ
íîâîãî îáëàäíàííÿ).

1.

Sometimes there is significant difference between the active and passive voice. 
Cf.: Few people read many books. (Meaning: there are few people in the world who read 
lots of books.)
Many books are read by few people. (Meaning: there are many books that are read by
very few people.)

2.

Some passive sentences in English have no active voice variant:
John was born in Ireland.

3.

Do NOT use passive with the following words: lack, resemble, fit, have.

THE PASSIVE IS USUALLY USED:

1. When the agent is unknown:
The book was stolen.

2. When the agent is redundant:
French is spoken in France.

3. When the writer wants the statement to sound objective (the agent and/or the source of 
information are not mentioned):

It is thought/believed/assumed that this is a promising method.
(Ââàæàþòü, ùî ...)
It is rumored ...
(Õîäÿòü ÷óòêè, ùî ... )
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*It used to be thought...

(Ðàí³øå ââàæàëè, ùî...)

to be + Participle II



Mind specific passive constructions and the ways of translating them into Ukrainian:

1. Indirect Passive:

a. She gave her sister a book.
object 1   object 2

(indirect)   (direct)
A book was given to her sister. (direct passive) Her sister was given a book. (indirect passive)

2. Prepositional Passive

a. The terms were insisted on.
Íà óìîâàõ íàïîëÿãàëè.
The lecture was followed by a discussion. 
Çà ëåêö³ºþ éøëà äèñêóñ³ÿ.
The lecture was succeded by another one. 
Çà îäí³ºþ ëåêö³ºþ éøëà ³íøà.
The conference was preceded by preliminary arrangements.  
Êîíôåðåíö³¿ ïåðåäóâàëà ïîïåðåäíÿ ï³äãîòîâêà (àáî: ïåðåä êîíôåðåíö³ºþ áóëî
ïðîâåäåíî ï³äãîòîâêó).
All manufacturing processes are subject/subjected to change. 
Óñ³ òåõíîëîã³÷í³ ïðîöåñè çàçíàþòü çì³í.
The resolution was objected to by almost everyone. Ïðîòè ðåçîëþö³¿ áóëè ìàéæå óñ³.

b. They   make use of a  device
object object

Use is made of a device.
A device is made use of. 

Ïðèëàä âèêîðèñòîâóþòü.

They take adequate steps/measures to improve the situation.
object

Adequate steps/measures are taken to improve the situation.

MIND

Typical Phrases with Passive Voice:

I was born in 1972.
I was named after my grandfather.
I was invited to the conference.
I am done. (I am ready.)
This technology is widely used. (This is a widely used technology.)
Much remains to be done.
It can be concluded that … .
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Äëÿ ïîë³ïøåííÿ
ñèòóàö³¿ âæèâàþòü
íåîáõ³äíèõ çàõîä³â.

Don't forget that it's generally better to USE THE ACTIVE VOICE instead of the passive

MIND: unputdownable book – êíèãà, â³ä ÿêî¿ íåìîæëèâî â³ä³ðâàòèñÿ
doable task — ïîñèëüíå/çä³ñíåííå çàâäàííÿ

Simple Present / Present Indefinite

They discuss the issue. 
Present Progressive / Present Continuous 

They are discussing the issue. 
Simple Past / Past Indefinite 

They discussed the issue. 
Present Perfect 

They have discussed the issue. 
Past Perfect 

They had discussed the issue.
Past Progressive / Past Continuous

They were discussing the issue. 
Simple Future / Future Indefinite

They will discuss / are going to discuss the issue. 
They must/should discuss the issue. 

The issue is discussed.

The issue is being discussed.

The issue was discussed.

The issue has been discussed.

The issue had been discussed.

The issue was being discussed.

The issue will be discussed / is going to be discussed.
The issue must/should be discussed.



VERBALS 

PARTICIPLE

There exist the following types of verbs in English:

— notional verbs They study English.
ñìèñëîâ³

— auxiliary verbs Do you like the book? I haven’t decided yet.
äîïîì³æí³ We will see you later.

— modal verbs I can do it.
ìîäàëüí³

— link-verbs He is a scientist.
ä³ºñëîâà-çâ`ÿçêè

— substitutes He likes physics, and so do I.
ä³ºñëîâà-çàì³ñíèêè

— emphatic do I do need this information.
ä³ºñëîâî-ï³äñèëþâà÷

English notional verbs are characterized by a great variety of forms that can be divided into
two main groups: finite and non-finite (verbals). 

Îñîáîâ³ (finite) ôîðìè âèðàæàþòü îñîáó, ÷èñëî, ÷àñ, ñòàí, ñïîñ³á ä³¿, ³ âèñòóïàþòü ó
ðå÷åíí³ ïðèñóäêîì.

Áåçîñîáîâ³ (non-finite) ôîðìè íå ìàþòü çâè÷àéíèõ ôîðì îñîáè, ÷èñëà, ñïîñîáó, òà íå
âèñòóïàþòü ó ðîë³ ïðèñóäêà, õî÷à é ìîæóòü âõîäèòè äî éîãî ñêëàäó.

VERBALS are:

— Participle

— Infinitive

— Gerund

Participle

Tenses Active Passive

Simple (indefinite) doing (being) done

Perfect having done having been done

Participle I Participle II

moving object the installed machines
ïðåäìåò, ùî ðóõàºòüñÿ or
living document  the machines installed

äîêóìåíò, ùî çì³íþºòüñÿ âñòàíîâëåí³ ìàøèíè (ìàøèíè, ùî âñòàíîâëåí³/
òà ïîíîâëþºòüñÿ ùî ¿õ áóëî âñòàíîâëåíî)

Perfect Participle

Having made* the experiment he left the laboratory. 
Çðîáèâøè åêñïåðèìåíò, â³í çàëèøèâ ëàáîðàòîð³þ.

* Ïåðôåêòí³ ôîðìè ä³ºïðèêìåòíèêà âêàçóþòü íà çàâåðøåí³ñòü ä³¿ ñòîñîâíî ä³¿, ÿêó

âèðàæàº ïðèñóäîê
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Participles in a Sentence (A,B,C)

Attribute The project proposed by professor is very promising.
Îçíà÷åííÿ Ïðîåêò, çàïðîïîíîâàíèé ïðîôåñîðîì, ìàº âåëèê³ ïåðñïåêòèâè.

The paper presented attracted a great deal of attention. 
Ïðî÷èòàíà äîïîâ³äü ïðèâåðíóëà áàãàòî óâàãè.
This is the article so much spoken about. 
Îñü ñòàòòÿ, ïðî ÿêó òàê áàãàòî ãîâîðÿòü.
The scientist investigating this problem works at our Institute. 
Â÷åíèé, ùî (ÿêèé, êîòðèé) äîñë³äæóº öþ ïðîáëåìó, ïðàöþº ó íàøîìó
³íñòèòóò³.
This is the best method known. 
Öå íàéêðàùèé ñåðåä â³äîìèõ ìåòîä³â.
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NOTE.

A few Participles II change their meaning according to their position

the people involved = the people concerned

the people who were affected by what was happening
ëþäè, ïðî ÿêèõ éäå ìîâà
(ìîæëèâ³ âàð³àíòè ïåðåêëàäó:
ò³, ùî ðîçãëÿäàþòüñÿ; äàí³)

BUT: BUT:

an involved explanation = a concerned expression =
a complicated explanation a worried expression
ñêëàäíå ïîÿñíåííÿ ñòóðáîâàíèé âèðàç

Mind the meaning of the verbs:

to involve âêëþ÷àòè, çàëó÷àòè to concern ñòîñóâàòèñÿ

The experiment involves three stages. The problems  concern all of us.
involved concerned

Åêñïåðèìåíò âêëþ÷àº òðè ñòàä³¿. Ö³ ïðîáëåìè ñòîñóþòüñÿ óñ³õ íàñ.
âêëþ÷àâ ñòîñóâàëèñÿ

This is the paper involving the latest data. This is the article concerning the 
new method.

Îñü äîïîâ³äü, ÿêà çàëó÷àº îñòàíí³ äàí³. Îñü ñòàòòÿ, ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ íîâîãî 
ìåòîäà.

* ALSO: * ALSO:

I didn’t realize that this experiment would I concern myself with history =
involve so much concern. I am interested in history

ß íå óñâ³äîìëþâàâ, ùî öåé åêñïåðèìåíò ß ö³êàâëþñÿ ³ñòîð³ºþ.
çäàòíèé âèêëèêàòè òàêó òðèâîãó.

*all concerned óñ³ çàö³êàâëåí³ 
îñîáè



Adverbial When   discussing progress in their work scientists decided to carry 
Modifiers While

out another experiment.
Îáñòàâèíè Îáãîâîðþþ÷è (ï³ä ÷àñ îáãîâîðåííÿ) äîñÿãíóò³ ðåçóëüòàòè, â÷åí³ 

âèð³øèëè ïðîâåñòè ùå îäèí åêñïåðèìåíò.
Computer is a complex device  when  viewed as a whole. 

if
Êîìï`þòåð — ñêëàäíèé ïðèëàä, ÿêùî ðîçãëÿäàòè éîãî â ö³ëîìó.

Being invited too late, we couldn’t attend the conference. Ìè íå çìîãëè
â³äâ³äàòè êîíôåðåíö³þ, áî íàñ çàïðîñèëè äóæå ï³çíî.

When going into reaction, elements change their properties. 
Âñòóïàþ÷è ó ðåàêö³þ, åëåìåíòè çì³íþþòü ñâî¿ âëàñòèâîñò³.

Having discussed the issue, they went to the library. 
Îáãîâîðèâøè öå ïèòàííÿ, âîíè ï³øëè äî á³áë³îòåêè.

Having been discovered, this law became known to many scientists. 
Ï³ñëÿ òîãî, ÿê çàêîí áóëî â³äêðèòî, â³í ñòàâ â³äîìèé áàãàòüîì ó÷åíèì.

Considered from this point of view, the issue is of little importance. 
ßêùî ðîçãëÿäàòè ïèòàííÿ ç ö³º¿ òî÷êè çîðó, òî âîíî íå íàäòî âàæëèâå.

Unless  otherwise stated, ... ßêùî íåìàº îñîáëèâèõ çàñòåðåæåíü, ...

Parentheses frankly speaking, — ÷åñíî êàæó÷è,
âñòàâí³ ñëîâà generally speaking, — ó ö³ëîìó,

broadly considered, — ÿêùî ðîçãëÿäàòè â ö³ëîìó,
putting it another way, — ³íàêøå êàæó÷è,
as already mentioned, — ÿê âæå áóëî ñêàçàíî, 
as emphasized above, — ÿê óæå íàãîëîøóâàëîñÿ ðàí³øå,

PARTICIPAL CONSTRUCTIONS

Subjective Objective

The students were seen to see We saw the students
making the experiment. to watch making the experiment.
Áà÷èëè, ÿê ñòóäåíòè to hear Ìè áà÷èëè, ÿê ñòóäåíòè 
ðîáèëè åêñïåðèìåíò. ðîáëÿòü åêñïåðèìåíò.
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NOTE.

Mind the translation of certain set expressions containing participles:

Given — ßêùî º; çà óìîâè; ÿêùî
Stated — ßêùî ñôîðìóëþâàòè
Seen — ßêùî ðîçãëÿäàòè
Granted — Ïðèïóñò³ìî, (à äàë³?)
Let’s take it for granted — Äàâàéòå ââàæàòè, ùî öå äîâåäåíî (çðîçóì³ëà ð³÷) 
It being so, — Çà òàêèõ óìîâ,
This being the case, — ßêùî ñïðàâè ³äóòü òàêèì ÷èíîì (ó òàêèé ñïîñ³á),



OTHER CONSTRUCTIONS

It being late, we postponed  Ìè â³äêëàëè çáîðè, áî (òîìó ùî) 
the meeting. áóëî ï³çíî.

The session was over, Çàñ³äàííÿ çàê³í÷èëîñü, àëå (ïðè÷îìó, à)
with many problems left unsolved. áàãàòî ïèòàíü çàëèøèëîñü íåâèð³øåíèìè.

The first experiment was hard to perform, Ëèøå ïåðøèé åêñïåðèìåíò áóëî 
the other ones causing no trouble. ñêëàäíî  ïðîâåñòè, óñ³ ³íø³ ìèíóëè áåç 

ïðîáëåì.

The results as presented at the Ðåçóëüòàòè ó òîìó âèãëÿä³, ÿê ¿õ ïîäàíî
conference are very promising. íà êîíôeðåíö³¿, º äóæå ïåðñïåêòèâíèìè.

The phenomenon thus discovered ßâèùå, ÿêå áóëî â³äêðèòî òàêèì ÷èíîì
puzzled almost everyone. (ó òàêèé ñïîñ³á), çäèâóâàëî ìàéæå óñ³õ.
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NOTE.

to have (get) something done

someone do something

I had the letter translated (somebody did it for me).

Ìåí³ ïåðåêëàëè ëèñòà.

I had John translate the letter (John did it for me).

Äæîí ïåðåêëàâ ìåí³ ëèñòà.

Cf.:

I have translated the letter (I have done it myself).

ß (ñàì) ïåðåêëàâ ëèñòà.

NOTE.

Set-phrases with participles

standing committee — ïîñò³éíî ä³þ÷èé 
êîì³òåò

abstracting journal —  ðåôåðàòèâíèé 
æóðíàë

refereed journal   ôàõîâå âèäàííÿ

steering committee — îðãêîì³òåò
organizing

learned society — íàóêîâå òîâàðèñòâî
/nid/

naked eye — íåîçáðîºíå îêî, 
/kid/ Also: unaided eye

allied disciplines
related fields ñóì³æí³ äèñöèïë³íè

NOTE.

Presenting the report is my colleague.
Äîïîâ³äü âèãîëîøóº ìîÿ êîëåãà.



VERBALS

INFINITIVE

Tenses Active Passive

Simple (Indefinite) to do to be done

Progressive (Continuous) to be doing —

Perfect to have done to have been done

Perfect Progressive to have been doing —
(Continuous)

Infinitive in a Sentence

Subject To explain this phenomenon is not easy.
Ï³äìåò Ïîÿñíèòè öå ÿâèùå — íåëåãêà ñïðàâà.

To err is human. 
Ëþäèí³ âëàñòèâî ïîìèëÿòèñÿ.

Part of Predicate Our aim is to master English.

×àñòèíà ïðèñóäêà Íàøà ìåòà — âèâ÷èòè àíãë³éñüêó ìîâó.
We are to study English.      Ìè ïîâèíí³ â÷èòè
We have to study English.    àíãë³éñüêó ìîâó.
They had to work hard. 
¯ì äîâåëîñÿ íàïðóæåíî ïðàöþâàòè.
You must have read this article. 
Ìàáóòü, âè ïðî÷èòàëè öþ ñòàòòþ.
You could have done it better. 
Âè ìîãëè á çðîáèòè öå êðàùå.

Object Science teaches us to create.
Äîäàòîê Íàóêà â÷èòü íàñ òâîðèòè.

Attribute 

Oçíà÷åííÿ

He was the first     (scientist) to study this phenomenon.
the last   (one)
the next
the only

Â³í áóâ ïåðøèì      (â÷åíèì), õòî âèâ÷àâ öå ÿâèùå.
îñòàíí³ì
íàñòóïíèì
ºäèíèì
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The article to be translated is here.
Ñòàòòÿ, ÿêó òðåáà ïåðåêëàñòè, çíàõîäèòüñÿ
òóò.
The problem to be solved is extremely difficult.
Ïðîáëåìà, ÿêó òðåáà âèð³øèòè, äóæå
ñêëàäíà.
The conference to be followed by an exhibition
is to take place tomorow. 
Êîíôåðåíö³ÿ, ÿêà áóäå ñóïðîâîäæóâàòèñÿ
ðîáîòîþ âèñòàâêè, ìàº â³äáóòèñÿ çàâòðà.



Adverbial You must study hard (in order) to excel.
Modifiers Âè ïîâèíí³ íàïîëåãëèâî â÷èòèñÿ,
Îáñòàâèíè àáè  äîñÿãòè óñï³õó (áóòè êðàùèì).

This method is (not) accurate enough to give reliable results.
Öåé ìåòîä (íå)äîñòàòíüî òî÷íèé, 
àáè çà éîãî äîïîìîãîþ îòðèìàòè íàä³éí³ ðåçóëüòàòè.
These details are too important to be neglected. 
Ö³ äåòàë³ íàäòî âàæëèâ³, ùîá íèìè íåõòóâàòè.

to make  
to form

Hydrogen and oxygen unite to yield water.
to bring about
to produce
to give (rise to)

Êèñåíü òà âîäåíü ïîºäíóþòüñÿ, óòâîðþþ÷è âîäó.

Parentheses To sum up,
Âñòàâí³ ñëîâà To summarize, 

ï³äñóìîâóþ÷è,

To begin with, — ïî÷íåìî ç òîãî, ùî
To put it another way, — ³íàêøå êàæó÷è
to say nothing of
not to mention      

íå êàæó÷è âæå ïðî

so to say/speak — ñêàçàòè á
that is to say — òîáòî
To put it briefly, — êîðîòøå êàæó÷è,
*to be on the safe side — ïðî âñÿê âèïàäîê

Translate the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1.  It is never too late to learn.

2. Newton was the first to realize the universality of gravity.

3. The subject is important enough to be discussed in full detail.

4. These methods are to be described in the next chapter.

5. Water is to be purified to meet our needs.

6. The intention of the author is to show some newly developed methods.

7. These factors combine to make the problem very complicated.

8. To be on the safe side, we have to consider everything.

9. The two quantities are added to yield the desired result.

10. This is the rule not to be forgotten.

11. She was the last to join our group.

12. The problem is too complex to be solved right away.

13. To get the best results, follow the directions carefully.

14. To know everything is to know nothing.
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Exercise 4.



Constructions with the Infinitive
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Subjective

Ï³äìåò ç ³íô³í³òèâîì

He is known to be a
reliable person.
Â³äîìî, ùî â³í íàä³éíà
ëþäèíà. / Â³í, ÿê â³äîìî,
íàä³éíà ëþäèíà.
The article is said to be
very interesting.
Êàæóòü, ùî öå äóæå
ö³êàâà ñòàòòÿ. / Öÿ ñòàòòÿ,
êàæóòü, äóæå ö³êàâà.
She is expected to come.
Î÷³êóþòü, ùî âîíà
ïðèéäå.

He is
(un)likely 

to come
sure

(Ìàëî)éìîâ³ðíî, ùî â³í ïðèéäå.
Â³í îáîâ’ÿçêîâî ïðèéäå.
Only the methods known from practical
experience to be reliable have been used.
Áóëî âèêîðèñòàíî ëèøå ò³ ìåòîäè,
êîòð³, ÿê â³äîìî ç ïðàêòè÷íîãî äîñâ³äó,
º íàä³éíèìè.

He seems to know the rule.
Î÷åâèäíî, â³í çíàº öå ïðàâèëî.

It turned out to be a
success.
failure.

Öå âèÿâèëîñÿ
óñï³õîì
íåâäà÷åþ.

to make* — ïðèìóøóâàòè;
çðîáèòè òàê, ùîá...

They should be made to
comply with safety regulations.
¯õ òðåáà ïðèìóñèòè
ï³äêîðèòèñÿ ïðàâèëàì
áåçïåêè.

Teachers should make
their students study.
Â÷èòåë³ ïîâèíí³ çðîáèòè
òàê, ùîá ¿õí³ ó÷í³
â÷èëèñÿ.

Do you want me to help?
Âè õî÷åòå, ùîá ÿ äîïîì³ã?

This device enables accurate
measurements to be carried out.
Öåé ïðèëàä äîçâîëÿº çðîáèòè òî÷í³
âèì³ðè.

to be likely éìîâ³ðíî
to be unlikely ìàëîéìîâ³ðíî
to be sure íàïåâíå/íàïåâíî

òà ï³ñëÿ Participle II

to happen
to chance

ñòàâàòèñÿ

to seem
to appear

âèäàâàòèñÿ

to prove
to turn out

âèÿâëÿòèñÿ

to want
to wish áàæàòè
to desire

to like
to love

to allow
to permit äîçâîëÿòè
to enable

to know çíàòè

to think
to consider
to believe

ââàæàòè

to suppose
to find âèÿâëÿòè

to say
to report ïîâ³äîìëÿòè

to expect î÷³êóâàòè
to state êîíñòàòóâàòè

to see
to watch
to observe 

ñïîñòåð³ãàòè

Objective

Äîäàòîê ç ³íô³í³òèâîì

I know him to be a reliable
person.
ß çíàþ, ùî â³í íàä³éíà
ëþäèíà.
We consider this problem
to be of great importance.
Ìè ââàæàºìî, ùî öå
íàäçâè÷àéíî âàæëèâà
ïðîáëåìà.
They reported him to win
the prize.
Ïîâ³äîìèëè, ùî â³í
çäîáóâ ïðåì³þ.

* When the verb make is passive, its complement is infinitive WITH to, when active —
infinitive WITHOUT to.

*



For+to+Infinitive Construction

There is not enough time for this article to be published this year. 
Íåäîñòàòíüî ÷àñó äëÿ òîãî, àáè öÿ ñòàòòÿ âèéøëà äðóêîì öüîãî ðîêó.
That was for him to decide. 
Öå ïîâèíåí áóâ âèð³øèòè â³í. (Ïîð³âíÿéòå: *It was up to him).
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NOTE.

Bare Infinitive (³íô³í³òèâ áåç to)
Do NOT use to:

1. after modal and auxiliary verbs:

I don’t ∅ understand you. 
ß íå ðîçóì³þ âàñ.
If one can’t ∅ have what one loves, one must ∅ love what one has.
ßêùî íå ìàºø òîãî, ùî ëþáèø, ëþáè òå, ùî ìàºø.

2. after let, would rather, had better, make (active), and in the sentences beginning with
Why:

Let us ∅ be friends. 
Äàâàéòå áóäåìî äðóçÿìè.
I would rather not ∅ do it. 
ß ë³ïøå öüîãî íå ðîáèòèìó.
What makes you ∅ think so? 
Ùî ïðèìóøóº âàñ äóìàòè ñàìå òàê?
Why not ∅ come? 
×îìó á íå ïðèéòè?

NOTE.

Split Infinitive (ðîçùåïëåíèé ³íô³í³òèâ)

Really, I want to understand you.
Ñïàâä³, ÿ õî÷ó çðîçóì³òè âàñ.
I want to really understand you.
ß ñïðàâä³ õî÷ó çðîçóì³òè âàñ.

NOTE.

Sometimes to can be used INSTEAD of the infinitive:
I would not do it even if I wanted to.
I would not do it even if I wanted to do it.
ß á íå çðîáèâ öüîãî, íàâ³òü ÿêùî ³ õîò³â áè (öå çðîáèòè).
— Would you like some tea?
— I’d love to.

like to.
— Âè õîò³ëè á âèïèòè ÷àþ?
— ²ç çàäîâîëåííÿì.

BUT: 

Mind the verb try:
— Can you do this?
— I’ll try.
— Âè ìîæåòå öå çðîáèòè?
— Ñïðîáóþ.



VERBALS

GERUND

active passive

Simple (Indefinite) using being used

Perfect having used having been used

GERUNDS and NOUNS

NO plural ending: Take plural ending:
Writing poetry is  difficult. I have read some of his writings recently.

PREPOSITIONS are often used

BEFORE  Gerunds: AFTER  Nouns:

I am fond of cooking. The cooking of your sister is better than mine.

GERUNDS and INFINITIVES

express something real, fulfilled: express something hypothetical, unfulfilled:

I tried closing the door. I tried to close the door.
(MEANING: I closed the door). (MEANING: I didn’t close the door).
I forgot mailing the letter. I forgot to mail the letter.
(MEANING: I mailed the letter, (MEANING: I didn’t mail the letter).
but I can’t recall when).

ARE  USED  WITH  THE  FOLLOWING  VERBS:

enjoy hope
avoid want
consider expect / anticipate
appreciate agree
forgive ask
postpone/put off afford
quit tend
suggest We suggest postponing offer We offered to postpone

the meeting the meeting.
admit choose
deny refuse

go on can't wait
keep on would like
mean (îçíà÷àòè) mean (ìàòè íàì³ð)

That means publishing the book a.s.a.p.              I didn't mean to offend anyone.

BOTH    Infinitive and Gerund are used with

(dis)like
begin 
start
continue 
stop
remember
forget
try

They like     working hard.

continued to work hard.
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USE GERUND WITH THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSIONS

capable of
(çäàòíèé)
fond of
(ïîäîáàòèñÿ)
accustomed to
(ïðèçâè÷à¿òèñÿ)

I am interested in doing a lot of work.
(ö³êàâèòèñÿ)
successful in
(äîñÿãàòè óñï³õó)
afraid of
(áîÿòèñÿ)
tired of 
(âòîìèòèñÿ)

excuse for                            
(âèáà÷åííÿ)

I have no reason for    coming so late.
(ïðè÷èíà)
possibility of                    
(ìîæëèâ³ñòü)

succeed in 
(ìàòè óñï³õ)
insist on
(íàïîëÿãàòè íà)
think of 
(äóìàòè ïðî)
thank for 
(äÿêóâàòè)

They object to getting a job.
(çàïåðå÷óâàòè,
âèñòóïàòè ïðîòè)
are used for
(âèêîðèñòîâóâàòèñÿ (çà)äëÿ)
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* rely on
* count on
ðîçðàõîâóâàòè íà

* feel like
* don’t mind

íå áóòè ïðîòè

* worth
* worthwhile

âàðòî

* not worth(while)
* no use

íå âàðòî

It’s postponing the meeting.



We * look forward to hearing from you.
ç íåòåðï³ííÿì ÷åêàòè

Would you mind* coming later?
×è íå ìîãëè á Âè 

*/íàéá³ëüø ââ³÷ëèâà

ôîðìà ïðîõàííÿ/

GERUND in a Sentence

Subject Reading books is useful.  
Ï³äìåò ×èòàòè êíèãè — êîðèñíî.

Carrying out this task is of great importance. 
Äóæå âàæëèâî âèêîíàòè öå çàâäàííÿ. 
Âèêîíàííÿ öüîãî çàâäàííÿ ìàº âåëèêå çíà÷åííÿ.

Part of Predicate His favorite pastime is listening to music.  
×àñòèíà ïðèñóäêà How about postponing the test?

What about

Object He insisted on translating the text. 
Äîäàòîê Â³í íàïîëÿãàâ íà ïåðåêëàä³ òåêñòó.  

Ann likes studying foreign languages. 
Åíí ïîäîáàºòüñÿ âèâ÷àòè ³íîçåìí³ ìîâè.

Attribute The boiling temperature of water is 100o C. 
Îçíà÷åííÿ Òåìïåðàòóðà êèï³ííÿ âîäè — 100o Ñ. 

(ÏÎÐIÂÍßÉÒÅ: boiling water (Participle I) — 
âîäà, ùî êèïèòü)

Adverbial modifiers On entering the room, he greeted everyone.
Îáñòàâèíè Çàéøîâøè äî ê³ìíàòè, â³í ïðèâ³òàâ óñ³õ ïðèñóòí³õ.

After discussing the problem, they arrived at important
conclusions. 
Ï³ñëÿ îáãîâîðåííÿ ïðîáëåìè âîíè ä³éøëè âàæëèâèõ 
âèñíîâê³â. 
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They doing nothing.

* can’t help
* can’t resist

íå ìîãòè íå

* can’t stand
* can’t bear

íåíàâèä³òè



CONSTRUCTIONS WITH GERUND

Noun with ‘s / Possessive Adjective + Gerund

I object to your participating. ß âèñòóïàþ ïðîòè âàøî¿ ó÷àñò³.
I know of John’s coming late. ß çíàþ, ùî Äæîí ïðèéäå ï³çíî.
The scientist’s having discovered Â³äêðèòòÿ â÷åíèì öüîãî ÿâèùà
this phenomenon made him famous.  ïðèíåñëî íàóêîâöþ ñëàâó.

MIND the difference between

Possessive Adjectives AND Possessive Pronouns

My Our Mine Ours

Your Your Yours Yours

His/Her/Its Their His/Hers/Its Theirs

Translate the following sentences into Ukrainian.

1. Forecasting future is always an uncertain business.

2. We learn much by reading books.

3. Writing essays in English requires practice.

4. It is worth remembering this rule.

5. They are capable of constructing these facilities.

6. Active animal life exists at all temperatures from the melting point of ice, to about 40o

below the boiling point of water.

7. There are many reasons for questioning this theory.

8. The exhibition was worth attending.

9. He could not help joining the discussion.

10. I thank you for taking all the trouble, and for the well-wishing.

11. If you are not interested in asking questions, you are not interested in having answers.

12. The problem is worth solving.

13. I like to work without being disturbed.

14. Your studying much now will help you in your future work.

15. We succeeded in obtaining reliable results.

16. They know about our investigating the problem.

17. In spite of his being tired, he continued to work.

18. I object to your discussing this issue now.

19. A true scientist is interested in being told about his or her mistakes.

20. I know of your having read this article.

21. He went away without having told us the necessary information.

22. The result of his investigation depended upon his having applied the proper method.

23. Academician Artzimovich once humorously defined science as a practice of the scientist’s
satisfying his or her curiosity at the expense of the government.

24. What materials are used to make this product? Can they be used for making cars?
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TYPES OF QUESTIONS

1. General questions

Çàãàëüí³ çàïèòàííÿ — öå çàïèòàííÿ, íà ÿê³ ìîæíà â³äïîâ³ñòè «òàê» ÷è «í³». Íàïðèêëàä:

Are you here?

Ïåðåä ï³äìåòîì ñòàâèòüñÿ äîïîì³æíå àáî ìîäàëüíå ä³ºñëîâî, ÿêùî öå ä³ºñëîâî âõîäèòü äî
ñêëàäó ïðèñóäêà:

Can you speak Italian?
Are you writing a letter?
Will you do this research?

ßêùî ïðèñóäîê âèðàæåíèé ä³ºñëîâîì ó Simple Present àáî Simple Past, ïåðåä ï³äìåòîì
ñòàâèòüñÿ äîïîì³æíå ñëîâî do (does, did):

Do you know this rule?
Did he come yesterday?

MIND:  Do you have this book?  (American English)
Have you got this book? (British English)

Ó çàïåðå÷í³é ôîðì³ çàïåðå÷íà ÷àñòêà not ñòàâèòüñÿ ïåðåä ñìèñëîâèì ä³ºñëîâîì, àáî
çëèâàºòüñÿ ç äîïîì³æíèì àáî ìîäàëüíèì ä³ºñëîâîì. Òàê³ çàïèòàííÿ â óêðà¿íñüê³é ìîâ³
ïåðåêëàäàþòüñÿ «íåâæå». Â àíãë³éñüê³é ìîâ³ ñòâåðäíà â³äïîâ³äü íà çàïèòàííÿ ó çàïåðå÷í³é
ôîðì³ çàâæäè ïî÷èíàºòüñÿ ñëîâîì yes:

— Don’t you want to join us?
— Yes, I do.

— Didn’t you see him?
— Yes, I did.

— Won’t you come later?
— Yes, I will.

2. Special questions

Ñïåö³àëüí³ çàïèòàííÿ ïî÷èíàþòüñÿ ñëîâàìè who? what? when? why? where? which? whose?
how much/many?

— Who wrote this article?
— I did.

What did you do yesterday?

Who is he speaking with?

3. Alternative questions

Àëüòåðíàòèâí³ çàïèòàííÿ ñòîñóþòüñÿ îäíîãî ç äâîõ ÿâèù, ðå÷åé, ³ çàâæäè âæèâàþòüñÿ ç³
ñïîëó÷íèêîì or:

Shall/should I read or translate this passage?
What test is more difficult: TOEFL or GRE?
Did Bill or did Laura enter the university?
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4. Disjunctive questions

Ðîç`ºäíóâàëüí³ çàïèòàííÿ ñêëàäàþòüñÿ ç äâîõ ÷àñòèí: ïåðøà — ñòâåðäæóâàëüíå àáî
çàïèòàëüíå ðå÷åííÿ ç ïðÿìèì ïîðÿäêîì ñë³â, äðóãà — êîðîòêå çàãàëüíå çàïèòàííÿ. ßêùî
ïåðøà ÷àñòèíà çàïèòàííÿ º ñòâåðäæóâàëüíèì ðå÷åííÿì, òî ä³ºñëîâî ó äðóã³é ÷àñòèí³
âæèâàºòüñÿ ó çàïåðå÷í³é ôîðì³ ³ íàâïàêè:

You have already translated the text, haven’t you?
He cannot (can’t) understand it, can he?
There is a solution to the problem, isn’t there?
He visited Canada last year, didn’t he?
He will go there, won't he?
They won't do it, will they?

She is never on time, is she?
Nothing works, does it?
No one came, did they?
None of them can join us, can they?
We can/could  hardly / scarcely / barely understand it, can/could we?
They rarely/seldom call, do they?
It makes no sense, does it?
You haven't done it before, have you?

You have done it before, haven't you?
vs.

You have this book, don't you?   / haven't you? (British English)

own
vs.

I don't have to work, do I? 
I have to study, don't I? / mustn't I?
I mustn't do it, must I? / should I? / ought I?

Should I help you? / Shall I help you?

Let's go, shall we? 

Don't shut the door, will you?
Keep quiet, won't you?
Stay calm, can you? / can't you / could you?

NOTE.

Rhetorical questions — ðèòîðè÷í³ çàïèòàííÿ

a. Direct rhetorical questions often introduce a topic:

What do we know about ... ?
What is the nature of ... ?

b. The leading rhetorical questions are used to focus on the main points of a topic:

� with positive implication:

Isn’t Chinese hard to learn? (IMPLICATION: it is hard to learn Chinese)
Shouldn't we ask someone for help? (IMPICATION: we should ask someone for help)

� with negative implication:

Who was more interested in the project than John? (IMPLICATION: no one was more interested
in the project)
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MIND:

Everyone (someone) has read the announcement, haven’t they?
We all like such books, right? / okay? / huh?

MIND: "let's" requires the tag question  "shall we?"

MIND: with an imperative, 
the question tags are "will you?"/ "won't you"/ "can you"/ "can't you"/ "could you"



Verbs MAKE & DO

MAKE

ALSO used with food and meals, 
and nouns related to verbs:

They discovered a new star — 
they made an important discovery.
I phoned him — 
I made a quick phone call.

MAKE 

an agreement
an announcement
an attempt
a change
a decision

a meal (prepare a meal)
dinner

a comment
remark

an effort
an estimate
an impression (on someone)
mistake
money
progress
request
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DO

DO

a degree
research 
(the) work 
the job (ñïðàöüîâóâàòè)
experiment
business
engineering (etc.)

one’s best
one’s duty

good
harm

the homework
the housework
the dishes (ìèòè ïîñóä)

create or produce something action



IRREGULAR VERBS

Present Past Past Participle

be was/were been

have had had

cost cost cost
cut cut cut
hit hit hit
hurt hurt hurt
let let let
put put put
set set set
split split split
forecast forecast forecast 

build built built
lend lent lent
send sent sent
spend spent spent

hold held held
lead led led
read /ri:d/ read /red/ read /red/
understand understood understood

deal dealt dealt
feel felt felt
mean meant meant
leave left left
meet met met
lose lost lost
sleep slept slept

get got got (gotten — American English)
win won won
sell sold sold
tell told told
sit sat sat
stand stood stood
strike struck struck
make made made
say said said
hear heard heard

come came come
become became become
run ran run

begin began begun
drink drank drunk
swim swam swum
sink sank sunk
ring rang rung

break broke broken
choose chose chosen
give gave given
freeze froze frozen
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steal stole stolen
take took taken
rise rose risen
speak spoke spoken
write wrote written

grow grew grown
know knew known
throw threw thrown
draw drew drawn

bring brought brought
buy bought bought
seek sought sought
catch caught caught     
teach taught taught
think thought thought

eat ate eaten
fall fell fallen
do did done
go went gone
forget forgot forgotten
see saw seen
draw      drew     drawn
hide hid hidden (hid)

MIND:
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show       showed shown/showed
melt         melted melted/molten
prove proved proved 

(British English)

proven 
(American 

English)

learn       learnt/learned         learnt/learned
dream     dreamt/dreamed        dreamt/dreamed

feel     â³ä÷óâàòè felt felt
fall      ïàäàòè fell fallen

find çíàõîäèòè found founded
found   çàñíîâóâàòè founded founded

lay (ïî)êëàñòè  laid       laid

lie  ëåæàòè        lay        lain    
VS.

lie áðåõàòè        lied       lied



USEFUL EXPRESSIONS FOR DISCUSSION

FEEDBACK

SAY: DO:

Oh, sure. Î, òàê. Make eye contact with the speaker.
Oh, I see. Î, çðîçóì³ëî. Nod your head.
Uh-huh. Smile.
Uhm-hmm. Look surprised when something surprises you.
Well.
All right. Äîáðå. Ãàðàçä.

During the discussion:

INITIATE THE DISCUSSION

Perhaps we could begin by discussing our problem. 
Mîæëèâî, ìè ïî÷íåìî ç îáãîâîðåííÿ íàøîãî ïèòàííÿ. 
Could I suggest that we get everyone’s opinion on that? 
Áóäü ëàñêà, âàø³ äóìêè ç öüîãî ïðèâîäó?

ASK PEOPLE FOR OPINIONS, INFORMATION, AND EXPLANATIONS

Could you tell us what you think? ×è íå ìîãëè á âè ñêàçàòè, ùî âè äóìàºòå? 
Does anyone know more about this? Ìîæå, õòîñü çíàº ùå ùîñü ñòîñîâíî öüîãî? 

wonder 
I am wondering why... Ö³êàâî, ÷îìó ...

was wondering

OFFER OPINIONS AND GIVE INFORMATION

I believe that ... ß ââàæaþ, ùî ... 
In my opinion ... Íà ìîþ äóìêó ...
My feeling is that ... ß â³ä÷óâàþ, ùî ...
I have every reason to believe that ... ß ìàþ ï³äñòàâè ââàæàòè, ùî ...

SUMMARIZE INFORMATION

To summarize/To sum up ... Ï³äñóìîâóþ÷è, ...

ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO SPEAK BY BEING COOPERATIVE AND BY ACCEPTING

DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW

Do you agree? Âè çãîäí³?
Do you have the same opinion? Âè òàêîæ äóìàºòå òàê? Have you got...
American English British English

I think some people here probably disagree with us. I’d like to hear what they have to say.
Ìîæëèâî äåõòî ç ïðèñóòí³õ íå çãîäåí ç íàìè. Õîò³ëîñÿ á ïîñëóõàòè, ùî âîíè ñêàæóòü.
I know Alex has a different point of view. I’d be interested in hearing it.
ß çíàþ, ùî Àëåêñ ìàº ³íøó äóìêó. Ìåí³ áóëî á ö³êàâî ¿¿ ïî÷óòè.
Do you think (believe) that ... Âè ââàæàºòå, ùî ... .
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EXPRESSING AGREEMENT AND DISAGREEMENT

OFFERS AND REQUESTS  

Pay special attention to the ways of expressing suggestions, offers, and requests: 

I / me

Let me…(e.g. Let me introduce myself… Let me help you…)
Shall I…? 
Should I… ?
Would you like me to…? 
May I…? 
Can I…?
Could I… ?

YOU

Would you… ?
Could you… ?
Can you… ?
Would you mind (+ Gerund) … ?

YOU AND ME

Shall we…?
Let's… .
Maybe / Perhaps  we should/could…?
Why don't we / you … ?
How / What  about …?
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POSITIVE REPLY

Yes.
Right.
Yes, that's right.
I quite agree.
That's quite right.
Exactly.
That's it! 

By all means.
Sure.
Certainly.

No doubt.

You can say that again.
I agree with you completely.

You bet! 
Àòîæ! Ùå á ïàê!

NEGATIVE RESPONSE

I'm afraid, that's wrong/
not true/not quite right.
I wouldn't say so.
Not quite so.
Not necessarily (so).

I don't think so.

I can't say at the moment.

I'm not aware of it.
I have no idea.

Far from it.

Not at all.

By no means.

That's out of the question.

On the contrary.

I disagree on that point.

INDEFINITE REPLY

It depends.

Fifty-fifty.

More or less.

Probably.

Perhaps.

It seems like it.

May be. May be not.

I wouldn't deny that, but… .

I'm in two/twenty minds
about it. 

I'm not (quite) sure (of it).

I prefer … to …
ß â³ääàþ ïåðåâàãó / îáèðàþ … (ïåðåä / à íå) …

I would rather … than …
ß á êðàùå … í³æ …



ABOUT YOURSELF

1.

What's your name? How do you pronounce it? How do you spell it? 
Where are you from? / What country are you from?
When were you born? Where were you born?
Where are you studying? 
What are you studying? 
Is it a part-time ot full-time course? How long is it? What qualification do you get when you complete it? 
What subjects do you study? Which subject  do you enjoy most?

2.

scientist?
(post)graduate student / PhD student /  
doctoral student / postdoc?
biologist?

Are you a geographer?
mathematician?

I wonder   if you are a specialist in information technology (IT)?
whether physicist?

chemist?
linguist?

Yes, that’s right.  

I’m afraid that’s wrong.

What are you majoring in? (What is your major?)

3.

What is your educational background?
What university have you graduated from?

I graduated from ... in ... .

I have graduated from ... .

4.

Who is your research advisor?
supervisor?

Academician ...

Professor ...

Doctor ...

5.

What is the subject/topic of your research?
What do you mean by ... investigation?
Explain the term ... thesis?

dissertation?

6.

Why is your work important?

It reveals some new facts about ...

indispensable for ...

It deals with the problems that have not been studied before.

It is an insight into ... .
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7.

What is the aim / goal / objective / of your research?

to obtain

to show

In order to reach my goal I have to verify ... .

to demonstrate

to confirm

8.

methods
What are the procedures of your research?

techniques

9.

What is the possible application of your work?

theoretical?

applied?

Is your work both theoretical and applied?

purely theoretical?

part of your Institute Research Program?

10.

Have you already obtained any valuable results?

Yes, I have. (...)

I do hope to obtain (more) promising results in the near future.

soon.

What do you do with the data you obtain?
Is it difficult to analyze the results?
(How) can you claim that the problem you studied is solved?

11.

What (equipment) do you use in your work?

I use sophisticated devices; laboratory equipment.

I don’t use any special equipment (devices).

Do you use a computer?
What for?

I use a computer to store and to process the necessary data.

What software do you use?
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12.

Do you have / Have you got any publications on the subject you study?

I have already published several          articles.

a number of    papers.

Not yet.

13.

Did you take part in any scientific conference?
Where?
When?

14.

Do you carry out research individually or in a team?

I work in a team.

I do independent research. / I work independently.

15.

What (scientific) journals do you read/
What do you like to read?

I’m fond of ...

I prefer ... to ...

16.

Are you interested in ... ?
What are you interested in?

very interesting?
of interest?

Is this problem important?
of importance?
of significance?

17.

What part of your    dissertation have you already completed?

research paper

article

poster presentation
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Bernard Marr suggests one brilliant idea.

How to introduce yourself in one simple step:

instead of saying what you do, say who you help. 

As in, «Hi, my name is Bernard, and I help companies 

identify and make the best use of …»



CONFERENCE VOCABULARY

ñêëèêàòè, çáèðàòè � to convene a �

â³äêðèòòÿ � opening of a �
opening ceremony / session

ðàìêè (ìåæ³) � scope of a �

òåìàòèêà � topics, themes, subjects, subject-matter of a �

õ³ä � the course of a �

áóòè îðãàí³çàòîðîì � to host a �

îðãàí³çîâóâàòè � to organize a �

ïðîâîäèòè � to run a �

ïðè ñïðèÿíí³ / ï³ä åã³äîþ  under the auspices of / under the aegis of  

ì³ñöå ïðîâåäåííÿ � location/place of a �

òî÷íà äàòà the exact date

çàçäàëåã³äü in advance

óõâàëèòè äàòó to approve the date

çàâåðøóâàòè � to conclude a �

çàêðèâàòè � to close a �

ó÷àñíèê participant, attendee

áðàòè ó÷àñòü to take part, 
to participate

çàÿâêà an application form

àíêåòà questionnaire

çàïîâíþâàòè àíêåòó to fill out a questionnaire

ñòàâèòè ï³äïèñ to sign / to put a/one's  signature

ðóêîïèñ a manuscript

åêçåìïëÿð a copy (of)

ïðàö³ êîíôåðåíö³¿ proceedings/transactions

äîøêà äëÿ îãîëîøåíü bulletin board

ñò³ë äëÿ äîâ³äîê an information desk

ðåºñòðàö³éíèé âíåñîê a fee (a registration fee)

çâ³ëüíèòè â³ä ñïëàòè  to exempt from paying a registration fee
ðåºñòðàö³éíîãî âíåñêó

êóëüòóðíà ïðîãðàìà social events
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symposium 
ñèìïîç³óì

conference �
êîíôåðåíö³ÿ

a world �
âñåñâ³òíÿ

international �
ì³æíàðîäíà

a research �
íàóêîâà

a stimulating �
ö³êàâà

a regular � an annual �
÷åðãîâà ùîð³÷íà



çàïðîøóâàòè to invite

â³äìîâëÿòèñÿ â³ä � to refuse an �
to decline an �
to turn down an �

ïðèéíÿòè � to accept �

ðîçãëÿíóòè ïèòàííÿ ïðî �� to consider �

ðîçðîáèòè � to develop a �

çàïðîïîíóâàòè � to offer a �

çà ïðîãðàìîþ according to the program

ãîëîâóâàòè
to preside
to be in the chair 

(at a conference, meeting)

âèêîíóâàòè îáîâ`ÿçêè to act as a �
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invitation �
çàïðîøåííÿ

program �
ïðîãðàìà

chairperson 

(chairman, chairwoman) �
ãîëîâà

a written �
ïèñüìîâå

long-term �
äîâãîñòðîêîâà

preliminary �
ïîïåðåäíÿ

current �
ïðîãðàìà, ùî ä³º 

íà ïîòî÷íèé ìîìåíò

deputy �
çàñòóïíèê

newly elected �
ùîéíî îáðàíèé (îáðàíà)

chairmanship 
ãîëîâóâàííÿ

��in brief 
êîðîòêà

a final �
îñòàòî÷íèé

âàð³àíò

a draft �
ïðîåêò

a formal �
îô³ö³éíå

oral �
óñíå



ñïèñîê äîïîâ³äà÷³â a list of speakers/presenters

ñòåíäîâà äîïîâ³äü poster presentation

çàñ³äàííÿ session/sitting    

îáãîâîðåííÿ çà êðóãëèì ñòîëîì round table (discussion)

çàñ³äàííÿ ï³ñëÿ (á³ëüøîãî) çàñ³äàííÿ rump session

ñåì³íàð workshop 

îáãîâîðåííÿ discussion
äèñêóñ³ÿ debate

âàæëèâå ïèòàííÿ, ïðîáëåìà
àêòóàëüíå

òî÷êà çîðó point of view, viewpoint

ïîðÿäîê äåííèé agenda

âêëþ÷èòè äî ïîðÿäêó äåííîãî to include in the agenda

ðåãëàìåíò time-limit

ïðîòîêîë minutes

áþëåòåíü ballot

ãîëîñóâàòè to vote

BASIC CRITERIA  

regarding the level of papers

ORIGINALITY Does the paper present a new idea or development which has not 
previously been published?

TECHNICAL/SCIENTIFIC  Does the paper present an important step in the process of going 
VALUE from an idea or concept into an industrial product?

CLARITY AND Is the subject well presented? Does it clearly state what results 
SUITABILITY have been obtained?

Is it suitable for presentation at this particular conference?
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speaker �
äîïîâ³äà÷

invited �
çàïðîøåíèé

principal �
îñíîâíèé

plenary �
ïëåíàðíèé

keynote �
ãîëîâíèé

important
urgent
burning
vital

question
problem
matter
issue
point



REGISTRATION FORM

To pre-register complete this form and return it to the organisers.

� I am interested in the conference. Please send me a conference program and
registration form

� I am unable to attend but would like to remain on your mailing list

Please complete in block letters (type or print)

Title (Mr./Mrs./Ms./Dr./Prof. — American English) / (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Dr/Prof — British English):

First name:

Last name/Surname/Family name:

Job title:

Position held:

Organisation:

(Postal/Mailing) Address: / Snail mail:

Postcode/zipcode:

Country:

Spouse’s name (if attending)

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Signature: Date:
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TIPS ON RESUME WRITING

The traditional academic curriculum vitae (c.v.) highlights  your education.
A resume highlights experience and abilities. It includes:

�� statement of purpose /objective (approximately 50 words)

Be specific, use vivid language (you can even  try to tell a short, dynamic  story). 
Captivate, engage, stand out! Show that you are intelligent, passionately interested in the field,

and professionally trained for the job. Mention your professional accomplishments (like
publications) and why you have chosen this particular employer.

�� personal data.

NAME
MAILING ADDRESS
Telephone number
FAX, e-mail number

�� educational background (mention your degree, college or university attended, areas of special
training).

EDUCATION

�� work experience (including internships)

EXPERIENCE

�� languages (list the languages you speak with a relevant level description, e.g., elementary;

conversational; intermediate; advanced; fluent; near-native speaker proficiency)

�� computer skills (including word processing skills, Internet etc.; list certificates, if any)

�� awards received

�� hobbies (optional)

�� references (optional)

33 You resume should have a perfect content and a perfect layout. 

It should answer the questions:

�� Who are you (and what kind of person are you)?
�� What can you do (what do you specialize in)?
�� What problem(s) can you solve?

33 Highlight the most relevant information. Clearly identify your unique value (expert in…,

proven track record in increasing… etc.). 

33 Show that you are passionate about your work 
(e.g.: passionate about developing…/leading teams through coaching and mentoring to

achieve individual targets.)

33 Specify your skills (e.g. NOT just marketing, but product marketing, branding etc.) 

33 Use action verbs to describe your achievements, like: created, organized, directed,

advanced, improved, analyzed, planned, innovated, streamlined, supervised, taught, authored,

designed, managed, contributed to … .

33 Avoid  unnecessary information and exaggerations. 

33 Do NOT use jargon.

A cover letter is used to introduce the enclosed resume. Use cover letter as the answer to the
employer's question: «What can you do for us?» Do your best to  prove: «I'm the candidate you've
been looking for.»
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TEST TAKING: SOME HINTS

Recent advances in language testing emphasize the new task types have been developed in the
past several years to assess and evaluate language proficiency in an integrated way — in
response to ever-increasing awareness of the complexity of language use and the importance of

context. Such tests may involve several tasks to assess more than one language skill, like The
TOEFL iBT with its integrated tasks, e.g.: listen to a lecture, read a passage, and respond in
writing.

In reading comprehension tasks, all information needed to answer the questions is given in
the passages. Of course, previous vocabulary knowledge is always helpful. 

Typical kinds of passages are about:

�� problem/solution;

�� classification;

�� cause/effect;

�� comparison/contrast.

Several types of questions that normally occur:

�� main idea (The main theme of the passage is ... ; What does the passage mainly
discuss? With what topic is the passage mainly concerned? What is the main topic of
the passage? Which of the following is the best title for the passage? etc.)

�� vocabulary;

�� factual (dates, figures etc.)

�� asking what a word refers to;

�� inference (What is the author's viewpoint/attitude/tone? It can be inferred from the
passage that ... The author implies that ... )

�� identifying what is NOT said;

�� asking about the possible topic of the previous or the following paragraph.

You may wish to employ a strategy that you think works best for you:

Strategy 1

33 Scan the whole passage for general meaning. Don't worry about understanding every
word.

33 Now read the passage carefully.

33 Read each question and scan back for the answer.

Strategy 2

33 Read each question quickly.

33 Now read the entire passage carefully.

33 Reread each question and scan back for the answer.

Writing Essays

The examinees are asked to write on a specific topic (express or support an opinion, defend a
point of view, or interpret information presented in a chart or graph).

A good essay is
— well-organized and well-developed;
— effectively addresses the writing task;
— uses appropriate examples and details to support and/or illustrate ideas;
— demonstrates syntactic variety, range of vocabulary, appropriate word choice;
— shows unity and progression, uses transitions and logical connectors.
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SAMPLE ESSAY

The key to protecting the environment is action. We all must work together to make the

environment as clean and healthy as possible. Give specific reasons why.

Environmentalists say that protecting the health of our planet will help
us all. However, it is really hard to change our lives enough to prevent
global pollution. The biggest trouble, for example, with most air pollutants
is that they are invisible. That makes it difficult to see how dangerous
they are.

Consider such dangerous pollutant as carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide
comes from things we do every day, like driving cars. A gallon of gasoline
weighs eight pounds. If you burn it in the engine of a car it releases more
than five pounds of carbon in the form of carbon dioxide. Even our gas
stoves give off carbon dioxide.

New kinds of cars and furnaces that run on solar power or wind power or
some other kind of renewable energy will help conserve scarce fuel and
reduce the amount of pollutants being released into our air, land, and
water. But while we are waiting for those kinds of things to come along, we
need to use less gas, oil and coal. It’s true that we probably can’t give up
cars altogether — but we can use them less. People could walk and bike
many more places than they do now. At least, they could drive small cars
that use less gas.

Now many people are fighting for the environment, but despite the work
of many people, each year the health of our earth gets worse. Unless we
are willing to work on saving the environment, it will probably keep getting
worse. But if we choose to care about our planet, we could leave the world
greener than we found it.

Basic ways of writing essays are:

l Argumentation and persuasion. Convince your audience! Provide sound, logical, and 
scientifically proven explanations to back up your claims.

l Advantage(s) and disadvantage(s) essay. Give pros and cons, then express your opinion. 

l Cause and effect. Used for explaining.

l Narration. Tell your readers a story full of action and excitement. Take them to the past, 
then return to the present moment. Or describe some process etc.

l Description. Use this technique to create a vivid picture (color, texture etc., etc., etc.). 

l Classification. Group together object that have the same characteristics.

l Comparison and contrast. Tell you readers about the similarities between the objects in 
question. Or describe the first object, then move to the next one. You can also explain 
and compare the charts and graphs this way (e.g. by demonstrating the correlations).

l Definition. Use the following methods of defining:
l simple definition (X is Y)
l classification (X has five types: …)
l comparison and contrast (X is not Z/ X, as opposed to Z, is …).

l Examples. Commonly used for illustrating the point.
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On Figurative Language

When a person doesn't recognize instances of non-literal language, s/he may fail to figure out
the intended meaning — even from the context — and may miss the meaning of a significant
portion of information from conversations, TV, university lectures or printed texts. What does it
take to understand figurative language? In short, literal language refers to stating the facts
without any exaggerations or alterations of the subject at hand while figurative language states
the facts with comparisons to similar events and some possible exaggerations. Figurative
utterances convey complex meanings in a colorful manner. Metaphor (from the Greek —
metaphora, meaning «transfer») is language that directly compares seemingly unrelated subjects.
More generally, a metaphor describes a first subject as being or equal to a second subject in some
way. Thus, the first subject can be described because implicit and explicit attributes from the
second subject are used to enhance the description of the first. A metaphor is generally
considered to be more forceful and active than an analogy (metaphor asserts two topics are the
same whereas analogy may acknowledge differences). Other rhetorical devices involving some
kind of explicit or implicit comparison, such as simile, allegory, parable, metonymy, synechdoche,

allusion, personification, hyperbole, litotis are usually distinguished by the manner in which the
comparison between subjects is delivered. For example, metaphor and simile are both terms that
describe a comparison: the only difference between a metaphor and a simile is that a simile makes
the comparison explicit by using «like», «as» etc. The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6th edition,
explains the difference thus: a simile states that A is like B, a metaphor states that A is B or
substitutes B for A. An allegory is an extended metaphor in which a story is told to illustrate an
important attribute of the subject. A parable is an extended metaphor told as an anecdote to
illustrate or teach a moral lesson. Both metonymy and metaphor involve the substitution of one
term for another. In metaphor, this substitution is based on similarity, while in metonymy, the
substitution is based on contiguity (association), e.g. «the White House» is used to mean «the
President and staff». Synecdoche, where a specific part of something is used to refer to the whole
(e.g. «roof» for «a house», «Britain» for the entire United Kingdom), is closely related to
metonymy. Indeed, synecdoche is often considered a subclass of metonymy. An allusion is a
figure of speech that makes a reference to a well-known person, place, event, literary work, or
work of art (e.g. Henry Higgins in George Bernard Shaw's play Pygmalion (1913), a professor of
phonetics known for his hectoring manner with his pupil Eliza Doolitle). Personification gives an
inanimate object human traits and qualities (e.g. «the device reads» or «the Baby New Year»

representing «the New Year»). Hyperbole exaggerates the statements and is used to create
emphasis — «these books weigh a ton» (weigh a great deal, are very heavy). Litotes is a form of
understatement with the intention of subtle emphasis («not unrealistic»; «not unfamiliar»). For
example, the phrase «not bad» can be said in such a way as to mean anything from «mediocre»
to «excellent».

Consider the following:
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� to grasp the idea (a concept)

� to break the ice 

� to digest the information
� to plant ideas

� to throw/shed some light on …

� a train of thought

� a crop of (students; ideas; patents)

� a bridge between (old and new ideas)

� (a/the) marriage of (theory and practice)

� a family of (fonts; products and solutions)

� the brightest minds / think tank

� the dawn of civilization 

� a spiritual bond

� brain drain VS. brain gain
� a gateway to (success)

� (the) corporate ladder

� (in) the realm (of)

� a diamond in the rough

� the Rosetta stone (of)

(after Wikipedia and Wiktionary)



PRESENTATIONS TIPS

Introductions 

Good morning / afternoon / evening. 

Welcome to … .
Let me introduce myself. 
I'm / my name is  …,  and I represent … .
I am in charge of / responsible for… . 
I take care of … 
I work in (management/education/IT …).

Let me tell you a little about our company.
We specialize in … .
We are currently providing services 

working on 
developing
designing
producing … . 

Our main line of business is … .

I'm (really) glad/ happy to  be here. 
Today, I'd like to talk (to you) about ... . 
I'm here to talk about ... .
My topic today is ... .
The focus of my speech  is … .
I'd like to share some thoughts on … . 

I (it) will probably take about ... minutes. 
We have two alternatives: / several options… .
We could either … or … .
We could both … and … .

Showing linear organization 

Let's get started. 
I've divided my topic into (several / three/ four / five) sections/parts/ subtopics. 
The first thing we need to discuss / talk about is … .
The first / second / next  item (thing) on the list (agenda) is … .
First (of all), / The first point is … .
Second (ly), … .
Third (ly), … .

To begin with, … /Let me start by ... /   Let's start by …/ First, let me tell you about … .
I've divided my topic into (several / three/ four/ five etc.) parts.
The next point is . . .
Finally  / The final point is / In the end…

Let's move on (to the next topic).

Showing reference

As to ..., / As for ..., As far as ... is concerned, … / Speaking of..., /
When it comes to… / Regarding...,/ In regard to ..., / With regard to ../ Concerning ...,

Getting back to the topic, … 

To get back to ... 
What you just said is very important  and that raises the next issue... .
Let's go back to an important issue raised 15 minutes ago. 
To get back to the original question…
Anyway, … .
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Emphasizing / Highlighting 

The thing is ... / The point is ...
As a matter of fact, ...
Actually,  … / In fact, … / As a matter of fact, … 
In particular, … / Particularly, …  / Especially, …  
First and foremost,…
It goes without saying that...
It comes as no (great) surprise that...
It's important to keep in mind that ... /
It should be borne in mind that…
We have every reason to believe that ... 
It is well known that ...

The main (major)  issue/ problem / question / point / thing we need to discuss is … .
The (most)  important thing (here) is … .
The main reason is ...
What is the main problem? 
What is the real issue (here)? 
Our primary concern is … .
The crux of the matter is … . 
Let's stop right there and focus on… .

Reducing categoricity

To the best of our knowledge, ...
Basically, … / Generally, … / In general,…/ 
Usually, … / As a rule, … / In most cases,… / For the most part… 
The main thing is…
To put it simply, …
Perhaps / Probably
It seems that…
It turned out that...
Unfortunately, …

Giving examples 

For example, / For instance, … .
To illustrate, … .
Let me give you an example of… /  To illustrate … .
A case in point … .

Commenting 

Hmmm. I hadn't thought of that before. 

I don't quite follow you. 
I didn't get what you said (about)… .

Excuse me for interrupting, …
May/ Can  I add something here?  / Furthermore,... / Besides,...

May I ask a question?
By the way…

Moreover, ... / What's more,

Agreement

I agree.
You're right. 
That's right / (quite) correct. 
(I think that's a) good idea / point. 
That's a great /  very interesting idea /point. 
Yes. 
*Yep!
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I think/ believe (that) / In my opinion, / I feel that... 
I would add (something here)...

What about … ? 
Have you considered … ?

What do you think (about …) ? 
Any thoughts on that? 
What's your opinion on that
What/How about … ? 
(Do you have) any ideas (on that)? 
Any suggestions?
Why don't we … ? / Let's … / How about … / Maybe we should … .

Disagreement

Yes, but ... .
On the other hand, ... .
However, ... .
You may be right / have a good point, but ... 
I may be wrong, but ...
That may be true, but ...
Part of what you said is true. The other part, however, is not.
Many people might disagree with what you just said.  But let's look at your basis for thinking that.
This is the issue that most scholars can't agree on, so let's examine the point of view you just

raised.
Hmm… I have to think about that.
Hmm… I'm not sure of the best way to respond to that just now. Can we come back to that later?
I'm sorry. I can't say at the moment.
I'll explain it (a little) later. / We'll come/ get to that  later. 
Well, let me think for a minute how to put this…
I'm not (quite) sure (of it).
Let's try to get at this another way. 
Another way to look at this is…
Well, let's see…
What I would say is…
An exception to that is…
A counter-example would be...
So you somewhat disagree with…
Nevertheless, …  / Still, …/ All the same, … . 
I am not so certain/sure that…
Even if that is so, …

That's not (quite) right.
That's not quite/really  what I had in mind/the way I see it.
If I understand you correctly, I don't think that is really related.
I'm afraid, that's wrong/not true.
I wouldn't say so.
Not quite so.
Not necessarily (so).
Frankly speaking, I don't like the approach proposed.

I disagree. 
I don't think so. 
Far from it.
By no means.
That's out of the question.
On the contrary.
I disagree on that point.
No. 
*Nope.
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Showing indifference

Interesting. / That's interesting.
It depends.
Fifty-fifty.
More or less.
May be. May be not.

Clarification 

What do you mean by ... 
In other words, … / Putting it another way, … .
What I mean is ... 
What I'm trying to say is ... 
What I wanted to say was ... 
To clarify, … .
What do you mean (by that)? 
What are you trying to say? 
What was that again? 
Could you clarify /elaborate on that? 
You mean … .
(I think) what you mean is … . 
If I understand you (correctly),  … .
So, your idea is / you think (that) ...

Responding 

I understand (what you mean). / I see. / I get it.
Good idea. 
Good point. 
Great / good / (very) interesting question
(That sounds like) a good idea. 

Sounds good. 
That raises the issue of ... 
The problem here is ...
It looks like / seems/appears(that) ...
The thing is (that) …
In other words …  / (So,)  what you mean is ...
If I understand you correctly ... 
Can you explain ... 
Can you tell me why ... 
Why / How come … ?
Let me explain. 
Let me tell you why ... 
The reason is ... 

Conclusions 

Finally, … / Let me conclude by… / In conclusion, … / To conclude, / To summarize, … 
/To sum up, … / In summary / Summing it up, … 
The conclusion is ...
All in all… / The bottom line is… 
In brief, … / In a word,… / In a nutshell, …. .
That's all for today.
(Do you have ) any questions? 
We have just a few minutes for questions.
Thank you. (optional)

Thank you for your time. (optional)
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DESCRIBING PRODUCTS

Tell me about this product/model/device/machine/machinery/gauge, please.

What is it? Who uses it? (How) does it work?

Could you give me some (more) information/ details on/ about … (this

product/gadget/widget/gimmick/gizmo)? 

What is special/unique about this one? 

What are the specifications? 

Is it safe?

Let me tell you about … . 

This is our newest / best-selling product (in its class). 

We're really pleased with its performance.

It's an excellent … .

It's lightweight

durable

comfortable

stackable

compatible  (X-compatible OR compatible with …)

It is made of … .

It can/could be used for … / You can use it to …/ One can/could use it for… / 

It is used for … / You need it for 

It/This/They is/are used as … .

It/This/They is/are used in … .

It/This is used as … . They are used as … .

It/This is used in … . They are used in … .

You can … with it. 

This (particular one / model) has/contains (several components). 

This comes with … . 

This is equipped with… .

This costs … / This sells for… / This is priced at …/ This one goes for … .
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QUALIFYING EXAM SAMPLE TEST

I. Read the passage and answer the questions that follow

Neuroeconomics combines neuroscience, economics, and physiology and studies how people
make decisions. Neuroeconomics is the subset that focuses on our choices, especially the
cognition that happens when we understand our options and then choose one. The very term
«neuroeconomics» is yet another new word with «neuro-» prefix, a successor to «e-», «cyber-»
and other current hot affixes of the last decade. A well-known proponent of this new field is US
professor Paul Zak. He argues that most economists theorize about how human beings behave
instead of going out to observe. In neuroeconomics, the goal is to to look at the role of the brain
when we make decisions, categorize risks and rewards, and interact with each other. It seems that
there may be biochemical underpinnings to our willingness to be co-operative, perhaps associated
with the hormone oxytocin. Several scientists have argued that the methodology of
neuroeconomics answers irrelevant questions. However, neuroeconomic research has been able to
provide more insight into some behavior that could not be adequately explained by other
methods. Neuroeconomics findings tend to confirm that emotions  are important factors in many
economic choices. 

1. The passage is about

a. Essentials of cybernetics
b. Current trends in biochemistry
c. Magnetic resonance imaging applications
d. An insight into decision making process

2. According to the passage, Paul Zak suggests that economists should pay more attention to

a. negotiating
b. theorizing
c. observing
d. sampling

3. It can be inferred from the passage that

a. Oxytocin definitely influences decision making
b. Oxytocin has nothing to do with decision making
c. Oxytocin will not be studied in context of decision making
d. Oxytocin could possibly influence decision making

4. The word OPPOSITE in meaning to the word proponent in line 5 is

a. competent
b. ornament
c. opponent 
d. constituent

5. It can be concluded that 

a. there is no theory of human behavior
b. cybernetics studies how human brain works
c. biochemistry may be applied to economics
d. people tend to be co-operative in economic negotiations

6. The underlined word another could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. one more   
b. other   
c. the other   
d. other than

7. The underlined word a successor to could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. a thing coming after   
b. a thing coming before  
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c. a thing accompanying 
d. a thing introducing

8. The underlined word decade could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. 10 months   
b. 10 days  
c. 10  years   
d. 10 hours

9. The underlined phrase human beings could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. humanitarian  
b. person    
c. people   
d. humanitarians

10. The underlined word observe could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. write and present 
b. produce and sell   
c. select and collect   
d. see and notice 

11. The underlined word goal could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. idea  
b. aim   
c. income  
d. subject

12. The underlined word underpinnings could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. equipment   
b. limitations   
c. support   
d. methods

13. The underlined word willingness could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. kindness     
b. politeness    
c. eagerness   
d. firmness

14. The underlined word perhaps could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. never    
b. always   
c. definitely   
d. probably

15. The underlined word to confirm could best be replaced by which of the following:

a. to corroborate    
b. to refute     
c. to question    
d. to test

II. Complete the following sentences

16. Dr. Snow  ... our department leader  from 1990 to 1996.

a. is                                    
b. has been                    
c. was                               
d. will be
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17. There … two major categories of organized research: exploratory and mission-oriented
research.

a. is                       
b. be                       
c. are                         
d. to be

18. It was their research … helped them improve our equipment.

a. did                      
b. when                          
c. if                     
d. that

19. … overheat liquids.

a. No     
b. Not     
c. Not only   
d. Never

20. Taxi service … to and from the Congress Center downtown.

a. is available     
b. are available      
c. available       
d. to be available

21. Nobel laureate and Princeton professor, Dr. Joe Taylor, will describe his work as a radio
astronomer … in his discovery of radio waves.

a. culminating    
b. culmination    
c. culminated     
d. culminate

22. The finalists are given … registration for the conference.

a. compliments   
b. compliment      
c. complimentary      
d. and compliment

23. The student paper competition has become one of … technical events.

a. the largest    
b. the large     
c. large     
d. larger

24. … 50% of the submitted papers were accepted for presentations.

a. To approximate      
d. Approximate      
c. Approximately      
d. Approximating

25. I would like to thank many individuals for making this event … .

a. possible    
b. possibly       
c. and possible       
d. possibility
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ON WRITING LETTERS

The opening and closing — the first and last paragraphs are the most important part of a letter.
Upon checking through dozens of copies of business letters, we've spotted the openers to avoid: 

�� Openings with participial phrases like: «Having received your order or May 25th...» They're too
slow and formal. 

�� Phrases like: «I would like to take a few minutes of your time…» «I would like to take the

opportunity to...»

�� Cliches in the opening or in a closing. 

If it's someone you know, refer to something you've done together, a shared moment,
something that happened that you can both relate to. And above all: watch out for formality! Your
opener must be real, authentic, and natural. 

Good Openers

�� You've got to be one of the most difficult people to reach. 

�� It was a pleasure talking to you and Ed last week. 

�� Thank you for the opportunity to have been beaten up again by you and John. Seriously though... 

�� Nobody's perfect, not even us. Claims do come up. And we want to take care of them as fast as

possible — to your satisfaction.

Poor Openers

�� I am writing  in response to your letter of June 23rd. 

�� This is a follow-up report on the above-referenced DuPont order. 

�� I would like to take a few minutes of your time to introduce myself. 

�� I would like to thank you for your professionalism and courtesy extended during our brief phone

conversation today. 

Closings. You may have created an excellent letter, with a very persuasive argument and a
warm personal touch. One should avoid -ing phrases like: «Hoping to hear from you soon,» or
«Looking forward to your reply.» Weak endings like: «We hope you will let us send you a copy.»

or «We trust you will return the enclosed card.» should also be avoided. Such phrases suggest a
lack of confidence, at a time when the reader needs the final push. Or things like: «Thank you

for your interest.» No one believes them. The last sentence or two of a letter is also a good place
to summarize, especially if you're dealing with complex information. Remember to pay special
attention to the first and last sentence of a letter. They are the best remembered. Here are some
good and bad closings:

Good Closings

�� Please contact me if I can help in any way.

�� If you have any questions, please call me. I'd like to be of help.

�� I'm depending on you, John. This represents a great step for Hawley International.

�� Thanks, Bonnie.

Poor Closings

�� Thank you for the confidence you have placed in me.

�� Thank you for your interest in Robinson's.

�� In the interim, Please feel free to call Bill, Joan, or myself with any questions you may have.

�� Please do not hesitate to contact me.

�� If I have overlooked any pertinent points in our discussion, please contact me. Otherwise, I look

forward to speaking with you again in the near future.

�� If I can be of any further assistance regarding this matter, please let me know.

The salutation is often a problem, especially when you're addressing someone you don't
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already know. Dear Sir or Dear Madam — are cold and impersonal. Even if you're writing to a
group of people, try to make it a little more personal. One way is to address the reader in the
singular instead of plural. Or to use a pronoun instead of a noun: 

Poor:
Dear Stockholder: 

This is to inform you of the dividend declared for the second quarter. 

Better:
Because you own stock in Wilson Sporting Equipment: 

I'm writing to tell you about the latest quarterly dividend. 

However, sometimes you can shorten the common opening phrase «I'm writing to…»:

I'm writing to thank you for…       Õ Thank you for…

How to handle first and last names in a salutation? Use a first name in the salutation only if
you know the person, and you're already on a first-name basis. Depending on the nature of the
relationship, it's usually safe to let the other person use yours first in his opening — and then
replying in the same way. In general, a letter's not the place to suddenly become someone's
friend. An alternative to either first or last name — is using both together. For example: it's less
formal than «Dear Mr. Baker,» but not as personal as «Dear Ed.» 

The Complimentary Close. Like the salutation, this is another uneasy area. The complimentary
close equates with the «good-bye» of a conversation. But most complimentary closes are formal,
stiff, and stereotyped. There's nothing sincere about «Sincerely yours,» or even «Very sincerely

yours.» Instead, try for something that has at least a semblance of humanness about it, such as: 

�� With best wishes, 

�� With warmest wishes, 

�� Wishing you all the best,

�� All the best,

�� Best regards, 

�� My very best, 

�� My thanks, 

�� Thanks very much, 

�� It really helps,

At the same time, beware of false intimacy when writing to strangers, brief acquaintances, or
superiors. You may want to use a formal phrase. Other important points are about openings and
closings: addressing people and signatures. One problem that comes up when you're writing to
someone from another culture is: how to address them. The degree of formality differs, even in
countries where English is the first language. British tend to be more formal than Americans. It's
always safe to start off being formal (Dear Mr/Mrs/Ms), and shifting to a more informal tone (Dear

Frank/Helen) if the other person addresses you that way. One thing you don't want to do is:
shortening someone's name (Dear Steve instead of Steven) unless they use that short form
themselves. The signature is more important than it seems. For one thing, it fixes responsibility
for the message. For another, it affects the general appearance of the letter. 

Summing it all up, the current trends in writing business letters include (but are not limited to)
the following:

�� applying conversational tone, avoiding cold impersonal phrases, words with negative overtones,
keeping cliches and jargon to a minimum;

�� referring to the reader (you/your) more than yourself (I/me), avoiding false intimacy, showing
enthusiasm, avoiding exaggerated words and claims, as well as imperatives;

�� using transitions between paragraphs, employing simple tenses — whenever possible,
emphasizing key points, and paying attention to openings and closings.

(after Darian S., Ilchenko O. IMPACT:  Writing for Business, Technology and Science).
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REVISING AND EDITING

Revising and editing are traditionally defined as the process of preparing written and/or visual
material through a complex procedure involving the correction of punctuation, spelling, grammar,
word usage mistakes, as well as logical fallacies and stylistic blunders. There are probably as
many systems for revising as there are islands in the South Pacific. The thing to do is develop
one's own system for revising, and stick to it — which also means refining it as we learn more
about the process. What we'll now be looking at are simply a few suggestions on building such
system, and a few specific tools for revising. They include, but are not limited to:

n Paraphrase 
n Reduction and Deletion
n Relocation
n Equivalency Chains 
n Collocations
n Headings
One approach is: deciding on a few big questions. 

Big Question 1: How Well Did I Get the Message Across?

The main theme of a document should be repeated — either verbatim (i.e., exactly) or
paraphrased — throughout the document. Decide what other things are important — facts,
arguments, actions. Emphasize them — in all the different ways. We can emphasize things in lots
of ways — verbal, graphic, typographic. By emphasizing information, we're telling the reader what's
most important in the material, without them having to wade through each page to figure it out. It
says: "Pay attention to this. And remember it!" In speaking, of course, we use intonation and gesture
to emphasize information.  There are lots of words and phrases that show up in speech but not in
writing. Using them in written reports adds to the conversational tone of the document and makes
the job easier for the reader as well. A little technique, that's a special form of emphasizer, is worth
keeping in mind. Basically, we're trying to double-guess the reader, about something that could be
troubling them. It speaks to the old sales suggestion of anticipating possible objections, and meeting
them even before they arise. To this end, it's worth using such phrases as these:

�� Perhaps you're wondering…
�� You may be asking yourself…

Mild imperatives are another way of calling the reader's attention to the information. Some
examples: 

�� Look at it from another point of view.
�� Think about the various combinations.
�� After you've looked at everything else, consider this option.
Also, at the beginning of a sentence, use phrases ending in -ly:
It is interesting to note Interestingly,

It is surprising Surprisingly,

Rhetorical questions — a feature of spoken language — work very well in writing. They not only
add to the conversational tone but get the reader more involved in the material; they make the
reader think! Questions invite answers. And even though a rhetorical question may be answered by
the writer, it makes the reader curious about the answer (and more attentive). Things like:

�� What are the implications of a fact like this? For one thing...
�� They were sure to win… or were they?
Another way of emphasizing material is to state the information, then paraphrase it

immediately after. In which case we might want to use the marker like the following, to indicate
the paraphrase:

�� What I mean is... / What I'm suggesting is..
�� In other words... /putting it another way
�� To be more exact, /more specifically, /more precisely/ more properly
�� i.e.,
�� That is (to say) ...
�� Again, …
�� Or rather/or better
�� Simply put/said/stated,
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Paraphrase is a very powerful and versatile tool — for speaking and listening, reading and
writing. In listening, it's called reflecting back (a basic technique in interviewing): reflecting back
in different words what the speaker said. It tells them you're listening and that you understand
what they're saying. In speaking, it helps your listener understand much better what you are saying.
It serves the same purpose on the printed page. When information is difficult or complex, consider
paraphrasing it. As we've seen, paraphrase is also useful for defining. A few diverse examples:

Good governance in a country requires transparency; meaning having clear laws and
financial records that are easy to understand.

Packaging and advertising have shorter life cycle in China than in other countries. What
I'm saying is: If you want to attract the Chinese consumer, you need to change your
packaging and advertising fairly often.

Logistics — or ways of delivering goods — can contribute as much as 30-40% to the
cost of a product.

A typical example of paraphrasing is restating information by replacing the overused word or
phrase. In the following example, paraphrasing the word involve(s) goes way beyond its dictionary
synonymy, implying a wider context:

(1) A major fact of corporate life is that problems often involve several departments or
specializations or both. (2) For this reason, the heart of the report — the tough analysis
and recommended solutions — involves requires a group or team effort. (3) This is
almost inevitable, given all the research involved that goes into a report and all the areas
that can be affected by it. [(4) If the problem involves falls within only the department,
the team only needs to include department members. (5) If it also involves affects a
division, it should draw members from both levels.

Another case of restating is avoiding nominalizations. Nominalization is a fancy term for a
process that happens all too often in writings: using formal sounding noun phrases instead of
simpler verbs (verbs move, they grab the reader). For example, instead of «X is a
supervisor/manager» use «X supervises/manages». Or «X was measured» in place of
«measurements of X were made.»

Notice the following examples of nominalization and their rewrites:

ORIGINAL: Failure to include the information will result in the claim 
not being traced. á

REWRITE:  If you fail to include the information, we can't trace the claim.  

ORIGINAL: The scope of the transaction is dependent on the finalization
of the suggested changes in depreciation methods. á

REWRITE:  The scope of the transaction depends on the finalizing
the suggested changes in depreciation methods.

ORIGINAL: I managed a project in West Virginia, which focused on 
productivity improvement through the prioritization of service delivery.

REWRITE:  I managed a project in West Virginia, which focused on 
improving productivity through prioritizing service delivery.

When it comes to paraphrasing, avoiding passive voice is another good idea. In the active voice,
the subject is the actor — the subject is doing something. In the passive, something is being done
to the actor, or there may be no actor at all. Notice the examples:

PASSIVE: The offer was seriously considered by the Executive Committee.

ACTIVE: The Executive Committee seriously considered the offer.

In general — and that doesn't mean always — it's better to use the active voice instead of the
passive. But there are times when the passive is preferable: when the subject is unimportant or
unknown («the policy was changed»), if making a request seems too harsh («attendance at the
meeting is required»), if you want to conceal the subject or avoid taking responsibility («your
application was rejected») if one wants to avoid placing blame («the list wasn't filled out
correctly»). A separate case is scientific writing, especially lab reports and research articles — to
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make a statement sound more objective. But even in the language of science, there is some
leeway. For instance, instead of:

«A large amount of iron was found in the water.» 
it is possible to write:

«The water contained a large amount of iron.»
Other examples:

is involved/is engaged — involves /engages
is engaged in providing — provides
X is used to control — X controls
X is caused by Y — Y causes X
are in agreement with — agree
some benefits are provided by X — X provides some benefits 
examination of X … must be made — X must be examined
will be equipped with — will have
X were made by Y — Y made X
is used to develop — develops
X was shown to be… by our team our team has shown X to be …
X have been discussed by several authors — several authors  have discussed
It will be seen — you/we will see
X must be used — use
it should be noted — note 

But notice cases of passive constructions with «can» (especially in conclusions):
it is possible to conclude it can be concluded 

(OR: we can/could/may/might conclude)
it is possible to do X — X can be done
Xs are avoidable — Xs can be avoided

Another important point in editing is avoiding long strings of nouns. Long «chains» of nouns
(with an occasional adjective) — where the first nouns modify the following ones — are often
hard for readers to understand. They give a bureaucratic tone to documents. Breaking long noun
strings into shorter phrases can make writings much easier to read. For example: 

ORIGINAL: You must prepare a group technical report which includes a one-page executive
summary.

REWRITE: You must prepare a technical report for/by the group, which includes a one-page
executive summary.

ORIGINAL: The company assumes total project management responsibility. 
REWRITE: The company assumes total responsibility for project management.

Another good point here is avoiding negative statements. Positive sentences are easier to
UNDERSTAND than negative ones. They're also easier to REMEMBER. Two or more negative
words in a sentence make it hard for the reader to understand. When sentences have two or more
negatives, the reader will often stop and ask himself: «What did that say?» and then have to
reread (not exactly easier for the reader). Positive sentences can also be judged TRUE or FALSE
faster and more accurately than negative sentences. There are different kinds of negative words.
The most  obvious are words such as: no, not, none, never, nothing. Another common type is those
with negative affixes, such as: nonexistent, ineffective; pointless etc. Less obvious words include
those with a negative meaning, that don't necessarily look negative; e.g.: absent, empty, fail,

reduce, deny, doubt, limit, forbid, terminate, or wrong. Used alone in a sentence, any of these
negatives is usually fine: «That is not my argument.» «The engine failed.» In some cases, a
negative may be preferable. For example, a warning can be stronger in the negative: «Never send
the report off without your supervisor's signature,» versus «Get your supervisor's signature before
you send the report off.» The problem starts when one adds more negatives. It takes a little more
time to understand the sentences in the left-hand column below. It would take even longer if
multiple negatives were in long sentences with complex ideas:

He was not absent He was present.

Wyoming is not unlike Utah. Wyoming is like Utah.

The procedure will not be ineffective. The procedure will be effective.
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One of the most common problems in business and government documents is double negatives
of the sort: not...unless; not...except; not...until etc. What they really mean is:

not...unless = only if

not...except = only if

not...until = only when

Big Question 2: What's the Best Way to Say It? 

What happens when we've written a sentence that just won't come out right? We push it, pull
it, try moving around the parts. We all do this naturally, but in an unsystematic way. Here are
some specific techniques for reworking a sentence until it does what we want it to do.

At this point, let's deal with reduction and deletion. Sometimes a sentence has too many words:
it doesn't flow, it's hard to understand, or we've used too many words for a small amount of
meaning. Reducing the number of words is a possible way out. Shorter phrases are closer to
spoken language and have a more conversational tone. Speaking often reduces clause to phrase,
phrase to word. Reduction eliminates unnecessary words and improves the clarity of the message.
For example, relative clauses (The man that you spoke to is Mr. Smith) are much less common in
speaking than in writing. Speech almost never uses the so-called nonrestrictive relative clause —
the kind that adds information about the subject instead of limiting  it to a particular case (The

people in the audience, who paid 40 dollars a seat, expect a good show). For that reason, we'd
avoid using it in writing, if possible. The which of writing usually becomes that in speaking, or is
dropped altogether, or reduced. Some examples:

�� The project which they mentioned will cost about $80,000 á
�� The project that they mentioned will cost about $80,000 á
�� The project they mentioned will cost about $80,000.

If we want a conversational tone, we should use that for which, or drop the pronoun altogether
— as long as the sentence still sounds natural. Notice the following:

1a. This will probably add a new dimension to that which is already known.
b. This will probably add a new dimension to what is already known.

2a. The people who were seated at the back could  barely hear the speaker.
b. The people       seated       at the back could  barely hear the speaker. 
c. The people                      at the back could  barely hear the speaker.

The phrase who were seated could be reduced to seated or eliminated altogether. Some other
examples include replacing redundant phrases like «end result», «final outcome» etc.:

end result result
final outcome outcome 
small in size small
light in weight light
square in shape square
oftentimes often
basic findamentals/essentials fundamentals/essentials
close proximity proximity
free gift gift
very unique unique
time period time  OR  period
really very really  OR  very
located near located OR near
Thus, in summary,   Thus(,) OR In summary,
kind of/sort of/ type of —

Another way of improving the clarity and effectiveness of a sentence is relocation — moving around
words, phrases, or clauses to different locations. Relocation works well with reduction. For example:

ORIGINAL: It is not possible to measure the changes in the amount of
work done in the home with any degree of accuracy.

REWRITE: It is not possible to measure accurately the changes in the 
amount of work done in the home.
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More reduction examples:

a very large number of – numerous
in such a manner (that) / in order (that) /in such a way (that) — so
they brought up the issue of… — they raised the issue of…
the issue was brought up — the issue was raised
in the form of — as
concerning — on/about
via — by
by using
by using — with
by means of
in the event (that/of) — if
for those situations in which — where /if
in addition we will — we will also
more optimum — better
on a daily/monthly… basis — daily/monthly
recently done research -— recent research
as per usual
it is obvious/evident/ interesting/clear — 
obviously / evidently/ interestingly/clearly 
during the time of / period(s) of /interval of
a duration of 3 days  
at present — now
at some future date — later
in the near future — soon I think you won't like this idea.  —
thereafter — then I don't think you'll like this idea.
prior to — before
a total of 70 It is also worth noting that… – Moreover, ...
the extent of her knowledge is wide
sufficient quantity — enough In its turn,
minimum size — smallest
the bulk of — most Have  a fun!
utilize/employ/make use of — use
fabricate/construct — make
purchase — buy I'm not this that kind of person.
ascertain — check (learn if; be sure; ensure)
verify — check I'm not  a the kind/type of person who 
obtain — get tries to seem smart.
attempt; make an effort — try
examine — study
minimize/reduce/lower — cut in an alphabetical order — alphabetically
X asserts an idea that — X's idea is that… in a similar fashion — similarly
the results of the analysis in a suitable manner — suitably
for the purpose of /in order to — to from a different angle — differently
the results obtained in an automatic way — automatically
the work performed in schematic form — schematically
the materials used
X can be attributed to Y — the reason for X is Y
a panel of 7 experts perform conversion — convert
which/that are described for the purpose of — for
as it was mentioned above has/have the ability to — can
really very in the attempt to — attempting
very necessary in response to — responding
highly useful if this is the case — if so

topics covered by the journal
the fact that this happened
the fact(s) that point of view — viewpoint

do not have/don't have — lack
at Z, X is manufactured — Z manufactures X does not have/doesn't have — lacks
X is needed if one is to Y
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I'm interesting interested in science.
Do you know where is she is?
not enough good enough
very really like/want/enjoy
the same like as

low degree of interest little interest
on a regular basis regularly
in conjunction with together with
at this point in time currently/now
take into consideration consider
give consideration to consider
due to the fact that because
despite the fact that / 
notwithstanding the fact that although



results in simplification — simplifies  
can result in reducing — can reduce  
must produce interaction — must interact
put spotlight 
place a limit
occurring in
is an illustration — illustrates
causes to activate — activates
includes a listing — lists
in this paper we describe — this paper describes
the first use of  X was — X was first used
the conclusion of the authors — the authors conclude
this approach is the result of — the approach results from
(As) we can see in Fig. 2… — Fig.2  shows/highlights
As can be seen from Table 7 — Table 7 shows were used as — served as

What's especially important is keeping subject and verb close together. The further the verb
gets from the subject, the more confusing the sentence. Compare the following:

ORIGINAL                                                      REWRITE

The «right» decision from a logical viewpoint,
which people feel uncommitted to (i.e., they
«forget» to implement it, or resist it actively) is
indeed not a particularly good decision at all.

A summary of plant operation management
services as we are proposing based on this
survey is given in Section Two.

The key benefits to be received from the
program in addition to the cost savings are
quality control and more efficient accounting
procedures.

The cost savings, and even more important —
an increase of manpower available for
responding to other customers' requests is
favorable with the new arrangement.

Students of the behavior of animals in relation
to their environment have long been interested
in the biological clock question.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an
insight into…

As we've already noted, relocation works well with reduction. And also with paraphrase. Both
examples below deal with a study of women's labor force participation:

ORIGINAL: Women's participation rates are higher where the income is in the $20,000 
to $25,000 range.

REWRITE: Women's participation rates are higher in the $20,000 to $25,000 income range.

Apart from relocating the phrase, the rewrite also reduces it from 10 words to 7. 

Consider some more relevant examples:

Changes in the nature of work may well continue to be remain an important influence on the
female labor force.
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Though it may be a logical one, a decision is
not the right decision if people are not
committed to it; that is, if they «forget» to
implement it, or actively resist it.

We propose a summary of plant operation
management services based on this survey in
Section Two.

The key benefits to be received from the
program include not only quality control and
more efficient accounting procedures, but also
cost savings.

The new arrangement favors the cost savings,
and even more important — an increase of
manpower available for responding to other
customers' requests.

The biological clock question has long
interested students investigating the behavior
of animals in relation to their environment.

This paper provides an insight into…

added bonus
absolutely essential
basic necessity
classify into groups 
combine together
compare and contrast
consensus of opinion
useless / worthless in function
many different kinds of 
by the same token — similarly OR likewise



The focus of this paper is on This paper focuses on changes affecting mothers of pre-school children.
It appears that it is The presence of very young children that is seems to be the most important factor.

The analysis, which is confined to participation rates of married women, involves a comparison
between compares women with children under or over six years old.

There have been Several long-run changes in the US, that have helped to reduce the constraints
on mothers' employment.

A further change reducing the time conflict between housework and outside employment is the
increasing number of that more and more economic functions have been transferred from the
home to the factory.

In an analysis, they An analysis found that several factors had an influence on the differences.

At the same time, changes in participation rates may reflect trends which are due to factors
other than employment.

Some information which has with an indirect bearing on this issue is available in the current
study.

The results of these surveys do not suggest that there has been a marked change in attitudes
towards married women working.

One more noteworthy point in revising is equivalency chains. A good unified paragraph has
one main idea, sometimes two, never more than three. Think of this main idea as a chain — a
common topic that runs through the paragraph. It is signaled by links — words or phrases that
in some way refer back to the topic. Here are several kinds of links we use to form equivalency
chains:

The President addressed the nation last night. In a
Synonym prepared speech, Mr. Obama spoke about his economic
Pronoun policies. In particular, he discussed the balance-of-

payments problem, describing measures such as the
Determiner recently enacted import taxes. He stated that these

alone were not enough, and that some may even have
to be repealed if they reduced foreign trade too greatly.

Here's another example, in context: a booklet on leadership, written for first-year officer
trainees at the US Naval Academy. «Guy», of course, is a bit informal (in US slang, it can refer
to a man or a woman):

Look at it this way: If you always degrade a person, their morale and 
self-esteem will plummet. Then you will have many more problems on 
your hands, including a guy who may refuse to do anything at all, or  
someone who always makes a mistake because he's so afraid of making  
mistakes. Now if you take that same person and praise him for his 
good work and help him with his poor work, you'll have a much more 
successful individual. You will also have an individual who respects 
you and who sees you as a good leader.

Collocation is a fancy term for words that go together — not for grammatical reasons, but more
out of custom; which, as you know, is a powerful reason for doing lots of things, including the
way we write. What words, for example, can you use for mentioning a hypothesis? You can form
or state a hypotheses. But it's more professional to frame or formulate one. 

Here are some examples:

We captured 70% of the domestic market last year (hi-impact).

We confirmed this opinion by a careful reading of our competitors' annual reports.
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Big Question 3: How Clear is My Presentation?

Proper structuring and formatting the material is the key. Remember that the essential parts

of the paragraph are: (1) topic sentence, (2) supporting details (like pros and/or cons), (3)
concluding sentence (optional), (4) transition word(s) or sentence.

First, a page should have at least three paragraphs. The rule is: one idea per paragraph, one
idea per sentence.

Second, effective headings are vital. They provide a visible structure for the reader. They show
the reader how the material is organized, and what is key material to focus on. Also, they help
the reader locate information more quickly. This is especially important in documents used for
reference purposes (such as manuals and procedures). Headings help the reader remember

(headings are emphasizers). Experiments  show that a group reading paragraphs with headings —
recalled twice as much as a group reading the same material without headings. Headings activate
the reader's schema: the information about the topic, that the reader has stored away in his or her
mental filing cabinet. Finally, they serve as both an introduction and summary for the material.
Thus headings should be all-encompassing, clear, self-contained, interesting, informational (one-
or two-word headings seldom provide enough useful information for the reader, and can be
ambiguous). They should employ action verbs whenever possible. The heading can present the
question that the section answers, matching the probable readers' questions. Consider the
following pairs of heads. Notice how much more interesting the second version is:

OLD: Use of Fiberglass
NEW: What if You Use a Fiberglass Body?

OLD: Conversion of the Engine to Gasohol
NEW: Can I Convert the Engine to Gasohol?

(after Darian S., Ilchenko O. IMPACT:  Writing for Business, Technology and Science).

On Argumentation

The most effective model of argumentation — especially for academic purposes — was
suggested by Stephen Toulmin. He argues that a good argument needs good justification for a
claim. In «The Uses of Argument» Toulmin suggests the following components for analyzing
arguments:

obligatory:

� Claim (thesis statement)
� Grounds (facts, evidence, data that answer the question «why?»)
� Warrant (implicit connection between the claim and the ground, 

or why the evidence supports the claim)

additional:

� Backing (extra proof)
� Rebuttal/Reservation (counter-arguments and counter-examples)
� Qualifier (linguistic devices conveying various degrees of certainty and possibility)

According to Bill Frazer (see his paper The New Rhetoric: How Discourse Analysis Can Help

Translators), the most common argument pattern in English is BPSE:

BACKGROUND — PROBLEM — SOLUTION — EVALUATION 

The signposting words  like «however», «unless» mark the turning point between the statement
of the problem and the discussion of the solution.

Other typical patterns of argument are: 
� describing a situation and evaluating it, 
� stating a position and giving the reasons to back it up, 
� summarizing a contrary position in order to refute it,
� denying something that has been said elsewhere, 
� correcting something that has been said elsewhere, etc.

For that matter, let us also emphasize another relevant, and no less important issue, that is, the

order of arguments. It was Hermann Ebbinghaus who first discovered the so-called Serial Position
Effect. In writing, that means putting your weakest arguments in the middle, your strongest

arguments in the start, and the strongest one(s) — in the end (though ideally all arguments
should be well-supported).
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USEFUL PHRASES FOR WRITING RESEARCH PAPERS
*For introduction, we use the CARS (Create a Research Space) model by John Swales. 
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INTRODUCTION 

MOVE 1

establishing a territory 

(citations required)  

MOVE 2

establishing a niche 

(citations possible)

the purpose of the study,

including the research

question(s) (RQ(s)) it

seeks to answer

The central/core problem of … is … .

Recently, there has been growing interest in … .

Few attempts have been made to … .

X is attracting considerable interest due to … .

There is a considerable amount of literature on … .

The first investigations into … .

In their seminal paper on …, A and B … .

C [   ] shows/suggests/describes/studies/demonstrates/

points out/notes/argues (that) … .

The theory was first put forward in … [1].

N [2] has argued that ... .

Several recent studies [3, 4, 5, 13] have suggested that ... .

D [   ] reported/outlined/developed/mentioned/highlighted … .

More details on this topic can be found in [   ].

For a detailed review of … see [  ].

However, these studies have not addressed the issue of … . 

However, … is still poorly understood.

However, … has received little attention.

However, there is still a need for … .

Further work on this problem is, however, badly needed.

There is no clear consensus on … .

There is no general agreement on … .

Few researchers have addressed the issue/problem of … .

There are few papers dealing with this subject.

Moreover, no attention has been paid to … .

Previous work has only focused on … .

Previous research  has been limited to … .

Most studies  failed to address … .

In the traditional/classical approach … .

Their analysis/ previous research  has not … .

This is the first study, to our knowledge, to examine … .

These results describe for the first time … .

To the best of our knowledge, … .

This … is the most challenging aspect of … .

The highly dynamic nature of … raises a number of challenging

issues related to … .

We explain … . Surprisingly, this has not been done before.

The present study investigates … .

In this study/paper we want to … .

In this article, we … .

The main focus of this article is … .

The aim of our/this research/ work/ study is to … .

The (present) paper aims to/at ...

This paper/study addresses /outlines/ presents/demonstrates a new… .

We address/analyze/ present/ consider/describe … .

This paper argues that … .

In this survey, we analyze, compare and contrast … .
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MOVE 3

presenting the present work

definitions

methods

the structure of 

the paper

RESULTS 

AND

DISCUSSION

What did I find? 

indicators of whether the

study was successfully

carried out

The main questions addressed in this paper are … .

Within this framework, … .

We believe that we have found/developed/designed an

innovative/ a cutting-edge/novel/new/guaranteed solution to … .

It would seem/appear that … 

X may be responsible for Y. 

The term /acronym X means/ is defined as … .

The method used is as described by E [   ].

We use the variation of X's procedure. Specifically, in our

procedure, we… .

This approach allows us to investigate X.

This technique allows  X to be investigated.

We start by noting … . 

We begin by examining … .

First, we …

Second, … .

Third, … .

The next step … .

Finally, … .

The paper is organized as follows.

For reasons of space, X is not addressed.

More details on this will be given below.

Once/as soon as/ after X had been done, we then did Y.

We showed that … . This is mostly due to … . However, … . 

(Overall), the results of this study show that … .

The data is broadly consistent with the major trends in the

literature as to … .

The attempted investigation proved to be a success. 

Our tentative data suggest that the theory holds.

This solution improves/advances/enhances … .

Table 1 / Figure 1 shows / compares / highlights/

lists / details / proves/ illustrates / indicates … .

We compare … .

Let's compare … . 

The data indicate that … .

Our results would seem to indicate … .

We believe that … .

This result shows/demonstrates/ proves/ highlights/stresses … .

In contrast to …, we… .

Despite (the fact that) … we believe … .

Although… .

It can thus be reasonably assumed … .

OR use bulleted list of contributions:

In this paper we

� identify and discuss… (section 2).

� explain … in section 3. This has not been done before.
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What did I NOT find? 

Any unexpected results?

the limitations of the

study

CONCLUSIONS

significance of the results

future work

acknowledgements

Another possible explanation for this is … .

We cannot rule out that X may have influenced Y.

Presumably, … .

I/we argue/believe that … .

Note that … .

It appears possible that … .

It seems likely that … .

On the other hand … 

X could be explained by … . Another explanation could be … .

No final decision between all these various alternatives is

possible at present.

The most likely explanation of the negative finding is … .

Interestingly/Importantly, … .

Unexpectedly, /Surprisingly, … .

This finding was unexpected and suggests … .

The study has a number of possible limitations. 

The results of our survey indicate a clear lack of … .

In contrast to some reports in the literature, there were … .

(In this paper) we have presented/described … .

In this article, we have surveyed/presented a comprehensive

survey of … . 

The findings confirm/corroborate/ validate … .

Our research suggests that … .

Our method/technique/procedure could be applied to … .

We could/can conclude that … .

It can/could be concluded … .

The results are of practical relevance.

We leave … for future work.

Our future work will focus/concentrate on studying/enhancing … .

Further studies … .

Support for this research … was provided by … . 

The author would like to acknowledge the support from … . 

The authors would like to thank … .

We thank Dr. Z for  … .

We also thank Prof. Y for his ongoing collaboration with this

research project.



Sample Template

Introduction

Recently, N et al. [   ] have highlighted the importance of … .
To the best of our knowledge, M et al.[   ]  provide the only previous analysis of … . They show

that … . In a related work, R and Y [    ] show … . However, they fail to … . These shortcomings
motivated the research community to look for alternative … . 

Our work aims to fill the void / to bridge the/this gap … by providing … .  Specifically, we
study … . We also study … . Finally, we identify and discuss … .

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We first describe … . We follow this with an
analysis of … . Then we evaluate … . We then relate our findings to the current state of … and
discuss limitations of our findings. Finally, we outline how … can benefit from our studies and
conclude the article.

At its core, … . Some authors suggest … [    ;    ;   ;     ]. Other authors suggest … [    ;   ].
Hence, … . Unlike the current … . Thus … . Similar to … . For example, … .

In this article, we build a simple model … . For instance, … . Thus, … . At the same time, it can
be used to … . It can also be used to … . This is possible because we can use … .

We start with the premise that … . In our model, … . We identify … . Table 1 provides a description
of each type of … . Additionally, one could consider … . However, we have chosen to … .

Results

Figure 1 illustrates … . In the setting depicted in Figure 1a, for, instance, … . On the other hand, … .
It could be due to…  . 

For our analysis, it is more interesting to consider … . This is because … . Thus we employ … .
Further, we … . Our setting eliminates the possibility of … but does not affect our conclusions
about … . 

In our model, we assume that … . The latter assumption does not reflect the current … . 
In this case, … . However, … . Thus, … . 

Additionally, we assume … . This reflects the current situation … . Nevertheless, … . 
In addition, … . Even though … we believe that … . 

In this section, we … . We limit our analysis to … . This could be … . This simplifies our analysis but
does not affect the generality of our results, since in practice … . In Fig. 2, … . Strictly speaking, … .
However, … . We see from Fig. 2 that … . We compare … . Table 3 summarizes … . 

Discussion

We showed that … . This is mostly due to … . However, … . This is a trend we currently see … .
If … could …, then …, which will …  . One could imagine … . Alternatively, … . 

We end this section by pointing out … . 
In this section, we discuss … . Our preceding analysis implies … . Thus, … . In order to be

useful, … . For instance, … . In addition, … . Moreover, … . For example, … . Therefore, … .
Furthermore, … . This … is necessary for … . 

Conclusions

In this article, we evaluated … . We showed … . In addition, we showed … . Even though …,
we … . This explains … . We also illustrated … . Additionally, our analysis suggested that … .
For instance, … . Thus, … . Finally, we pointed out that … . In particular, … . Hence, … . 

Additionally, we showed … . Therefore, … . Further studies … . 
This work was supported in part by … .
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COMMONLY MISUSED WORDS
� accept v. — to agree / to say yes

� except v. — to exclude/ to omit; leaving out/ not including

� access n. —  a way of entering

� excess adj. — surplus / extra amount

� advice n. — an opinion

� advise v. — to provide/give an opinion

� affect v. — to influence

� effect v. — a result/outcome

� a lot (of) — a great deal of

� allot v. — to assign as a portion

� allusion n. — an indirect reference

� illusion n. — an erroneous perception

� almost adv. — nearly

� most adj. — the greatest in amount, extent or degree

� among/amongst prep. is used for three or more items

� between prep. is used for two items (things, persons etc.)

� assure v. — to make (someone) sure of something

� ensure v. — to make certain that something happens

� insure v. — to guarantee persons/property against risk

� beside prep. — at / near

� besides adv. — in addition / additionally

� biannual adj. — occurring twice a year

� biennial adj. — occurring every two years

� capital n. — the chief city of a country

� Capitol n. — the seat of the US Congress in Washington, DC

� complement v. — to add to

� compliment v. — to praise

� council n. — an assembly of persons

� counsel v. — to advise or to give advice

� desert n. — a hot sandy region 

� desert v. — to abandon / to leave

� dessert n. — a usually sweet course of a meal served at the end of it

� device n. — a gadget

� devise v. — to design / to contrive

� emigrant n. — leaves a country

� immigrant n. — comes to a country 

� fir n. — refers to an evergreen tree with needle-shaped leaves

� fur n. — refers to the soft, hairy coat of an animal or to a garment made of fur
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� fission n. — the act or process of splitting into parts, the splitting of an 

unstable atomic nucleus into two or more nuclei

� fusion n. — the joining together of atomic nuclei, the act or 

process of melting together, union or blending of things

� intelligent adj. — clever / smart

� intelligible adj. — clear / easily understood

� lay (laid, laid) v. — to put something

� lie (lied, lied) v. — to make a false statement

� lie n. — a false statement

� lie (lay, lain) v. — to place oneself in a horizontal position

� loose adj. — not tight, not fixed

� lose v. — to be unsuccessful

� personal adj. — private

� personnel n. — staff; employees

� precede v. — to occur before

� proceed v. — to go on / to continue

� principal adj. — chief; first in order of importance

� principle n. — a basic truth, belief, or assumption

� quiet adj. — without noise

� quite adv. — rather / somewhat

� raise (raised, raised) v. — to lift / to elevate

� rise (rose, risen) v. — to ascend / to go up

� rational adj. — based on reason/ logic

� rationale n. — explanation of fundamental reason

� salon n. — 1) a commercial establishment offering a product or service; 2) a gallery; 

3) a periodical gathering of people

� saloon n. — a place where alcoholic drinks are sold and drunk; a tavern

� stationary adj. — fixed / not moving

� stationery n. — writing materials and office supplies

� suit n. — an outfit

� suite n. — set of rooms (as in a hotel)

� thorough adj. — complete adj.

� through prep. — via / by means of 

� urban adj. — characteristic of a city or city life

� urbane adj. — polite

� vacation n. — holiday(s)

� vocation n. — profession; career

� Washington, D.C. / DC — the capital of the United States

� Washington / WA — a state in the Pacific Northwest region, USA

� whether conj. — introduces an alternative (possibility); means «if»

� weather n. — the state of the atmosphere
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WRITING FOR INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES

"The emergence of a global language can influence the structure of other languages. There are

no precedents in human history for what happens to languages, in such circumstances of rapid

change. There has never been a time when so many nations were needing to talk to each other so

much. There has never been a time whew so many people wished to travel to so many places. There

has never been such a strain placed on the conventional resources of translating and interpreting.

Never has the need for more widespread bilingualism been greater, to ease the burden placed on

the professional few. And never has there been a more urgent need for a global language."

(David Crystal)

"Any fool can know. The point is to understand." 

(Albert Einstein)

What kind of English should be used with global communication in mind? A possible answer
to this challenge may be rooted in the realm of ethnic specificity. In other words, it is basically
about cultural variation in discourse. It was Norwegian mathematician and sociologist Johan
Galtung who first described four basic "intellectual styles" (ways of presenting thoughts in
writing), i.e. "Saxonic", "Gallic", "Teutonic", and "Nipponic." Some time earlier the US linguist
Robert Kaplan noticed similar phenomenon — cross-cultural differences in cultural thought
patterns — English, Semitic, Russian, Romance and Oriental ones. Consider just one example: as
a rule, the writings by Ukrainian authors often employ a lot of digressions (with sentences
beginning on one page and ending on another), which makes such writings barely readable for
Anglo-American audience.

On the other hand, Dwight Atkinson in his paper "Writing and Culture in the Post-process Era,"
argues that whereas the culture concept has traditionally been used to investigate differences and
cultural "purity," the current notion of culture takes into account continuity, universality and
hybridity, as well as the full range of social and cultural contexts. We feel that the same holds
true for non-native speakers of English. 

So let us outline some basic ideas for communicating with international audiences in English
in light of linguistic and culture specific issues. A quest for universality and overall
comprehensibility of information has brought about the idea of "plain English," or crystal-clear
language. Plain English can be broadly defined as writing that the intended audience can read,
understand and act upon the first time they read it. 

It emphasizes 

� avoiding slang, jargon, idioms, as well as symbols and specific terminology;
� using international words (though some of them may actually be false cognates or 

"false friends" or "frenemies"); 
� employing the words that are easier to pronounce;
� using simple tenses; 
� using simple, action verbs INSTEAD OF phrasal verbs and be verbs;
� keeping subject and verb close together; 
� avoiding verbosity;
� writing succinctly;
� keeping negation to a "minimum necessary";
� adequately employing Active and Passive voice;
� using appropriate authorial voice;
� being culturally competent and cognizant.

Plain English takes into consideration both design/layout and language. It emphasizes
avoiding cliche’s and jargon. For example, it suggests that we use "every day" instead of "on a
daily basis", "conclusion" in place of "bottom line" etc. Also, when dealing with international
audiences, expressing time becomes critical. Some countries use the 24 hour clock, others use
a.m. and p.m. Moreover, in Europe, the day ends at 24.00 and starts at 00 (which is, technically
speaking, the same). In the US, 12:00 a.m. is the beginning of the day. By the way, when making
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a hotel reservation, Ukrainians might speak of the number of "days", while in English the word
"nights" is used. It is a good idea to use International Standard (ISO) for expressing time, for
example: 17:30:00 (which is 5.30 p.m.). One more confusing thing is the date. The date 05/07/08,
which could be put 05-07-13, 05.07.13, can mean "May 7, 2013" or "July 5, 2013." International
standard (ISO) requires writing the name of the month and the year in full, e.g.  5 July 2013. 

If you use terms, brand names and/or abbreviations — give clear definitions and thorough
explanations upon introduction. It is generally preferable to use "for example" instead of "e.g.",
"jargon" rather than "gobbledygook", "excellent" in place of "superb", "before" instead of "prior
to", "24 hours a day, 7 days a week" rather than 24/7, "to cancel/to postpone" instead of "to call
off"; "to work really hard" VS. "to burn midnight oil", "bureaucracy" instead of "red tape," "why?"

rather than "how come?," and "can" instead of "has/have the ability to."
Another problem arises out of using translator's "false friends" (or "frenemies"). For example,

in Ukrainian, the word "àêòóàëüíèé" is NOT rendered into English as "actual." "Actual" is
translated as "ôàêòè÷íèé"; "ðåàëüíèé," and "àêòóàëüíèé" is "timely", or "high priority."
Similarly, "íàóêîâà àêòóàëüí³ñòü" is "scientific relevance" or "timeliness." More examples: in
Ukrainian, the word "aggressive" conveys only negative meaning of "hostile," "offensive." In
English, however, "aggressive" can also mean — depending on context — "active," which is
obviously positive appraisal. In English, "decade" means "10 years"; in Ukrainian, "äåêàäà" is "10
days". At this point, let us emphasize some more language issues, namely specific words and
lexical bundles. First and foremost: the word "research" is never pluralized in English: one
research; a lot of research (îäíå äîñë³äæåííÿ; áàãàòî äîñë³äæåíü). The word "technique" is
rendered as "ìåòîä", but not "òåõí³êà". By "techniques" native speakers of English mean
"methods", "procedures", "approaches" (the word "òåõí³êà" is translated as "technology"). More
similar examples: 

"humanities" or "humanistic studies" — "ãóìàí³òàðí³ íàóêè"
"human sciences" — "ãóìàí³òàðí³ òà ñîö³àëüí³ íàóêè"
"humane" — "ãóìàííèé"; "öèâ³ë³çîâàíèé"
"humanitarian" (ïðèêìåòíèê) (help) — "ãóìàí³òàðíèé"

"ãóìàí³òàðíà" (äîïîìîãà)
"humanitarian" (³ìåííèê) — "ãóìàí³ñò"
"annotation" — "êîðîòêèé êîìåíòàð" (ó êíèãàõ)
"abstract", "summary"— "àíîòàö³ÿ"
"synopsis" — a brief summary or general survey of something, a condensed statement 

or outline   ñèíîïñèñ, ñêîðî÷åíèé âèêëàä
"to be high on research agenda" /
"to show/to be of high scientific relevance" — "áóòè àêòóàëüíèì ó íàóêîâîìó ñåíñ³"
"to obtain/to get (research) results" — "îòðèìóâàòè ðåçóëüòàòè  
íàóêîâèõ äîñë³äæåíü/íàóêîâîãî ïîøóêó" (NOT receive!);

"challenge" — "cêëàäíà çàäà÷à/ïðîáëåìà, ÿêó ö³êàâî âèð³øèòè àáî 
ðîçâ'ÿçàòè"; "âèêëèê"; "âèïðîáóâàííÿ"

"it seems" — "î÷åâèäíî"/"âî÷åâèäü"
"to consist of" — "ñêëàäàòèñÿ (³)ç"
"to consist in" — "ïîëÿãàòè ó ÷îìóñü"
"regarding" / "in regard to" / "with regard to" / "as regards" /

"in this regard"; "as to"/ "as for"; "as far as … is/are concerned"; "speaking of"; "considering"; 

"touching"; "when it comes to";

"in this respect"; "for that matter" — "ñòîñîâíî"; "ùîäî; êîëè éäåòüñÿ/ ³äåòüñÿ (ïðî)"; 
"ùî ñòîñóºòüñÿ; ó çâ'ÿçêó (³)ç"; "ó çâ'ÿçêó (³)ç öèì" 

(NOT "in connection with"!);

"in (the) light of"; "from the perspective of"; "in view of"; 

"from the standpoint of"; "through the prism of"; "through the lens of" "ç îãëÿäó íà"; 
"íà ï³äñòàâ³"; "áåðó÷è äî óâàãè"; "ó ñâ³òë³"; "ç ïîçèö³¿"; 
"êð³çü ïðèçìó"; "êîëè éäåòüñÿ/³äåòüñÿ (ïðî)";
"feature(s)", "trait(s)"; "characteristic(s)"; "specificity" 

"îñîáëèâîñò³"  (NOT peculiarities!);
on the internet/Internet — "â ³íòåðíåò³"/"â ²íòåðíåò³".
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Attention should be paid to the following words that differ in meaning depending on context:
"since"

1) "ç" (ÿêîãîñü ÷àñó) when used with time markers 
(since 2013/last year/then etc.)

2) "òîìó, ùî"; "÷åðåç òå, ùî"; "ïîçàÿê"; "àäæå" ("because") when there are no time markers 
(I'm at a loss since I don't know what to do.)

"to maintain"

1) "ñòâåðäæóâàòè"
2) "òðèìàòè," "ï³äòðèìóâàòè"
"to suggest" 

1) "ïðîïîíóâàòè"
2) "íàâîäèòè íà äóìêó"
"to discover" 

1) "ðîáèòè â³äêðèòòÿ"; "(óïåðøå) â³äêðèâàòè," "âèíàõîäèòè" 
("to pioneer")

2) "âèÿâëÿòè"; "çíàõîäèòè" ("to find (out)," "to reveal")
"to appear"

1) "ç'ÿâëÿòèñÿ"
2) "âèäàâàòèñÿ" ("to seem"; in the infinitive constructions)
"to challenge"

1) "êèäàòè  âèêëèê" ("to throw down the gauntlet," "to dare")
2) "ñòàâèòè ï³ä ñóìí³â"; "íå ïîãîäæóâàòèñÿ" 

("to disagree," "to dissent;" "to demur;" "to object (to);" "to challenge")
"to argue"

1) "óâàæàòè", "ãàäàòè" ("to think" / "to believe")
2) "äèñêóòóâàòè" ("to dispute"; "to debate")
3) "ñïåðå÷àòèñÿ" ("to altercate;" "to quarrel")

"to argue for" — "äèñêóòóâàòè"; "âèñóâàòè àðãóìåíòè çà"; "âèñòóïàòè çà"
"to argue against" — "âèñóâàòè àðãóìåíòè ïðîòè", "áóòè/âèñòóïàòè ïðîòè."

"in fact,"

1) "ôàêòè÷íî,"; "âëàñíå êàæó÷è," ("actually,")
2) "êð³ì öüîãî,"; "íà äîäà÷ó" ("in addition"/"in addition to")
3) "íàñïðàâä³" (ìàðêóº íàñòóïíå çàïåðå÷åííÿ); 
4) "à ñàìå"; "òîáòî"; "ñåáòî" ("namely")
5) "ï³äñóìîâóþ÷è(,)"; "ó (ê³íöåâîìó) ï³äñóìêó" ("in conclusion(,)".

The readers need to find information quickly. They skim and scan the text before reading it.
Thus it is necessary to facilitate information decoding. It is quite easy by employing several
techniques. First, the text should be properly structured in a clearcut, linear manner. Sentences
should be short and effective, making the text as consistent and lucid as possible. The old rule
stating that the new information comes first, and then followed by an old one, still holds true. 

Another useful point is employing extensive clarifying, paraphrasing and exemplifying when
expressing ideas. 

It is also important to keep subject and verb close together, 

DO NOT USE: USE 

The purpose of This paper aims to address…
this paper is to address … This paper addresses… 

It is our conclusion that… We conclude that

Also, start with a substantive subject:
she, he; the paper; the article; this issue etc.
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DO NOT USE: USE: 

It seems that he knows it. He seems to know it.
There are many points in this post. This post has many good points. 

Keep your document(s) succinct. Please do NOT overwrite! You should keep a document short.
Limit yourself to discussing no more than three points at one time, and constantly focus on them.
The sentences should be as short as possible (no more than approximately 27 words in one
sentence). The eye scans about 50-70 characters at a time; this includes white space and
punctuation. On the other hand, messages should NOT be too brief — they can become unclear
and leave out crucial information. Remember what David Silverman said in his work "When
Clarity is Not the Same as Brevity": "being brief is important but not at the risk of being
misunderstood."

Overall, writing in English calls for compression, on the one hand, and clarity, on the other. A
good way to compress writings is to use the simple tenses — the past, present or future. They're
much clearer than the compound tenses — the past progressive, present progressive, or present
perfect; things like: "I had been studying," "I had wanted to talk to you," or "We will have
completed it by May." Sometimes you'll need a compound tense to capture an exact meaning.
But don't use them unless you have to. To give a feeling of things happening in the sentence,
use action verbs instead of be verbs. Action verbs appeal to the senses; especially the sense of
sight, movement, energy. Cut out weak verbs, two-word phrases containing an "empty" verb like
make or do, plus a noun, where one word would suffice. For example: 

We made arrangements for a conference to be held in November.

A better option:     We arranged for a conference to be held in November.

The general rule is: one idea per sentence or paragraph. 

In paragraphs, express your main point in the first sentence. Then use strong and vivid
supporting details. Appropriate examples, emphasizing key ideas by using boldface, bulleted

listings of items (that should be parallel in structure) are important. Getting back to David
Silverman and his another work "How to be Successful in Business Writing: Don't be Dickens,"
make the material "scannable." Like this: 
Marketers direct the flow of goods and services from producers to consumers. Marketers

attempt to bring both the producers and the consumers together.

� Producers are organizations that create goods and services.

� Consumers are those who buy and/or use goods and services for personal satisfaction.

� Industrial buyers are those who buy goods and services for business, rather than for personal

use. (Peterson)

As William Strunk put it in his classic book "The elements of style", "vigorous writing is
concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences,
for the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no
unnecessary parts."

Consider the following revision patterns to avoid verbosity: 

� eliminate "that-phrases" and also "which-phrases":
this is the issue that many people talk about" 

what I mean to say is that … 

the approach that was used — the used approach

that we need more time is obvious 

the ideas which/that are described

information which has indirect bearing on the issue- 

information with indirect bearing on the issue

� revise "there is/are phrases"

there have been studied … we studied …

� revise both of the above:
There have been several long-run changes that have helped …
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� eliminate "empty phrases" like "as a matter of fact", "kind of," 

"you know"

� use adjectives or nouns as adjectives instead of of-phrases:
"laboratory equipment" instead of 

"the  equipment of the laboratory" 

� avoid cumbersome (long and difficult to understand) sentences;
� note revisions like:
in order to

by means of

for the purpose of

prior to before

if this is the case — if so,

in the attempt to — attempting

in response to — responding

has/have the ability to — can

for the solution of the problem — to solve the problem / 

for solving the problem

we made the analysis of — we analyzed

in the event of — if

X(s) is/are also discussed in this article

as the methodology there is used the method of …, the usage of which has 

   allowed to reveal …                          the method of … is used to reveal…

end result

small in size

a duration of 3 days

basic fundamentals

in an analysis, they found

in such a manner — so

in the form of — as

by using — with

the work performed

the images that represent information — 

the images representing information

can result in reducing — can reduce

is an illustration — illustrates

may well continue to be — may remain

in this paper we describe — the paper describes

X is needed if one is to … 

one can search it in Google — it is searchable in Google

X makes it possible for the users to compose — X enables users to compose

It appears that it is the presence of young children that is seems to be the most important factor

It is interesting to note — Interestingly,

It is surprising — Surprisingly,

It is more important — More importantly,

But what is more serious is the fact that — More seriously, 

It is a good idea to solve this problem. — This problem is worth solving.

When a sentence has two or more negatives, for example: "it's not that we are unaware of it"

(instead of: "we are aware of it") the reader will often have to spend more time to figure it out.
Used alone in a sentence, negative words (no; not; nothing; unaware) are usually fine: "That is not
my cup of tea." In warnings, a negative may even be preferable: 

"Do not use …"; "Never ...". 
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But do not overdo it — don't add more negatives like:

I read this book not without interest.

Use:  I read this book with interest.

The next point is using Active vs. Passive voice. The Passive voice is often used to create the
so-called "objectivity effect"; to concentrate on the subject itself, especially in the language of
science. In such cases, it is put in the very beginning of a sentence: 

The models were developed from scratch.

Much has been written about various aspects related to standards and standardization.

This technology is widely used nowadays. 

It can be concluded that the argument is valid.

It can also be used to "hide" the agent for some reason (say, the agent may be unknown,
redundant, or … someone to blame):

Potatoes are grown in almost every country. 

English is spoken worldwide.

The message was misinterpreted.

It is also preferable to use modal verbs (specifically, can, could, may, might) in passive

constructions, especially when writing about examples and conclusions:
A simple example can be used to illustrate the approach described here.

It could be concluded that this is less important. 

The matter may be elucidated by further analysis.

Also, Polish linguist D. Lachowicz noticed that the so called "active" verbs (e.g. conduct,

connect) are "neutralized" by Passive voice. On the contrary, "passive" verbs (e.g. indicate, reveal)
tend to be used in Active voice.

One more point about Passive voice preference: it is widely used when subject is ether
unimportant (e.g. the agenda was changed yesterday) or undesirable (for some reasons) to
mention (e.g. authorization is required; the project was rejected; the document isn't filled out

correctly).
And, of course, there are cases when only Passive Voice is used:

I was born in September.

But generally it is preferable to use Active rather than Passive voice. 
For example:
Your order will be delivered We will deliver your order in 3 working days.

in 3 working days.

As can be seen from table 7 … Table 7 shows …

recently done research  recent research

In this paper it is analyzed …    we analyze …

There it is analyzed …

Again, there are cases when they may be used interchangeably, though in the examples that
follow, the first version below is much less "human" than the other five:

It can/could be concluded…

One can conclude …

I conclude …

We conclude …

You can conclude …

The conclusion is…

When it comes to expressing authorial voice, let us note here that while it is natural to use
explicit "I" in English, many other languages — for example, Slavic — consider it impolite.
Therefore, it would be a safer bet to stick with universal pluralis auctoris — "we" — a case of
coexistence of both. Another relevant point is "personalizing" discourse through various linguistic
devices conveying "you and I" attitude. Here belong phrases like let us/let's; (now) let's turn to;

you could/may; (please) note; consider; think of etc. 
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Now let's get to one more tricky point — avoiding ambiguity. 
"I once shot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got 

in my pajams I'll never know." (Groucho Marx).

The following two examples prove that commas are never redundant:

Ask the members of the group to provide any punctuation necessary to the following seven-word

sentence: "Woman without her man is a savage." The average male chauvinist will quickly respond

that the sentence needs no punctuation. There will be a few pedants among the male chauvinists

who will place balancing commas around the prepositional phrase: "Woman, without her man, is a

savage". Grammatically, this is also correct.  A feminist, however, and an occasional liberated man,

will place a dash after "woman" and a comma after "her."  Then we have "Woman — without her,

man is a savage."

(R. Day).

Panda: eats shoots and leaves. VS. Panda: eats, shoots, and leaves.

So, generally, it's better to use an extra comma than to avoid one, though US writer James
Thurber had once jokingly remarked that in the sentence "After dinner, the men went into the

living room.", the comma was used to give the men time to push back their chairs and stand up. 

Probably the best compilation of such cases comes from Jeff Gray's "Collection of Ambiguous

or Inconsistent/Incomplete Statements". 

Fine for Parking Here.

Bargain Basement Upstairs. 

Illiterate? Write today for free help.

We do not tear your clothing with machinery. We do it carefully by hand.

Please wait for hostess to be seated.

� BUCHAREST HOTEL 

The lift is being fixed for the next day. During that time we regret that you will be unbearable. 

� BUDAPEST ZOO 

Please do not feed the animals. If you have any suitable food, give it to the guard on duty. 

� BANGKOK DRY CLEANER 

Drop your trousers here for best results. 

� ROME LAUNDRY 

Ladies, leave your clothes here and spend the afternoon having a good time. 

� PARIS HOTEL 

Please leave your values at the front desk. 

On the other hand, ambiguous statements can be truly invaluable in some cases. Several gems
of double meaning were created by Robert Thornton, a professor of economics at Lehigh
University in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Thornton was frustrated about having to write letters of
recommendation for people with dubious qualifications, so he put together an arsenal of
statements that can be read two ways. He calls his collection the Lexicon of Inconspicuously

Ambiguous Recommendations, or LIAR, for short.  Some examples from LIAR:

About a lazy person:  "In my opinion, you will be very fortunate to get this person to work for you."

To describe an ex-employee who had problems getting along with fellow workers: "I am pleased to

say that this candidate is a former colleague of mine".

To describe a person with lackluster credentials: "All in all, I cannot say enough good things about

this candidate or recommend him too highly." 

In 1988, the MITRE Corporation of Bedford, Massachusetts 
(E.R. Buley, L.J.Moore, and M.F Owess prepared a list of requirements to avoid ambiguities

when preparing or reviewing a specification. The authors suggest to be careful with the following.
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A CHECKLIST FOR FUZZY REQUIREMENTS

� Incomplete lists ending with "etc.," "and/or," and "TBD."

� Vague words and phrases such as "generally," "normally," "to the greatest extent," and "where 

practicable."

� Implied certainty, flagged by words such as "always," "never," "all," or "every."

� Passive voice, such as "the counter is set." (By whom or what?)

� Every pronoun, particularly "it" or "its." Each should have an explicit and unmistakable 

reference.

� Comparatives, such as "earliest," "latest," "highest." 

� Words and phrases that cannot be quantified, such as "flexible," "achievable," "efficient,"  

"adequate," "minimum required," "minimum acceptable," "better," "higher," "faster," "less," 

"slower," "infrequent," "to the extent practicable," "where applicable."

There are more issues to consider. Like tricky culture specific words and phrases. The words
challenge/challenging (challenging — needing the full use of one's abilities and effort; difficult,

but in an interesting way; difficult but not impossible) are frequently used in English instead of
difficulty/difficult. However, it is sometimes advisable to explain the foreign audiences the true
meaning of "challenge", emphasizing that it is basically about "difficulties" — the problems that
challenge someone or something. The word "interesting" (which in English means "important but

somewhat unexpected or strange"), in Slavic languages actually conveys not just "so-so", but much
higher praise. To say nothing of "technical assistance", which actually means "consulting" only.

More examples, from the Economist:

What the British say: "Very interesting."
What the British mean: "I don't agree/I don't believe you."
What is understood: "They are impressed."

What the British say: "I hear what you say."
What the British mean: "I disagree and do not want to discuss it any further."
What is understood: "He accepts my point of view."

What the British say: "With the greatest respect."
What the British mean: "I think you are wrong (or a fool)."
What is understood: "He is listening to me."

What the British say: "Correct me if I'm wrong."
What the British mean: "I know I'm right — please don't contradict me."
What is understood: "Tell me what you think."

What the British say: "That's not bad."
What the British mean: "That's good or very good."
What is understood: "That's poor or mediocre."

What the British say: "Perhaps you would like to think about..."/
"I would suggest..." /"It would be nice if..."
What the British mean: "This is an order. Do it or be prepared 
to justify yourself..."
What is understood: "Think about the idea, but do what you like."

What the British say: "Do as much as you think is justified."
What the British mean: "Do it all."
What is understood: "Do what you can."

What the British say: "Oh, by the way…/Incidentally ..."
What the British mean: "The primary purpose of our discussion is..."
What is understood: "This is not very important ..."
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What the British say: "I was a bit disappointed that/It is a pity you..."
What the British mean: "I am most upset."
What is understood: "It doesn't really matter."

What the British say: "Could we consider some other options?"
What the British mean: "I don't like your idea."
What is understood: "They have not yet decided."

What the British say: "I'll bear it in mind."
What the British mean: "I will do nothing about it."
What is understood: "They will probably do it."

What the British say: "Please think about that some more."
What the British mean: "It's a bad idea: don't do it."
What is understood: "It's a good idea, keep developing it."

What the British say: "I'm sure it's my fault."
What the British mean: "I know it is your fault, please apologize."
What is understood: "It was somebody else's fault."

What the British say: "That is an original point of view."
What the British mean: "You must be mad, or very silly."
What is understood: "They like my ideas!"

What the British say: "I'm sure you'll get there eventually."
What the British mean: "You don't stand a chance in hell"
What is understood: "Keep on trying; they agree I'm on the right track."   

http://www.economist.com/node/21518456

The readers of the above mentioned article provided their own examples of cross-cultural
communication cases, like this one: 

"Several years ago, I was a member of a sales team in the Israeli telecommunications
equipment manufacturer where I was working. We made a presentation to British Telecom
at their head-office in London, and after our chief engineer had described our technically-
advanced new product, the head of the BT team stood up and said "I tend to agree that this
could be a good solution for us." So on our return to Israel the chief engineer and I told our
managing director that things were looking good. However, a couple of weeks later, our
London office manager discovered that the BT team leader had in fact made a
recommendation to his management categorically rejecting our product proposal. "I tend to
agree" became a company joke, and its meaning was by then well understood by all."

Another useful point is knowing the correct meaning of certain questions, that only look like

questions:

— How do you do? very formal greeting 

— How do you do? (a more formal way to say "Hello")

— You haven't met Ann, have you? introduction

— Could I see your papers/passports? order

— Where do you think you're going? (implication: don't go there)

— Do you mind? (implication: please don't do it)

— Can I have some tea, please? request

— Can I take this?
— Do you think you could possibly 

help me out?
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— Would you like some water? offer

— Isn't it stuffy in here? criticism

— You don't seem to know this fact, inquiry

do you?

— Do you mind if I asked my PhD asking permission

students to attend the conference? 

— Why don't you go there? advice

— Why don't we do it together? suggestion

— Won't it be better for us to 
do it together?

— How should I know? negation

(implication: I don't know.)

Native speakers of English are usually very polite. They follow etiquette and netiquette (net

etiquette, e-politeness) rules. Taking into account etiquette issues is always important. In English,
they are basically about:

� cushioning negative statements
It's not quite right.

� implying alternative approaches (yes… but…)
Complex? Yes, but fast and effective.

� using "diplomatic" language 
It may or may not be a problem. 

It depends. It's not necessarily good. Nor is it bad. 

Unfortunately, the situation looks potentially unwinnable.

� asking a rhetorical question to attract the reader's attention
How does it work?

� trying to politely guess what the reader might be interested in:
Perhaps you're wondering… .

You may be asking yourself… .

In netiquette, the main rule is "be concise and inoffensive." But that's not the whole story. 
Let's start with user names. User names for professional purposes usually contain the first

name, the last name or a combination of both, for example alex.johnson@sample.com; or
aljohn@sample.com. Sometimes a degree is also mentioned, e.g. dr_alex.johnson@sample.com.
Such user names tend to be informational and formal, while names like
coolcucumber007@sample.com; CandyGal@sample.com are overly emotional, informal, and project
no professional aura. In general, it is preferable to use lower case characters and — possibly —
the underscore to create an e-mail address. 

Next comes subject line. Always fill in the subject line, and make it subject specific (like "One
Idea for Your Study"). Add a word or two even to a RE: message (which might restate the topic
of the received message or just say "RE: your message"). Subject line is as important as the
message itself. As Lynn Gaertner-Johnston, US writing guru, put it, "If you are not sure what the
subject is, you are not ready to send a message."

The salutation is often a problem, especially when you're addressing someone you don't
already know. Dear Sir or Dear Madam — are cold and impersonal. Even if you're writing to a
group of people, try to make it a little more personal. How to handle first and last names in a
salutation? Use a first name in the salutation only if you know the person. Depending on the
nature of the relationship, it's usually safe to let the other person use yours first in his or her
opening — and then replying in the same way. The degree of formality differs, even in countries
where English is the first language. British tend to be more formal than Americans. An alternative
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to either first or last name — is using both together. For example: it's less formal than "Dear Mr.

Baker," but not as personal as "Dear Ed." One thing you don't want to do is: shortening someone's
name (Bob instead of Robert, Bill instead of William; Steve in place of Steven) unless they use that
short form themselves. 

It's always safe to start off being formal (Dear Mr/Mrs/Ms), and shifting to a more informal
tone (Dear Frank/Jane) if the other person addresses you that way. But don't overdo it: when
addressing a professor, choose (Dear) professor Davis, instead of Ms Davis or Dear Ms Davis. For
informal messages, things like 

Hi Bob, / Bob: / Dear Bob. / Dear Bob: 

are fine. When addressing a group, use 
Dear colleagues, Dear team members, or Dear all. 

When choosing between Hello and Good afternoon/evening/morning, 

opt for Hello (or less formal Hi / Hi there).
Opening and closing paragraphs are the most important parts of a written message. The easiest

way to start your message is to use something like I'm writing to … . In e-mails, a warm greeting
and especially a "small talk" line before proceeding to business is an important etiquette element:

Dear Mr. Green,

Thank you for renewing your membership for 2013. You know how important it is to stay up-to-

date with cutting-edge technology breakthroughs. 

Please take a moment to update or confirm the information in your technical interest profile.

With this data, we can continue to send you timely information in your particular areas of interest.

The kind of opening depends a great deal on the kind of message. 

If it's good news, put it upfront, immediately. 

If it's bad news, locate it further in the text, and start the letter with some point of common

agreement. Then present your reasons, mention the bad news (a refusal etc.), and close with

something positive. 
But no matter what your subject, if you want people to read your letter — start with something

that catches them. For example:

It was a pleasure talking to you last week.

I know how busy you are.

The complimentary close is another uneasy area. Avoid formal, stiff, and stereotyped closings
(like Sincerely yours,). Better options: 

With best/warmest wishes, / All the best, / My very best, / My  thanks. / 

Thanks very much. It really helps.

Some kind of thanks may be put either in closing, or in the very beginning of a message. Such
thanks may vary from formal to informal: 

Thank you  very much/ever so much. 

Thank you  very much indeed.

Thanks a lot. 

Many thanks. Many, many thanks. /

Thank you. 

Thanks. Thanks for … .

Thanx. 

More examples: 

Thanks for the wonderful review. Keep them coming!

Many thanks for responding so fast.

Thank you for the opportunity to meet.

Thank you for investing your time in me. I appreciate it!

Thanks! I appreciate your ongoing support. 

Thank you for thinking of me.
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Yet conversely, "thanks anyway" or "anyway, thank you for…" (rendered in Ukrainian as "äÿêóþ
ó áóäü-ÿêîìó ðàç³ — õî÷(à) Âè é íå äîïîìîãëè") is normally used when someone has done
something for you, yet it had been unsuccessful. In a text message or an email it could sound as
negative or sarcastic ("You didn't really help, but thanks for trying"). On the other hand, if  you
say (NOT write!) it after saying something nice like "I appreciate the offer but I can't accept it

right  now. Thanks anyway." then "thanks anyway" is rather  positive. It depends  on the context,
the tone, and the way it is said.

More helpful suggestions:

I was wondering if … I wonder …

I'm writing to… "Having received your letter of..." 

"I would like to take a few minutes of your time." 

"I would like to take the opportunity to..."

I would like to … I want to…

I'm hoping …   I hope …

I've attached … / Attached is/are …/ Here is …. I'm sending …

Please find attached…

Could you please take a look at … . Can you please take a look at … 

I would appreciate it if you could… Can you … .

I would appreciate any comments 

/ suggestions / feedback.

Please let me know what you think. Let me know

Do you think I am on the right track?

I'm having difficult time … I don't think …

I am unable …

I can't …

I was wondering if it would be possible … It is impossible…

I was wondering if I could I need …

have a few extra days to …

challenging task I have a problem …

to better understand … I don't understand…

Thanks for taking a look. Thanks anyway. / 

Anyway, thank you for….

Thanks a lot. Thank you for your kind consideration.

Many thanks. / Many, many thanks. 

Thank you for your understanding.

Thank you for / I will be grateful for

any help you can provide. Thank you in advance

for your attention to this matter /

for any help you can provide.
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I will appreciate your help with this Hoping to hear from you soon, 

situation. Please reply…

Please let me know if … is possible.

I look forward / Looking forward

Please contact me if I can help to hearing from you soon.

in any way.

Looking forward to your reply.

If you have any questions, 

please call me. I'd like to be of help.

Best wishes, / Best regards, Sincerely( yours) / Yours sincerely

All the best, Very sincerely yours,

Truly yours, / Yours truly,

More suggestions for writing effective e-mails: 

� use a blank line between paragraphs, and follow the rule: one idea per paragraph;
� use you and your more than I or me; avoid making I the first word in a message 

(this is called  the you-attitude)
� never send blank messages, especially those with attachments;
� never send important business emails on Friday afternoon or on weekends;
� always proofread your messages.

Finally, it seems like a good idea to avoid cultural references such as politics (including some
historical events and historical figures), religion,  and money. The same holds true for humor,
idioms, word play. But that doesn't alter the fact that some internationally recognizable idioms
should be used in a proper context, e.g. "salt of the earth," "to iron out (matters)" etc. For
example:

The rapid pace of technology and its importance to our economy requires that we rebalance

our federal R&D portfolio to support our most urgent priorities… We find ourselves at a

crossroads in history — operating within a new economy — and we'd better roll up our

sleeves and get busy. (Perlman).

All of the above leads us to believe that addressing any audience, including international, is
about avoiding miscommunication, and making the message clear, easily understandable and
comprehensible by any person in any country of the world. Simply put, it is about "localizing the
international and internationalizing the local." The key is to finally persuade the readers — in a
friendly manner, but, in the first place, to make the audience feel good, to "humanize" the
communication itself. 
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SMS LINGO
� letters, figures, and symbols represent words or parts of words:

r — are; -er tho — though
u — you 1 — one
y — why 2 — to; too; two 
b — be 4 — for; four
c — see; sea 8 — eight; -ate; -ait 
@ — at

� several letters replacing a word:

ez — easy (z can be pronounced as "zed" OR "zee")

plz — please

� abbreviations (prounced as separate letters):

asap / A.S.A.P. (as soon as possible) — ÿêîìîãà ñêîð³øå
brb (will) be right back) -íåçàáàðîì ïîâåðíóñÿ
btw (by the way) — ì³æ ³íøèì; äî ðå÷³ 
cu (c-u: see you) — ïîáà÷èìîñÿ
GN (good night) — (íà) äîáðàí³÷
GL (good luck) — õàé ùàñòèòü
IMHO/imho (in my humble opinion) — íà ìîþ ñêðîìíó äóìêó
lol (laughing out loud) ñì³þñÿ
OMG (Oh my God) — Î, Áîæå
pcm — (please call me) — áóäü ëàñêà, çàòåëåôîíóé(òå) ìåí³
ruok — (are you ok? : r/are -u /you— OK) — Ó Âàñ óñå ãàðàçä?
JK — (just kidding) — æàðò(óþ)
IDK — (I don't know) — íå çíàþ
TBA (to be announced) —  áóäå ïîâ³äîìëåíî
TBD — (to be defined) — (äîñ³) íåâèçíà÷åíèé; ïîòðåáóº óòî÷íåííÿ
TL; DR (too long, didn't read) — äóæå äîâãèé òåêñò, íå ÷èòàâ  (ðîñ. ìíîãî áóêâ, íå îñèëèë)
THNX (thanks) äÿêóþ
Ty (vm) (Thank you (very much) — (äóæå) äÿêóþ
YAW (you are welcome) — ïðîøó; íåìà çà ùî

� acronyms (pronounced as words):

HAND (have a nice day) — áàæàþ Âàì ãàðíîãî äíÿ
KISS (keep it simple, stupid) — à ìîæíà ïðîñò³øå?

� letters and figures hybrids:

2day (to / day) — ñüîãîäí³
gr8 (great: gr+eat) — ÷óäîâî
l8 (late: l+ate) — ï³çíî
l8r (late: l+ate+r (er) — ï³çí³øå
w8 (wait: w+-ait) — çà÷åêàé(òå)
B4 (before: b+four) — äî
4u (for you) — äëÿ Âàñ; äëÿ òåáå
4get (forget: for+get) — çàáóäü
some1 (someone: some+one) — õòîñü

� various pictograms, smilies, emoticons:

:)    :-)   :] ☺☺ — ïîñì³øêà
:D   =D — øèðîêà óñì³øêà; ñì³õ

:(     :[       �� — íåâäîâîëåííÿ; ïîõìóðèé âèðàç îáëè÷÷ÿ
;)     ;-) — ï³äìîðãóâàííÿ; ñàðêàñòè÷íèé êîìåíòàð
:\ — âàãàííÿ
@>--; — òðîÿíäà
<3 — êîõàííÿ, ëþáîâ
</3 — ðîçáèòå ñåðöå
XOXO (hugs and kisses — ë³òåðè X òà O â³çóàëüíî íàãàäóþòü  

ïîö³ëóíîê òà îá³éìè) — îá³éìàþ, ö³ëóþ
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ANSWER KEY 

Unit 1

Ex.2

I. 1-F. 2-C. 3-E. 4-A. 5-H. 6-G. 7-D. 8-B. 9-N. 10-M. 11-I.12-K. 13-L.
II. 1-B. 2-D. 3-C. 4-A. 5-F. 6-E.
Ex.5

1-E. 2-G. 3-F. 4-A. 5-B. 6-D. 7-C. 8-J. 9-H. 10-I. 11-N. 12-P. 13-Q. 14-K. 15-M. 16-O. 17-L.

Unit 2

Ex.10

1-d. 2-c. 3-b. 4-d. 5-d.
Ex.12

1-d. 2-d. 3-d. 4-b. 5-c. 6-a. 7-d. 8-a. 9-b. 10-d. 11-a. 12-a. 13-a. 14-c. 15-d.

Unit 3

Ex.3

1-E. 2-C. 3-D. 4-A. 5-B.
Ex.6

1-b. 2-b. 3-d. 4-c. 5-b. 6-d. 7-c.
Ex.7

1-b. 2-a. 3-b. 4-a. 5-d. 6-b. 7-a. 8-a. 9-a. 10-c. 11-d. 12-d. 13-b. 14-d. 15-b. 16-a. 17-c.
Ex. 10

1-a. 2-c. 3-d. 4-b. 5-a. 6-a. 7-b. 8-d. 9-c. 10-a. 11-c. 12-a. 13-c. 14-d. 15-c. 16-a. 17-a. 18-d. 19-c.
20-a. 21-c. 22-d. 23-b. 24-a. 25-b. 26-d. 27-b. 28-c. 29-a.

Ex.16

1.__, __, __. 2. __, __. 3. __, __ . 4. A . 5. The. 
Ex.18

1-d. 2-b. 3-a. 4-b. 5-a. 6-b. 7-c. 8-a. 9-a. 10-c. 11-c. 12-b. 13-a.

Unit 4

Ex.2

1-D. 2-C. 3-E. 4-B. 5-A.
Ex.5

1-a. 2-d. 3-a. 4-b. 5-a. 6-c. 7-a. 8-a. 9-b. 10-d. 11-d. 12-c. 13-c. 14-a. 15-d. 16-c. 17-b. 18-d. 19-a.
20-b. 21-d. 22-d. 23-b. 24-d. 25-b.

Ex.7

1-c. 2-c. 3-d. 4-c. 5-a. 6-c. 7-d. 8-a. 9-b. 10-c.
Ex.10

1-d. 2-c. 3-b. 4-a. 5-d. 
Ex.11

1-d. 2-d. 3-d. 4-c. 5-b. 6-a. 7-a. 8-a. 9-d. 10-b. 11-b. 12-d. 13-a. 14-a. 15-d. 

Unit 5

Ex.6

1-a. 2-a. 3-a. 4-d. 5-b. 6-a. 7-a. 8-a. 9-d. 10-c. 11-b. 12-c. 13-d. 14-d. 15-d. 16-d. 17-a. 18-d. 19-
d. 20-a. 21-d.

Ex.7

1-J. 2-M. 3-E. 4-K. 5-B. 6-H. 7-D. 8-C. 9-F. 10-G. 11-I. 12-A. 13-L. 14-R. 15-T. 16-V. 17-P. 18-U.
19-O. 20-N. 21-Q. 22-S.

Ex.10

1-a. 2-a. 3-c. 4-c. 5-a. 6-a. 7-a. 8-d. 9-d. 10-c. 11-c. 12-c. 13-a. 14-a. 15-b. 16-b. 17-a. 18-d. 19-b.
20-a. 21-c. 22-a.

Ex.15

1-c. 2-b. 3-d. 4-b. 5-b. 6-d. 7-d. 8-a. 9-b. 10-c. 11-c. 12-b. 13-a. 14-a. 15-d. 16-b. 
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Unit 6

Ex.4

1-a. 2-b. 3-c. 4-a. 5-a. 6-b. 7-a. 8-b. 9-d. 10-b. 11-a. 12-a. 13-a. 14-d. 15-a. 16-d. 17-a. 18-a. 19-b.
20-d. 21-a. 22-d. 23-a.

Ex.8

1-b. 2-a. 3-c. 4-c. 5-a. 6-c. 7-b.
Ex.10

1-D. 2-F. 3-A. 4-B. 5-C. 6-E.
Ex.12

1-b. 2-c. 3-a. 4-a. 5-a. 6-c. 7-c. 8-d. 9-a. 10-b. 11-b. 12-d. 13-c. 14-a. 15-b. 16-d. 17-d.
Ex.13

1-b. 2-b. 3-a. 4-b. 5-a. 6-a. 7-b. 8-a. 9-a. 10-a. 11-a. 12-b. 
Ex.15

1-E. 2-B. 3-I. 4-K. 5-J. 6-A. 7-C. 8-L. 9-D. 10-F. 11-H. 12-M. 13-G. 
Ex.16

1-c. 2-c. 3-a. 4-c. 5-d. 6-a. 7-d. 8-d. 9-c. 10-d. 11-a. 12-a. 13-a. 14-d. 15-b.

Unit 7

Ex.5

1-b. 2-a. 3-c. 4-a. 5-d. 6-a. 7-a. 8-d. 9-b. 10-c. 11-c. 12-c. 13-d. 14-d. 15-a. 16-c. 17-c. 18-a. 19-d.
20-a. 21-d. 22-d. 23-d. 24-d. 25-d. 26-b.

Ex.13

1-b. 2-a. 3-a. 4-d. 5-c. 6-d. 7-a. 8-d. 9-c. 10-d. 11-a. 12-b. 13-b. 14-d. 15-b.

Unit 8

Ex.10

1-G. 2-E. 3-I. 4-C. 5-H. 6-N. 7-J. 8-L. 9-K. 10-D. 11-A.12-F. 13-B.14-M. 15-Q. 16-O. 17-P.
Ex.16

1-D. 2-E. 3-A. 4-B. 5-C. 6-G. 7-F. 8-J. 9-I. 10-H.
Ex.19

1-d. 2-c. 3-d. 4-b. 5-d. 6-a. 7-d. 8-c. 9-c. 10-a. 11-c. 12-d. 13-d. 14-b. 15-b. 16-d. 17-c. 18-a. 19-
d. 20-a. 21-a. 22-a. 23-a. 24-d. 25-d. 26-c. 27-b. 28-c. 29-c. 30-d. 31-d. 32-a. 33-a. 34-d. 35-c. 36-a.
37-d. 38-b. 39-c. 40-c. 41-b. 42-d. 43-c. 44-b. 45-c. 46-d. 47-c. 48-a. 49-b. 50-a. 51-a. 52-a. 53-b. 54-
c. 55-a. 56-c. 57-d. 58-b. 59-b. 60-b.61-c. 62-a. 63-a. 64-b. 65-a. 66-b. 67-a. 68-a. 69-a. 70-a. 71-a.
72-a. 73-a. 74-b. 75-a. 76-c. 77-a. 78-c. 79-b. 80-a. 81-d. 82-c. 83-b. 84-b. 85-b. 86-b. 87-b. 88-d. 89-
a. 90-a. 91-a. 92-b. 93-b. 94-c. 95-c. 96-c. 97-d. 98-b. 99-d. 100-d. 101-c. 102-c. 103-a. 104-b. 105-b.
106-c. 107-d. 108-c. 109-a. 110-d. 111-a. 112-b. 113-c. 114-c. 115-d. 116-a. 117-d. 118-b. 119-b. 120-
d. 121-a. 122-a. 123-c. 124-d. 125-a. 126-b. 127-a. 128-c. 129-a. 130-a. 131-d. 132-c. 133-c. 134-a.
135-b. 136-d. 137-b. 138-a. 139-a. 140-c. 141-b. 142-d. 143-c. 144-a. 145-b. 146-d. 147-c. 

Ex.21

1-d. 2-a. 3-c. 4-a. 5-a. 6-b. 7-a.

Unit 9

Ex.1

1-the. 2-a. 3 __. 4-an, __ . 5-the. 6-__. __. 7.-__ . 8-the. 9-__, __ . 10-the. 11-__. 12-__,
(the), the. 13-__, the. 14-__ .15-__, (the).

Ex.2

1-understand. 2-sounds. 3-goes. 4-smells. 5-wakes up. 6. is smelling; smell.
Ex.3

1-was studying. 2-was studying. 3-will be taking. 4-will call. 5-was reading; was watching.

Qualifying Exam Sample Test

1-d. 2-c. 3-a. 4-c. 5-c. 6-a. 7-a. 8-c. 9-c. 10-d. 11-b. 12-c. 13-c. 14-d. 15-a. 16-c. 17-c. 18-d. 19-d.
20-a. 21-a. 22-c. 23-a. 24-c. 25-a.
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